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Abstract (in English)

This thesis focuses on the theoretical underpinnings of model predictive control (MPC)
for linear stochastic systems. The plant model comprises a deterministic and stochastic
part. Each part is modeled by a linear time-invariant (LTI) system and parametrized
through its respective transfer function (TRF). Only single-input-single-output (SISO)
systems are considered.

We show how this set-up gives rise to a linear stochastic state space model in con-
tinuous time comprising a linear stochastic differential equation (SDE). This is done by
rigorous application of the distribution theory of Laurent Schwartz. We use the con-
vention that continuous-time white noise should be what results by differentiating the
sample paths of Brownian Motion in the sense of distributions. The derivation leads
directly to the notion of Wiener integrals. It shows why the linear SDE framework does
not conflict with deterministic system theory allowing distribution-valued input.

The external behaviour of an LTI SISO system L is characterized by its impulse
response h. Using distribution theory we show how the output of L is described by a
Wiener integral in terms of h in the case of continuous-time white noise input. The
derivations require that h be of locally finite variation.

For deterministic linear systems the formula Y psq “ HpsqUpsq relates the Laplace
transforms Upsq and Y psq of input and output respectively for a causal system at rest
prior to the onset of excitation. It is assumed that the Laplace transform H of h exists
and that h is locally of finite variation. We prove that the formula retains its validity also
in case the input is the distributional derivative of a sample path of Brownian Motion.

Consider a SISO LTI system L with square integrable h with continuous-time white
noise input. The finite-dimensional probability distributions of the output will converge
with time to a family of distributions which in turn define a stationary process. We
show that there exists a version of this process which has almost surely (a.s.) continuous
sample paths, as long as h is globally of bounded variation. This is a special case of a
general theorem on Gaussian processes, the proof of which is quite involved. Here we
offer a simpler proof for the relevant special case by exploiting a result from Fourier
Analysis.

We apply MPC to a linear stochastic system L in continuous time. Assuming
equidistant sampling and zero-order hold (ZOH) input, an equivalent discrete-time linear
stochastic model is established. We derive sufficient conditions on the TRF ensuring that
the resulting Kalman filter be stabilizing, in particular that the relevant discrete-time
algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) has a unique positive definite stabilizing solution.

Implementations of MPC in discrete-time often feature an optimal control problem
(OCP) with a cost function comprising a term which is quadratic in the input rate of
change. We propose a continuous-time analogue of this OCP and for an LTI system in
state space form. Sufficient conditions are derived for the minimizer of the continuous-
time OCP to provide feedback that ensures nominal stability.
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iv Abstract (in English)

Using MPC we treat the problem of minimizing the mean square tracking error for
the output with respect to some reference trajectory. Assuming that the referecence
trajectory is constant throughout each sampling interval we provide a transcription of
this problem to an OCP in discrete time. This discrete-time OCP is in a form which
permits the use of Riccati iteration solver the complexity of which is approximately linear
in the prediction horizon. Using work by C. Van Loan formulae are derived allowing for
the efficient calculation of the parameters of the discrete-time OCP.

We consider discretizations for the continuous-time OCP proposed. No constraints
on the state vector are imposed but both input and input rate of change are subject to
constraints. For ZOH discretization we establish the convergence of the minimizers punq
of the discretized problems to the continuous-time solution u˚ P H1 as the (uniform)
discretization step tends to zero. The convergence takes place in L2-norm.



Resumé (p̊a dansk)

Denne afhandling fokuserer p̊a det teoretiske grundlag for modelprædiktiv regulering
(MPC) af lineære stokastiske systemer. Systemmodellen omfatter s̊avel en deterministisk
som en stokastisk del. Hver del modelleres af et lineært tidsinvariant (LTI) system og
parametriseres gennem sin respektive overføringsfunktion. Kun systemer af typen single-
input-single-output (SISO) vil blive betragtet.

Det vises, hvorledes dette setup giver anledning til en lineær stokastisk tilstandsmodel
i kontinuert tid involverende en lineær stokastisk differentialligning (SDE). Dette opn̊as
ved stringent anvendelse af Laurent Schwartz’ distributionsteori. Vi benytter den kon-
vention, at hvid støj i kontinuert tid er hvad der der opn̊as ved at differentiere udfalds-
funktionerne for Brownian Motion i distributionsforstand. Ved udledningen føres man
direkte til at introducere begrebet Wienerintegral. Det fremg̊ar ligeledes hvorfor det med
lineære SDE forbundne løsningsbegreb ikke er i konflikt med den deterministiske teori
for lineære systemer, s̊afremt input tillades at være en distribution.

De eksterne egenskaber af et LTI SISO system L er karakteriseret ved dets impuls-
respons h. Vi betragter scenariet hvor distributionsafledede af udfaldsfunktioner for
Brownian Motion bruges som input til systemet L. Under anvendelse af distributionsteori
vises hvorledes output af L beskrives ved et Wienerintegral hvis integrand er givet ud
fra h. Udledningerne fordrer, at h lokalt er af begrænset variation.

For deterministiske systemer haves formlen Y psq “ HpsqUpsq, der sammenknytter de
Laplacetransformerede U og Y af henholdsvis input og output for et kausalt LTI-system,
som er i hvile før ekscitation p̊abegyndes. Det antages, at den Laplacetransformerede H
af h eksisterer samt at h lokalt er af begrænset variation. Vi viser, at formlen bevarer sin
gyldighed ogs̊a i det tilfælde, at input er den distributionsafledede af en udfaldsfunktion
for Brownian Motion.

Betragt et SISO LTI-system L i kontinuert tid med kvadratisk integrabel impulsre-
spons h. Antag at som input til systemet benyttes hvid støj. De endeligt-dimensionale
sandsynlighedsfordelinger for output vises at konvergere mod en familie af fordelinger for
tiden g̊aende mod uendelig. De endeligt-dimensionale fordelinger som opn̊as i grænsen
vises at definere en stationær stokastisk proces. Det vises, at der findes en version
af denne proces, hvis udfaldsfunktioner med sandsynlighed 1 er kontinuerte, s̊afremt
h globalt er af begrænset variation. Dette er et specialtilfælde af en generel sætning
om Gaussiske processer, hvis bevis er ganske kompliceret. I denne afhandling gives et
simplere bevis for det nævnte relevante specialtilfælde ved anvendelse af et resultat fra
Fourieranalyse.

Modelprædiktiv regulering anvendes p̊a et stokastisk LTI-system i kontinuert tid.
Under antagelse af ækvidistant sampling samt anvendelse af et nulteordens holdenetværk
(ZOH) udledes en ækvivalent stokastisk LTI-model i diskret tid. For overføringsfunktion-
en udledes betingelser som er tilstrækkelige til at sikre, at det resulterende Kalman filter
er stabilt. Specielt vises at den relevante diskrete algebraiske Riccatiligning (DARE) har
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vi Resumé (p̊a dansk)

en entydigt bestemt positivt semidefinit stabiliserende løsning.
Implementationer af MPC i diskret tid omfatter ofte et optimalt kontrolproblem

(OCP) med en kostfunktion indeholdende et led der er kvadratisk i vækstraten for input.
I afhandlingen gives et bud p̊a et optimalt kontrolproblem analogt hertil i kontinuert
tid for et LTI-system p̊a tilstandsform. Der udledes betingelser p̊a kontrolproblemets
parametre, som er tilstrækkelige til at sikre at løsningen til kontrolproblet i kontinuert
tid resulterer i feedback som sikrer nominel stabilitet af systemet i lukket sløjfe.

Under anvendelse af MPC behandler vi problemet at minimere, i kvadratisk middel,
trackingfejlen mellem output af L og en given referencetrajektorie. Idet referencetrajek-
torien antages konstant i hvert sampleinterval gives en transkription af dette problem
som resulterer i et optimalt kontrolproblem i diskret tid. Dette optimale kontrolproblem
i diskret tid er p̊a en form, som tillader anvendelse af en løsningsalgoritme baseret p̊a
Riccati-iteration og følgelig opn̊ar en kompleksitet der er omtrent lineær i prædiktions-
horisonten. Under anvendelse af resultater af C. Van Loan udledes formler, der tillader
effektiv beregning af parametrene i det relevante optimale kontrolproblem i diskret tid.

Endelig betragtes diskretiseringer for det optimale kontrolproblem i kontinuert tid,
hvis kostfunktion indeholder et led der er kvadratisk i vækstraten for input. Der p̊alægges
ingen begrænsninger p̊a tilstandsvektoren, men b̊ade input og vækstraten af input er un-
derlagt bibetingelser. For ZOH-diskretisering bevises konvergensen af følgen punq af
løsninger af de diskretiserede problemer mod løsningen u˚ af problemet i kontinuert tid,
efterh̊anden som diskretiseringens finhed g̊ar mod 0. Løsningen u˚ tilhører Sobolevrum-
met H1, men konvergensen foreg̊ar i L2-norm.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Mankind has exploited feedback control techniques since the days of the ancient Greeks.
An early example is the celebrated water clock of Alexandria, which is credited to the
inventor and mathematician Ktesibios and dates back to the 3rd century BC. Later, with
the advent of the Industrial Revolution, came a need to control the emerging engines
and production machinery. James Watt’s centrifugal flyball governor from the late 18th
century provided a solution to the problem of controlling the speed of steam engines and
is arguably the most famous example from the early Industrial Age.

While there was no shortage of ingenious individual solutions to very diverse control
problems, an actual theory of automatic control was slower to emerge. For a long time
there was no cohesive body of mathematical methods available from which to synthesize
solutions to control problems. The latter part of the 19th century brought progress in
the fields of differential equations and stability theory which meant that techniques for
design of control systems gradually became available.

The great watershed in control theory is that between classical and modern control
techniques. Classical control theory, often associated with the names of H. Bode and H.
Nyquist, is largely restricted to SISO systems. It is nevertheless by no means obsolete
today. PI and PID controllers fall within the realm of classical control, yet must be the
most abundant controllers in industrial use across the globe.

The emergence of Optimal Control Theory in the 1950s meant a range of new control
techniques became available. Their advent marked the dawn of the modern era of control.
These techniques would not only remove the restriction to SISO systems but also radically
alter the approach to control design. While classical control theory often used Laplace
transform or frequency domain techniques, the field of Optimal Control seemed best
suited to applications in the time domain.

Despite the promise it held and its early success in the Apollo program, it took
some time for Optimal Control to gain a foothold in industry. It was not until the mid
1970s that early implementations appeared of what is now referred to as model predic-
tive control (MPC). To begin with, applications were restricted to chemical plants with
sufficiently slow dynamics for online solution of the relevant optimal control problems
to be feasible. Since then, progress in semiconductor technology and numerical analysis
has opened the door to applications in the medicotechnical and automotive industries
to name but a few examples. A more comprehensive introduction to MPC is given in
Chapter 10 of this thesis.

3



4 Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Artificial Pancreas project at DTU

Compute

The research documented in this thesis grew out of the Artificial Pancreas (AP) project at
the Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science (DTU Compute) at the
Technical University of Denmark. The Artificial Pancreas is a feedback control system
designed to keep the blood glucose concentration of a patient within the recommended
range (4-10 mmol/l). Blood glucose measurements are taken by a continuous glucose
measurement (CGM) device and the insulin administered by an insulin pump. In between
the CGM and the insulin pump some control algorithm must decide how much insulin
to administer based on the measurements.

The AP project at DTU Compute has primarily investigated MPC approaches to this
control problem, linear as well as nonlinear. Examples of this work are [7], [9]. The plant
models used in this work are generally specified in continuous time and then discretized
according to the relevant sampling time. For the linear MPC implementations there has
been a tendency to work with linear time-invariant models which are specified in terms
of transfer functions. This yields a parsimonious parametrization and appeals to the
intuition many engineers have for such model. For low order models it is not difficult to
get an intuitive understanding of the models used as long as the corresponding transfer
function just contains a very small number of parameters. The author’s publications
[43] and [44] are related to this work but with more emphasis on relating the model
parameters to a linear stochastic model in continuous time. In particular, an effort is
made to show how a transfer function specifying the stochastic model part gives rise to a
stochastic differential equation (SDE), which in turn is sampled to yield a discrete-time
linear stochastic model. It is therefore the theoretical aspects of the modeling framework
which are in focus.

1.2 Contributions of this thesis

This section presents the scientific contributions of the present thesis. The intention is
twofold. For one thing it should facilitate the reading of the thesis so that the reader
can skip to the sections which he finds relevant. It should, moreover, point out where
the work of this thesis differs from other related work in the field. The contributions are
made in different areas, so this section is divided into a number subsections.

1.2.1 Continuous-time linear SISO systems in state
space form and SDE

A somewhat unorthodox introduction to the theory of linear SDE is given in Chapter 5.
It takes as point of departure a specific problem involving linear systems in continuous
time. The scenario considered is that of continuous-time white noise input to a linear,
possibly time-varying, system L in state space form. The idea is to retain, to the extent
possible, the idea of a system as an operator mapping input signals to output signals. The
realizations of white noise are those which arise as distributional derivatives of sample
paths of Brownian Motion. We carry out a rigorous analysis using the distribution theory
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of Laurent Schwartz [104] under the assumption that the coefficient functions of the state
space model are sufficiently smooth.

1.2.1.1 Relations to the work of K. Itô

Our approach has at least a couple of virtues. It leads directly to an integral equation
determining the state vector. This integral equation is of the same form as the one
introduced by Itô in his 1942 landmark paper [53] on SDE. The equation comprises
an ordinary Lebesgue integral and a second, stochastic, so-called Wiener integral. The
derivation motivates why the stochastic integral has the form it has. Moreover, it shows
why this SDE form is essentially the simplest stochastic description which is compatible
with the well established theory of distributions.

It was not until the end of the 1940s that Laurent Schwartz had a fully fledged
theory of distributions (generalized functions). Though germs of Schwartz’ theory may
be found in work of Sobolev [108],[109] from the 1930s, there is nothing in Itô’s work to
suggest that this played any role for his development of SDE. Indeed, in later life Itô has
commented [56] that the main inspiration came from the deep intuitive understanding of
diffusion processes expressed in Kolmogorov’s 1931 paper [71] . It is thus of interest to
point out that Itô’s theory does not conflict with that of Laurent Schwartz. When both
are applicable they agree.

1.2.1.2 Relations to the work of H. Sussmann

The distribution theory approach of this thesis, described above, is certainly related to
the work [114] of Sussmann from 1978. His approach is actually more general than what
we consider here since he allows the model coefficients to depend on the state vector
whereas we here only allow for dependence on the time parameter. He achieves the feat
of solving a certain class of SDE in the sense of Stratonovich sample path by sample
path. However, it comes at the expense of a more elaborate solution concept for the
family of ordinary differential equations (ODE) considered and the proof given is also
longer and more complicated. Therefore it still seems relevant to clarify the relation
of the SDE employing Wiener integrals to linear ODE with distributional right hand
side. And, importantly, we are led to the Wiener integral in a very direct way by our
distributional approach.

The fact that Sussmann’s scope is broader has the consequence that we can make
do with less regularity than him. In Theorem 1 of [114] he needs to assume that the
coefficient g be continuously differentiable and be locally Lipschitz. In our approach
where we only consider coefficients depending on time we merely need to require that
the corresponding coefficient be continuously differentiable.

Like in Sussmann’s work it is also possible in the work presented in Section 5.4 of
this thesis to consider another stochastic process instead of Brownian Motion. What is
required is really that the process be almost surely (a.s.) continuous.

1.2.2 SISO LTI system in input-output form

While one may argue that the work of Section 5.4 is subsumed by Sussmann’s work [114]
our approach holds its own when it comes to handling the case of white noise input to a
causal SISO LTI system characterized by its impulse response h. Our approach holds as
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long as h is locally of bounded variation. The result is that the output may be expressed
in terms of a Wiener integral with respect to Brownian Motion of an integrand which
may be expressed in terms of h.

By extending the scope to distribution-valued input it is thus possible to maintain the
idea of a causal SISO LTI system subject to white noise input as an operator that maps
input signal to output signal. Also when it comes to highly irregular input as encountered
in the study of continuous-time white noise. Proceding directly to a definition of the
output in terms of a Wiener integral might leave the impression of a device that merely
manufactured some ensemble of real-valued output functions. Our method shows that
the result is in agreement with distribution theory as long as the impulse response is
locally of bounded variation.

From the elementary theory of linear systems one recalls the formula relating the
Laplace transforms of input and output for a causal system at rest prior to the onset
of excitation. We prove that this formula retains its validity also in the case of AWGN
input, i.e. distributional derivatives of sample paths of Brownian Motion. For this to
hold, in addition to being of locally bounded variation, the impulse response must be
Laplace transformable. This gives a precise meaning to the second term of the expression
(2.12) which serves as our fundamental system model of this thesis.

1.2.3 The case of less smooth model coefficients

When solving for the state vector in the case of linear state space model with white noise
input, it is crucial that the coefficients be sufficiently smooth. Otherwise the operations
one would like to perform are simply not defined in the sense of distributions. However,
once an SDE in integral form has been arrived at, the smoothness requirements can be
relaxed significantly. Chapter 6 treats Wiener Integrals and shows that they may be
defined for arbitrary square integrable integrands. This is what is needed to complete
the transition from a description in terms of distributions (generalized functions) to Itô’s
formulation of an SDE in terms of ordinary and stochastic integrals. Chapter 7 treats
linear SDE from Itô’s point of view under what must be close to minimal requirements
on the regularity of the coefficients. A proof is given under those minimal regularity
requirements of existence and uniqueness of solutions to the linear SDE. All proofs I
have seen under those regularity assumptions have exploited Itô’s lemma. We give here
a direct proof using Picard iteration.

For a linear state space model with AWGN input the evolution of the state vector
is described by a zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process. For model coefficients smooth
enough one may proceed using distribution theory and show that the state covariance
matrix evolves according to a well-known matrix ordinary differential equation (ODE).
This ODE continues to be uniquely solvable over the entire time interval under considera-
tion in the extended sense of Caratheodory even if one relaxes the regularity requirements
on the coefficients to the extent done for the Picard iteration. The SDE in integral form
gives rise to an ensemble of sample paths that result in the covariance functions deter-
mined by the Caratheodory ODE also when the coefficients are not smooth but merely
belong to L1 and L2 respectively as shown in Chapter 7.
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1.2.4 Noise models under stationary conditions in
continuous time

The treatment of the stochastic model part is rounded off by Chapter 8 dealing with
stationary conditions. We consider a causal LTI system with input-output properties
characterized by its impulse response. Wherever possible, parallels are drawn to the
approach to stationarity known in the context of stable deterministic systems. We show
a result on the convergence in distribution of the finite-dimensional probability distri-
butions of the output process. This holds for any causal SISO LTI system with square
integrable impulse response. Moreover, we show that any square integrable impulse re-
sponse which is also globally of bounded variation gives rise to a continuous stochastic
process once stationary conditions have been reached. This result, stated as Theorem
8.4.2, is a special case of a general theorem on Gaussian processes. Its proof, due to
Dudley [27] and Fernique [30], is quite involved. This thesis offers a simpler proof for
the relevant special case by exploiting a result from Fourier Analysis. In fact the result
from Fourier Analysis allows us to reduce the proof to an application of the Kolmogorov
Continuity Theorem.

1.2.5 MPC and nominal stability

Model predictive control is introduced and special attention is paid to the role that the
optimal control problem (OCP) plays in ensuring nominal stability. This includes both
the role of the prediction horizon and how the cost functional and the system dynamics
are related. This analysis essentially dates back to Kalman’s early works around 1960.

As a first example we show how some methods introduced by Sznaier and Damborg
[115],[116] in the setting of discrete time may in fact be used to handle also the constrained
linear quadratic (LQ) problem in continuous time. By the adjective constrained we mean
that both input and state vector is subject to constraints. The analysis provides a set
of sufficient conditions on the system and control parameters for the (unique) solution
to the continuous-time constrained LQ problem to provide stabilizing feedback to the
system.

Our main focus is on a variant of the constrained LQ problem. In this variant the
cost function contains a quadratic term penalizing the input rate-of-change rather than
the input. This type of term often appears in the cost functions considered in discrete-
time implementations of MPC. We formulate a continuous-time counterpart of this cost
function. An analysis is given motivating the chosen domain of definition for the system
input. The appropriate continuous-time OCP is formulated comprising cost function,
dynamics and constraints on state vector, input and input rate-of-change. We provide
sufficient conditions on the parameters of the OCP for its (unique) minimizer to ensure
stabilizing feedback to the system in the nominal case.

1.2.6 Efficient implementation of MPC based on
transfer function models

A successful implementation of MPC requires computationally efficient algorithms for
online solution of the OCP. This becomes increasingly important the faster the plant
dynamics. For extended LQ problems there exist solution algorithms with complexity
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that is approximately linear in the prediction horizon. It is clearly of interest if it is
possible to bring a given OCP into this form. We give one important example of this.

Given a plant described by a linear stochastic state space model and a reference
trajectory for the output to track. Consider the problem of ensuring minimum mean
square tracking error subject to plant dynamics and zero-order hold (ZOH) input. If the
reference is assumed to be constant throughout each sampling interval there exists a tran-
scription of the OCP which may be written in the from of an extended LQ problem. The
somewhat lengthy derivation is given in Section 10.4. It allows for the inclusion of possi-
ble constraints on the values of input and input rate of change of the discretized problem.
By state augmentation it is possible to include a penalty term which is quadratic in the
input rate of change and still obtain an extended LQ problem in discrete time.

Chapter 12 first presents the necessary material on constrained optimization required
to treat the extended LQ problem. Then the efficient solution algorithm is derived
following the seminal work [91] on the subject due to Rao, Rawlings and Wright.

1.2.7 Discretization of Optimal Control Problems

The final topic covered is that of discretization of OCP and the convergence of dis-
cretizations. Section 11.3 discusses a a convergence result for ZOH discretizations of
the continuous-time LQ problem subject to both input and state constraints claimed in
[125]. It is pointed out how the statement of a lemma on which the authors rely is false.
We show how the lemma may be modified slightly to yield a true statement. Moreover,
the authors claim a certain approximation property which seems far from trivial. We
point out why more argumentation is required to put the validity of this approximation
property beyond doubt.

Section 11.4 considers discretizations for the variant of the LQ problem in continuous
time where the cost function penalizes the input rate of change. We impose no constraints
on the state vector but buth input and input rate of change are subject to constraints.
We consider the convergence of the sequence punq minimizers of the discretized problems
towards the minimizer u˚ of the continuous-time problem as the (uniform) discretization
step tends to zero. In the case of first-order hold (FOH) discretization the convergence
takes place in (Sobolev space) H1-norm. Also in the case of ZOH is it possible to establish
the convergence of the minimizers punq to the continuous-time solution u˚ P H1. In this
case the convergence takes place in L2-norm. This result seems to be new.



CHAPTER 2
The notions of system and state

This chapter gives an introduction to two concepts that are central to the work of this
thesis. Section 2.1 defines what we are to understand by the concept of a system before
going on to discuss what we mean by the state of a system. We distinguish between
deterministic and stochastic system models. Section 2.2 proceeds to recall some basic
conventions and results for deterministic state space models in continuous and discrete
time. In particular the well-known discretization results under Zero-Order Hold condi-
tions are covered. In section 2.3 we turn to stochastic state models, the coverage of which
will take up a significant part of this thesis. Rather than embark on a coverage of the
subject straight away we give instead a preview of things to come in Chapters 4 through
7. In fact, section 2.3 describes the scope of work as far as modeling and Stochastic
Differential Equations are concerned.

2.1 The notions of system and state

Established dicitionaries such as [82],[22] list several possible definitions of what consti-
tutes a system . The definitions given are context specific and none of them captures
adequately the sense in which the concept is used in this thesis. Instead we adhere to the
definition given in Chapter 1 of Lennart Ljung’s treatise [78]. There he defines a system
as an object in which variables of different kinds interact and produce observable signals.
Those of interest to us we refer to as outputs. The system is subject to external stimuli.
Those that may be manipulated by the controller are referred to as inputs. Others are
referred to as disturbances and may be either directly observable or only inferred from
their influence on the output. In the case of no disturbances we refer to the system as
deterministic, otherwise as stochastic. Central to the notion of a deterministic system
is therefore the idea that it maps a given input signal to some unique output signal.
Similarly, a stochastic system will map a given input signal to an ensemble of output
signals, each of which depends as well on the disturbance currently affecting the system.

A very useful notion is that of the state of a system. The roots of this concept date
back at least as far as the 18th Century Analytical Mechanics of Lagrange. Its precise
definition will depend on whether the system considered is deterministic or stochastic.
Consider first the case of a deterministic system. A minimal set of variables required to
completely specify the system behaviour at any future point in time is referred to as a
set of state variables. The number of state variables is called the order of the system.
In the case of a stochastic system it is not possible to predict the future behaviour since
future disturbances are unknown. Instead one requires that knowing the current state
and future inputs, the future probability distributions of all system variables be uniquely
determined. A stochastic system model with this property is known as a Markov model
or a stochastic state model [5].

9
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2.2 Deterministic state space models

We consider deterministic models in both discrete and in continuous time. Discrete time
models may occur either directly because the signals are inherently discrete (e.g. if they
are generated by a computer) or because they result from uniform sampling of continuous
time signals.

2.2.1 Discrete time

Let k denote the integer-valued index variable. The most general state space model in
discrete time takes the form

xk`1 “ fpxk, uk, kq

yk “ hpxk, uk, kq
(2.1)

where xk P Rn is the state, uk P Rk the input , yk P Rp the output and x0 P Rn is
assumed to be known. A special case is the linear time-variant system (TVS)

xk`1 “ Akxk `Bkuk

yk “ Ckxk `Dkuk
(2.2)

where Ak P Rnˆn, Bk P Rnˆk, Ck P Rpˆn and Dk P Rpˆk. In case the coefficients do not
depend on k the linear time-invariant (LTI) system results

xk`1 “ Axk `Buk

yk “ Cxk `Duk
(2.3)

In many applications the feed-through coefficient Dk “ 0.

2.2.2 Continuous time

We consider now the case of a system in continuous time t.

9xptq “ fpxptq, uptq, tq

yptq “ hpxptq, uptq, tq

xp0q “ x0

(2.4)

where xptq P Rn is the state, uptq P Rk the input , yptq P Rp the output and x0 P Rn is
assumed to be known. A special case is the linear time-variant system (TVS)

9xptq “ Aptqxptq `Bptquptq

yptq “ Cptqxptq `Dptquptq

xp0q “ x0

(2.5)

where Aptq P Rnˆn, Bptq P Rnˆk, Cptq P Rpˆn and Dptq P Rpˆk. In case the coefficients
do not depend on t the linear time-invariant (LTI) system results

9xptq “ Axptq `Buptq

yptq “ Cxptq `Duptq

xp0q “ x0

(2.6)

In many applications the feed-through coefficient Dptq is identically zero.
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2.2.3 Models arising by discretization

The discrete-time models of subsection 2.2.1 may of course arise due to the inherently
discrete-time nature of the phenomenon being modelled. Often, however, they come
about by discretization of underlying continuous-time models of the type presented in
subsection 2.2.2.

Consider the time-invariant system described by the state space model (2.6) with
constant coefficients. We assume uniform sampling with sampling time Ts and constant
input between samples

uptq “ uk for tk ď t ă tk`1 (2.7)

where tk “ kTs for non-negative integers k. It follows that the evolution of xk “ xptkq is
given by a system of the form (2.3) for suitably chosen coefficients. That is, if the state
variable xp¨q of a continuous-time model is governed by the dynamics (2.6) and subject
to input of the form (2.7) then xk “ xptkq and yk “ yptkq follow the evolution

xk`1 “ Āxk ` B̄uk

yk “ C̄xk ` D̄uk
(2.8)

provided we set

Ā “ eATs B̄ “

ż Ts

0

eAτ B dτ

C̄ “ C D̄ “ D

(2.9)

It is common to refer to input of the form (2.7) as being of Zero-Order Hold (ZOH) type.
The material of this subsection is well covered by several books on computer con-

trolled systems, e.g. [6]. For the case of non-uniform sampling the reader is referred to
chapter 4 of [38].

2.3 Stochastic state space models

Section 2.1 introduced stochastic state space models in terms of the so-called Markov
property: given the system state ξ at time t “ t0, the model provides the conditional
probability distributon of the state at future time t1 ě t0:

F pt0, ξ; t1, Eq “ P ptxpt1q P E |xpt0q “ ξuq E P F (2.10)

where F denotes a σ-algebra of subsets of the state space S and P a probability measure
defined on F . The state space could for example be a Euclidean space Rn for some
integer n and F the σ-algebra of Borel sets in Rn.

When observing over time the state of a system subject to random input all one
registers is a single outcome at a time, that is, a single function mapping time to state
variable. Assume now that the system and its environment as well as time are re-set
to the same initial conditions as before and imagine that we repeated the experiment.
We would then, in all likelihood, observe a different function of time describing the
development of the state. In particular we would observe a different value of the state
variable at time t “ t1. This is in the nature of randomness. If we were to repeat the
experiment over and over in said fashion an ever increasing number of observations would
be recorded of the state at time t “ t1. The empirical distribution of the recordings would
converge to the conditional probability distribution (2.10).
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The considerations above give a probabilistic description of the behaviour at a given
time t “ t1 but fail to shed much light on the underlying stochastic dynamics of the indi-
vidual observed trajectories of the state variable x. In particular we have not addressed
the question whether the family of distributions

tF pt0, ξ; t, ¨q | t P rt0; t1su (2.11)

is compatible with the existence of state trajectories which are continuous functions of
time. Moreover, we have not really discussed the nature of the interaction between the
system and the random input. It is the intention of this thesis to clarify those issues by
analyzing them thoroughly in Chapters 4 through 7 in the case of linear systems. Linear
systems which we shall allow to be time-varying, although the applications made to Model
Predictive Control in Chapters 9 through 12 assume time-invariant linear systems.

The phenomena considered unfold in continuous time. That is, we consider linear
systems and random signals defined in continuous time. In discrete time, white noise is
essentially an uncorrelated sequence of zero-mean random variables of equal and finite
variance. In continuous time the corresponding concept is more elusive and we investi-
gate how it must be defined in order to obtain a suitable candidate for what should be
continuous-time white noise (CTWN). This analysis is the subject of Chapter 4. The
following chapter provides a functional analytic treatment of what results when CTWN
is fed as input to a linear time-invariant system and a linear time-variant state space
model respectively. The main point is that the correlation requirements on CTWN are
such that no ensemble of random functions can satisfy them. We must take recourse
to so-called distributions (in the sense of Laurent Schwartz [104]). Hence, we reserve
Chapter 3 for a review of distributions and their properties. Arguing rigorously within
the framework of distributions one may solve for the output and the state respectively
in the cases of the time-invariant linear system and the time-variant linear state space
model. Both examples give rise to functional expressions which may be cast in terms
of so-called Wiener Integrals as originally defined in [85]. Chapter 6 takes Wiener’s
original definition as point of departure and proceeds to develop the theory of Wiener
Integrals using current methods and notation. Thus armed we embark in Chapter 7 on
an introduction to the field of Stochastic Differential Equations.

For sufficiently regular coefficients of the state space model, the state variable is
shown to satisfy an integral equation involving a Wiener Integral, a stochastic integral
equation. By averaging over the ensemble of noise realizations it is seen that the mean
value and covariance of the state variable are governed by Ordinary Differential Equa-
tions. These ODEs are solvable for all times t even for coefficients which are much less
regular than what had to be assumed to derive them. Against this background Chap-
ter 7 defines what we understand by a linear Stochastic Differential Equation and what
constitutes a solution to it. It is an important point that existence and uniqueness of
solutions to the linear SDE may be proved for regularity conditions on the coefficients
matching those of the ODEs governing the evolution of the mean and covariance of the
state.

There are a number of reasons for introducing linear SDE in the manner outlined
above. One reason is the obviously appealing one that it enables us to build the en-
semble of response functions realization by realization by passage of the system using
distributions. Random phenomena are, after all, observed one realization at a time. In
that sense one may argue that it is exhibited more clearly how system and random input
interact for the given model to produce the response. This assumes, of course, that the
model coefficients are sufficiently regular. For the linear state space model with white
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noise input it will also be possible to infer the regularity of the state trajectories directly
from the regularity properties of Brownian Motion.

Finally, the analysis undertaken in Chapters 3 through 7 has the desirable effect of
bringing on a more equal footing the transfer functions Gpsq and Hpsq appearing in the
general linear model

Zpsq “ GpsqUpsq `HpsqW psq (2.12)

This model, formulated in the Laplace domain, gives the Laplace transform Zpsq of the
output as a sum of a deterministic part GpsqUpsq and a stochastic part HpsqW psq where
W psq represents white noise. A freshman’s course on linear electric circuits will teach a
student how to infer stationary as well as transient properties of a deterministic linear
system from its transfer function Gpsq. Later, in a course on Statistical Signal Processing
he will learn of the spectrum shaping effects of an asymptotically stable LTI system with
transfer function Hpsq: white noise will by passage of said system result in a stationary
process with spectral density |Hpiωq|2. While this is a statement about the collective
behaviour of all white noise realizations passing through the system, precious little is said
about their individual behaviour. We redress the balance by showing how the individual
realizations of output and white noise input continue to be related by an expression of
the form Zspsq “ HpsqW psq for a system at rest prior to onset of excitation. This is
addressed in Chapters 3 and 4.





CHAPTER 3
Linear Systems and Distribution

Theory

This chapter begins by reviewing definitions and theorems from the theory of distribu-
tions 1. The intention is to present the results needed for the subsequent treatment of
white noise in a functional analytic framework. The contents of this chapter consist
largely of standard material. The results necessary for the further development are com-
piled here for the benefit of the reader so that he does not constantly have to consult
other references.

Having introduced the language of distributions, we consider first the usual theory of
linear systems for input signals which are functions of time. Next we obtain in Subsection
3.2.1.5 a characterization of linear translation-invariant operators as those which arise
from convolution with some suitable distribution. This allows for easy generalization to
the case of distribution-valued system input. It gives a rigorous treatment of the notion
of impulse response and justifies the name of the concept.

Section 3.4 introduces the notion of transfer function. In the process we discuss
the Laplace Transform in the setting of tempered distributions. Treating the Laplace
Transform in this generality enables us to deliver in subsection 4.2.2.7 an interpretation
of the linear noise model which goes beyond its well known frequency domain properties.

While subsection 3.4.3 discusses the transfer function of a linear state space model
with constant matrix coefficients the viewpoint is reversed in section 3.5. Realizing a
given, sufficiently well-behaved, transfer function as a linear state space model turns out
to be a fruitful approach for more reasons than one. First and foremost it facilitates
simulation of an LTI system whose input-output properties are described by the given
transfer function. For deterministic systems this involves solving a linear Ordinary Dif-
ferential Equation (ODE). A linear stochastic system, on the other hand, gives rise to a
linear Stochastic Differential Equations (SDE). Secondly, a stochastic linear state space
model permits direct construction of a recursive MMSE 2 state estimator, the so-called
Kalman Filter. The latter is dealt with in Chapter 9 and will play a crucial role in our
implementation of predictive control based on SDE models in subsequent chapters.

3.1 Short review of Distribution Theory

Distribution Theory furnishes an extension of the usual notion of a function. The goal is
to make up for certain shortcomings of the concept. There exist e.g. continuous functions

1 Distributions are often referred to as generalized functions, e.g. in the terminology
of the influential work [33] by I. Gelfand and collaborators.

2MMSE = Minimum Mean Square Error

15
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which fail to be differentiable and as an example from Fourier Analysis we mention that
constant functions do not possess a Fourier Transform if one wants to stay within the
usual framework of functions. Distribution Theory addresses this by generalizing the
notion of differentiation as well as the class of objects to which this generalized notion of
differentiation is to apply. In doing so one renounces on the requirement that the object
be defined pointwise. In fact one goes further than in Measure Theory where functions
are identified if they coincide almost everywhere (a.e.) with respect to the measure in
question. In Distribution Theory the focus is on how a distribution acts on a suitable
collection of test functions in a sense which we shall now discuss.

3.1.1 Definitions and notation

Let Ω Ă Rn denote an open subset of Rn and f : Ω Ñ R a locally absolutely integrable
function. The vector space of such f we denote by L1

locpΩq and the space of smooth
(i.e. C8) functions with compact support contained in Ω by DpΩq. The notation DpΩq
we owe to Laurent Schwartz [104]. The notation C8c pΩq is also frequently used for the
same space. The subset of those functions in C8c pΩq whose supports are contained in
the compact subset K Ă Ω we denote C8K pΩq.

From Lebesgue’s Differentiation Theorem [100] it follows that if

ż

Ω

fpxqφpxq dx “ 0 for all φ P DpΩq (3.1)

then fpxq “ 0 a.e. in Ω in the sense of Lebesgue [51]. Using the notation Bj “
B
Bxj

we write partial derivatives in the form B
α1
1 . . . Bαnn f “ Bαf for non-negative αj and set

|α| “
n
ř

j“1

αj . Following Hörmander [51] we define a distribution u in Ω to be a linear

complex-valued functional on DpΩq such that for every compact subset K Ă Ω there
exist constants C and k such that

|xu, φy| ď C
ÿ

|α|ďk

sup |Bαφ| for φ P C8K pΩq (3.2)

Occasionally it will be convenient to use the alternative notation

upφq “ xu, φy (3.3)

for the action of the distribution u on the test function φ P DpΩq. The vector space of
distributions on Ω is denoted by D1pΩq.

If the same order k can be used in (3.2) for every K Ă Ω then u is said to be of
order ď k and one writes u P D1kpΩq. If u P D1kpΩq then u may in a unique way be
extended to a linear form on Ckc pΩq such that (3.2) remains valid for all φ P Ckc pKq for
some constant C.

To any f P L1
locpΩq one may assign a distribution Λf : DpΩq Ñ C by defining

xΛf , φy “

ż

Ω

fpxqφpxq dx for φ P DpΩq (3.4)

From the comment around (3.1) it follows that the mapping f Ñ Λf is injective. Hence
it is meaningful to identify f P L1

locpΩq with Λf P D1pΩq.
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Let f be a continuous function such that Bkf is everywhere defined and continuous
then integrating by parts gives

ż

Ω

Bkfpxqφpxq dx “ ´

ż

Ω

fpxqBkφpxq dx φ P DpΩq (3.5)

Similarly, if g is a continuous function then

ż

Ω

pgfqpxqφpxq dx “

ż

Ω

fpxqpgφqpxq dx φ P DpΩq (3.6)

It is obvious that Bkφ P DpΩq and if g P C8pΩq then also gφ P DpΩq.
Generalizing (3.5) and (3.6) one arrives at what is understood by differentiation in

the sense of distributions and by multiplication of a distribution u with a smooth function
f respectively. If u P D1pΩq and f P C8pΩq then

xBku, φy “ ´xu, Bkφy φ P DpΩq
xfu, φy “ xu, fφy φ P DpΩq (3.7)

By the extension alluded to after the definition (3.2) it follows that fu also defines
a distribution if f P CkpΩq and u P D1kpΩq. In that case fu P D1kpΩq.

While it is not possible to define the product of two arbitrary distributions u1, u2 P

D1pΩq depending on the same variables 3, there is no such problem when u1 P D1pΩ1q and
u2 P D1pΩ2q depend on different sets of variables. What results is the so-called tensor
product u1bu2 P D1pΩ1ˆΩ2q. This generalizes the ordinary tensor product of functions

pφ1 b φ2qpx1, x2q “ φ1px1qφ2px2q x1 P Ω1, x2 P Ω2 (3.8)

defined for e.g. continuous functions φ1 P CpΩ1q, φ2 P CpΩ2q. The result goes back to
Schwartz [104] and may be stated as done in [51]:

Theorem 3.1.1 (Tensor product of distributions). Let Ω1 and Ω2 be open subsets
of Rn1 and Rn2 respectively. If u1 P D1pΩ1q and u2 P D1pΩ2q then there exists a unique
distribution u P D1pΩ1 ˆ Ω2q such that

upφ1 b φ2q “ u1pφ1qu2pφ2q (3.9)

for φ1 P DpΩ1q, φ2 P DpΩ2q. The tensor product u “ u1 b u2 has the property that

upφq “ u1ru2pφpx1, x2qqs “ u2ru1pφpx1, x2qqs (3.10)

for φ P DpΩ1 ˆ Ω2q. In (3.10) it is understood that for j “ 1, 2, the distribution uj acts
on the following function as a function of xj only.

Remark 1. It is also part of the theorem that the map Rn1 Q x1 Ñ u2pφpx1, x2qq belongs
to DpRn1q and similarly for the map Rn2 Q x2 Ñ u1pφpx1, x2qq. For a separate proof of
this the reader may consult that given for Theorem 2.1.3. of [51].

Remark 2. The notion of tensor product may be defined for any finite number k P N of
distributions defined on each their open subset of a Euclidean space 4. We shall only need

3See the note by Schwartz [105]
4See Chapter 3 of [106]
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the definition for k “ 3. Let Ωi be an open subset of Rni and ui P D1pΩiq for i “ 1, 2, 3.
Then there exists a unique distribution u P D1pΩ1 ˆ Ω2 ˆ Ω3q such that

upφ1 b φ2 b φ3q “ u1pφ1qu2pφ2qu3pφ3q (3.11)

for φi P DpΩiq where i “ 1, 2, 3. For φ P DpΩ1 ˆ Ω2 ˆ Ω3q it holds that

upφq “ uipujpukpφpx1, x2, x3qqqq (3.12)

for any permutation pi, j, kq of t1, 2, 3u. We refer to the tensor product u defined this
way as u1 b u2 b u3 . The tensor product is associative:

u1 b u2 b u3 “ u1 b pu2 b u3q “ pu1 b u2q b u3 (3.13)

3.1.2 Convergence

A sequence of functions pφjq Ď DpΩq is said to converge to a function φ P DpΩq if there
exists a compact subset K Ă Ω such that

1. supp φj Ď K for every j P N

2. Bαφj Ñ Bαφ uniformly on K for every multi-index α

A sequence of distributions pujq Ď D1pΩq is said to converge to a distribution u P
D1pΩq if

xuj , φy Ñ xu, φy for every φ P DpΩq (3.14)

The notion of convergence in DpΩq defined above coincides with that resulting by
topologizing DpΩq as the inductive limit of a sequence of Fréchet spaces C8Kj for an

increasing sequence of compact subsets Kj Ď Ω with
Ť8

j“1 “ Ω. The resulting topology
is independent of the actual choice of increasing sequence pKjq of compact sets. See e.g.
[39] for a discussion of such LF-spaces. With DpΩq topologized in this fashion, D1pΩq
becomes the dual space of DpΩq and (3.14) is weak˚-convergence in D1pΩq.

3.1.3 The support of a distribution

3.1.3.1 Localization

Let u P D1pΩq be a distribution on Ω and Ω1 denote an open subset of Ω. Setting

xu1, φy “ xu, φy for all φ P DpΩ1q (3.15)

defines a distribution on Ω1 which we shall refer to as the restriction of u to Ω1.
We now cite a theorem stating under what conditions one may piece together a single

distribution from a family of mutually compatible distributions defined on subsets of Ω.

Theorem 3.1.2. Let Ωi, i P I, be any collection of open subsets of Rn and set Ω “
Ť

iPI

Ωi.

Suppose that ui P D1pΩiq for each i P I and that these are compatible in the sense that
ui “ uj on Ωi X Ωj for all i, j P Ω. Then there exists one and only one u P D1pΩq such
that ui is the restriction of u to Ωi for every i P I.
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The formulation of Theorem 3.1.2 given here is that of Hörmander [51], to which the
reader is referred for a proof. See also Theorem 3.14 of [39] where the process is referred
to as ’gluing together the pieces’. This term (’recollement des morceaux’) goes back to
the seminal work of Schwartz [104].

3.1.3.2 Support

By the support of a distribution u P D1pΩq one understands the complement of the largest
open subset of Ω to which the restriction of u is zero.

For Lebesgue measurable functions f : Ω Ñ R there are at least two notions of
support available. Commonly the (closed) support of f is taken to mean the closure of the
subset of Ω on which f is non-zero. This notion of support is relevant for functions which
are at least continuous. There is also the notion of essential support written ess supppfq.
It is defined [77] as the smallest closed subset F of Ω such that f “ 0 a.e. w.r.t. Lebesgue
measure on the complement of F . This definition ensures that the essential support of f ,
considered as a function, coincides with support of the distribution Λf that it gives rise
to on Ω. Whenever applied to a function not supposed to be continuous, the notion of
support shall always be taken to mean its essential support. Accordingly we shall write
supppfq also for the essential support of f .

3.1.4 Translation and reflection

It is useful to introduce notation to describe translation of functions and distributions.
Given a map f : Rn Ñ R we understand by the translation τhf : Rn Ñ R the function
given by

τhfpxq “ fpx´ hq x P Rn (3.16)

For any two functions f, g P L2pRnq it follows from the translation invariance of Lebesgue
measure that

ż

Rn
pτhfqpxqgpxq dx “

ż

Rn
fpxqpτ´hgqpxq dx (3.17)

The definition of translation therefore extends to the domain of distributions by duality.
That is, for u P D1pRnq and φ P DpRnq and h P Rn we set

xτhu, φy “ xu, τ´hφy (3.18)

It is clear that τhφ P DpRnq if φ P DpRnq and τhφ Ñ φ in the topology of DpRnq for
hÑ 0.

By the reflection f̌ of a function f : Rn Ñ R we understand the function f̌ : Rn Ñ R
for which

f̌pxq “ fp´xq x P Rn (3.19)

For any two functions f, g P L2pRnq it follows from a change of variables that
ż

Rn
f̌pxqgpxq dx “

ż

Rn
fpxqǧpxq dx (3.20)

Clearly the operation of reflection is continuous on DpRnq. Hence we extend by duality
the definition of reflection to the domain of distributions by setting

xǔ, φy “ xu, φ̌y (3.21)

for any u P D1pRnq and φ P DpRnq.
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3.1.5 Fourier Transformation

The space D1pRnq turns out to be too large a space to allow for a useful generalization
of the usual Fourier Transform F of functions. A viable path is to extend the space of
test functions φ to S “ SpRnq consisting of those functions φ P C8pRnq for which

sup
xPRn

|xβBαφpxq| ă `8 (3.22)

for all multi-indices α, β. The Schwartz space SpRnq may be topologized using the
separating 5 family of seminorms given by (3.22), but it is more convenient to use the
separating familiy

pM pφq “ suptxxyM |Bαφpxq| |x P Rn, |α| ďMu (3.23)

which turns out to define the same topology on SpRnq [39]. Here M denotes a non-
negative integer and by xxy we mean the function

xxy “ p1` |x|2q
1
2 , x P Rn (3.24)

The family of seminorms (3.23) allows for a simple characterization of the dual space
S 1pRnq of tempered distributions as the linear functionals Λ on SpRnq for which there
exist a non-negative integer M and a constant CM such that

|xΛ, φy| ď CM pM pφq for all φ P SpRnq (3.25)

The Fourier Transform

φ̂pξq “ Fφpξq “
ż

Rn
φpxq expp´i ξ ¨ xq dx, ξ P Rn (3.26)

is a continuous linear isomorphism of SpRnq onto itself and one has the inversion formula

φpxq “
1

p2πqn

ż

Rn
φ̂pξq exppix ¨ ξq dξ (3.27)

Moreover, the Parseval-Plancherel equation
ż

Rn
φpxqψ̄pxq dx “

1

p2πqn

ż

Rn
φ̂pξq

¯̂
ψpξq dξ (3.28)

holds for any pair φ, ψ P L2pRnq. That F is a continuous linear map of SpRnq into itself,
allows for an extension of F to the dual space S 1pRnq by duality. That is, one defines
for u P S 1pRnq

xFu, φy “ xu,Fφy φ P SpRnq (3.29)

Since F is actually a continuous linear isomorphism of SpRnq onto itself it follows that
F extends to a continuous linear isomorphism of S 1pRnq onto itself.

The unit measure on Rn concentrated at x P Rn we shall denote by δx. A special
case is the unit measure δ0 concentrated at the origin of 0 P R. This we shall refer to
as the Dirac Measure. The Dirac Measure is easily shown to belong to S 1pRnq with its
Fourier Transform in the sense of (3.29) representable by a constant function equal to 1
[51].

5Given a (possibly complex) vector space X, a family P of seminorms p : X Ñ R
is said to be separating if for any x P X there exists a p P P such that ppxq ‰ 0. A
separting family of seminorms on X gives rise to a locally convex topology τ on X such
that every p P P is continuous w.r.t. τ and a set E Ď X is bounded w.r.t. τ if and only
if every p P P is bounded on E. See e.g. Theorem 1.37 of [98].
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3.2 Convolution

The operation of convolution is central to any study of linear systems and this section
summarizes a number of its most important properties. If f, g : Rn Ñ R are continuous
functions and, say, g has compact support the convolution f ˚ g : Rn Ñ R is the function
defined by

pf ˚ gqpxq “

ż

Rn
fpyqgpx´ yq dy x P Rn (3.30)

The function f ˚ g is easily shown to be continuous under the above assumptions made
on f and g. Furthermore, it follows from Fubini’s theorem and the translation invariance
of Lebesgue measure that

ż

Rn
pf ˚ gqpxqφpxq dx “

ż

Rn

ż

Rn
pf b gqpx, yqφpx` yq dx dy (3.31)

for any φ P CpRnq with compact support.
Similarly one defines the convolution of two (equivalence classes of) functions f, g P

L1pRnq. An application of Fubini’s theorem shows that ||f ˚ g||L1 ď ||f ||L1 ||g||L1 , so
f ˚ g P L1pRnq may in turn be identified with a distribution Λf˚g P D1pRnq.

In view of Theorem 3.1.1 this sets the scene for the definition of convolution of general
(though not arbitrary) distributions in subsection 3.2.1. Subsequently we specialize in
subsection 3.2.2 to convolution of measures. In particular the case where one of the
measures is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. These are results which we
need in the analysis to be carried out in section 5.3.

3.2.1 Convolution of distributions

This subsection generalizes the notion of convolution to comprise also general distribu-
tions as long as their supports are subject to certain restrictions.

3.2.1.1 Definition of the operation of convolution

Definition 3.2.1. Let u1, u2 P D1pRnq. The convolution u1 ˚ u2 P D1pRnq is defined by
the expression

pu1 ˚ u2qpφq ” pu1 b u2qpφpx1 ` x2qq φ P DpRnq (3.32)

under the assumption that the condition described in Remark 3 is satisfied.

Remark 3. A few comments on this definition are called for. The function

Rn ˆ Rn Q px1, x2q Ñ ψpx1, x2q “ φpx1 ` x2q (3.33)

is not of compact support in RnˆRn. However, the expression (3.32) will have a meaning
if the support of the tensor product u1bu2 and that of ψ have bounded intersection. This
is to hold for all such φ P DpRnq.

The property required in Remark 3 is that the mapping

supp u1 ˆ supp u2 Q px, yq Ñ x` y P Rn (3.34)
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be proper. That is, the inverse image of any compact set must itself be compact. Thus,
if Ω is a bounded open subset of Rn, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that

x P supp u1, y P supp u2, x` y P Ω ùñ |x| ď C and |y| ď C (3.35)

This being the case, the restriction of

pφ1u1q ˚ pφ2u2q (3.36)

to Ω is independent of choice of cut-off functions φ1, φ2 P DpRnq as long as they equal 1
on a neighbourhood of tx P Rn| |x| ď Cu.

The expression (3.36) is taken as the definition of the convolution u1 ˚ u2 locally on
Ω. Given two open subsets Ω1,Ω2 Ď Rn it is clear that on Ω1 X Ω2 two such definitions
would coincide. Hence, by Theorem 3.1.2 the local definitions together define u1 ˚ u2 on
all of Rn.

Remark 4. If either u1 or u2 has compact support, the convolution u1 ˚ u2 is well-
defined. To see why this is so, assume that supp u1 is compact. Then if x` y P supp φ
with x P supp u1 and y P supp u2 then y P supp φ´ supp u1 which is evidently compact.

Remark 5. For any u1, u2 P D1pRq with supp u1 Ď R` Y t0u and supp u2 Ď R` Y t0u
the convolution u1 ˚u2 is well-defined as the map (3.34) - for n “ 1 - is evidently proper.

We follow Schwartz [106] in defining the convolution product of three distributions
on Rn. We denote them ui with support supp ui for i “ 1, 2, 3. By definition

xu1 ˚ u2 ˚ u3, φy “ xu1 b u2 b u3, φpx1 ` x2 ` x3qy (3.37)

for φ P DpRnq where xi denotes the variable acted on by ui. The expression (3.37) is
well defined if the map

supp u1 ˆ supp u2 ˆ supp u3 Q px1, x2, x3q Ñ x1 ` x2 ` x3 P Rn (3.38)

is proper. That is, if xi P supp ui for i “ 1, 2, 3, then the sum x1`x2`x3 is bounded if and
all xi remain bounded. An important case where this is satisfied is when supp ui Ď r0;8r
for i “ 1, 2, 3. The resulting convolution product satisfies the associative law

u1 ˚ u2 ˚ u3 “ pu1 ˚ u2q ˚ u3 “ u1 ˚ pu2 ˚ u3q (3.39)

Generally we shall only need the convolution of two distributions, but when treating the
derivative in the sense of distributions of a convolution product it turns out to be useful
to consider convolution products of three distributions.

3.2.1.2 Convolution of locally integrable functions

If f, g P L1
locpRnq are two locally integrable functions one may identify them with the

distributions Λf ,Λg P D1pRnq. If the supports of Λf and Λg are assumed to satisfy the
condition specified in Remark 3 then one may consider their convolution Λf ˚Λg. When
applied to φ P DpRnq one obtains that

xΛf ˚ Λg, φy “

ż

Rn

ż

Rn
fpxqgpyqφpx` yq dx dy (3.40)
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The assumptions pertaining to the supports of f and g imply that the integrand is
integrable. Hence by a change of variables and an application of Fubini’s theorem it
follows that

xΛf ˚ Λg, φy “

ż

Rn

ż

Rn
fpx´ yqgpyq dy φpxq dx (3.41)

The integral

hpxq “

ż

Rn
fpx´ yqgpyq dy (3.42)

is therefore well-defined for almost all x (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure on Rn) for which
φpxq ‰ 0. Since (3.41) is to hold for any φ P DpRnq it follows that (3.42) is well-defined
for almost all x P Rn, that h P L1

locpRnq and that

xΛf ˚ Λg, φy “ xΛh, φy φ P DpRnq (3.43)

The notion of convolution defined for distributions (with suitable restrictions on their
supports), therefore generalizes the concept of convolution introduced in the setting of
L1pRnq.

3.2.1.3 Differentiation of a convolution product

It turns out that the convolution product is indeed very well behaved under the operation
of differentiation in the sense of distributions. It is a direct consequence of the definition
of convolution that δ0 ˚ u “ u for any u P D1pRnq where 0 denotes the origin of Rn.
Similarly it holds for any multi-index α that

pBαδ0q ˚ u “ B
αu (3.44)

To see this let φ P DpRnq. The Dirac measure δ0 acts on functions of the variable x1

while u acts on functions of the variable x2. It then follows that

xpBαδ0q ˚ u, φy “ xpB
αδ0q b u, φpx1 ` x2qy “ xu, xpB

αδ0q, φpx1 ` x2qyy (3.45)

Now
xu, xpBαδ0q, φpx1 ` x2qyy “ xu, p´1qαBαφy “ xBαu, φy (3.46)

which proves (3.44). Let us as a direct consequence state the following theorem for the
proof of which we follow [106]

Theorem 3.2.1. Let u1, u2 P D1pRnq with supports such that u1 ˚ u2 is well-defined.
E.g. for n “ 1 such that suppui Ă r0;8r for i “ 1, 2. Then for any multi-index α

Bαpu1 ˚ u2q “ pB
αu1q ˚ u2 “ u1 ˚ pB

αu2q (3.47)

Proof. Since δ0 has support t0u it follows that also pBαδ0q ˚u1 ˚u2 is well-defined. From
the associativity and commutativity of convolution it is now easily seen that

Bαpu1 ˚ u2q “ pB
αδ0q ˚ pu1 ˚ u2q “ ppB

αδ0q ˚ u1q ˚ u2 “ pB
αu1q ˚ u2 (3.48)

and that

ppBαδ0q ˚ u1q ˚ u2 “ pu1 ˚ pB
αδ0qq ˚ u2 “ u1 ˚ ppB

αδ0q ˚ u2q “ u1 ˚ B
αu2 (3.49)

which proves the theorem.
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3.2.1.4 Regularization of distributions

If χ P DpRnq and u P D1pRnq it follows 6 that u˚χ is representable by a smooth function
given by the expression

pu ˚ χqpxq “ xu, χpx´ ¨qy x P Rn (3.50)

which denotes the distribution u acting on χpx´ yq as a function of y. A proof that the
right hand side of (3.50) is indeed smooth may be found on page 35 of [51]. By means
of suitable cut-off functions this idea may be developed further to give the following
approximation result

Theorem 3.2.2. Let Ω denote an open subset of Rn. For each u P DpΩq there exists a
sequence uj P DpΩq such that uj Ñ u in the weak˚-topology of D1pΩq. That is, such that

xuj , φy Ñ xu, φy for φ P DpΩq (3.51)

Here we identify uj P DpΩq with Λuj P D1pΩq.

This in particular shows that DpΩq is dense in D1pΩq w.r.t. the weak˚-topology. A
fact which may also be inferred from the Hahn-Banach theorem 7.

3.2.1.5 Representation of translation invariant linear operators

Consider u P D1pRnq and χ P DpRnq. Then it follows that u ˚ χ P C8pRnq, that

supppu ˚ χq Ă supp u` supp χ (3.52)

and
Bαpu ˚ χq “ pBαuq ˚ χ “ u ˚ pBαχq (3.53)

for any multi-index α. From (3.52),(3.53) it follows that u˚χj Ñ 0 in C8pRnq if χj Ñ 0
in DpRnq. In fact, since χj Ñ 0 in DpRnq there exists a compact set K Ď Rn such that
supp χj Ď K for any j and such that for any multi-index α we have Bαφj Ñ 0 uniformly
on K. But

|pu ˚ χjqpxq| “ |upχjpx´ ¨qq| ď C
ÿ

|α|ďk

sup
zPK

|Bαχjpzq| (3.54)

for some integer k and positive constant C, which implies that u ˚χj P C
8pRnq tends to

0 uniformly on Rn. Theorem 3.2.3 provides a result in the opposite direction. It serves
to characterize a class of linear systems with certain continuity properties and illustrates
why the process of convolution is so central to the study of linear systems.

Theorem 3.2.3. [51] Let U be a linear map from DpRnq to C8pRnq in the sense that
Uφj Ñ 0 in CpRnq 8 when φ Ñ 0 in DpRnq. Assume further that U commutes with all
translations, i.e. that

τhUφ “ Uτhφ for any h P Rn (3.55)

Then there exists a unique distribution u P D1pRnq such that Uφ “ u ˚ φ, φ P DpRnq
6For details consult page 117 of [106]
7See Theorem 3.23 of [39]
8The topology on CpRnq is that of uniform convergence on compact sets. Consult

e.g. Chapter 1 of [98].
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Remark 6. The expression (3.50) also makes sense for a tempered distribution u P
S 1pRnq and a function χ P SpRnq. It results for a given u P S 1pRnq in a continuous
linear map of SpRnq into C8pRnq.

3.2.1.6 Extension of linear translation invariant operators

For a linear translation invariant operator U fromDpRnq into C8pRnq with the continuity
property mentioned in Theorem 3.2.3 we have a representation of Uφ as the convolution
of φ P DpRnq with some distribution u P D1pRnq

Uφ “ u ˚ φ for φ P DpRnq (3.56)

Now consider the subspace A Ď D1pRnq of elements v P D1pRnq for which u ˚ v is well-
defined as an element of D1pRnq. It is clear that DpRnq Ď A. Moreover the map

A Q v Ñ u ˚ v (3.57)

is continuous w.r.t. the topology inherited from the weak˚-topology of D1pRnq. The
convolution of distributions therefore provides a generalization of time-invariant, causal
linear systems that allows also for distribution-valued input. From Theorem 3.2.2 we
have that DpRnq is dense in D1pRnq w.r.t. the weak˚-topology so it is in fact the unique
extension to A which is continuous w.r.t. this topology.

3.2.2 Convolution of functions and measures

Consider two finite positive Borel measures µ1, µ2 on Rn. It is customary in Harmonic
Analysis 9 to define the convolution µ1 ˚ µ2 as the unique positive measure that corre-
sponds 10 to the (positive) linear functional

φÑ

ż

Rn

ż

Rn
φpx` yq dµ1pxq dµ2pyq φ P CcpRnq (3.58)

defined on the vector space of compactly supported continuous functions on Rn. This
ensures that the convolution Λµ1

˚ Λµ2
of distributions may be identified with the con-

volution µ1 ˚ µ2 of measures. In fact, any positive distribution may be identified with a
positive measure 11.

Suppose now that µ1 is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure on Rn. That
is, assume that there exists f P L1pRnq such that dµ1pxq “ fpxq dx. By the translation
invariance of Lebesgue measure

ż

Rn

ż

Rn
φpx` yqfpxq dx dµ2pyq “

ż

Rn

ż

Rn
φpxqfpx´ yq dx dµ2pyq (3.59)

An application of Fubini’s theorem now yields
ż

Rn

ż

Rn
φpx` yqfpxq dx dµ2pyq “

ż

Rn

ż

Rn
fpx´ yq dµ2pyqφpxq dx (3.60)

9See e.g. Chapter 2 of E.M. Stein’s book [111]
10By the Riesz Representation Theorem, see Theorem 2.14 of [100]
11See Theorem 2.1.7. of [51]
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The convolution µ1 ˚µ2 is therefore in this case a measure which is absolutely continuous
w.r.t. Lebesgue measure on Rn. The corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative is the
integrable function

Rn Q xÑ
ż

Rn
fpx´ yq dµ2pyq (3.61)

Remark 7. More precisely, the Radon-Nikodym derivative (3.61) is uniquely defined
modulo its behaviour on a subset of Lebesgue measure 0 on Rn. So it determines uniquely
an element of the equivalence class L1pRnq.

3.2.3 Additional representation results for
translation invariant linear operators

This section presents two further representation theorems for translation invariant linear
operators subject to certain continuity properties. The first result is due to Hörmander
[50] while the second may be found in the monograph [112] by E.M. Stein and G. Weiss.

Theorem 3.2.4. [50] Suppose T is a translation invariant bounded linear operator from
LppRnq into LqpRnq where 1 ď p ď q ď 8. Then there exists a unique tempered
distribution u P S 1pRnq such that

Tφpxq “ pu ˚ φqpxq φ P SpRnq (3.62)

For special choices of p and q it is possible to give an even sharper characterization
of the nature of translation invariant operators:

Theorem 3.2.5. Suppose T is a translation invariant bounded linear opeartor from
L8pRnq into itself. Then there exists a unique signed Borel measure µ P BpRnq of finite
total variation ||µ||pRnq ă 8 such that

Tφ “ µ ˚ φ, φ P L8pRnq (3.63)

If T is a translation invariant bounded linear operator from L2pRnq into itself then there
exists a function m P L8pRnq (a ’multiplier’) such that for φ P L2pRnq it holds that

FpTφqpxq “ mpxqFφpxq x P R (3.64)

The first half of Theorem 3.2.5 contains the case of the identity map. The identity
map is a BIBO-stable linear system (mapping L8pRnq into L8pRnq) whose output may
not be characterized as the convolution of the input with a real-valued function. The
identity map corresponds to convolving with the Dirac Measure δ0.

3.3 Linear Time-invariant (LTI) Systems

Section 2.1 focused on one important aspect of a system namely that of its input-output
behaviour. Here we take up the thread again in order to characterize the very useful
class of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems. First we list in words the requirements an
LTI system L must fulfil, next we formulate these requirements mathematically.
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3.3.1 LTI Systems and the notion of causality

What we understand by a linear time-invariant system may be summed up as the fol-
lowing two requirements:

1. L should obey the superposition principle. That is, the output corresponding to
a linear combination of input signals should equal the same linear combination of
the outputs corresponding to the individual input signals.

2. L should be time-invariant. That is, the system block should commute with an
arbitrary delay.

When cast in mathematical terms the criteria above are turned into the following defi-
nition where P denotes the class of permissible input signals

Definition 3.3.1 (Linear time invariant (LTI) system). Given a class P of per-
missible signals, u : R Ñ R. Assume that P has vector space structure. By a linear
time-invariant system we understand a linear operator L : P Ñ Q of the space P into
another vector space Q of signals. The operator L should satisfy the following two re-
quirements

1. For each pair u1, u2 P P and each pair of real-valued scalars c1, c2 it holds that

Lrc1u1 ` c2u2s “ c1Lru1s ` c2Lru2s (3.65)

2. For each u P P it holds that

Lrτhus “ τhpLrusq (3.66)

We shall suppose that P at the very least contains all Schwartz functions, that is
SpRq Ă P. In addition to the requirements (3.65) and (3.66) we shall assume that
the system L satisifes certain continuity and stability conditions in order to arrive at
a class of systems relevant to applications. It is furthermore reasonable to impose the
requirement that the system L should be causal. That is, current system output should
depend solely on past and current input and not on future input. This is formalized in
the following

Definition 3.3.2 (Causality). For each permissible signal u P P and each time instance
t0 P R it is required that

if uptq “ 0 for all t ď t0 then Lrusptq “ 0 for all t ď t0 (3.67)

3.3.2 Representation of LTI systems

A very natural question to ask of a system is whether it is stable or not. There is a
variety of notions of stability employed in the theory of dynamical systems dating back
to the works of Lyapunov and Poincaré at the end of the 19th Century. From an input-
output perspective an obvious class of systems to single out is that for which globally
bounded inputs give rise to globally bounded outputs (BIBO stability). Tightening this
requirement further by requesting that there exist an M ě 0 such that

if |uptq| ď 1 for all t ě 0 then |Lrusptq| ďM for all t ě 0 (3.68)
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one arrives at the notion of uniform BIBO stability [12]. For a uniformly BIBO LTI
system L, Theorem 3.2.5 implies the existence of a Borel measure µ P BpRq of finite total
variation such that

Lrus “ µ ˚ u, u P L8pRq (3.69)

In particular, the identity map given by Lrus “ u for u P L8pRq is easily seen to
satisfy the requirements 3.67 through 3.65 and a representing distribution Λ is given
by the Dirac Measure δ0. This follows directly from the definition (3.32) since for any
u P L8pRq and t P R

pδ0 ˚ uqptq “ δ0pupt´ ¨qq “ uptq “ pµ ˚ uqptq (3.70)

From the assumed causality of L and the Theorem of Supports 12 for distributions [51]
one infers that the support of µ must be contained in r0;`8r, that is supp µ Ă r0;`8r.

Combining the Lebesgue Decomposition of µ with the Radon-Nikodym Theorem
[100] we obtain the unique decomposition

dµ “ h dt` dµs (3.71)

where h P L1pRq, dt denotes (integration w.r.t.) Lebesgue Measure and µs a measure
concentrated on a Lebesgue null-set. We note that an example of such a singular measure
µs is furnished by the Dirac Measure δ0. It is concentrated on the Lebesgue null-set t0u
and the corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative h is the zero-function.

The identity map is a trivial example of an LTI system L mapping the space L2pRq
of signals of finite energy continuously into itself. In fact it holds for any uniformly BIBO
stable LTI system since any such is representable by a µ P BpRq of finite total variation
and according to [111]

||Lrus||p ď ||µ||||u||p (3.72)

for any 1 ď p ď 8 and u P LppRq.

3.4 Transfer functions

The notion of transfer function is a very convenient tool when handling LTI systems. For
a stable LTI system L the transfer function contains information about the stationary
as well as the transient behaviour of L. However, even in the case of an unstable system
which fails to reach a stationary state does the transfer function allow us to determine
the output given the input.

The usefulness of transfer functions is essentially due to the properties of the Laplace
Transform which we proceed to recall.

3.4.1 Laplace Transform of functions

Consider a measurable function f : R Ñ C with supp f Ď r0;`8r. The function f is
said to be exponentially bounded if there exist constants C, a such that

|fptq| ď Ceat for a.e t (3.73)

12In the special case of convolution of two integrable functions this result is known as
Titchmarsh’s Theorem [118]
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For s P C with Re s ą a the integral

L`tfupsq “ F psq “

ż `8

0

fptqe´st dt (3.74)

therefore exists, and it is not difficult to show that it defines a holomorphic function on
the half-plane ts P C | Re s ą au.

Definition 3.4.1 (Laplace Transform of functions). Consider an exponentially
bounded function f : R Ñ C with supp f Ď r0;`8r. By its Laplace Transform F psq we
understand the holomorphic function defined by (3.74) in the half-plane ts P C | Re s ą
au or any holomorphic extension of this function.

If f and g are two such exponentially bounded measurable functions there exist
constants C, a such that both f and g satisfy (3.73). Since

pt, zq Ñ fpt´ zqgpzqe´st (3.75)

is absolutely integrable on RˆR for s P C with Re s ą a, a straightforward application of
Fubini’s Theorem yields the following rule for the Laplace Transform of the convolution:

L`tf ˚ gupsq “ L`tfupsqL`tgupsq “ F psqGpsq, Re s ą a (3.76)

It should be noted that if two measurable and exponentially bounded functions f1, f2

are identical almost everywhere w.r.t. Lebesgue measure, then their Laplace Transforms
are identical. Since f1 and f2 are identified with the same distribution this distribution
is therefore assigned a unique Laplace Transform.

3.4.2 Laplace Transform of distributions

It is not difficult to extend the definition of the Laplace Transform to cater also for certain
distributions. Assume that u P D1pRq is such that supp u Ď r0;`8r and for some a P R
we have that e´pa,¨q u P S 1pRq. The bracket p¨, ¨q, used for notational convenience, denotes
here the inner product on R. Of course, in the case of R the inner product of two elements
of R is just their product. One may pick a cut-off function χ P C8pRq equal to 1 on a
neighbourhood of supp u and set

Ltuupsq “ Upsq “ xe´pa,¨qu, χp¨qe´ps´a,¨qy, Re s ą a (3.77)

It is clear that the definition of Upsq is independent of the actual choice of cut-off func-
tion as long as χ is chosen to be 1 on a neighbourhood of supp u. As in the case of
exponentially bounded functions, also the function defined by (3.77) turns out to be
holomorphic. For a proof of this fact the reader is invited to consult page 225 of [127].
We summarize this in the following

Definition 3.4.2 (Laplace Transform of distributions). Consider a distribution
u P D1pRq with supp u Ď r0;`8r and assume that e´pa,¨q u P S 1pRq for some a P R.
By the Laplace Transform of u we understand the holomorphic function (3.77) or any
holomorphic extension of this function.
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For two distributions u1, u2 P D1pRq with both supp u1 and supp u2 contained in
r0;`8r it was noted in Remark 5 that the convolution u1 ˚ u2 is well-defined and that
supp u1 ˚ u2 Ď r0;`8r. Assume that e´pa1,¨qu1 P S 1pRq and e´pa2,¨qu2 P S 1pRq for some
a1, a2 P R. Then both u1 and u2 possess Laplace Transforms in the half-plane given by
Re s ą a where a “ maxta1, a2u. For the Laplace Transform of u “ u1 ˚ u2 one finds
using (3.32) that

Upsq “ xu1 b u2, e
´ξpx1`x2qχpx1 ` x2qe

´ps´ξqpx1`x2qy

“ xu1, xu2, e
´ξpx1`x2qχpx1 ` x2qe

´ps´ξqpx1`x2qyy
(3.78)

for any ξ P C with a ă Re ξ ă Re s. Since the choice of cut-off function is immaterial as
long as it equals 1 on a neighbourhood of the support of the distribution to which it is
applied, it is clear that we may replace the expression χpx1`x2q by χpx1qχpx2q without
changing Upsq. Hence

Upsq “ xu1, xu2, e
´ξpx1`x2qχpx1qχpx2qe

´ps´ξqpx1`x2qyy

“ xu1, e
´ξx1χpx1qe

´ps´ξqx1yxu2, e
´ξx2χpx2qe

´ps´ξqx2y

“ U1psqU2psq

(3.79)

so we have

Theorem 3.4.1 (Laplace Transform of the convolution of distributions). Let
u1, u2 P D1pRq both with support contained in r0;`8r. Assume that e´pa1,¨qu1 P S 1pRq
and e´pa2,¨qu2 P S 1pRq for a1, a2 P R. Setting a “ maxta1, a2u it follows that the Laplace
Transform Upsq of the convolution u “ u1 ˚ u2 is well-defined in the half-plane Re s ą a
and

Upsq “ U1psqU2psq (3.80)

It is not too difficult either to prove the validity of the following rule for the Laplace
Transform of a derivative in the sense of distributions:

Theorem 3.4.2 (Laplace Transform of a distributional derivative). Let x P D1pRq
with support contained in r0;`8r and assume that e´pa,¨qx P S 1pRq for some a P R. Then
also e´pa,¨qx1 P S 1pRq and

Ltx1upsq “ sLtxupsq “ sXpsq (3.81)

One may perceive Theorem 3.4.2 as a corollary of Theorem 3.4.1 by taking one of
the distributions to be δ1.

3.4.3 Transfer functions for LTI systems and state
space models

Consider an LTI system whose input-output behaviour is characterized by the impulse
response function h with supp h Ď r0;`8r. If the system is at rest for t ă 0 and subject
to the input u for t ě 0 the output function y is given by the convolution

y “ h ˚ u (3.82)
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As seen in section 3.2 the input u may well take the form of a distribution. By taking
the Laplace Transform of (3.82) the following equation results

Y psq “ HpsqUpsq (3.83)

where it is common to call
Hpsq “ Lthupsq (3.84)

the transfer function of the system.
Consider now instead a causal LTI system in state space form, that is, a system

where the evolution of the state x is governed by

x1 “ Ax`Bu

y “ Cx`Du
(3.85)

where supp u Ď r0;`8r and supp x Ď r0;`8r. The input u and state x are here assumed
to be distributions whose Laplace Transforms exist and we have used the convention of
denoting the derivative in the sense of distributions by a prime. We consider a SISO
system so the dimension of u and y is 1 while we denote the dimension of the state x by
n.

Let I denote the identity matrix. A simple derivation using Theorem 3.4.2 implies
that Y psq “ HpsqUpsq where

Hpsq “ CpsI ´Aq´1B `D (3.86)

for s P C which is not an eigenvalue of the matrix A. In this thesis we shall only have
occasion to consider expressions of the form (3.85) for which D “ 0. In this case there
exist numerator and denominator polynomials ppsq and qpsq such that

Hpsq “
C AdjpsI ´AqB

detpsI ´Aq
”
ppsq

qpsq
(3.87)

where AdjpsI ´ Aq denotes the adjugate matrix of psI ´ Aq. The transfer function is
strictly proper, i.e. the order of qpsq exceeds that of ppsq. It may happen that ppsq and
qpsq have common factors such that one may write

ppsq

qpsq
“
prpsq

qrpsq
(3.88)

where prpsq and qrpsq are relatively prime (co-prime). By this we shall mean that they
have no non-trivial common divisor. When expressing the transfer function Hpsq as a
rational function it is most common to do so in terms of its lowest-degree representative

Hpsq “
prpsq

qrpsq
(3.89)

The fraction occurring in (3.87) is often referred to as the nominal transfer function 13

and contains information in addition to the purely external relationship between input
and output reflected by (3.89). Most notably (3.87) contains all natural frequencies
of the state space model parametrized by pA,B,Cq and would therefore determine its
suitability for purposes such as simulation. If (3.89) resulted from (3.87) by cancellation
of right half-plane pole, the state space model pA,B,Cq would not be a suitable candidate
for simulation.

13cf. page 69 of [61]
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3.5 Realization of transfer functions as

state space models

This section is devoted to the realization of transfer functions as linear state space models.
First we introduce the notions of controllability and observability which play a key role
in characterizing the so-called minimal realizations. These concepts were introduced by
R.E. Kalman around 1960 in work [64] on optimal control of systems described by linear
state space models.

3.5.1 Controllability and observability

In the following we shall only need to consider time-invariant systems. Hence we restrict
our coverage to those and refer the interested reader to [101] for a treatment of the more
general time-variant case. Consider therefore an LTI system on state space form

9xptq “ Axptq `Buptq (3.90a)

yptq “ Cxptq (3.90b)

where we assume that there is no direct feedthrough from input to output. That is,
a system of the form (2.6) with D ” 0. Although in general only SISO systems are
considered in this thesis, it seems appropriate here to consider the general case where

A P Rnˆn B P Rnˆm C P Rpˆn (3.91)

Following Rugh [101] we introduce in the following subsections the concepts of control-
lability and observability and illustrate their duality.

3.5.1.1 Controllability

Definition 3.5.1. The time-invariant linear state equation (3.90a) is said to be control-
lable on rt0; tf s if for any initial state xpt0q “ x0 there exists a continuous input signal
driving xptq to the origin at t “ tf , i.e. such that xptf q “ 0.

Theorem 3.5.1. The time-invariant linear state equation (3.90a) is controllable on
rt0; tf s if and only if the pnˆ nq-matrix, the so-called controllability Gramian,

W pt0, tf q “

ż tf

t0

eAtBBT eA
T t dt (3.92)

is invertible.

We also have the following simpler criterion for test of controllability

Theorem 3.5.2. The time-invariant linear state equation (3.90a) is controllable on
rt0; tf s if and only if the controllability matrix - of type pnˆ nmq - has full rank. That
is, if

rank
“

B AB . . . An´1B
‰

“ n (3.93)

Remark 8. The rank condition (3.93) does not depend on t0 and tf . For LTI state
equations the property of controllability is thus independent of the choice of interval
rt0; tf s and we shall say that the system is controllable without reference to a time interval.
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3.5.1.2 Observability

Definition 3.5.2. The time-invariant linear system (3.90) is said to be observable on
rt0; tf s if any initial state xpt0q “ x0 is uniquely determined by the response yptq for
t P rt0; tf s.

Theorem 3.5.3. The LTI system (3.90) in state space form is observable on rt0; tf s if
and only if the observability Gramian

Mpt0, tf q “

ż tf

t0

eA
T tCTCeAt dt (3.94)

is invertible

Theorem 3.5.4. The time-invariant linear state equation (3.90) is observable on rt0; tf s
if and only if the observability matrix - of type pnpˆ nq - has full rank. That is, if

rank

»

—

—

—

–

C
CA

...
CAn´1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“ n (3.95)

3.5.1.3 Duality

Consider again an LTI system on state space form (3.90). We shall say of a pair of
matrices that pA,Bq is controllable if (3.93) is satisfied. And likewise that pC,Aq is
observable if (3.95) holds. From Theorems 3.5.2 and 3.5.4 it is clear that the following
theorem holds.

Theorem 3.5.5.

pA,Bq is controllable if and only if pBT , AT q is observable. (3.96)

Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 3.5.2 and 3.5.4.

3.5.2 Realizations

The previous section showed how an LTI system in state space form gives rise to an
input-output formulation in the form of a transfer function parametrized by the system
matrices pA,B,C,Dq. The reverse process, that of finding for a given transfer function
Hpsq of an LTI system a set of system matrices pA,B,C,Dq such that (3.86) holds, has
been the subject of much study. It is customary to talk of realizing a transfer function
as a state space model. Good introductions to this subject may be found in chapters 9
through 11 of [101] and in chapter 2 of Kailath’s monograph [61].

While Rugh’s book [101] treats general MIMO systems we shall confine ourselves to
the somewhat simpler case of SISO systems. If D “ 0 in (3.86) it follows that Hpsq
is a strictly proper rational function. On the other hand, for any n P N and arbitrary
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real-valued coefficients a0, . . . , an´1, c0, . . . , cn´1, the LTI system in the state space form
referred to as pAco, Bco, Ccoq

x1 “

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 1 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
0 0 . . . 1
´a0 ´a1 . . . ´an´1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

x`

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

0
0
...
0
1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

u

y “
“

c0 c1 . . . cn´1

‰

x

(3.97)

has the following transfer function

Hpsq “
cn´1s

n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c1s` c0
sn ` an´1sn´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a1s` a0

(3.98)

Any strictly proper transfer function may therefore be realized as a state space model. A
realization with minimal dimension n (of the matrix A) is said to be a minimal realiza-
tion. It is obvious that minimal realizations exist. They have certain properties which
make them desirable both theoretically and for practical purposes. We proceed to list a
couple of such properties in the following theorems and refer to [61] for their proofs:

Theorem 3.5.6 (Thm. 2.4.5 of [61]). A realization pA,B,Cq is minimal if and only if
detpsI ´Aq and C AdjpsI ´AqB are relatively prime.

Theorem 3.5.7 (Thm. 2.4.6 of [61]). A realization pA,B,Cq is minimal if and only if
pA,Bq is controllable and pC,Aq is observable.

The realization of (3.98) given in (3.97) is referred to as the controller canonical form
since it is easily shown to possess the property of controllability. This has the following
interesting consequence

Theorem 3.5.8 (Lemma 2.4.3 of [61]). Let pAco, Bco, Ccoq denote the n’th-order control-

lable canonical form of Hpsq “ ppsq
qpsq with n “ degpqq. Then pCco, Acoq will be observable

and the realization thus minimal if and only if ppsq and qpsq are co-prime.

Alternatively one may consider the observable canonical form pAob, Bob, Cobq corre-
sponding to (3.98)

x1 “

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 0 . . . . . . 0 ´a0

1 0 . . . . . . 0 ´a1

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 . . . 1 0 ´an´2

0 0 . . . . . . 1 ´an´1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

x`

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

c0
c1
...

cn´2

cn´1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

u

y “
“

0 0 . . . 0 1
‰

x

(3.99)

The realization (3.99) is easily shown to be observable and we have the following analogue
of Theorem 3.5.8

Theorem 3.5.9. Let pAob, Bob, Cobq denote the n’th-order observable canonical form of

Hpsq “ ppsq
qpsq with n “ degpqq. Then pAob, Bobq will be controllable and the realization

thus minimal if and only if ppsq and qpsq are co-prime.
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The controllable and observable canonical forms are related in the following way

Remark 9. The controllable canonical form pAco, Bco, Ccoq and the observable canonical
form pAob, Bob, Cobq are related in the following way

Aco “ ATob Bco “ CTob Cco “ BTob (3.100)

More generally we have the following theorem characterizing the minimal realizations
of strictly proper rational transfer function

Theorem 3.5.10 (Theorem 10.14 of [101]). Let pA1, B1, C1q and pA2, B2, C2q denote
two different n-dimensional minimal realizations of some strictly proper rational transfer
function. Then there exists an invertible pnˆ nq-matrix M such that

A2 “M´1A1M B2 “M´1B1 C2 “ C1M (3.101)

A particular example of such a change of coordinates in state space is that of reversing
the order of the state variables. The corresponding matrix M is given by

M “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 0 . . . 0 1
0 0 . . . 1 0
...

...
...

...

0 1
... 0 0

1 0
... 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(3.102)

When applied to the expression for the observable canonical form one obtains a new
state space representation pĀob, B̄ob, C̄obq

x1 “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

´an´1 1 . . . . . . 0 0
´an´2 0 1 . . . 0 0

...
...

...
...

...
...

´a2 0 . . . . . . 1 0
´a1 0 . . . . . . 0 1
´a0 0 . . . . . . 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

x`

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

cn´1

cn´2

...

...
c1
c0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

u

y “
“

1 0 . . . 0 0
‰

x

(3.103)

For a more comprehensive treatment of controllability and observability and the role
of these concepts in the modern theory of linear systems the reader is referred to the
monographs of Rugh [101] and Kailath [61].

3.5.3 An example

In view of the previous subsection it is now straightforward to construct realizations that
are both controllable and observable from an irreducible transfer function. The following
example shows how.
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Example 3.5.1. Consider a transfer function of the form

Hpsq “
k

p1` τsq2
(3.104)

where k P R and τ ą 0. One may expand the denominator to obtain

Hpsq “
k

τ2

1

s2 ` 2s
τ `

1
τ2

(3.105)

By referring to (3.97) one reads off directly the controllable canonical representation

x1 “

„

0 1
´ 1
τ2 ´ 2

τ



x`

„

0
1



u

y “
“

k
τ2 0

‰

x

(3.106)

and by referring to (3.99) the observable canonical representation

x1 “

„

0 ´ 1
τ2

1 ´ 2
τ



x`

„

k
τ2

0



u

y “
“

0 1
‰

x

(3.107)

Both realizations are minimal and thus both controllable and observable. Finally, re-
versing the order of the state variables in the observable canonical representation as in
(3.103) one obtains the following state space model

x1 “

„

´ 2
τ 1

´ 1
τ2 0



x`

„

0
k
τ2



u

y “
“

1 0
‰

x

(3.108)



CHAPTER 4
White noise in continuous time

The main objective of this chapter is to develop the theory of white noise in continuous
time (CTWN) to a point that allows us to consider it as input to linear systems. The
intention is not to duplicate the standard frequency domain treatment found in most
signal processing curricula. Instead we focus on the individual realizations of CTWN,
considered as distributions, which we feed as input to the system.

Our route to the realizations of white noise goes via a characterization of what should
be considered ’integrated white noise’ in continuous time. Brownian Motion (BM) is the
most suitable candidate for our purpose and we introduce the machinery from Probability
Theory required to treat it rigorously.

Briefly recalling the contributions of Einstein and Wiener we proceed to treat BM
from the perspective of Kolmogorov’s Extension Theorem. The question of existence
of continuous modifications of a stochastic process is addressed, in particular that the
answer is affirmative in the case of BM.

Section 4.2.2.7 recalls Khintchine’s Law of the Iterated Logarithm. We show how
this asymptotic statement on the growth of BM implies that CTWN realizations are
almost surely tempered distributions. This in turn allows us to interpret the stochastic
part HpsqW psq of the system model (2.12) in the setting of distributions. I have not seen
any record of this observation elsewhere and we shall elaborate further on it in section
5.2.

4.1 Continuous-time white noise

The concept of white noise for systems in continuous time is considerably more difficult
to deal with than its counterpart in discrete time. In discrete time one defines white
noise to be a weakly stationary zero-mean process possessing a constant spectrum. This
is equivalent to requiring that it should be a sequence of uncorrelated zero-mean random
variables of equal and finite variance. Often one adds the requirement that the individual
random variables be normally distributed in which case one refers to the sequence as
Gaussian white noise. In that case the random variables are in fact independent.

Åström [5] gives an example of the difficulties encountered when trying to transfer
these ideas to a continuous-time setting. He proves that if J Ď R is an interval and
tvptq|t P Ju a continuous-time second order stochastic process with the properties

1. vptq is independent of vpsq for t ‰ s

2. vptq is continuous in mean square for all t P J and has bounded variance

3. vptq has zero mean for each t P J

then necessarily the variance Etv2ptqu “ 0. For a random variable X we denote by EtXu
its mathematical expectation.

37
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This failure to create a direct non-trivial extension of the notion of white noise to
also cover the continuous-time case led instead to the formulation of a theory based
on processes of orthogonal increments (most notably Brownian Motion) [26],[54]. What
brought success was to consider the cumulative effects of white noise over arbitrary, finite
time intervals. This corresponds in discrete time to inferring the behaviour of a white
sequence by monitoring the increments of the random walk that it gives rise to. In view
of Theorem 4.2.8 and Donsker’s Invariance Theorem 1 the process of Brownian Motion
(BM) is the relevant replacement in the continuous-time setting of the random walk
in the limit where the time steps go to zero. This is so since we desire a process with
continuous sample paths. Intuitively one would therefore naturally be led to require that
continuous-time white noise should in some form or other constitute a time derivative
of Brownian Motion. However, it has been known since [85] that almost every (w.r.t.
Wiener Measure) realization of Brownian Motion is nowhere differentiable. Nor is BM
differentiable in the mean square sense when considered as a random process as illustrated
by the example on page 39 of [5]. Despite these shortcomings as far as differentiability
is concerned, BM possesses important continuity properties which turn out to be useful
in the present context. Almost every (w.r.t. Wiener Measure) realization of BM is
a continuous function and when considered as a random process BM is mean square
continuous.

With the advent of Distribution Theory in 1950 [104] Itô was quick to adopt the new
formalism set forth by Schwartz. In 1954 [55] by perceiving BM as a special example of a
continuous function with values in a Hilbert space he was able to consider its derivative
in the sense of distributions thereby introducing the notion of a random distribution.
Similarly he used the theory of Schwartz to extend the notion of a covariance function
to that of a covariance distribution. In this new set-up Itô proved that the covariance
distribution of the distributional derivative of Brownian Motion is in fact the Dirac
Measure 2. This proves the desired uncorrelatedness or ’whiteness’ of the distributional
derivative w.r.t. time of Brownian Motion. The Fourier Transform of the Dirac Measure
(as a tempered distribution) is equal to the distribution representable by a constant
function (suitably normalized). Its spectrum being constant further demonstrates why
the distributional derivative of Brownian Motion is indeed the right candidate for what
should be understood by white noise in continuous time. The covariance distribution of
continuous-time white noise is not representable by a square integrable function. While
the spectral density is indeed representable by a function, this is clearly not a square
integrable function.

4.2 Brownian Motion

This subsection gives an introduction to the mathematical theory of Brownian Motion.
Briefly touching on Wiener’s pioneering work we quickly move to the framework estab-
lished by Kolmogorov. We introduce the notion of a version of a stochastic process
pXtqtPI in continuous time and discuss the question whether there exists a continuous
version of pXtqtPI . Other highlights are Donsker’s Invariance Theorem and the Law of
the Iterated Logarithm.

1See subsections 4.2.2.5 and 4.2.2.6 as well as [24] and [68]
2For the definition of the Dirac Measure see subsection 3.1.5
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4.2.1 Wiener Space

Inspired by the analysis of physical Brownian Motion undertaken by Einstein [28] and
Perrin [88], Wiener introduced in the foundational papers [121], [122] what has later
become known as Wiener Space. This is the space of real-valued continuous functions ω
on the positive half-axis vanishing at 0. Using the abstract integral of P.J. Daniell [19],
Wiener proceeded to show the existence of a probability measure P (Wiener Measure) on
Wiener Space. The measure P enjoys the following property. For t1 ă t2, the probability
that the increment ωpt2q ´ ωpt1q lies between a and b equals

P ptω |ωpt2q ´ ωpt1q P ra; bsuq “
1

a

πpt2 ´ t1q

ż b

a

exp

ˆ

´x2

t2 ´ t1

˙

dx (4.1)

Wiener [121] motivates his interest in the expression (4.1) by referring to an observation
made by Einstein. Physical Brownian Motion of a particle suspended in a fluid is due
to random collisions with the molecules of the fluid. By the laws of classical mechanics
the displacement of the particle over any time interval rt0; ts should depend not only on
the impulses received over rt0; ts but also on the initial velocity at t0. Einstein noted,
however, that the influence of the initial velocity was negligible in comparison with the
impulses received over any time interval considered. Two neighbouring intervals rt0; t1s
and rt1; t2s would thus give rise to independent contributions adding up to the total
displacement over rt0; t2s. With two intervals of equal size the probability distributions
of the displacements of the intervals would be the same. Subdividing ad infinitum and
appealing to the Central Limit Theorem results for any coordinate of the displacement
over rt0; ts in an expression for the probability distribution of the form

Pt0,t “
1

a

πφpt´ t0q

ż t

t0

exp

ˆ

´x2

φpt´ t0q

˙

dx (4.2)

for some continuous function φ : r0;`8rÑ r0;`8r. Wiener [121] used the independence
of the contributions to the displacement over rt0; t1s and rt1; t2s to infer the form of the
function φ. He concluded that there must exist a positive number A such that

φptq “ At, t P R (4.3)

Eq. (4.1) merely corresponds to the choice A “ 1.

4.2.2 Brownian Motion via Kolmogorov’s Extension
Theorem

Wiener’s introduction in [121] of a probability measure on Classical Wiener Space ap-
peared in 1923 at a time when abstract measure theory had not yet reached maturity.
The subsequent decade saw rapid progress on that front culminating in 1933 with the ax-
iomatization of Probability Theory set forth by Kolmogorov in [72]. This was augmented
by fundamental work [25] by Doob exploring what had to be required of a stochastic pro-
cess in continuous time in order to discuss meaningfully the notion of the probability of
its sample functions being continuous or measurable. Following [84] we summarize in
subsection 4.2.2.1 the elements of the work of Kolmogorov needed in this thesis. That
of Doob will be covered in subsection 4.2.2.3 following [26] and [123].
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4.2.2.1 Kolmogorov’s Extension Theorem

The basic entity in Kolmogorov’s set-up is a triple pΩ,F , P q, where Ω denotes the set of
outcomes, F is a σ-algebra of subsets of Ω and P is a positive measure on F for which
P pΩq “ 1. By a random variable X on Ω with values in Rn we understand any function
X : Ω Ñ Rn measurable w.r.t. F .

In order to study dynamic phenomena rigorously in a probabilistic setting, next step
is to define a stochastic process. By this we shall mean a parametrized family tXtutPJ of
random variables on pΩ,F , P q with index set J . We shall in this thesis consider index
sets of the form J “ r0;`8r or ra; bs for 0 ď a ă b ă `8. For each t P J one thus has a
random variable

Ω Q ω Ñ Xtpωq (4.4)

while by fixing instead ω P Ω one obtains a path or sample function of the stochastic
process

J Q tÑ Xtpωq (4.5)

We may thus identify Ω with a subset of the space pRnqJ of all Rn-valued functions
defined on the index set J .

Since a σ-algebra is closed under the formation of finite intersections, it is clear that

tω |ωpt1q P F1, . . . , ωptkq P Fku “
k
č

i“1

tω |ωptiq P Fiu (4.6)

belongs to F for any choice of Borel sets Fi Ď Rn. As a consequence F will contain the
σ-algebra G generated by sets of the form (4.6), which in turn allows us to define on Rnk
the family of probability measures on the Borel sets of Rnk

µt1,...,tkpF1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fkq “ P ptω |ωpt1q P F1, . . . , ωptkq P Fkuq (4.7)

for t1, . . . , tk P J and Borel sets F1, . . . , Fk Ď Rn. The family of probability measures 3

defined by (4.7) is known as the (family of) finite-dimensional probability distributions
of the stochastic process tXtutPJ .

From (4.7) it is clear that

µtσp1q,...,tσpkqpF1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fkq “ µt1,...,tkpFσ´1p1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fσ´1pkqq (4.8)

for any permutation σ of t1, . . . , ku and

µt1,...,tkpF1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fkq “ µt1,...,tk,tk`1,...,tk`mpF1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fk ˆ Rn ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rnq (4.9)

where the Cartesian product on the right hand side of (4.9) contains a total of k `m
factors.

In practice stochastic processes are frequently specified in terms of their finite-
dimensional distributions. A question of obvious interest is therefore whether for a given
family of probability measures

8
ď

k“1

tµt1,...,tk PMpRnkq | t1, . . . , tk P Ju (4.10)

there exists a probability space pΩ,F , P q and a stochastic process tXtutPJ defined on it
such that (4.10) is its family of finite-dimensional distributions. Kolmogorov delivered
the answer in [72] in the form of the following

3We shall denote the family of all Borel probability measures on Rn by MpRnq
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Theorem 4.2.1. Kolmogorov’s Extension Theorem For all t1, . . . , tk P J , k P N
let µt1,...,tk be probability measures on Rnk such that the compatibility requirements (4.8)
and (4.9) are satisfied for any permunation σ of t1, . . . , ku and any m P N. Then there
exist a probability space pΩ,F , P q and a stochastic process tXtutPJ such that

µt1,...,tkpF1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fkq “ P ptω |Xt1pωq P F1, . . . Xtkpωq P Fkuq (4.11)

for all t1, . . . , tk P J , k P N and all Borel sets Fi Ď Rn.

We shall assume that the σ-algebra has been augmented by the standard procedure
so that the measure P is complete 4.

4.2.2.2 Brownian Motion from the point of view of
Kolmogorov’s Extension Theorem

We will now invoke Kolmogorov’s Extension Theorem to show the existence of a suitable
probability space and a stochastic process defined on it with statistical properties given
by (4.1). We give the discussion in the setting of Rn.

For a fixed x P Rn we set

ppt, x, yq “ p2πtq´n{2 ¨ exp

ˆ

´
|x´ y|2

2t

˙

for y P Rn, t ą 0 (4.12)

and define for 0 “ t0 ď t1 ď t2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tk a measure µt1,...,tk on Rnk by

µt1,...,tkpF1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fkq “

ż

F1ˆ¨¨¨ˆFk

k
ź

i“1

ppti ´ ti´1, xi´1, xiq dx1 . . . dxk (4.13)

using the convention that pp0, x, yq dy “ δxpyq. Having dealt with increasing sequences
t1 ď t2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tk one defines µt1,...tk for arbitrary sequences such that (4.8) is satisfied.
Since

ş

Rn
ppt, x, yq dy “ 1 also (4.9) is satisfied. Hence by Theorem 4.2.1 there exist a

probability space pΩ,F , P xq and a stochastic process tBtutPr0;`8r such that

P xpBt1 P F1, . . . , Btk P Fkq “ µt1,...,tkpF1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fkq (4.14)

for any k P N and t1, . . . , tk P r0;`8r. The process tBtutPr0;`8r is then said to be a
version of Brownian Motion starting at x.

4.2.2.3 The notion of a version of a stochastic process

The combination of the constructed process and its underlying probability space is by
no means unique in giving rise to the finite-dimensional distributions (4.13). This is the
reason why the word version used at the end of the previous subsection is emphasized.
An example of two different stochastic processes tXtutPr0;1s and tYtutPr0;1s defined on
the same underlying probability space for which P ptω |Xtpωq “ Ytpωquq “ 1 for every
t P r0; 1s while P ptω |Xtpωq “ Ytpωq @t ě 0uq “ 0 is given in [123].

4See Theorem 1.36 of [100]
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Example 4.2.1. Eugene Wong (1971), [123] Let Ω “ r0; 1s, let F denote the σ-
algebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets of Ω and P denote Lebesgue measure on Ω. Define
a process tXt | t P r0; 1su by

Xtpωq “

#

1 if ω “ t

0 if ω ‰ t
(4.15)

Let furthermore tYt | t P r0; 1su be defined by

Ytpωq “ 0 for all pt, ωq P r0; 1s ˆ r0; 1s (4.16)

It is clear that P ptω |Xtpωq “ Ytpωquq “ 1 for every t P r0; 1s.

This example shows that as for pathwise behaviour there may be considerable lati-
tude among stochastic processes having a given family of finite-dimensional distributions.
Even among processes which are modifications of each other, that is, which are defined on
the same underlying probability space. It is therefore no trivial matter to judge whether
in this case there exist a probability space pΩ,A, P q and a stochastic process tXtutPJ

such that
P ptω | tÑ Xtpωq is continuous on Juq “ 1 (4.17)

In fact, it turns out that it may not even be meaningful to ask this question without
making further assumptions about the stochastic process. That this is so is due to the
nature of the σ-algebra F , the system of sets on which the probability measure P is
defined. A σ-algebra is only guaranteed to be stable under the formation of countable
unions or intersections, not uncountable such. The requirement (4.17) may be written
as

P

˜

č

tPJ

tω | lim
hÑ0

|Xt`hpωq ´Xtpωq| “ 0u

¸

“ 1 (4.18)

which clearly involves taking an intersection of uncountably many measurable sets. It is
therefore important to investigate whether there exist ways of reducing the operations
required to at most countable formations of unions or intersections. Tools to address
problems of this kind were developed by J.L. Doob in the pioneering work [25] and
expanded upon in his treatise [26]. Following Doob we introduce

Definition 4.2.1. Let tXs | s P Su be a real-valued stochastic process with parameter set
S Ă R defined on some underlying probability space pΩ,F , P q. Let moreover A denote a
system of Borel subsets of R. The process is said to be separable relative to A if there
exist a sequence tsju of parameter values and a subset Λ Ď Ω of probability 0 such that,
if A P A and I is any open interval then the following subsets of Ω

tω |Xspωq P A, s P I X Su and tω |Xsj pωq P A, sj P I X Su (4.19)

differ by at most a subset of Λ.

The set tω |Xsj pωq P A, sj P I X Su is clearly measurable. Assuming that the
probability measure P has been completed, the same holds for tω |Xspωq P A, s P IXSu.
Definition 4.2.1 is typically applied either in the case where A is the set of closed subsets
of R or the set of closed (finite or infinite) intervals. It is a fact 5 that for any stochastic

5See Theorem 2.4 of [26]
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process tXs | s P Su there exists a separable process tX̃s | s P Su defined on the same
probability space such that P ptω |Xspωq “ X̃spωquq “ 1 for all s P S. In particular the
two processes will have the same finite-dimensional distributions.

For a general separable process tXs | s P Su the nature of the separating set tsju
required in Definition 4.2.1 may be difficult to characterize. However, the additional
property of continuity in probability of tXs | s P Su is enough to ensure that any countable
dense subset tsju of S will do. Doob goes on to prove the fundamental 6

Theorem 4.2.2. Let S denote either r0;T s or r0;`8r and let tXs | s P Su denote a
stochastic process which is continuous in probability. That is, assume that

p´ lim
sÑt

Xs “ Xt for t P S (4.20)

where we use the notation of [26] for convergence in probability of a family of random
variables. Then there is a process tX̃s | s P Su which is separable w.r.t. the closed
sets, satisfies P ptω |Xspωq “ X̃spωquq “ 1 for every s P S and which is in addition
measurable. That is, measurable w.r.t. the product σ-algebra on Ωˆ S.

Remark 10. A process tXs | s P Su is said to be almost surely sample continuous if it
is separable and (4.18) holds, or equivalently

P

˜

ď

sPS

tω | lim sup
hÑ0

|Xs`h ´Xs| ą 0u

¸

“ 0 (4.21)

Such a process is therefore by definition separable and in addition continuous in proba-
bility 7 at every s P S. Any countable dense subset of S may therefore play the role as
separating set.

In our treatment of linear Stochastic Differential Equations, we shall in subsection
7.2.2.3 need the following technical lemma. For its proof we rely on a modification of a
technique used by Doob to prove Theorem 2.5 of [26].

Lemma 4.2.3. Let tXs | s P r0;T su denote an (extended real-valued) separable stochastic
process which is almost surely sample continuous. Then there exists a separable, mea-
surable and almost surely sample continuous stochastic process tYs | s P r0;T su such that
almost surely

Ytpωq “ sup
sPr0;ts

Xspωq for t P r0;T s (4.22)

More precisely (4.22) holds for ω’s corresponding to continuous sample functions.

Proof. By rescaling there is no loss of generality in assuming that T “ 1. Now define for
each n P N the stochastic processes

u
pnq
t pωq “

$

’

&

’

%

sup
k´1
2n ďsă

k
2n

sPQ

Xspωq for k´1
2n ď t ă k

2n

Xtpωq for t “ 1

(4.23)

6This is contained in the slightly more general Theorem 2.6 of Doob’s treatise [26].
7Here we use that convergence almost surely implies convergence in probability mea-

sure
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where k runs from 1 to 2n. Alternatively Q may be replaced by the set of dyadic
rationals. Each upnq is measurable on Ωˆ r0;T s w.r.t. the product σ-algebra. For fixed
pω, tq P Ω ˆ r0; 1s the sequence upnq is non-increasing. The same clearly holds for the
sequence of functions U pnq defined by

U
pnq
t pωq “

$

’

&

’

%

max
0ďsă k

2n

u
pnq
s pωq for k´1

2n ď t ă k
2n

max
0ďsď1

u
pnq
s pωq for t “ 1

(4.24)

Hence, the monotone limit

U “ lim
nÑ8

U pnq (4.25)

exists and is a function which is measurable w.r.t. the product σ-algebra on Ω ˆ r0; 1s.
It is also clear that

Utpωq “ sup
sPr0;ts

Xspωq (4.26)

for each ω for which sÑ Xspωq is a continuous function. That is, almost surely.

4.2.2.4 Existence of t-continuous versions of a stochastic
process

In subsection 4.2.2.3 it was emphasized that though a particular stochastic process may
not be separable, it is always possible to find a version of it which is. That is, there
exists a separable stochastic process with the same finite-dimensional distributions. The
situation is more complicated when it comes to the existence of measurable or continuous
versions of a given stochastic process. Whether a version with either of these properties
exists depends on the nature of the finite-dimensional distributions themselves. In fact,
returning to the example by Åström mentioned in section 4.1 the following fact is worth
noting. If one requires that the variance Etvptq2u “ 1 for each t P J , it follows that no
measurable modification of the process exists. For a proof of this see Example 1.2.5 of
Kallianpur’s book [63].

Allowing complete independence of the individual random variables tvptqutPJ is there-
fore not compatible with the existence of a measurable version of the process. Some
measure of correlation among them is called for. Theorem 4.2.2 states that it is sufficient
to require that the process be continuous in probability.

As for the existence of a continuous version the situation is essentially the same. The
necessary requirements on the finite-dimensional distributions are just correspondingly
stronger. An important criterion is furnished by Kolmogorov’s Continuity Theorem [84]
also known as the Kolmogorov-Čentsov Theorem [68]

Theorem 4.2.4. Kolmogorov’s Continuity Theorem Suppose that the process tXtutě0

satisfies the following condition: For any T ą 0 there exist positive constants α, β,D such
that

E r|Xt ´Xs|
αs ď D ¨ |t´ s|1`β 0 ď s ď t ď T (4.27)

Then there exists a continuous version of tXtutě0, i.e. a version satisfying (4.17).
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For the case of Brownian Motion in Rn the increments Bt´Bs are zero-mean Gaus-
sian distributed. From [84] we have that

Ex
“

|Bt ´Bs|
4
‰

“ npn` 2q|t´ s|2 s, t ě 0 (4.28)

Using α “ 4, β “ 1 and D “ npn` 2q in (4.27), Kolmogorov’s Continuity Theorem now
implies the existence of a continuous version of Brownian Motion in Rn. This subsection
has thus exhibited Brownian MotiontBt| t ě 0u as a zero-mean stochastic process with
stationary, independent 8 increments satisfying

1. EtB2
t u “ t, t ě 0

2. The sample paths of tBt | t ě 0u are almost surely (a.s.) continuous

If one renounces on the requirement that almost every sample path be continuous, it is
clear that the compensated Poisson process with unit rate tYt | t ě 0u provides another
example of a zero-mean stochastic process with stationary orthogonal increments for
which ErY 2

t s “ t.
Another important case where the existence of a continuous version may be ascer-

tained is given in Theorem 6.6.1. This theorem asserts the existence of a continuous
version of any Wiener Integral with variable upper limit.

4.2.2.5 Lévy-Khintchine representation

The purpose of this and the following subsection is to provide arguments in favour of
basing the modelling of continuous-time white noise on Brownian Motion. The aim is to
convince the reader that this is the only sensible model of what may be dubbed ’integrated
white noise’. The first argument put forward relies on the Lévy-Itô Decomposition while
the second uses the so-called Invariance Theorem of Monroe Donsker [24].

Section 4.1 recalled what we understand by a white noise process in discrete time. It
is a sequence of uncorrelated zero-mean random variables of equal and finite variance. If
the random variables are in addition assumed to be Gaussian it follows that they are in-
dependent. Denote the sequence of random variables under consideration by pvnq

8
n“1 and

the accumulated values by pwnq
8
n“0, where w0 “ 0 almost surely (a.s.) and recursively

wn “ wn´1 ` vn for n P N (4.29)

If we tighten the requirements on pvnq
8
n“1 further by demanding that the random vari-

ables be independent and identically distributed it follows that pwnq
8
n“0 satisfies the

following three properties

1. w0 “ 0 a.s.

2. pwnq
8
n“0 has independent increments

3. pwnq
8
n“0 has stationary increments

From the example of Åström cited in Section 4.1 we draw a clear lesson. Trying to
generalize directly to continuous time the idea of a sequence of independent random
variables pvnq

8
n“1 is not a fruitful approach. If we consider instead the sequence pwnq

8
n“0

representing ’integrated’ white noise, a more direct generalization is readily available.

8Since the increments are uncorrelated and Gaussian
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Definition 4.2.2 (Lévy Processes). Let S denote either r0;T s for some T ą 0 or
r0;`8r. By a Lévy Process we understand any stochastic process tXt | t P Su in contin-
uous time, satisfying the following four requirements:

1. X0 “ 0 a.s.

2. tXt | t P Su has independent increments. That is, for any n P N and any partition
t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn´1 ă tn, the random variables Xti ´Xti´1

are independent for
i “ 1, . . . , n.

3. tXt | t P Su has stationary increments. That is, for any 0 ď s ă t the distribu-
tions of the random variables Xt ´Xs and Xt´s coincide.

4. tXt | t P Su is continuous in probability at every t P S. I.e. for any t P S and
ε ą 0 it holds that

lim
hÑ0

P ptω | |Xt`h ´Xt| ą εuq Ñ 0 for hÑ 0

Any separable stochastic process with independent increment which is continuous in
probability has a modification whose sample paths are continuous from the right. One
may therefore without loss of generality assume that we consider a Lévy process with
càdlàg 9 paths. For proof of this fact see e.g. section 4.4 of [36].

It is obvious that the set of Lévy Processes is non-empty since Brownian Motion
clearly satisfies the requirements of Definition 4.2.2. What is maybe more surprising is
that there exists the following characterization of those Lévy processes which are almost
surely sample continuous:

Theorem 4.2.5 (Characterization of a.s. sample continuous Lévy Processes).
Let tXt | t ě 0u denote a Lévy Process which is almost surely sample continuous. It
may be decomposed in a unique way into the sum of two independent terms. Those two
terms are a linear drift term and a Brownian Motion with some intensity (unit interval
covariance) C.

This theorem is contained in the more general Theorems 4.2.7 and 4.2.8. In our
context we shall require any stochastic process modelling ’integrated white noise’ to
be almost surely sample continuous (cf. the discussion of Physical Brownian Motion in
subsection 4.2.1 on Wiener Space). Disregarding the constant drift term we are therefore
left with the stochastic process we have defined as Brownian Motion in subsection 4.2.2.2.

We shall later have occasion to refer to the Lèvy-Khintchine representation as well as
the Lèvy-Itô decomposition. A central role is played by the notion of infinite divisibility :

Definition 4.2.3. A probability distribution F is said to be infinitely divisible if for any
n P N there exist independent, identically distributed random variables Xn1, Xn2, . . . , Xnn

whose sum
řn
i“1Xni has the distribution F .

An important consequence is the following

9càdlàg= continue à droite, limité à gauche (right-continuous and bounded from the
left)
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Theorem 4.2.6 (Lévy processes and infinite divisibility). The distribution of a
Lévy process tXt | t ě 0u has the property of infinite divisibility. That is, for any t ě 0
and n P N the probability law of Xt may be written as that of the sum of n independent
random variables, each distributed as the increment of tXt | t ě 0u over intervals of length
t{n. On the other hand, given any infinitely divisible distribution F , there exists a Lévy
process tXt | t ě 0u such that the law of X1 is given by F .

Theorem 4.2.7 (Lévy-Khintchine representation). To avoid notational confusion,
we denote in this theorem by x¨, ¨y the inner product on Rn. Moreover, we define the
function

χB1 : Rn Ñ R (4.30)

by setting

χB1pxq “

#

1 for |x| ď 1

0 for |x| ą 1
(4.31)

Now, let the probability law of the random variable X1 be infinitely divisible. Then there
exist a vector a P Rnˆ1, a symmetric, non-negative definite matrix C P Rnˆn and a
non-negative Borel measure ν on Rn such that νpt0uq “ 0 and

ż

Rn
minp1, |y|2q νpdyq ă 8 (4.32)

such that the characteristic function

φ1pθq “ E
”

ei xθ,X1y
ı

(4.33)

may be written as

φ1pθq “ exppηpθqq (4.34)

where

ηpθq “ i xa, θy ´
1

2
xCθ, θy `

ż

Rnzt0u

”

ei xθ,xy ´ 1´ i xθ, xyχB1
pxq

ı

νpdxq (4.35)

The triplet pa,C, νq is in fact unique and is referred to as the Lèvy triplet of the infinitely
divisible distribution. Conversely, for any such T “ pa,C, νq there exists an infinitely
divisible distribution on Rn whose Lévy triplet is T .

Theorem 4.2.8. For any triplet T “ pa,C, νq as above there exists a Lèvy process
tXt | t ě 0u such that the probability law of X1 has T as its Lévy triplet. Moreover,

φtpθq ” E
”

ei xθ,Xty
ı

“ expptηpθqq (4.36)

with η as in (4.35). In fact, for each triplet pa,C, νq there exists a probability space
on which there exist independent Lévy processes tZ0

t u, tZ
1
t u with triplets pa,C, 0q and

p0, 0, νq respectively such that P -almost surely Xt “ Z0
t ` Z1

t for all t ě 0. Here P
denotes the probability measure resulting from Kolmogorov’s construction. Moreover, the
map tÑ Xt is continuous P-almost surely if and only if ν “ 0.
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One recognizes the expression

exp

ˆ

i xa, θy ´
1

2
xCθ, θy

˙

(4.37)

as that of the characteristic function of a Gaussian distribution with mean value a and
covariance matrix C. That component corresponds to Brownian Motion with a drift
term thus proving Theorem 4.2.6.

It is possible to give an even finer decomposition of a Lévy process but we shall not
need the result here. For the full Lévy-Itô decomposition and proofs of Theorems 4.2.6
and 4.2.7 the reader is referred to either [52],[26] or a number of the more recent mono-
graphs, e.g. [113], [102],[75] or [4]. The formulation of our Theorem 4.2.8 is essentially
that of (a part of) Corollary 4.3.8 of [113].

4.2.2.6 The Invariance Principle of M. Donsker

There is a different way of arriving at Brownian Motion as the natural candidate for
’integrated white noise’ in continuous time. It is an approach which involves interpolat-
ing suitably between adjacent elements of the sequence pvnq

8
n“1 of independent random

variables . Following section 2.4 of [68] we define

Yt “ wttu ` pt´ ttuqvttu`1 t ě 0 (4.38)

where by ttu we denote the integer part of t. By scaling in space and time (keeping in
mind that the variance of a sum of independent variables equals the sum of the variances)
one defines the following sequence pXpnqq8n“1 of stochastic processes

X
pnq
t “

1

σ
?
n
Ynt t ě 0 (4.39)

It turns out that the following convergence theorem holds 10

Theorem 4.2.9 (The Invariance Principle of M. Donsker (1951)). Let pΩ,F , P q
denote a probability space on which is given a sequence pvjq

8
j“1 of independent identi-

cally distributed random variables, with zero mean and finite variance σ2 ą 0. Define
Xpnq by (4.39) and let Pn denote the measure induced by Xpnq on the measurable space
pCpr0;8rq,BpCpr0;8rqqq. Then the sequence pPnq

8
n“1 converges weakly to a measure P˚

under which the coordinate mapping process Wtpωq “
∆ ωptq on Cpr0;8rq is a standard,

one-dimensional Brownian Motion.

Remark 11. By Cpr0;8rq we denote the space of continuous functions on r0;8r equipped
with the metric

ρpω1, ω2q “
∆

8
ÿ

j“1

1

2j
max
0ďtďj

p|ω1ptq ´ ω2ptq| ^ 1q (4.40)

where ω1, ω2 P Cpr0;8rq and a^ b “ maxta, bu for a, b P R. By BpCpr0;8rqq we denote
the σ-algebra of Borel sets on Cpr0;8rq.

10We cite here the form given as Theorem 2.4.20 in [68]
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The essence of Theorem 4.2.9 is really the following as pointed out in Section 2.4
of [68]. Given a triple pΩ,F , P q rich enough to allow for the existence of a countable
family of independent identically distributed random variables with zero mean and finite
variance. The interpolation and scaling procedures (4.38) and (4.39) then give rise to a
sequence of continuous stochastic processes which one may reasonably expect to approx-
imate in some way the process of Brownian Motion as n increases beyond all bounds.
The value of the theorem is that it not only asserts the existence of Brownian Motion on
pCpr0;8rq,BpCpr0;8rqqq but also the weak convergence of the approximating sequence
of measures Pn “ P ˝ pXpnqq´1 defined on this space to P˚. So Brownian Motion does
indeed seem to be the only reasonable generalization of the notion of integrated white
noise in continuous time.

4.2.2.7 Law of the Iterated Logarithm

This last subsection of the chapter focuses on the asymptotic behaviour exhibited by
Brownian Motion. A characterization of this behaviour is furnished by Khintchine’s
Law of the Iterated Logarithm. The seminal form appeared in 1924 [69] as a statement
about the asymptotic behaviour of sums of independent identically distributed random
variables. Later a version was published [70] addressing processes in continuous time e.g.
Brownian Motion.

Theorem 4.2.10 (Law of the Iterated Logarithm (1933)). Consider a separable
version of one-dimensional Brownian Motion tWt | t ě 0u such that almost surely tÑWt

is continuous on r0;8r. Then

lim sup
tÑ8

|Wt|
?

2t log log t
“ 1 a.s. (4.41)

where log denotes the natural logarithm.

The relevance of Theorem 4.2.10 to the work in this thesis is mainly that it allows
to characterize sample functions of a separable continuous version of Brownian Motion
as tempered distributions. We sum up the result in the following

Theorem 4.2.11. Consider a separable version of one-dimensional Brownian Motion
tWt | t ě 0u such that almost surely t Ñ Wt is continuous on r0;8r. Then almost
surely the maps tÑWt are continuous functions which are also tempered distributions.
Evidently, also their distributional derivatives are thus tempered distributions.

Proof. For the topology of the Schwartz space SpRq and the family of seminorms defining
it we refer to section 3.1.5. Assume that f : r0;8rÑ R is a continuous sample function
of Brownian Motion for which (4.41) holds. Then for a given ε ą 0 there exists a
t0 ą e “ expp1q such that

|fptq| ď p1` εq
a

2t log log t for t ě t0 (4.42)

For Λf pφq “
ş8

0
fpsqφpsq ds with φ P SpRq one may estimate as follows

|Λf pφq| ď

ˆ
ż t0

0

|fpsq| ds

˙

p0pφq ` p1` εq

ż 8

t0

|φpsq|
a

2s log log s ds (4.43)
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Before proceeding with the second integral it is helpful to pause and recall some notation
from Subsection 3.1.5. We shall write

xsy “
`

1` |s|2
˘

1
2 , s P R (4.44)

and for each non-negative integer M use the following seminorm on SpRq

pM pφq “ suptxsyM |Bαφpsq| | s P R, |α| ďMu (4.45)

For the second integral we now obtain

ż 8

t0

|φpsq|
a

2s log log s ds “

ż 8

t0

xsy4|φpsq|

?
2s log log s

xsy2
xsy´2 ds (4.46)

Since
ş8

t0
xsy´2 ds ă 8 and there exists a C1 ą 0 such that

a

2s log log s ď C1 xsy
2 (4.47)

for s P rt0;8r, it is clear that there exists a constant C2 ą 0 such that

ż 8

t0

|φpsq|
a

2s log log s ds ď C2 p4pφq (4.48)

Hence, there exists a positve constant C such that

|Λf pφq| ď C p4pφq φ P SpRq (4.49)

The distribution Λf is thus a tempered distribution and the same therefore holds for its
distributional derivative.



CHAPTER 5
White noise input to linear systems in

continuous time

This chapter is concerned with the behaviour of linear systems in continuous time subject
to CTWN input. We shall consider both the case of an input-output formulation and
that of a linear system in state space form. The analysis of the input-output formulation
will be performed in terms of the impulse response h of the system.

When defining CTWN we took as point of departure the random process Brownian
Motion (BM) defined on some probability space pΩ,F , P q. We have seen that P -almost
every realization of BM is a continuous function and hence possesses a distributional
derivative. These distributional derivatives we view as the realizations of CTWN. In our
treatment of linear systems we adopt a realization-wise approach, calculating for each
such realization the resulting output by adhering rigorously to the rules of Distribution
Theory.

To allow for a rigorous treatment of the external behaviour of a sufficiently large
class of SISO systems we recall in Section 5.1 the notion of Stieltjes integrals. These are
needed to treat systems whose impulse response is a function of locally bounded variation.
Section 5.2 sets the scene for the analysis of the external behaviour of the SISO system
by summarizing the results needed on convolution of distributions. Section 5.3 treats the
case of white noise input to a SISO LTI system with a view to characterizing the output
in terms of the impulse response. Section 5.4 rounds this chapter off with a treatment
of CTWN input to linear systems on state space form. These systems are not assumed
to be LTI but the coefficients are required to be sufficiently regular for the operations
performed to be permissible.

5.1 Stieltjes integrals and the notion of

variation

In the analysis of systems on input-output form we shall need certain properties of
Stieltjes integrals which will be briefly summarized in this section. More comprehensive
treatments are given in standard works on real analysis such as [99]. Chapter 0 of the
work [94] of Revuz and Yor also gives a good short introduction and so does the paper
[46] by Edwin Hewitt.

5.1.1 The notion of variation

Since we consider impulse repsonses h of which we assume that hptq “ 0 for t ă 0, we
shall in our discussion of the notion of variation confine ourselves to functions defined

51
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on r0;`8r. Consider a partition

P : 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ t (5.1)

of the interval r0; ts. The number

∆P “ sup
iPt1,...,nu

|ti ´ ti´1| (5.2)

one refers to as the modulus of P. To each partition P we assign a sum

V P
t rhs “

n
ÿ

i“1

|hptiq ´ hpti´1q| (5.3)

Definition 5.1.1. The function h : r0;`8rÑ R is said to be of locally bounded (or
finite) variation if for every t ą 0

Vtrhs ” sup
P
V P
t rhs ă `8 (5.4)

where the supremum is taken over all partitions P of r0; ts. The function Vtrhs : r0;`8rÑ
R is positive and non-decreasing. If in addition

sup
tě0

Vtrhs ă `8 (5.5)

the function h is said to be of bounded variation.

The interval r0; ts plays no special role here. An arbitrary interval ra; bs could have
been used. An application of the mean value theorem of differential calculus shows that
any C1-function is of locally bounded variation. Clearly, so is any finite monotonous
function h : r0;`8rÑ R, and hence also the difference of any two such functions. A
classical theorem of C. Jordan (1881) [59] provides a characterization of the functions of
locally bounded variation to the effect that these can only arise as the difference between
finite non-decreasing functions:

Theorem 5.1.1 ([59]). Let h : r0;`8rÑ R be a function of locally bounded variation.
Then there exist non-negative and non-decreasing functions h1, h2 : r0;`8rÑ R such
that

hptq “ h1ptq ´ h2ptq for t P r0;`8r (5.6)

Remark 12. Clearly the pair h1, h2 is not uniquely determined since the addition of any
constant C to both functions would retain the decomposition (5.6). However, by choosing

h`ptq “
1

2
pVtrhs ` hptqq and h´ptq “

1

2
pVtrhs ´ hptqq (5.7)

one obtains the so-called Jordan Decomposition which possesses a certain minimality
property. The functions h`, h´ are minimal in the sense that if h “ h1 ´ h2 is an arbi-
trary decomposition of h into a difference between two non-negative and non-decreasing
functions, then h` ď h1 and h´ ď h2.

For any non-decreasing function f : r0;`8rÑ R the left and right hand limits,
fpt´q “ lim

sÑt´
fpsq and fpt`q “ lim

sÑt`
fpsq respectively, exist at any point t P r0;`8r.

In view of Theorem 5.1.1 the same obviously holds for a function h of locally bounded
variation.
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5.1.2 Stieltjes integration

This section first introduces the Riemann-Stieltjes integral
şb

a
fpsq dgpsq for a suitably

regular integrand f : ra; bs Ñ R and non-decreasing integrator g : ra; bs Ñ R. One
subsequently defines for an integrator g of bounded variation

ż b

a

fpsq dgpsq “

ż b

a

fpsq dg`psq ´

ż b

a

fpsq dg´psq (5.8)

where g “ g` ´ g´ denotes the Jordan decomposition of g.
Assume now that g is non-decreasing and consider a partition P : a “ t0 ă t1 ă

t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ b. Define for each j “ 1, . . . , n the increment ∆gj ” gptjq ´ gptj´1q, the
interval Ij ” rtj´1; tjs and the quantities

mj ” inf
Ij
fptq and Mi ” sup

Ij

fptq (5.9)

To any bounded real function f : ra; bs Ñ R one assigns the upper and lower sums

UpP, f, gq ”
n
ÿ

j“1

Mj∆gj

LpP, f, gq ”
n
ÿ

j“1

mj∆gj

(5.10)

and the upper and lower integrals

ż b

a

f dg ” inf UpP, f, gq
ż b

a

f dg ” supLpP, f, gq
(5.11)

where the supremum respectively infimum is taken over the family of all partitions P. In

case the upper and lower integrals are equal, their common value is denoted by
şb

a
f dg

or
şb

a
fptq dgptq and is referred to as the Riemann-Stieltjes integral of f with respect to

g over ra; bs. If
şb

a
f dg exists it is customary to write f P Rpgq. It should be noted that

the ordinary Riemann-integral results by choosing gptq “ t for t P ra; bs. If f is Riemann-
integrable we shall simply write f P R with no explicit indication of the integrator.

Below we summarize a number of useful properties of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral.
No proofs will be given but the reader is invited to consult the following references for a
more thorough treatment. Chapter 6 of [99], Chapter 3 of [96] and Hildebrandt’s article
[49] are all worth consulting.

Theorem 5.1.2 (Theorem 6.8 of [99]). Assume g : ra; bs Ñ R to be non-decreasing. If
f is continuous on ra; bs then f P Rpgq on ra; bs.

Theorem 5.1.3 (Theorem 6.17 of [99]). Consider a non-decreasing function g : ra; bs Ñ
R. Assume that the derivative 9gptq exists everywhere on ra; bs and that 9g P R on ra; bs.
Let furthermore f be a bounded real function on ra; bs. Then f P Rpgq if and only if
f 9g P R. In that case

ż b

a

fptq dgptq “

ż b

a

fptq 9gptq dt (5.12)
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Consider a continuously differentiable function g : ra; bs Ñ R. The positive and
negative parts of the derivative 9g, that is, 9gp and 9gn respectively,

9gpptq “
1

2
p| 9gptq| ` 9gptqq

9gnptq “
1

2
p| 9gptq| ´ 9gptqq

(5.13)

are clearly continuous non-negative functions. For the Jordan Decomposition of g it fol-
lows that g`ptq “

şt

a
9gppsq ds and g´ptq “

şt

a
9gnpsq ds. As a simple but useful consequence

of Theorem 5.1.3 one should note

Corollary 5.1.4. Assume that g P C1pra; bsq and that f is a bounded real function on
ra; bs. Then f P Rpgq if and only if f 9gp and f 9gn both belong to R. And in that case

ż b

a

f dg “

ż b

a

fptq 9gptq dt (5.14)

In the analysis to be carried out in subsection 5.3.1 we shall need a special case of
the theorem of integration by parts for Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. In fact, we shall need
the result for f of bounded variation but this form follows from Theorem 5.1.5 by Jordan
Decomposition.

Theorem 5.1.5 (Integration by parts for Riemann-Stieltjes integrals). Assume
that g : ra; bs Ñ R is continuously differentiable and that f : ra; bs Ñ R is non-decreasing.

Then both
şb

a
f dg “

şb

a
fptq 9gptq dt and

şb

a
g df exist and

ż b

a

fptq 9gptq dt “ fpbqgpbq ´ fpaqgpaq ´

ż b

a

gptq dfptq (5.15)

A proof of this theorem is sketched on page 141 of [99].

Remark 13. For a fixed function g of bounded variation on ra; bs the process of Riemann-
Stieltjes integration gives rise to a bounded linear functional

f Ñ

ż b

a

fpsq dgpsq (5.16)

defined on the space Cpra; bsq of continuous functions on ra; bs equipped with the uniform
norm. It is a consequence of the Riesz Representation Theorem that any bounded func-
tional on Cpra; bsq may be written in the form (5.16) for a suitable function g of bounded
variation on ra; bs. However, the function g is far from unique. Decompose g into its
continuous and jump parts, gc and gd respectively, as described in §7 of [96]. It follows

from 5.33 of [49] that if
şb

a
f dg exists then both

şb

a
f dgc and

şb

a
f dgd exist and

ż b

a

f dg “

ż b

a

f dgc `
ÿ

t

fptqpgpt`q ´ gpt´qq (5.17)

where we sum over the at most countable set of discontinuities of g contained in the open

interval sa; br. The second term of (5.17) is equal to
şb

a
f dgd. The actual value of g

at a point of discontinuity is therefore immaterial and the representing g in (5.16) may
therefore be chosen to be right-continuous if so desired.
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Remark 14. By choosing g to be right-continuous it is possible to identify g with a
unique Borel measure µg on ra; bs. First one may define the set function ν on the semi-
ring P of half-open intervals, that is, intervals of the form sc; ds Ď ra; bs by setting
νpsc; dsq “ gpdq ´ gpcq and νptauq “ 0. The right-continuity of g ensures that ν is a pre-
measure 1 on P and hence by Carathéodory’s Theorem extends to a measure µg defined
on the Borel sets of ra; bs. The measure µg has the property that

ż b

a

fptq dµgptq “

ż b

a

fptq dgptq (5.18)

for any continuous function f on ra; bs. And the integral
şb

a
fptq dµgptq is in fact well-

defined for any bounded Borel function f on ra; bs.

5.2 A note on the linear stochastic noise

model

Consider a causal LTI system L defined on the space DpRq. The system is representable
in a unique way as a convolution with a distribution u P D1pRq such that

Lrφs “ u ˚ φ for φ P DpRq (5.19)

and the support supp u Ď r0;`8r. This allows for a continuous (w.r.t. the weak˚-
topology) extension to the setting of distribution-valued system input v with supp v Ď
r0;`8r. If one further assumes that both u and the input v are Laplace transformable,
i.e. that there exists some α P R such that e´pα,¨qu and e´pα,¨qv both belong to S 1pRq,
then the output z “ u ˚ v is likewise Laplace transformable. This was established in
Section 3.4 and their Laplace Transforms are related by Zpsq “ UpsqV psq for complex s
with Re s ą α.

Returning to the notation of Section 2.3 let us consider a causal LTI system L
with impulse response h, locally integrable and with supp h Ď r0;8r. In the previous
chapter we have introduced individual realizations w of continuous-time white noise as
distributional derivatives of realizations of Brownian Motion. As such the realizations
of CTWN are distributions with support contained in r0;`8r and h ˚ w is therefore a
well-defined element of D1pRq. Assume that h is Laplace transformable and that we have
the input-output relation z “ Lrws. Then their Laplace Transforms are connected by

Zpsq “ HpsqW psq (5.20)

We rely here on the result established in subsection 4.2.2.7 that almost every realization of
white noise is a tempered distribution and hence Laplace transformable. The distribution
z “ h ˚ w satisfies supp z Ď r0;8r and is hence the response of a system at rest prior

1See Section 1.7 of [117]. By a pre-measure on a Boolean algebra B (of subsets of
a given set X) one understands a finitely additive measure µ : B Ñ r0;`8s with the
property that µp

Ť8

n“1Enq “
ř8

n“1 µpEnq whenever E1, E2, E3, ... P B are disjoint sets
such that

Ť8

n“1En P B.
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to onset of excitation. It should be noted that this relation holds also in the case of
an unstable system as long as h is Laplace transformable. For any β P R it would
thus hold for a system with impulse response h whose restriction to r0;8r is given by
hptq “ exppβtq. It would, however, not hold for one with impulse response h̄ whose
restriction to r0;8r is given by h̄ptq “ exppt2q.

5.3 Input-output formulation in terms of

impulse response

This section considers causal LTI systems specified in terms of their input-output be-
haviour. We assume that the system impulse response h : R Ñ R with hptq “ 0 for
t ă 0 is of locally bounded variation. That is, for each compact interval ra; bs Ď R, the
function h is of bounded variation on ra; bs. This requirement is satisfied by any element
of the class of impulse responses arising from LTI systems described by time-invariant
linear ODEs. This is regardsless of whether the system considered is stable or unstable.

5.3.1 System with impulse response of locally
bounded variation

This subsection will continue the analysis begun in section 5.2 of the realization wise
behaviour of white noise under passage of a causal LTI system. We shall make sufficiently
strong assumptions on the impulse response h to ensure that we may carry out the
necessary calculations in the time domain. We shall assume that h is locally of bounded
variation.

As for the notation used for Brownian Motion please refer back to subsection 4.2.2.
By Btpωq we denote the value at time instant t of the sample path Bpωq associated with
ω P Ω. In the following analysis we shall be considering a fixed, but arbitrary realization
ω P Ω so we shall suppress it in the notation and simply write B “ Bpωq. Similary
the distributional derivative w “ B1 is understood to be a function of ω. The value of
B “ Bpωq at time instant t is similarly abbreviated to Bt “ Btpωq.

Theorem 3.2.1 on differentiation of convolution products in the sense of distributions
presents the tool we need to proceed. It states that the output z when considered as a
distribution is given by

z “ h ˚ w “ h ˚B1 “ h1 ˚B (5.21)

where the CTWN realization w is the distributional derivative of the realization B of
Brownian Motion. This effectively reduces the problem to that of calculating the distri-
butional derivative of the impulse response h. It should also be noted that the structure
of the supports of h and B is such that the restriction of z to s ´ 8; tr is equal to the
convolution of the restrictions to s ´8; tr of h1 and B. This follows directly from (3.32).

As for the distributional derivative of h we obtain from (5.15) that

´

ż t

a

hpsq 9φpsq ds “

ż t

a

φpsq dhpsq (5.22)

for any φ P Dpsa; trq and a P R. This is clear since φpaq “ 0 “ φptq for functions
φ P Dpsa; trq. Using that hpsq “ 0 for s ă 0 we obtain from the decomposition (5.17)
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that
ż t

a

φpsq dhpsq “ php0`q ´ hp0´qqφp0q `

ż t

0

φpsq dhpsq (5.23)

for any φ P Dpsa; trq if a ă 0. Appealing to Remark 14 we may evidently rewrite (5.23)
in terms of the right-continuous version hr of h to obtain

´

ż t

a

hpsq 9φpsq ds “ hrp0qφp0q `

ż t

0

φpsq dµhr psq (5.24)

so the distributional derivative of h is given by

h1 “ hrp0qdδ0 ` dµhr (5.25)

where the measure µhr is locally of finite variation.
The convolution of h1 and B is found from (3.61) to be the continuous function

vanishing on s ´ 8; 0s and given for t ą 0 by

tÑ hrp0qBt `

ż t

0

Bt´s dµhr psq (5.26)

By introducing the function sÑ h̃rpsq “ hrpt´ sq it now follows that

ż t

0

Bt´s dµhr psq “

ż t

0

Bt´s dhrpsq “ ´

ż t

0

Bs dh̃rpsq (5.27)

where the minus sign comes about because of the effect that the time reversal has on the
integrator dhr. Summing up and remembering that in the derivations we have employed
the notation B “ Bpωq, we therefore have the following

Theorem 5.3.1. Consider a causal LTI system with impulse response h. Suppose that
h is locally of finite variation. Then the response to a CTWN realization w which is the
distributional derivative of a realization B “ Bpωq of standard Brownian Motion is given
by the continuous function z which vanishes on s ´ 8; 0s and is given for t ą 0 by the
expression

tÑ h̃rptqBtpωq ´

ż t

0

Bspωq dh̃rpsq (5.28)

The continuous function z represents the distribution h1 ˚ B, the convolution of B and
the measure of locally finite variation representing h1. This measure is expressed in terms
of the right-continuous representative hr of the impulse response function.

5.3.2 The special case when h is a step function

Having handled the very general case of a causal LTI system with impulse response
function h of locally bounded variation we now turn our attention to a special instance
of this. The example we present is simple but nevertheless illustrative since it shows
the scaling required to pass between continuous-time and discrete-time models resulting
from uniform sampling.

Consider the case of a causal LTI system for which h is a step function. In particular
we therefore have that hptq “ 0 for t ă 0. Assume for simplicity that h has uniform
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steps in time with length T that occur at t “ kT for k “ 0, 1, . . . . We shall also assume
that h is right-continuous so that h and its right-continuous version hr coincide. It is
clear that such an impulse response h is locally of bounded variation. What we consider
is therefore a function of the form

hptq “
8
ÿ

j“0

hjχIj ptq (5.29)

where hj “ hpjT q and Ij “ rjT ; pj ` 1qT r for j “ 0, 1, . . . while χM denotes the
characteristic function of the set M Ď R.

Now feed w “ B1 to the input of the system for some continuous realization B
of Brownian Motion. What results is, according to (5.26) and (5.27), the continuous
function zptq which vanishes for t ă 0 and where

zptq “ hp0qBt `

ż t

0

Bt´s dhpsq for t ą 0 (5.30)

By inserting the expression (5.29) into (5.30) we obtain for the function sampled at
integer multiples of T that

zpkT q “ hp0qBkT `
k´1
ÿ

j“0

phppj ` 1qT q ´ hpjT qqBkT´pj`1qT (5.31)

Here we have used that since h is a step function, the only contributions to the Stieltjes
integral come from the points of discontinuity of h [99]. By a rearrangement of terms it
follows that

zpkT q “
k
ÿ

j“0

hpjT q
`

Bpk´jqT ´Bpk´j´1qT

˘

(5.32)

since B´T “ 0. By using the notation p∆Bqj “ BjT ´ Bpj´1qT , zj “ zpjT q and
hj “ hpjT q we may write (5.32) as

zk “
k
ÿ

j“0

hjp∆Bqk´j (5.33)

which clearly has the form of a discrete-time convolution product.

When viewed over the whole ensemble of realizations of Brownian Motion the incre-
ments p∆Bqi and p∆Bqj are independent for i ‰ j. Each of the p∆Bqj have zero mean
and variance T over the ensemble so the variance of zk is given by

Var zk “ T
k´1
ÿ

j“0

|hpjT q|2 “

ż kT

0

|hpsq|2 ds (5.34)

The condition h P L2pr0;`8rq is therefore enough to ensure that the variances (5.34)
remain bounded independent of k, and in fact tend to

ş8

0
|hpsq|2 ds in the limit when

k Ñ `8.
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5.4 Linear time-varying system in state

space form

We have seen that we need to perceive realizations of continuous-time white noise not
as functions in the ordinary sense of the word but rather as distributions. The present
section treats the state equation for a time-varying linear system

9xptq “ Aptqxptq `Gptquptq (5.35)

within the framework of distributions. Here xptq P Rnˆ1, uptq P R , Aptq P Rnˆn and
Gptq P Rnˆ1. We assume that the entries of A are continuous and that those of G are
continuously differentiable. That is G P C1pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q.

For the sake of clarity we shall distinguish consciously between a function u and the
distribution Λu that it gives rise to. The solution we seek for the state variable x is for
each realization of white noise some continuous function represented by the distribution
Λx.

For a given realization B “ Bpωq of standard Brownian Motion the corresponding
white noise realization is given by its derivative Λ1B in the sense of distributions. This
leaves us with the following reformulation of in the case of CTWN input

Λ1 “ AΛ`GΛ1B (5.36)

Here we have demonstratively written Λ instead of Λx since we want to emphasize
that we do not assume a priori that the solution in the sense of distributions is rep-
resentable by a continuous function or just by any locally integrable function for that
matter. That this is indeed the case will be established in the course of the proof. Having
done that we may impose the initial-value condition xp0q “ x0. Also we shall first assume
that A and G are matrices whose entries consist of functions, assumed continuous and
continuously differentiable respectively. We require the higher degree of regularity for G
in order for the product GΛ1B to be well-defined. Let Φ0 denote the unique solution to
the matrix differential equation

dX

dt
“ AptqXptq (5.37)

satisfying Φ0p0q “ I. The continuity of the entries of A ensures that Φ0 is continuously
differentiable. In addition Φ0ptq is invertible [101] for every value of t . By means of Φ0

one may therefore in terms of distributions perform the substitution

Λ “ Φ0Λ̃ (5.38)

which establishes a relation between distributions of order 1, since Φ0 P C
1. By differ-

entiation in the sense of distributions

Λ1 “ 9Φ0Λ̃` Φ0Λ̃1 (5.39)

By exploiting that 9Φ0 “ AΦ0 it follows that the differential equation in (5.36) reduces
to that of solving

Φ0Λ̃1 “ GΛ1B , ξp0q “ x0 (5.40)

Since Φ0 is continuously differentiable and everywhere invertible this differential
equation is equivalent to the requirement that

Λ̃1 “ Φ´1
0 GΛ1B (5.41)
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The fact that Φ´1
0 G is continuously differentiable now allows us to rewrite (5.41) as

Λ̃1 “
`

Φ´1
0 GΛB

˘1
´

9
pΦ´1

0 GqΛB (5.42)

which in turn is equivalent to

pΛ̃´ Φ´1
0 GΛBq

1 “ ´
9

pΦ´1
0 GqΛB (5.43)

The dot denotes ordinary differentiation of functions. From Corollary 3.1.5 of [51] we
now infer that Λ̃´Φ´1

0 GΛB is a distribution representable by a continuously differentiable
function. According to Theorem 3.1.4 of [51] the continuously differentiable function in
question differs only by some real constant from any primitive of the continuous function

´p
9Φ´1

0 GqB. Since Φ´1
0 GΛB is representable by the continuous function Φ´1

0 GB we can
conclude that Λ̃ is representable by a continuous function ξ and that there exists a
constant K such that

ξptq ´ Φ´1
t0 ptqGptqBt “ ´

ż t

0

p
9Φ´1

0 GqpsqBs ds`K (5.44)

From the property B0 “ 0 we infer that K “ ξp0q and hence that

ξptq “ ξp0q ` Φ´1
0 ptqGptqBt ´

ż t

0

p
9Φ´1

0 GqpsqBs ds (5.45)

The fact that Λ̃ is representable by the continuous function ξ implies that the dis-
tribution Λ “ Φ0Λ̃ is also representable by a continuous function, namely by Φ0ξ. Since
xp0q “ x0 the following solution formula results

xptq “ Φ0ptqx0 `GptqBt ´ Φ0ptq

ż t

0

p
9Φ´1

0 GqpsqBs ds (5.46)

It is pertinent at this point to pause and take stock of what we have achieved.
Essentially following Itô [55] we have defined the realizations of continuous-time white
noise as the distributional derivatives of the realizations of standard Brownian Motion.
Assuming à priori no further regularity of the state variable x than that it is given by
some distribution Λ we have required of Λ that it satisfies the equation (5.36) in the sense
of distributions. Subjecting (5.36) to a careful analysis we have established rigorously
that the distribution Λ must necessarily be representable by a continuous function, i.e.
that Λ “ Λx where x is given by (5.46). Studying (5.46) more closely we may infer more
concerning the regularity of the solution x. The first term Φ0ptqx0 is clearly continuously
differentiable and the same holds for the term containing the integral since G is assumed
continuously differentiable. So the outcome is that the solution x inherits the regularity
of the realization B. It was shown by Wiener [121] that such B belong to the Hölder
class C0,α for any 0 ď α ă 1

2 .
Having established that Λ is representable by a continuous vector function xp¨q we

now write Λx “ Λ. Reformulating (5.36) as

Λ1x “ AΛx `GΛ1B , xp0q “ x0 (5.47)

we note that
pΛx ´GΛBq

1 “ AΛx ´ 9GΛB (5.48)
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Applying once more Theorem 3.1.4 of [51], noting that B0 “ 0, we infer that

xptq ´GptqBt ´ xp0q “

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds´

ż t

0

9GpsqBs ds (5.49)

or equivalently

xptq “ xp0q `

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds`GptqBt ´

ż t

0

9GpsqBs ds (5.50)

Remembering that B “ Bpωq, the latter expression may be expressed in terms of a
so-called Wiener integral as stated in the following way

xptq “ xp0q `

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds`

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq, t P r0;T s (5.51)

if we introduce the Wiener integral

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq “ GptqBtpωq ´

ż t

0

9GpsqBspωq ds t P r0;T s (5.52)

We may therefore summarize the findings of this section in a theorem as follows

Theorem 5.4.1. Consider a time-varying linear state space model (5.35) in continuous
time and with the state vector satisfying the initial condition xp0q “ x0. We consider
the evolution of the state vector x when as input is applied a CTWN realization w which
is the distributional derivative of a realization B “ Bpωq of standard Brownian Motion.
Assume that in (5.35) the entries of Ap¨q are continuous and that those of Gp¨q are con-
tinuously differentiable functions on r0;T s for some T ą 0. For such input the solution x
of (5.35) in the sense of distributions is representable by a function which is continuous
on r0;T s and which satisfies the integral equation

xptq “ xp0q `

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds`

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq, t P r0;T s (5.53)

The following Chapter 6 is dedicated to a more thorough treatment of Wiener inte-
grals. The results recorded in this and the preceding section merely serve as a motivation
and to indicate the usefulness of this notion of stochastic integral.





CHAPTER 6
Wiener Integrals

This chapter introduces and develops the notion of Wiener Integrals. For the definition
we go back to the original definition by Wiener, Paley and Zygmund in the 1933 paper
[85]. Proofs are given of the isometry property of the Wiener Integral and the extension
of the concept to comprise integrands in L2. Proofs of these properties are actually given
in [85], but since the notation there is somewhat different from what is currently used,
it seems reasonable to include a short treatment here.

Often the Wiener Integral is defined in terms of basic sums as done in e.g. the
book [20] of Davis. Here, however, we deliberately opt for Wiener’s original definition.
The reason being that the original defnition links up better with the analysis carried
out in Chapter 5. Wiener’s definition is essentially a weak formulation in the same
vein as the distributional derivatives introduced in Chapter 3. The first four sections
define the Wiener Integral and develop its basic properties. Section 6.5 shows how the
Wiener Integral may alternatively be defined by means of simple sums. Sample path
properties of the Wiener Integral form the subject of Section 6.6. We round off the
chapter by considering the ensemble of signals resulting from feeding CTWN to a linear
state space model. Section 6.7 presents a derivation of the differential equations governing
the evolution of the mean and the covariance matrix of the resulting Gaussian process.

6.1 Definition of Wiener Integrals

It is well known that if f and g are both assumed to be functions of bounded variation
on r0; ts and g in addition continuous then we have the following equality of Stieltjes
integrals

ż t

0

fpsq dgpsq “ fpsqgpsq

∣∣∣∣
s“t

s“0

´

ż t

0

gpsq dfpsq (6.1)

A proof of (6.1) is skethced on page 141 of [99] for the case where f is also increasing.
The general case follows from Theorem 5.1.1 on Jordan decomposition .

Mimicking this formula, substituting B for g, Wiener et al. [85] had already in 1933
defined the integral

ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq ” fpsqBspωq

∣∣∣∣
s“t

s“0

´

ż t

0

Bspωq dfpsq

“ fptqBtpωq ´

ż t

0

Bspωq dfpsq

(6.2)

where f is a function of bounded variation and Bpωq the restriction to r0; ts of some
realization of Brownian Motion. In particular it is used that a.s. we have B0pωq “ 0. It
is clear from (6.2) that one circumvents the almost sure lack of bounded variation of Bpωq
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in the same way as when in (3.7) we defined the weak derivatives of Distribution Theory
inspired by (3.5). Since f is assumed to be of bounded variation and B continuous a.s.,
the Stieltjes integral on the right hand side of (6.2) is a.s. well-defined. We note that in
case f P C1 the integral on the right hand side of (6.2) may be written as

ż t

0

Bpsq dfpsq “

ż t

0

9fpsqBpsq ds (6.3)

so that the expression on the right hand side of (6.2) takes the form

fptqBptq ´

ż t

0

9fpsqBpsq ds (6.4)

An expression of this form we have already encountered in (5.50). There it turned
up in an integral equation resulting when a realization of white noise was fed to a linear
(time-variant) state space model. Likewise (5.28) has the same form as the expression
appearing in the second line of (6.2). Since we shall consider the statistical properties of
expressions of this form over the entire ensemble of continuous trajectories of Brownian
Motion it will be convenient to use the notation introduced in subsection 4.2.2.1. That
is, by Btpωq we shall understand the value at time t of the sample path identified with
ω P Ω. We recall that for any T ą 0 the function s Ñ Bspωq is continuous on r0;T s
almost surely.

Definition 6.1.1. For a function f : r0;T s Ñ R of bounded variation the Wiener Integral
with upper limit t is defined by

ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq “ fptqBtpωq ´ fp0qB0pωq ´

ż t

0

Bspωq dfpsq (6.5)

for each t P r0;T s and each ω P Ω for which the sample path s Ñ Bspωq of Brownian
Motion is continuous on r0;T s.

Remark 15. We have demonstratively included the term fp0qB0pωq in the definition
although it equals 0 for any realization Bpωq of Brownian Motion. It is for convenience
in our treatment in subsection 6.3 of the fact that the Wiener Integral has independent
increments.

Remark 16. Assuming the data of Definition 6.1.1 it follows that tÑ
şt

0
fpsq dBspωq is

a continuous function on r0;T s. To see why this is so, it suffices in view of the Jordan

Decomposition to show that
şt

0
fpsq dBspωq ” 0 on r0;T s for any function of the form

fpsq “

$

’

&

’

%

0 s ă s̄

α s “ s̄

1 s ą s̄

(6.6)

where 0 ă s̄ ă T and α P r0; 1s. Clearly
şt

0
fpsq dBspωq “ 0 for t ă s̄ and from

the definition of Stieltjes integrals follows that
şs̄

0
Bspωq dfpsq “ αBs̄pωq “ fps̄qBs̄pωq.

Considering again Stieltjes sums of the form (5.10) it also follows that
şt

0
Bspωq dfpsq “

fptqBtpωq for s̄ ă t ď T . The continuity of the realizations Bpωq is key to obtaining
these results. It may be useful to keep the simple case considered in this remark in mind
when arriving at the more sophisticated result of Theorem 6.6.1.
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We proceed to show that integrals of the form (6.2) are zero-mean Gaussian random
variables on the probability space pΩ,F , P q on which the sample paths of Brownian
Motion are defined. Subsequently, in section 6.2 we provide an explicit expression for
the covariance of two such random variables resulting from functions f and g, each
assumed to be of bounded variation.

Theorem 6.1.1. Given a function f of bounded variation on an interval including r0; ts.

The Wiener Integral
şt

0
fpsq dBspωq defines a zero-mean Gaussian random variable on

Wiener Space.

Proof. That the Wiener Integral for fixed upper and lower limits actually defines a
random variable on Wiener Space follows from the fact that Brownian Motion is a mean
square continuous process on r0;T s. Since according to Jordan any function f of bounded
variation on r0;T s may be written as the difference of two non-decreasing functions f`

and f´, we may without loss of generality assume that f is non-decreasing. Consider
now corresponding to any partition

P : 0 “ t0 ă t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tN “ t (6.7)

a sum

Ipωq “
N
ÿ

i“1

pfptiq ´ fpti´1qqBt˚i
pωq (6.8)

where t˚i P rti´1; tis for i “ 1, . . . , N . We shall refer to max
i“1,...,N

|ti ´ ti´1| as the fineness

of P. Since t Ñ Bptq P L2pP q is mean-square continuous on r0;T s there exists for each
ε ą 0 a δ ą 0 such that for t1, t2 P r0;T s it holds that

›

›Bt1pωq ´Bt2pωq
›

›

L2pP q
ă ε (6.9)

as long as |t1 ´ t2| ă δ. Noting that the case fptq “ fp0q is trivial, let now ε ą 0 be
given and select δ ą 0 such that |s´ s̃| ă δ implies that

›

›Bspωq ´Bs̃pωq
›

›

L2pP q
ă

ε

fptq ´ fp0q
(6.10)

For any two partitions P1 and P2 each with fineness smaller than δ it is clear that any
sums I1 and I2 of the form (6.8) corresponding to partitions P1 and P2 respectively
satisfy

›

›I1 ´ I2
›

›

L2pP q
ď pfptq ´ fp0qq

ε

pfptq ´ fp0qq
“ ε (6.11)

This is seen by considering the partition P1 Y P2. Now pick for each n P N partitions
Pn with fineness smaller than 1

n and for each Pn a sum In of the form (6.8). It is clear
that pInq is a Cauchy sequence in L2pP q and as such possesses a limit I˚ in L2pP q. It is
also clear that the limit I˚ depends neither on the on the choice of partitions Pn nor on
the sums In corresponding to the Pn as long as the fineness of the partitions tends to
0. It is therefore clear that one may pick a sequence pJnq P L

2pP q of sums of the form
(6.8), all of which are measurable w.r.t. the σ-algebra generated by the random variables
tBs : 0 ď s ď tu, such that Jn Ñ I˚ in L2pP q. This implies by the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality that the ensemble average (over ω w.r.t. P ) of the Wiener Integral is given by

EP

„
ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq



“ 0 (6.12)
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since this holds for each sum of the form (6.8). Each Jn is Gaussian random variable,

hence so is the L2-limit I˚ “
şt

0
fpsq dBspωq.

6.2 The isometry property

This section furnishes a statement and proof of the covariance result for Wiener Integrals
alluded to in the previous section.

Theorem 6.2.1. Consider two functions f and g, both of bounded variation on r0; ts.
For the covariance of two Wiener Integrals the following formula holds

EP

"
ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq

ż t

0

gpsq dBspωq

*

“

ż t

0

fpsqgpsq ds (6.13)

Proof. The proof proceeds by direct calculation using (6.2):

EP

"
ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq

ż t

0

gpsq dBspωq

*

“ EP

"ˆ

fptqBtpωq ´

ż t

0

Bspωq dfpsq

˙ˆ

gptqBtpωq ´

ż t

0

Bspωq dgpsq

˙*

“ I1 ´ I2 ´ I3 ` I4

(6.14)

where

I1 “ EP tfptqgptqBtpωq
2u “ tfptqgptq

I2 “ fptq

ż t

0

EP tBtpωqBspωqu dgpsq

I3 “ gptq

ż t

0

EP tBtpωqBspωqu dfpsq

I4 “ EP t

ż t

0

Bspωq dfpsq

ż t

0

Bs̄pωq dgps̄qu

(6.15)

As for I2 we note that EP tBtpωqBspωqu “ s since 0 ď s ď t and Bspωq and Btpωq´Bspωq
are therefore independent. We now obtain, using integration by parts, that

I2 “ fptq

ż t

0

s dgpsq “ fptq

„

gptq ´

ż t

0

gpsq ds



(6.16)

and analogously for I3. For I4 we obtain using Fubini’s theorem that

I4 “

ż t

0

ż t

0

EP tBspωqBs̄pωqu dfpsq dgps̄q (6.17)

It will now be convenient to partition the unit square domain of integration into two
triangular domains T1 and T2 given by

T1 “ tps, s̄q : 0 ď s̄ ď s ď tu and T2 “ tps, s̄q : 0 ď s ă s̄ ď tu (6.18)
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respectively and write I4 “ IT1 ` IT2 .

IT1
“

ż t

0

ż s

0

s̄ dgps̄q dfpsq

“

ż t

0

„

sgpsq ´

ż s

0

gps̄q ds̄



dfpsq

“

ż t

0

sgpsq dfpsq ´ fptq

ż t

0

gpsq ds`

ż t

0

fpsqgpsq ds

(6.19)

For IT2
one likewise obtains

IT2
“

ż t

0

sfpsq dgpsq ´ gptq

ż t

0

fpsq ds`

ż t

0

fpsqgpsq ds (6.20)

Integrating by parts one infers that
ż t

0

sfpsq dgpsq “ tfptqgptq ´

ż t

0

sgpsq dfpsq ´

ż t

0

fpsqgpsq ds (6.21)

and hence by collecting results that

EP t

ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq

ż t

0

gpsq dBspωqu “

ż t

0

fpsqgpsq ds (6.22)

6.3 The Wiener Integral has independent

increments

Consider a function f of bounded variation on r0; ts and let 0 ď s ă t. For the Wiener
Integral it holds that

ż t

0

fpσq dBσpωq ´

ż s

0

fpσq dBσpωq

“ fptqBtpωq ´ fpsqBspωq ´

ż t

s

Bσpωq dfpσq

“ fptqBtpωq ´ fpsqBspωq ´

ż t

s

Bspωq dfpσq ´

ż t

s

tBσpωq ´Bspωqu dfpσq

“ fptqpBtpωq ´Bspωqq ´

ż t

s

tBσpωq ´Bspωqu dfpσq

(6.23)

For Brownian Motion Btpωq ´ Bspωq is independent of Bvpωq ´ Bupωq for any u ď v ď
s ď t. It follows that the increment

ż t

s

fpσq dBσpωq “

ż t

0

fpσq dBσpωq ´

ż s

0

fpσq dBσpωq (6.24)

is independent of
ż u

0

fpσq dBσpωq (6.25)

for 0 ď u ď s. This is so since the increments are uncorrelated and Gaussian.
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6.4 Isometric extension

The goal of this section is to extend the notion of a Wiener Integral
şt

0
fpsq dBspωq, where

t P r0;T s, to arbitrary integrands f P L2pr0;T sq. The extension will proceed by way of a
method similar to that used in Plancherel’s theory for the Fourier Transform.

6.4.1 Extension of the Wiener Integral

Choose now in particular an orthonormal basis pρiq
8
i“1 for L2pr0; tsq consisting of func-

tions of bounded variation. Since by Theorem 6.2.1

EP

"
ż t

0

ρipsq dBspωq

ż t

0

ρjpsq dBspωq

*

“

ż t

0

ρipsqρjpsq ds “ δij (6.26)

where δij denotes Kronecker’s delta, we infer that the random variables

ż t

0

ρipsq dBspωq (6.27)

constitute an orthonormal subset of L2 over Wiener Space w.r.t. Wiener Measure. Using
this observation we may extend the definition of the Wiener Integral

ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq (6.28)

to comprise all f P L2pr0; tsq. This is done in a manner similar to that of Plancherel’s
extension of the Fourier Transform to L2 as carried out in e.g. [90],[100]. The crux of
the matter being that the map

f Ñ

ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq (6.29)

is a linear isometry from L2pr0;T sq into L2pP q.

It is pertinent to comment on the nature of the extension suggested by this approach.
The elements of the Hilbert Space L2 are not functions but rather equivalence classes
of functions. Each equivalence class consisting of square integrable functions which are
equal almost everywhere w.r.t. Lebesgue Measure.

If f „
ř

aiρi is the Fourier expansion of f w.r.t. the orthonormal basis pρiq in
L2pr0; tsq then

›

›

›

›

›

ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq ´
N
ÿ

n“1

ai

ż t

0

ρipsq dBspωq

›

›

›

›

›

2

L2pΠq

“

ż t

0

|fpsq ´
N
ÿ

i“1

aiρipsq|
2 ds (6.30)

and the right hand side tends to 0 as N Ñ `8. This shows that whichever orthonormal
basis pρiq for L2pr0; tsq of functions of bounded variation is used to construct the isometric
extension, f and

ř

aiρi will be mapped to the same equivalence class if the latter is the
Fourier expansion of f w.r.t. pρiq.
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6.4.2 Immediate consequences of the extension

We list below some immediate consequences of the extension of the Wiener integral to
arbitrary square integrable integrands.

Let f P L2pr0;T sq and t denote any fixed number belonging to r0;T s. It follows by
taking limits that

EP

„
ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq



“ 0 (6.31)

Similarly it follows that

1.
şt

0
fpsq dBspωq is Gaussian

2.
şt1
0
fpsq dBspωq and

şt3
t2
fpsq dBspωq are independent for any 0 ď t1 ď t2 ď t3 ď T

3. The isometry (6.13) holds for arbitrary f, g P L2pr0;T sq and t P r0;T s.

6.5 Itô’s generalization of the Wiener

Integral

In [54] Itô delivered a far-reaching generalization of the Wiener integral. In the case of
integrands of the class considered by Wiener, those depending only on time, Itô states,
but does not prove, that his concept of stochastic integral coincides with that of Wiener.
To see why this is indeed true one may note that a step function on r0; ts is of bounded
variation. Consider 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tN´1 ď t and set

fpsq “
N´1
ÿ

i“0

aiχipsq, s P r0; ts (6.32)

where χi denotes the indicator function of rti; ti`1r. Inserting (6.32) into (6.2) gives

ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq

” fptqBtpωq ´ fpt0qBt0pωq ´

ż t

0

Bspωq dfpsq

“ fptqBtpωq ´ fpt0qBt0pωq ´
N´1
ÿ

i“1

pai ´ ai´1qBtipωq

“ aN´1pBtpωq ´BtN´1
pωqq `

N´2
ÿ

i“0

aipBti`1pωq ´Btipωqq

“ fptN´1qpBtpωq ´BtN´1
pωqq `

N´2
ÿ

i“0

fptiqpBti`1
pωq ´Btipωqq

(6.33)

Here we have used that since f is a step function, the only contributions to the
Stieltjes integral

şt

0
Bpsq dfpsq come from the points of discontinuity of f [99]. Since one
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may in particular select an orthonormal basis for L2pr0; tsq consisting of step functions
(e.g. the family of Haar functions) one could equivalently define the Wiener Integral
by first defining it for such step functions (6.33) and then extending it isometrically to
L2pr0; tsq. This approach is taken by Davis in [20]. He considers step functions of the
form (6.32) and for each such defines its Wiener Integral by

ż t

0

fpsq dBpsq “
N´2
ÿ

i“0

fptiqpBpti`1q ´Bptiqq ` fptN´1qpBptq ´BptN´1qq (6.34)

6.6 Pathwise properties of Wiener Integrals

The analysis of sections 5.3 and 5.4 resulted in functional expressions of the form

ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq “ fptqBtpωq ´

ż t

0

Bspωq dfpsq (6.35)

whereby a continuous realization Bpωq of Brownian Motion is mapped to a continuous

function,
şt

0
fpsq dBspωq, as long as f is sufficiently well-behaved. In section 5.4, in order

for the manipulations leading to the expression to make sense, we had to assume that
the entries of A were continuous and that those of G were continuously differentiable.

Using for fixed upper limit t the basic definition (6.35) on the functions of bounded
variation we were able for that value of t to extend the notion of Wiener Integral to
encompass also arbitrary integrands f P L2pr0; tsq. What results is a map between
Lebesgue spaces of equivalence classes of square integrable measurable functions associ-
ating f with

şt

0
fpsq dBspωq. Choosing two different representatives X1,tp¨q, X2,tp¨q for

the equivalence class given by
şt

0
fpsq dBspωq, what we have is that X1,tpωq “ X2,tpωq for

a.e. ω w.r.t. Wiener Measure. That is, they are equivalent random variables. In particu-
lar the distribution functions of X1,t and X2,t therefore coincide, that is F1,t ” F2,t “

∆ Ft
where

Fi,tpuq “ P ptω P Ω : Xi,tpωq ď uuq (6.36)

for i “ 1, 2, t P r0;T s and u P R. This ensures the existence of a family of Borel
probability measures

νtpMq “ P ptω P Ω : Xtpωq PMuq (6.37)

defined for each t P r0;T s. By appealing to Kolmogorov’s Extension Theorem it follows
that there exists a stochastic process If : Ωˆ r0;T s Ñ Rn

If pω, tq “
∆

ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq (6.38)

such that for each t P r0;T s the distribution function of If p¨, tq is given by Ft.
In order for this stochastic process to be useful for our purposes it needs to possess at

least a t-continuous modification. This continuity will be needed since ultimately we aim
to construct a t-continuous process as a model of what results for the output, respectively
state, when feeding white noise to the input of a linear system as in section 5.3 or to a
linear state space model as in section 5.4. In the case of the linear state space model
this involves solving the integral equation (5.53) w.r.t. xptq by iteration, thus requiring
şt

0
Gpsq dBspωq to have a t-continuous modification.
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This is fortunately easy to ensure as evidenced by the following theorem which is a
special case of a more general one for integrands of the form fpω, tq. Here we only need
to consider integrands of the form fptq. The general theorem dates back to Itô’s first
work [53] on SDE. Its proof may be found there and several other places in the literature,
e.g. as Theorem 3.2.5 of [84].

Theorem 6.6.1. Let f P L2pr0;T sq. Then there exists a t-continuous stochastic process
pJtq on a probability space pΩ,F , P q such that

P

ˆ"

ω P Ω : Jpω, tq “

ż t

0

fpsq dBspωq

*˙

“ 1 for all t P r0;T s (6.39)

Now take G P C1pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q. There exists a t-continuous version ÎGpω, tq of
şt

0
Gpsq dBspωq. Similarly

ĨGpω, tq “ GptqBtpωq ´

ż t

0

Bspωq 9Gpsq ds (6.40)

defines a jointly measurable map on Ωˆr0;T s. Its paths are continuous and Ĩ is adapted
to the natural filtration given by tBs | 0 ď s ď tu. For any t P r0;T s

ÎGpω, tq “ ĨGpω, tq (6.41)

almost surely in ω. Selecting a countable dense subset ptiqiPN of r0;T s it follows that
almost surely

ÎGpω, tiq “ ĨGpω, tiq (6.42)

for all i P N. Since almost surely the map tÑ |ÎGpω, tq´ ĨGpω, tq| is continuous on r0;T s
it follows that

P
´!

ω : |ÎGpω, tq ´ ĨGpω, tq| “ 0 for all t P r0;T s
)¯

“ 1 (6.43)

For a t-continuous version of
şt

0
Gpsq dBspωq it therefore holds almost surely that

ż T

0

9φptqT
ˆ
ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

˙

dt

“

ż T

0

9φptqT
ˆ

GptqBtpωq ´

ż t

0

Bspωq 9Gpsq ds

˙

dt

“

ż T

0

9φptqTGptqBtpωq dt´

ż T

0

9φptqT
ˆ
ż t

0

Bspωq 9Gpsq ds

˙

dt

(6.44)

for any φ P C1
c pr0;T s,Rnˆ1q. Since on r0;T s the functions 9G and 9φ are continuous and
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Bpωq is continuous almost surely, an application of Fubini’s Theorem gives

ż T

0

9φptqT
ˆ
ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

˙

dt

“ ´xpGΛBpωqq
1, φy ´

ż T

0

˜

ż T

s

9φptqT dt

¸

9GpsqBspωq ds

“ ´xpGΛBpωqq
1, φy ´

ż T

0

pφpT q ´ φpsqqT 9GpsqBspωq ds

“ ´xpGΛBpωqq
1, φy `

ż T

0

φpsqT 9GpsqBspωq ds

“ ´xpGΛBpωqq
1, φy ` 9GΛBpωqrφs

“ ´xGΛ1Bpωq, φy

(6.45)

for any φ P C1
c pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q. By selecting for G P C1pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q a t-continuous version

ÎGpω, tq of
şt

0
Gpsq dBspωq we therefore have that

xÎGpω, ¨q,´ 9φy “ xGΛ1Bpωq, φy (6.46)

for any φ P C1
c pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q.

Assume now that xpω, tq is a stochastic process on a probability space pΩ,F , P q such
that xpω, ¨q is a continuous function on r0;T s almost surely. When considering xpω, tq as
a function of t we shall write xω “ xpω, ¨q or xωptq “ xpω, tq. Assume in addition that
almost surely in ω

xωptq “ xωp0q `

ż t

0

Apsqxωpsq ds`

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq (6.47)

for all t P r0;T s. Assuming G P C1pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q and A P Cpr0;T s;Rnˆnq, an application
of Fubini’s Theorem shows that almost surely in ω

ż T

0

9φptqTxωptq dt

“ xωp0q

ż T

0

9φpsqT ds`

ż T

0

9φptqT
ˆ
ż t

0

Apsqxωpsq ds

˙

dt´ xGΛ1Bpωq, φy

“

ż T

0

˜

ż T

s

9φptqT dt

¸

Apsqxωpsq ds´ xGΛ1Bpωq, φy

“ ´

ż T

0

φpsqTApsqxωpsq ds´ xGΛ1Bpωq, φy

(6.48)

for all φ P C1
c pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q. In other words, we have in the language of Distribution

Theory that almost surely

Λ1xω “ AΛxω `GΛ1Bpωq (6.49)
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6.7 Time evolution of ensemble mean and

covariance

Section 5.4 showed how to compute the evolution of the state vector of a linear state
space model when a CTWN realization is fed to the input. This was possible by means
of Distribution Theory as long as the coefficient functions were sufficiently smooth. Here
we shall consider the collective behaviour of the ensemble of signals arising in this way
when the input ranges over the ensemble of CTWN realizations. This ensemble turns
out to form a Gaussian process. Subsection 6.7.1 presents a derivation of the differential
equations governing the time evolution of its mean and covariance matrix. This is carried
out under the assumption that the coefficients are sufficiently smooth. The resulting dif-
ferential equations continue to be solvable on r0;T s for arbitrary T ą 0 also for rougher
coefficients. The resulting solutions could be used to define a Gaussian process with pre-
scribed mean and covariance. The only difference from the case of smoother coefficients
would be that we seem to miss the dynamics driving it. It will be the subject of Chapter
7 to make up for that. There we show how a Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE) in
integral form provides a natural candidate for the underlying stochastic dynamics also
in the case of rougher coefficients.

6.7.1 A P Cpr0;T s;Rnˆnq and G P C1pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q

Assume the entries of A to be continuous and those of G to be continuously differentiable.
One may express the solution formula arrived at in equation (5.46) in terms of Wiener
Integrals by

xptq “ Φ0ptqx0 ` Φ0ptq

ż t

0

Φ´1
0 psqGpsq dBspωq (6.50)

The ensemble average of xptq is therefore given by

EP rxptqs “ Φ0ptqx0 (6.51)

or put alternatively, given by the solution µp¨q “ EP rxp¨qs to the initial-value problem

9µptq “ Aptqµptq, µp0q “ x0 (6.52)

Before we embark on the calculations first a word about notation. Here and in the
following we shall use that pX´1qT “ pXT q´1 for any invertible matrix X.

As for the covariance matrix corresponding to two different time instances t1, t2 P
r0;T s it follows from the Itô isometry that

CovP rxpt1q, xpt2qs

“ EP rpxpt1q ´ µpt1qqpxpt2q ´ µpt2qq
T s

“ Φ0pt1qEP

«

ˆ
ż t1

0

Φ´1
0 psqGpsq dBspωq

˙ˆ
ż t2

0

Φ´1
0 psqGpsq dBspωq

˙T
ff

Φ0pt2q
T

“ Φ0pt1q

ˆ
ż t1^t2

0

Φ´1
0 psqGpsqGpsqT pΦ´1

0 psqqT ds

˙

Φ0pt2q
T

“ Φ0pt1q

ˆ
ż t1^t2

0

Φ´1
0 psqGpsqGpsqT pΦ´1

0 psqqT ds

˙

Φ0pt1q
T pΦ0pt2qΦ0pt1q

´1qT

(6.53)
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where we have used that the Wiener Integral has orthogonal increments.
In particular, by setting t1 “ t2 “ t it follows that P ptq “ CovP rxptq, xptqs is given

by

P ptq “ Φ0ptq

ˆ
ż t

0

Φ´1
0 psqGpsqGpsqT pΦ´1

0 psqqT ds

˙

Φ0ptq
T (6.54)

Setting Φt1ptq “ Φ0ptqΦ0pt1q
´1 we obtain similarly for t1 ď t2 that

Covrxpt1q, xpt2qs “ P pt1qΦt1pt2q
T (6.55)

As A was assumed to be continuous, the entries of Φ0 are continuously differentiable
functions. Since G was assumed continuously differentiable it now follows that

9P ptq “ AptqP ptq ` Φ0ptqΦ
´1
0 ptqGptqGptqTΦ0ptq

´TΦ0ptq
T ` P ptqAptqT

“ AptqP ptq ` P ptqAptqT `GptqGptqT
(6.56)

where we have used that 9Φ0ptq “ AptqΦ0ptq and that P ptq is symmetric. Adding the
initial condition we obtain P p¨q as the unique solution to the initial-value problem

9P ptq “ AptqP ptq ` P ptqAptqT `GptqGptqT , P p0q “ 0nˆn (6.57)

By a theorem in Linear Systems Theory [68, Proposition 6.4],[101, Theorem 9.2], P pτq
is positive definite if and only if the linear system

9xptq “ Aptqxptq `Gptquptq (6.58)

characterized by the pair pAp¨q, Gp¨qq of matrix-valued functions is controllable over r0; τ s.
For such values of τ the distribution of xpτq is a non-degenerate Gaussian with mean value
given by (6.52) and covariance matrix P pτq. In case P pτq is singular the distribution
of xpτq is still Gaussian, but now in the extended sense defined in e.g. Appendix A of
[84]. Here a random variable Y : Ω Ñ Rnˆ1 is said to be normal in the extended sense,
Y „ Npm,Cq if there exist a vector m P Rnˆ1 and a symmetric non-negative definite
matrix C P Rnˆn such that the characteristic function of Y is expressible in the form

φY pζq “ exp

ˆ

´
1

2
ζTCζ ` imT ζ

˙

, ζ P Rnˆ1 (6.59)

where i denotes the imaginary unit.

6.7.2 The general case A P L1pr0;T s;Rnˆnq and
G P L2pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q

Consider A P L1pr0;T s;Rnˆnq and G P L2pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q. Then there exists a unique
function Φ0 : r0;T s Ñ Rnˆn whose entries are absolutely continuous and such that Φ0

solves the initial-value problem

Φptq “ AptqΦptq, Φp0q “ Inˆn (6.60)

on r0;T s in the sense of Caratheodory. That is, such that

Φ0ptq “ Inˆn `

ż t

0

ApsqΦ0psq ds (6.61)
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for every t P r0;T s. In fact [16, p. 97] , for any A P L1pr0;T s;Rnˆnq, b P L1pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q

and ξ P Rnˆ1 there exists a unique solution φ over the entire interval r0;T s in the sense
that φ is absolutely continuous on r0;T s and

φptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Apsqφpsq ds`

ż t

0

bpsq ds (6.62)

for every t P r0;T s.
With Φ0 continuous and non-singular on r0;T s it is clear that Φ´1

0 G P L2pr0;T sq.
This ensures the existence of the Wiener Integral

ż t

0

Φ´1
0 psqGpsq dBspωq (6.63)

Appealing to Theorem 6.6.1 we infer the existence of a t-continuous version of the stochas-
tic process (6.50) for general A P L1pr0;T s;Rnˆnq and G P L2pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q.

The derivation of the mean and covariance given in the previous subsection now
applies verbatim. The mean µptq “ EP rxptqs and covariance P ptq “ Covrxptq, xptqs are
now seen to satisfy (6.52) and (6.57) respectively in the sense of Caratheodory.

In the case of sufficiently smooth coefficients, that is A P Cpr0;T s;Rnˆnq and
G P C1pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q, we have already exhibited the dynamics governing the stochastic
process (6.50). As elaborated on in sections 5.4 and 6.6 this finds a natural description
in terms of Distribution Theory. It will be the topic of the following chapter to cast the
dynamics in stochastic terms so as to allow for generalization to less regular coefficients.





CHAPTER 7
Stochastic Differential Equations

This chapter continues the move begun in Section 6.6 from a functional analytic treat-
ment of the linear noise model towards a formulation in terms of Stochastic Differential
Equations. The formulation in terms of an integral equation is the one which will enable
us to generalize the description of the dynamics of the sample paths to a setting involving
less regular coefficients than A P Cpr0;T s;Rnˆnq and G P C1pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q.

Section 7.1 recalls some preliminary material needed for the treatment of the linear
SDE. Existence and uniqueness of solutions to linear SDE form the subject of Section
7.2. We proceed by means of Picard Iteration, a method of proof I have not come across
elsewhere in the literature in the general case of coefficients A P L1pr0;T s;Rnˆnq and
G P L2pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q. The proof of e.g. Karatzas and Shreve [68] uses Itô’s Lemma, a
tool we have not introduced in this thesis.

Linear SISO noise models based on irreducible rational transfer functions correspond
to a certain class of pairings of a linear SDE and an associated linear response function.
This we illustrate in Section 7.3 by drawing on the Realization Theory of Section 3.5.
In a control setting this is convenient since it allows for parametrization of observers
(Kalman filters) in terms of the transfer function parameters.

Section 7.4 delivers the stochastic state model in continuous time presaged in Section
2.3. We mention how a simple generalization to nonlinear deterministic dynamics follows
immediately by casting the model in integral equation form. We also touch on how
uncertainty in the observation equation, so-called measurement noise, is modeled.

7.1 Towards a stochastic formulation

The first two subsections deliver sets the scene for the developments of Section 7.2. They
are followed by a discussion of the role of causality and filtrations. We round off this
section by recalling some results on martingales needed in Section 7.2.

7.1.1 The linear state space model

Consider again the initial-value problem (IVP) on r0;T s

9xptq “ Aptqxptq `Gptquptq, xp0q “ ξ (7.1)

involving a linear state space model and its equivalent formulation in terms of an integral
equation

xptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds`

ż t

0

Gpsqupsq ds (7.2)

77
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where Aptq P Rnˆn and Gptq P Rnˆ1 for each t P r0;T s. For A and G with continuous
entries (7.1) has a unique solution in the usual sense

xptq “ Φ0ptqξ ` Φ0ptq

ż t

0

Φ´1
0 psqGpsqupsq ds (7.3)

for every continuous (input) function u : R Ñ R. If A P L1pr0;T s;Rnˆnq and G P

Lppr0;T s;Rnˆ1q for some p P r1;8s then (7.3) is the unique solution to (7.1) in the
sense of Caratheodory for every (input) function u P Lp

1

pr0;T s;Rq, where p1 denotes the
conjugate exponent of p, that is 1

p `
1
p1 “ 1. These seem close to being the most general

conditions on A and G under which existence and uniqueness may be assured by means
of Picard iteration. In fact it would be impossible even to formulate the initial-value
problem in the (relatively weak) sense of Caratheodory without assuming the integrands
appearing in (7.2) to be locally integrable. Since x is to be a continuous function, an
obvious requirement for a general treatment of the problem seems to be that the entries
of A be locally integrable. Similarly the conditions on G and u result from an application
of Hölder’s inequality.

7.1.2 CTWN input

Section 5.4 showed how to handle CTWN input by means of Distribution Theory pro-
vided the coefficients Ap¨q and Gp¨q are sufficiently regular. It was sufficient to require
A P Cpr0;T s;Rnˆnq and G P C1pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q for the derivations to go through.

The stochastic process arising when considering the IVP (7.1) for CTWN input, was
shown to be Gaussian with mean given by (6.52) and covariance matrix by (6.57) and
(6.55). The process was obtained by solving for the state trajectories, realization by
realization of Brownian Motion. The regularity of the coefficients Ap¨q and Gp¨q played a
crucial role in ensuring that the manipulation of distributions required in the derivation
was legitimate. In fact, even casting the problem of determining the state for a given
input noise realization in terms of Distribution Theory (5.36) required this regularity of
coefficients Ap¨q and Gp¨q. From that perspective it may not be immediately obvious
how to proceed further along this route in order to allow for less regular Ap¨q and Gp¨q
when studying the effect of CTWN input. A possible way forward is to remember that
for continuous Ap¨q and continuously differentiable Gp¨q the time function xptq describing
the evolution of the state with initial value ξ for a given realization of CTWN was shown
to be continuous and to satisfy equation (5.53)

xptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds`

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq (7.4)

with
ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq “ GptqBtpωq ´

ż t

0

Bspωq 9Gpsq ds (7.5)

defined for each path ω of Brownian Motion.
However, we have generalized the Wiener Integral to cater for arbitrary square inte-

grable deterministic integrands. The analysis of section 6.6 showed that by selecting a
continuous version of the stochastic process t

şt

0
Gpsq dBspωq | t ě 0u, a continuous version

of x satisfying (7.4) for a.e. ω, would satisfy (6.49) in the sense of distributions for a.e.
ω. Let txpω, tq | t P r0;T s, ω P Ωu denote a stochastic process possessing a t-continuous
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version on r0;T s. In view of the equivalence just described, it makes sense to consider x
a solution to the problem of finding the evolution of the state in the time-varying linear
state space model (5.35) with CTWN input u, if for a.e. ω P Ω the sample path xpω, ¨q
satisfies (7.4) for each t P r0;T s.

7.1.3 Causality and adaptedness

The very form of (7.4) is attractive since it implies the causality which we necessarily
require of any solution to the problem considered in subsection 7.1.2. In fact, we have
for any t P r0;T s that the state xptq only depends on the noise input over the interval
r0; ts. In addition, the integral equation (7.4) facilitates a proof of existence of solutions
in a manner similar to that of Picard iteration known from the theory of Ordinary Differ-
ential Equations. Only here the estimates needed for the iteration require probabilistic
reasoning.

It is fruitful, not least for the generalizations to nonlinear Stochastic Differential
Equations, to view the property of causality from the perspective of measure theory.
Recall that Brownian Motion over r0;T s is given by a family of random variables tBs | s P
r0;T su on a common underlying probability space pΩ,F , P q. Let now Ft denote the σ-
algebra generated by the family of random variables tBs | s P r0; tsu defined on pΩ,F , P q
and completed such that Ft contains any P -null set. Then it follows that the random
variable

şt

0
Gpsq dBspωq is measurable w.r.t. Ft for every t P r0;T s. The same would

therefore be required of x if it were a solution arrived at as a limit function by iteration
of (7.4), starting from x0ptq “ ξ and setting

xj`1ptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Apsqxjpsq ds`

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq (7.6)

for each j P N Y t0u. The requirement that xptq be measurable w.r.t. the σ-algebra Ft
for every t P r0;T s is referred to by saying that the process x must be Ft-adapted. The
increasing family of σ-algebras tFtu, each of which is contained in F , is referred to as a
filtration on pΩ,F , P q.

As a first application of the notion of adaptedness consider the case of a random initial
value ξ P Rn in (7.4). The random variable ξ is assumed to be independent of the σ-
algebra Ft for every t ě 0. Let pΩξ,Fξ, P ξq denote the probability space associated with
ξ. The relevant probability space for the random variables ω Ñ xjpω, ¨q will therefore
be the product space ΩˆΩξ equipped with the σ-algebra F ˆFξ and product measure
P ˆ P ξ. For each t P r0;T s let Fξt “ Ft ˆ Fξ. Then for each j P N and t P r0;T s, the

random variable xjptq would be measurable w.r.t. Fξt and hence so would an eventual
limit xptq obtained by iterating (7.6) to convergence.

7.1.4 Martingales

For the treatment of the linear SDE in the following section we shall need an impor-
tant inequality for martingales. We recall here the definition of this important class of
stochastic processes and the required inequality due to Doob [26].

Definition 7.1.1. Consider a probability space pΩ,F , P q equipped with a filtration pFqtě0.
An n-dimensional stochastic process pMtqtě0 is said to be a martingale with respect to
pFqtě0 and P if the following 3 conditions are fulfilled
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1. Mt is Ft-measurable for all t ě 0

2. Er|Mt|s ă 8 for all t ě 0

3. ErMs |Fts “Mt for all s ě t

Example 7.1.1. Brownian Motion pBtqtě0 is a martingale with respect to its natural
filtration, that is, the filtration pFtqtě0 where Ft is the σ-algebra generated by the family
of random variables tBs | 0 ď s ď tu. For a proof of this see e.g. section 3.2. of [84]

A fundamental property of continuous martingales, that is, martingales such that
tÑMtpωq is continuous almost surely, is the following

Theorem 7.1.1 (Doob’s martingale inequality). Let pMtqtě0 be a continuous mar-
tingale. Then for any p ď 1, T ě 0 and all λ ą 0 it holds that

P

ˆ"

ω P Ω | sup
0ďtďT

|Mtpωq| ě λ

*˙

ď
Er|MT |

ps

λp
(7.7)

The application we shall make of Doob’s martingale inequality involves Wiener In-
tegrals.

Theorem 7.1.2. Assume that G P L2pr0;T sq and consider in accordance with Theorem
6.6.1 a continuous version pJtqtě0 of the stochastic process on pΩ,F , P q defined by the
Wiener Integrals

tÑ

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq t P r0;T s (7.8)

The process pJtq is a continuous martingale w.r.t. P and pFtqtě0, the natural filtration
of pBtqtě0.

From an application of the Itô isometry results the following

Corollary 7.1.3. For the continuous martingale pJtqtě0 of Theorem 7.1.2 we have the
estimate

P

ˆ"

ω P Ω | sup
0ďtďT

|Jtpωq| ě λ

*˙

ď

şT

0
Gpsq2 ds

λ2
(7.9)

7.2 Linear Stochastic Differential Equations

This section will treat the questions of existence and uniqueness for the linear Stochas-
tic Differential Equation. In the process we derive an explicit formula for its solution.
The derivation we present of the solution formula is certainly not the shortest possible.
However, to give the shortest proof would require us to draw on Itô’s Formula for trans-
formation of stochastic differentials. Such a proof would therefore be deceptively short
in that it hides the effort that goes into establishing the far from trivial Itô Formula. In-
stead we draw upon a lemma which may be characterized as a kind of ’stochastic Fubini’
theorem or a ’Fubini-Wiener’ theorem. This lemma will be stated and proved in sub-
section 7.2.1 before continuing with the proof of existence and uniqueness in subsection
7.2.2. As usual uniqueness is obtained by means of a lemma of Gronwall-Bellman type.
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For the short proof of the solution formula based on Itô’s formula the reader is
referred to either Example 3.11 of [68] or Chapter 6 of [84]. Section 5.3 of Kallianpur’s
book [63] also gives a derivation based on Picard iteration but cast in terms of Volterra
Integral Operators. Kallianpur restricts himself to coefficients which are continuous
functions of time although that case is certainly not the most general which one may
treat using Picard Iteration.

As for the regularity one has to require of the coefficients Ap¨q and Gp¨q for the
integral equation (7.4) to make sense, one may immediately make a couple of observa-

tions. The Wiener Integral
şt

0
Gpsq dBspωq we have extended so that it is defined for any

G P L2pr0;T sq. As far as conditions on A are concerned, the requirement A P L1 seems
to be the most general which will ensure that the Picard Iteration is still well defined.

7.2.1 A ’Fubini-Wiener’ theorem

This section presents a modification of Lemma 4.2.3 of [20]. It will be useful in the
following subsection where the linear SDE is solved in two different ways. First by
insertion as done in the proof of Theorem 4.2.4 of [20] and subsequently by way of
Picard iteration. Before embarking on the proof of Lemma 7.2.1 let us note that the
integral

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds (7.10)

is indeed well-defined for 0 ď t ď T as long as
ż T

0

E
 

}xpsq}2
(

ds ă 8 (7.11)

This follows from Fubini’s Theorem since }Ap¨q} P L1pr0;T sq.
Let us furthermore recall the well-known conventions for matrix and vector norms

}x} “ max
1ďiďn

|xi| for x P Rnˆ1

}A} “ max
1ďiďm

n
ÿ

j“1

|Aij | for A P Rmˆn
(7.12)

from which it follows that }Ax} ď }A}}x}.

Lemma 7.2.1. Let tBtpωq | t ě 0u denote Brownian Motion, A P L1pr0;T s;Rnˆnq and
G P L2pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q. Fix t P r0;T s and consider furthermore the triangular compact
subset of R2

Tt “ tps1, s2q P R2 | 0 ď s2 ď s1 ď tu (7.13)

and let Ψ denote a function which is continuous on Tt. The iterated integrals I1 and I2
defined by

I1pω, tq ”

ż t

0

Aps1q

ˆ
ż s1

0

Ψps1, s2qGps2q dBs2pωq

˙

ds1

I2pω, tq ”

ż t

0

ˆ
ż t

s2

Aps1qΨps1, s2q ds1

˙

Gps2q dBs2pωq

(7.14)

define equivalent stochastic variables in the sense that

I1pω, tq “ I2pω, tq for a.e. ω P Ω (7.15)
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Proof. Fix t P r0;T s. Let χS denote the characteristic function of the set S Ď R and

HN
i “ rpi´ 1q ¨ 2´N ; i ¨ 2´N r (7.16)

for i P N. Set φNi psq “ χHNi psq and define

ΨN ps1, s2q “

r2N ts
ÿ

i“2

i´1
ÿ

j“1

φNi ps1qφ
N
j ps2q (7.17)

where
ΨN
ij “ ΨN ppi´ 1q2´N , pj ´ 1q2´N q (7.18)

for those pairs pi, jq for which the expression is defined. Then it is clear that ΨN
t ps1, s2q P

t0, 1u for every pair ps1, s2q P R2 and

ΨN ps1, s2q Ñ Ψps1, s2q as N Ñ8 (7.19)

pointwise on the interior of Tt. We clearly have that

ż t

0

Aps1q

ż s1

0

Ψps1, s2qGps2q dBs2pωq ds1

“

ż t

0

Aps1q

ż t

0

χTtps1, s2qΨps1, s2qGps2q dBs2pωq ds1

(7.20)

and

ż t

0

Aps1q

ż t

0

ΨN ps1, s2qGps2q dBs2pωq ds1

“

ż t

0

Aps1q

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

i“2

i´1
ÿ

j“1

ΨN
ijφ

N
i ps1qφ

N
j ps2qGps2q dBs2pωq ds1

“

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

i“2

φNi ps1qAps1q

˜

ż t

0

i´1
ÿ

j“1

ΨN
ijGps2qφ

N
j ps2q dBs2pωq

¸

ds1

(7.21)

and similarly, by changing the order of summation

ż t

0

Aps1q

ż t

0

ΨN ps1, s2qGps2q dBs2pωq ds1

“

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

j“1

¨

˝

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

i“j`1

Aps1qΨ
N
ijφ

N
i ps1q ds1

˛

‚Gps2qφ
N
j ps2q dBs2pωq

(7.22)

Now

∆2,N pω, tq “ I2pω, tq ´

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

j“1

¨

˝

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

i“j`1

Aps1qΨ
N
ijφ

N
i ps1q ds1

˛

‚Gps2qφ
N
j ps2q dBs2pωq

“ J2
1,N pω, tq ` J

2
2,N pω, tq

(7.23)
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where

J2
1,N pω, tq “ I2pω, tq ´

ż t

0

ˆ
ż t

s2

Aps1qΨps1, s2q ds1

˙ r2N ts
ÿ

j“1

Gps2qφ
N
j ps2q dBs2pωq (7.24)

and

J2
2,N pω, tq “

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

j“1

ˆ
ż t

s2

Aps1qΨps1, s2q ds1

˙

Gps2qφ
N
j ps2q dBs2pωq

´

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

j“1

¨

˝

ż t

s2

r2N ts
ÿ

i“j`1

Aps1qΨ
N
ijφ

N
i ps1q ds1

˛

‚Gps2qφ
N
j ps2q dBs2pωq

(7.25)

So

J2
1,N pω, tq “

ż t

0

ˆ
ż t

s2

Aps1qΨps1, s2q ds1

˙

¨

˝Gps2q ´

r2N ts
ÿ

j“1

Gps2qφ
N
j ps2q

˛

‚dBs2pωq (7.26)

For an integrable function f : ra; bs Ñ R with ´8 ă a ă b ă `8 it holds that the set
function B Ñ

ş

B
fpsq ds defined on say the Borel algebra of ra; bs is absolutely continuous.

Using this and the Itô isometry we infer that for each ε ą 0 there exists an N2,2 P N such
that for N ě N2,2

Et}J2
2,N p¨, tq}u ď

`

Et}J2
2,N p¨, tq}

2u
˘

1
2 ď

ε

4
(7.27)

Similarly, since A P L1pr0;T s;Rnˆnq it follows from the Itô isometry and the Dominated
Convergence Theorem that for each ε ą 0 there exists an N2,1 P N such that for N ě N2,1

Et}J2
1,N p¨, tq}u ď

`

Et}J2
1,N p¨, tq}

2u
˘

1
2 ď

ε

4
(7.28)

One may likewise estimate the quantity

∆1,N pω, tq “ I1pω, tq ´

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

i“2

φNi ps1qAps1q

˜

ż t

0

i´1
ÿ

j“1

ΨN
ijGps2qφ

N
j ps2q dBs2pωq

¸

ds1

“ J1
1,N pω, tq ` J

1
2,N pω, tq

(7.29)

where

J1
1,N pω, tq “ I1pω, tq ´

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

i“2

φNi ps1qAps1q

ˆ
ż s1

0

Ψps1, s2qGps2q dBs2pωq

˙

ds1 (7.30)

and

J1
2,N pω, tq “

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

i“2

φNi ps1qAps1q

ˆ
ż s1

0

Ψps1, s2qGps2q dBs2pωq

˙

ds1

´

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

i“2

φNi ps1qAps1q

˜

ż t

0

i´1
ÿ

j“1

ΨN
ijφ

N
j ps2qGps2q dBs2pωq

¸

ds1

(7.31)
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It is clear that

J1
1,N pω, tq “

ż t

0

¨

˝Aps1q ´

r2N ts
ÿ

i“2

φNi ps1qAps1q

˛

‚

ˆ
ż s1

0

Ψps1, s2qGps2q dBs2pωq

˙

ds1 (7.32)

Since G P L2pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q, an application of Fubini’s Theorem, the Itô isometry and
finally Lebesgue’s Theorem on Dominated Convergence yields for each t P r0;T s and
ε ą 0 the existence of an N1

1 P N such that

Et}J1
1,N p¨, tq}u ď

ε

4
(7.33)

for N ě N1
1 .

Since

J1
2,N pω, tq “

ż t

0

r2N ts
ÿ

i“2

φNi ps1qAps1q

ż s1

0

Ψps1, s2q

˜

Gps2q ´

i´1
ÿ

j“1

Gps2qφ
N
j ps2q

¸

dBs2pωq ds1

(7.34)
we similarly conclude that given t P r0;T s and ε ą 0 then there exists an N1

2 P N such
that

Et}J1
2,N p¨, tq}u ď

ε

4
(7.35)

for N ě N1
2 .

Let t P r0;T s be given. For any ε ą 0 we now have that

Et}I1p¨, tq ´ I2p¨, tq}u ă ε (7.36)

Since ε ą 0 was arbitrary it is clear that

I1pω, tq “ I2pω, tq for a.e. ω P Ω (7.37)

7.2.2 Existence and uniqueness of solutions to the
linear SDE

Consider the stochastic linear IVP

dxptq “ Aptqxptq dt`Gptq dBtpωq, xp0q “ ξ (7.38)

where we assume that A P L1pr0; ts;Rnˆnq, G P L2pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q. The corresponding
integral formulation sounds

xptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds`

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq (7.39)

for t P r0;T s. A following subsection proves existence of solutions to (7.38) by means of
Picard iteration. It will be useful to recall the following notion from the theory of linear
Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE).
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Consider A P L1pr0;T s;Rnˆnq. By Φ0 : r0;T s Ñ Rnˆn we denote the unique function
whose entries are absolutely continuous and such that Φ0 solves the initial-value problem

9Φptq “ AptqΦptq, Φp0q “ Inˆn (7.40)

on r0;T s in the sense of Caratheodory. Define now for s, t P r0;T s the transition function

Φpt, sq “ Φ0ptqΦ0psq
´1 (7.41)

which is easily seen to be the unique solution to the following initial-value problem for
matrix-valued ODE in the sense of Caratheodory:

BΦpt, sq

Bt
“ AptqΦpt, sq (7.42)

Theorem 7.2.2. Consider the interval r0;T s Ď R. Let A P L1pr0; ts;Rnˆnq, G P

L2pr0;T s;Rnˆ1q and ξ be a random variable which is is independent of the σ-algebra
F8 generated by Brownian Motion tBt | t ě 0u and such that

Et}ξ}2u ă `8 (7.43)

Then the SDE based initial value problem

dxptq “ Aptqxptq dt`Gptq dBtpωq xp0q “ ξ (7.44)

has a unique t-continuous solution on r0;T s with the following properties

xptqis adapted to the filtration tFξt utě0 generated by ξ and tBs | 0 ď s ď tu (7.45a)

E

#

ż T

0

}xptq}2 dt

+

ă `8 (7.45b)

xptq “ Φpt, 0q ξ `

ż t

0

Φpt, sqGpsq dBspωq for t P r0;T s (7.45c)

7.2.2.1 Proof of uniqueness

Assume x and x̃ are both solutions to the stochastic initial-value problem (7.44) with
initial conditions xp0q “ ξ and x̃p0q “ ξ̃ respectively. It is clear that both xptq and x̃ptq
are square integrable random variables for any t P r0;T s. Consider any fixed t P r0;T s.
Then almost surely

x̃ptq ´ xptq “ ξ ´ ξ̃ `

ż t

0

Apsqpx̃psq ´ xpsqq ds (7.46)

and hence by a simple application of Fubini’s Theorem

Et}x̃ptq ´ xptq}u ď Et|ξ ´ ξ̃|u `

ż t

0

}Apsq}Et}x̃psq ´ xpsq}u ds (7.47)

By the version of the Gronwall-Bellman lemma cited in e.g. Appendix A of [31] it follows
that

Et}x̃ptq ´ xptq}u ď Et|ξ ´ ξ̃|u `

ż t

0

"

}Apsq}Et|ξ ´ ξ̃|u exp

„
ż t

s

}Apuq} du

*

ds (7.48)
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In case ξ “ ξ̃ (a.e.) it follows that Et}x̃ptq ´ xptq}u “ 0, i.e. that xptq “ x̃ptq a.e.. By
the countability of the set Q of rational numbers it therefore follows that almost surely

xptq “ x̃ptq for all t P QX r0;T s (7.49)

and hence that almost surely

xptq “ x̃ptq for all t P r0;T s (7.50)

since x and x̃ are t-continuous processes. This concludes the proof of uniqueness.

7.2.2.2 Proof of existence by insertion

By direct insertion of the solution formula (7.45c) into the first term on the right hand
side of the stochastic integral equation (7.39) it follows that

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds “

ż t

0

ApsqΦps, 0qξ ds`

ż t

0

Apsq

„
ż s

0

Φps, rqGprq dBrpωq



ds (7.51)

As for the first term on the right hand side of (7.51), we have by the very definition of
Φ that

ż t

0

ApsqΦps, 0qξ ds “ Φpt, 0qξ ´ ξ (7.52)

By Lemma 7.2.1 it follows that the second term of (7.51) defines a square integrable
random variable equivalent to

ż t

0

ˆ
ż t

s

ApτqΦpτ, sq dτ

˙

Gpsq dBspωq (7.53)

Again
ż t

s

ApτqΦpτ, sq dτ “ Φpt, sq ´ Φps, sq “ Φpt, sq ´ In (7.54)

so (7.53) equals
ż t

0

Φpt, sqGpsq dBspωq ´

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq (7.55)

Combining (7.51),(7.52) and (7.55) it follows that

xptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds`

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq (7.56)

in the sense that the two sides of the equation represent equivalent random variables.
What remains to prove is that the stochastic process defined by (7.45c) possesses

a t-continuous version. This follows from the following factorization property for the
transition function

Φpt, sq “ Φpt, 0qΦps, 0q´1 for s, t P r0;T s (7.57)

since it implies that

xptq “ Φpt, 0q ξ ` Φpt, 0q

ż t

0

Φps, 0q´1Gpsq dBspωq (7.58)

The existence of a t-continuous version of x now follows from Theorem 6.6.1.
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7.2.2.3 Proof of existence by Picard iteration

This subsection shows how one may prove the existence of a solution to (7.44) by Picard
iteration, a method well-known from the theory of Ordinary Differential Equations [16].
We consider, in accordance with Theorem 6.6.1, a t-continuous version of the stochastic
process given by the Wiener Integral

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq (7.59)

and set for t P r0;T s:

x0ptq “ ξ

x1ptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Aps1qx0ps1q ds1 `

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

“

ˆ

In `

ż t

0

Aps1q ds1

˙

ξ `

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

x2ptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Aps2qx1ps2q ds2 `

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

“ ξ `

ż t

0

Aps2q

ˆ

ξ `

ż s2

0

Aps1qξ ds1 `

ż s2

0

Gpsq dBspωq

˙

ds2

`

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

“

ˆ

In `

ż t

0

Aps1q ds1 `

ż t

0

Aps2q

ż s2

0

Aps1q ds1 ds2

˙

ξ

`

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq `

ż t

0

Aps1q

ˆ
ż s1

0

Gpsq dBspωq

˙

ds1

(7.60)

For general k P N we now set

xkptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Apskqxk´1pskq dsk `

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq (7.61)

For the chosen t-continuous version of (7.59) it follows that almost surely the sequence
defined inductively by (7.60) and (7.61) is a sequence of continuous functions on r0;T s.
That this is so may be proved by verifying that

ż T

0

ż

Ω

}Apsqxkpsq} dP ds ă 8 (7.62)

for any k P N. This in turn follows by an induction argument employing Fubini’s theorem.
Hence, also the sequence obtained by taking the difference between successive elements

xk`1ptq ´ xkptq “

ż t

0

Apsqpxkpsq ´ xk´1psqq ds (7.63)

will thus be t-continuous almost surely.
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It will be convenient in the next step of the proof to consider for each k P N the
stochastic process 1

dkptq “ sup
0ďsďt

}xkpsq ´ xk´1psq} t P r0;T s (7.64)

This is a stochastic process of the type considered in Lemma 4.2.3. It follows that dk has
a measurable version for each k P N. We use here that xjpsq tends to xjptq in probability
when s tends to t P r0;T s for each j “ 1, . . . , k. From (7.63) now follows that almost
surely

dk`1ptq ď

ż t

0

}Apsq} dkpsq ds k P N (7.65)

Since }Ap¨q} belongs to L1pr0;T sq the function

tÑ Kptq “

ż t

0

}Apsq} ds t P r0;T s (7.66)

is absolutely continuous on r0;T s with derivative defined and equal to }Aptq} a.e. w.r.t.
Lebesgue measure. Using this fact and induction w.r.t. k it is easy to establish that

dkptq ď
pKptqqk´1

pk ´ 1q!
d1ptq for t P r0;T s (7.67)

for k P N. As for d1 we have that

x1ptq ´ x0ptq “

ˆ
ż t

0

Apsq ds

˙

ξ `

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq (7.68)

and hence that

d1pT q ď

˜

ż T

0

}Apsq} ds

¸

}ξ} ` sup
0ďtďT

›

›

›

›

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

›

›

›

›

(7.69)

Since }x} “ max
1ďiďn

|xi| we may estimate as follows

sup
0ďtďT

›

›

›

›

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

›

›

›

›

ď sup
0ďtďT

n
ÿ

i“1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż t

0

Gipsq dBspωq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď

n
ÿ

i“1

sup
0ďtďT

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż t

0

Gipsq dBspωq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(7.70)
Hence for any η ą 0

"

ω | sup
0ďtďT

›

›

›

›

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

›

›

›

›

ě η

*

Ď

n
ď

i“1

"

ω | sup
0ďtďT

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż t

0

Gipsq dBspωq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ě
η

n

*

(7.71)

Since for each i “ 1, . . . , n the random process
şt

0
Gipsq dωpsq is a martingale whose sam-

ple functions are t-continuous almost surely, we infer from Doob’s Martingale Inequality
that

P

ˆ"

ω | sup
0ďtďT

›

›

›

›

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

›

›

›

›

ě η

*˙

ď
n
şT

0
}Gpsq}2 ds

p
η
n q

2
“
n3

şT

0
}Gpsq}2 ds

η2
(7.72)

1The same type of approach is taken in the proof of Lemma 5.2.23 of [68], but without
commenting on the measurability aspects
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In view of (7.67) and (7.69) the expression P ptω : dkpT q ě εuq is obviously dominated
by

P

¨

˝

$

&

%

ω | }ξ} ě
ε

2KpT q
k

pk´1q!

,

.

-

˛

‚` P

¨

˝

$

&

%

ω | sup
0ďtďT

›

›

›

›

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq

›

›

›

›

ě
ε

2KpT q
k´1

pk´1q!

,

.

-

˛

‚ (7.73)

so it follows from (7.72) and Markov’s inequality that

P ptω | dkpT q ě εuq ď
2

ε

KpT qk

pk ´ 1q!

ˆ
ż

}ξ} dP

˙

` n3

ˆ

2

ε

KpT qk´1

pk ´ 1q!

˙2 ż T

0

}Gpsq}2 ds (7.74)

In particular it therefore holds that

8
ÿ

k“1

P
`

tω | dkpT q ě 2´ku
˘

ă 8 (7.75)

By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma it follows that

P

˜

8
č

m“1

8
ď

k“m

tω | dkpT q ě 2´ku

¸

“ 0 (7.76)

That is, the probability that ω belongs to infinitely many of the sets tω | dkpT q ě 2´ku
is zero. This implies that there exists a measurable set Ω0 Ď Ω with P pΩ0q “ 0 such
that for any ω P ΩzΩ0 there exists a kpωq such that

dkpT q ” sup
0ďtďT

}xkptq ´ xk´1ptq} ď 2´k (7.77)

for any k ě kpωq. This means that for any ω P Ω zΩ0, i.e. almost surely, the sequence
pxkq of continuous functions is uniformly Cauchy and hence converges uniformly to some
continuous limit function x on r0;T s. By passing to the limit in (7.61) it follows that

xptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Apsqxpsq ds`

ż t

0

Gpsq dBspωq for t P r0;T s (7.78)

This shows the existence of a solution to the stochastic IVP (7.44) with the property
that xpω, ¨q is a continuous function on r0;T s for a.e. ω.

Having established the existence of a t-continuous solution to (7.44) we consider next
the distribution of xptq at each t P r0;T s. It turns out that this may be inferred from
well known results for the deterministic linear state equation

9Xptq “ AptqXptq Xp0q “ X0 P Rnˆn (7.79)

and its associated Peano-Baker series 2. To see why this is so, consider again the
expression for x2ptq in (7.60). From Lemma 7.2.1 it follows for fixed t P r0;T s that

ż t

0

Aps1q

ˆ
ż s1

0

Gpsq dBspωq

˙

ds1 “

ż t

0

ˆ
ż t

s

Aps1q ds1

˙

Gpsq dBspωq (7.80)

2See Chapter 3 of Rugh’s book [101]
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almost surely. Hence for any fixed t P r0;T s it follows that for a.e. ω

x2ptq “

ˆ

In `

ż t

0

Aps1q ds1 `

ż t

0

Aps2q

ż s2

0

Aps1q ds1 ds2

˙

ξ

`

ż t

0

ˆ

In `

ż t

s

Aps1q ds1

˙

Gpsq dBspωq

(7.81)

By induction it now follows for k P N that we have the following identities for a.e. ω

xkptq “

ˆ

In `

ż t

0

Aps1q ds1 `

ż t

0

Aps2q

ż s2

0

Aps1q ds1 ds2 ` . . .

`

ż t

0

Apskq

ż sk

0

Apsk´1q

ż sk´1

0

. . .

ż s2

0

Aps1q ds1 ds2 . . . dsk

˙

ξ

`

ż t

0

ˆ

In `

ż t

s

Aps1q ds1 `

ż t

s

Aps2q

ż s2

s

Aps1q ds1 ds2 ` . . .

`

ż t

s

Apsk´1q . . .

ż s3

s

Aps2q

ż s2

s

Aps1q ds1 ds2 . . . dsk´1

˙

Gpsq dBspωq

(7.82)

This is easily seen by an application of Lemma 7.2.1 since the term

ż t

s

Apsk´1q . . .

ż s3

s

Aps2q

ż s2

s

Aps1q ds1 ds2 . . . dsk´1 (7.83)

is a continuous function of pt, sq on tpt, sq P R2 | 0 ď s ď t ď T u. Define now

x̄ptq “ Φpt, 0qξ `

ż t

0

Φpt, sqGpsq dBspωq t P r0;T s (7.84)

where the transition function Φ is as defined around (7.41). It is then clear that

x̄ptq ´ xkptq “ pΦpt, 0q ´ Ikpt, 0qq ξ `

ż t

0

pΦpt, sq ´ Ikpt, sqqGpsq dBspωq (7.85)

where

Ikpt, sq “

ˆ

In `

ż t

s

Aps1q ds1 `

ż t

s

Aps2q

ż s2

s

Aps1q ds1 ds2 ` . . .

`

ż t

s

Apsk´1q . . .

ż s3

s

Aps2q

ż s2

s

Aps1q ds1 ds2 . . . dsk´1

˙
(7.86)

It is well known (see e.g. page 44 of [101]) that the Peano-Baker series Ikpt, sq converges
absolutely and uniformly to Φpt, sq on the set tpt, sq P R2 | 0 ď s ď t ď T u. Hence, an
application of the Itô isometry and the Dominated Convergence Theorem allows us to
infer that for any fixed t P r0;T s we have that xkptq Ñ x̄ptq in L2pP q. In particular we
have the existence of a subsequence such that pxknptqq Ñ x̄ptq pointwise a.e. w.r.t. P .
Since also xkptq Ñ xptq pointwise a.e. w.r.t. P it follows that xptq “ x̄ptq almost surely
w.r.t. P . In other words: xptq has the same probability distribution as the random
variable given by (7.84).
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7.2.3 The Markov property

This subsection establishes the Markov property of solutions to the stochastic IVP (7.44)
based on a linear SDE. The Markov property may be treated in a more general setting
than ours 3, but we shall here exploit that we have an explicit solution formula (7.45c)
available to us. We assume a set-up as that described in Theorem 7.2.2.

For any t, h ě 0 we obtain from (7.45c)

xt`h “ ρ1 ` ρ2 (7.87)

where the random variables ρ1 and ρ2 on pΩ,F , P q are given by

ρ1 “ Φpt` h, tqxt

ρ2 “ Φpt` h, tq

ż t`h

t

Φpt, sqGpsq dBspωq
(7.88)

We recall the σ-algebras

Ft “ σ ptBs | 0 ď s ď tuq

Fξt “ σ pξ, tBs | 0 ď s ď tuq
(7.89)

generated by tBs | 0 ď s ď tu and by ξ and tBs | 0 ď s ď tu respectively. We further
introduce the σ-algebra

Gt “ σ ptxs | 0 ď s ď tuq (7.90)

and note that

Gt Ď Fξt (7.91)

The random variable ρ1 is obviously measurable w.r.t. the σ-algebra defined by the
random variable xt and hence a fortiori also Fξt -measurable. The random variable ρ2 is
measurable w.r.t. the σ-algebra

Ht “ σ ptBs ´Bt | t ď suq (7.92)

which is independent of Fξt . Hence, it is a fortiori independent of Gt. We denote by
Er ¨ |xts the conditional expectation w.r.t. the σ-algebra generated by xt. We now have
the notation required for the statement of the following

Theorem 7.2.3 (Markov property of solution to (7.44)). Given the set-up from
Theorem 7.2.2. The solution txt | t ě 0u satisfies the so-called Markov property

P rxt`h PM |Gts “ P rxt`h PM |xts (7.93)

for any Borel set M Ď Rn.

Proof. From the treatment of Markov Processes given in Section 2.6 of [26] it is clear
that it is enough to prove that

P rxt`h ď λ |xs1 , . . . , xsk s “ P rxt`h ď λ |xts (7.94)

3see e.g. Chapter 7 of [84]
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for any λ P Rn and an arbitrary set of parameter values 0 ď s1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă sk satisfying
sk “ t. By the statement x ď λ for x, λ P Rn we mean that the components xi ď λi for
i “ 1, . . . , n. The components are here denoted with superscripts since we shall reserve
the subscripts to indicate different quantities.

Now, let Fρ2 denote the distribution function of ρ2. Using an adaptation of an
argument given on pages 85-86 of [26] we next establish the relation

ż

Λ

Fρ2pλ´ Φpt` h, tqxtq dP “ P rtω | ω P Λ , xt`hpωq ď λus (7.95)

for any set Λ which is measurable w.r.t. σ pxs1 , . . . , xskq. It is enough to prove this for
any set Λ of the form

Λ “ tω | xsipωq ď λi , i “ 1, . . . , ku (7.96)

for all values of λi P Rn.
Since xt`h “ Φpt` h, tqxt ` ρ2 it is clear that the set

tω | xt`hpωq ď λ , xsipωq ď λi , i “ 1, . . . , ku (7.97)

is equal to

tω | ρ2pωq ď λ´ Φpt` h, tqxtpωq , xsipωq ď λi , i “ 1, . . . , ku (7.98)

Moreover, for any λ P Rn, the probability

P rtω | ρ2pωq ď λ , xsipωq ď λi , i “ 1, . . . , kus (7.99)

is equal to
P rtω | ρ2pωq ď λusP rtω | xsipωq ď λi , i “ 1, . . . , kus (7.100)

This is so because ρ2 is measurable w.r.t. Ht which is independent of Gt.
We now use what Doob [26] calls ’representation theory’ to reduce the problem

to one involving probability distributions on Euclidean spaces. What Doob refers to
is the setting up, for an Rn-valued random variable, of a certain measure-preserving
transformation between the basic probability space pΩ,F , P q and Rn. This is done by
equipping Rn as a measure space with a suitably defined Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure and
its σ-algebra of measruable sets. The transformation is measure preserving in the sense
that

P rx PM s “

ż

M

dF pxq (7.101)

for any Borel set M Ď Rn. For more on measure-preserving transformations the reader
is invited to consult section 3 of the Supplement of [26].

We pick xs1 , . . . , xsk and ρ2 as coordinate functions in npk ` 1q-dimensional space.
The distribution function

F pλ1, . . . , λk, λq “ P rtω | ρ2pωq ď λ , xsipωq ď λi , i “ 1, . . . , kus (7.102)

gives rise to a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure dF on Rnpk`1q. The restriction µ of this
measure to the Borel-algebra of Rnpk`1q may be written as the product of two measures
µ1 and µ2 on the Borel algebras Bnk and Bn of Rnk and Rn respectively. In fact we may
choose as µ2 the restriction of dFρ2 to Bn and as µ1 the restriction to Bnk of dFx where

Fxpλ1, . . . , λkq “ P rtω | xsipωq ď λi , i “ 1, . . . , kus (7.103)
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That µ equals the product of µ1 and µ2 now follows from the equality of (7.99) and
(7.100) and the fact that Bnpk`1q “ Bn ˆ Bnk

The representation in coordinate space of the event (7.98) is clearly given by

Ξ “
!

pξ1, . . . , ξk, ρq P Rnpk`1q | ρ ď λ´ φpt` h, tqξk and ξi ď λi , i “ 1 . . . , k
)

We may now invoke Fubini’s Theorem to infer (7.95) by integrating first w.r.t. the
coordinate ρ

P rtω | ω P Λ , xt`hpωq ď λus

“

ż

Ξ

drµ1 ˆ µ2spξ1, . . . , ξk, ρq

“

ż

ξiďλi
1ďiďk

˜

ż λ´Φpt`h,tqξk

´8

dµ2pρq

¸

dµ1pξ1, . . . , ξkq

“

ż

ξiďλi
1ďiďk

˜

ż λ´Φpt`h,tqξk

´8

dFρ2pρq

¸

dµ1pξ1, . . . , ξkq

“

ż

ξiďλi
1ďiďk

Fρ2pλ´ Φpt` h, tqξkq dµ1pξ1, . . . , ξkq

“

ż

Ξ

Fρ2pλ´ Φpt` h, tqxkpωqq dP pωq

(7.104)

From (7.95) we conclude that

P rxt`h ď λ |xs1 , . . . , xsk s “ Fρ2pλ´ Φpt` h, tqxtq (7.105)

Recall that conditional probabilities are expressible in terms of conditional expectations
of indicator functions in the following way

P rxt`h ď λ |xs1 , . . . , xsk s “ E
“

χtxt`hďλu |xs1 , . . . , xsk
‰

(7.106)

Using the ’Tower Property’ of conditional expectations we obtain by applying the oper-
ation E r ¨ |xts on both sides of (7.105)

P rxt`h ď λ |xts “ Fρ2pλ´ Φpt` h, tqxtq “ P rxt`h ď λ |xs1 , . . . , xsk s (7.107)

This completes the proof.

7.3 Linear SDEs parametrized through

transfer functions

It will be advantageous to combine some of the results we have compiled so far on Linear
Systems Theory and linear SDE. We return to the setting of a causal LTI system L
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subject to CTWN input. Suppose that the external behaviour of the system is described
by the rational transfer function

Hpsq “
cn´1s

n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c1s` c0
sn ` an´1sn´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a1s` a0

”
ppsq

qpsq
, (7.108)

of which we assume that p and q are co-prime. That p and q are co-prime means that
they have no non-trivial common divisors. There exists then a minimal realization of
(7.108) which is both controllable and observable, e.g. the representation pĀob, B̄ob, C̄obq
known from (3.103):

x1 “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

´an´1 1 . . . . . . 0 0
´an´2 0 1 . . . 0 0

...
...

...
...

...
...

´a2 0 . . . . . . 1 0
´a1 0 . . . . . . 0 1
´a0 0 . . . . . . 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

x`

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

cn´1

cn´2

...

...
c1
c0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

u

y “
“

1 0 . . . 0 0
‰

x

(7.109)

To stay aligned with the notation used so far in our treatment of SDE we shall write
pA,G,Cq “ pĀob, B̄ob, C̄obq. We have seen that the scenario of CTWN input to the
system L is described by the following pair of equations consisting of an SDE and a
response equation

xptq “ xpt0q `

ż t

t0

Axpsq ds`

ż t

t0

GdBspωq

yptq “ Cxptq

(7.110)

with the vector C picking out the last component of xptq.
Conversely, consider the case of CTWN input to a linear SISO system in state

space form augmented with a linear response equation that expresses the output as a
linear combination of the states. That is, assume that we have the scenario described in
(7.110) for some triple pA,G,Cq. Assume further that pA,Gq is controllable and pC,Aq
is observable. Then the nominal transfer function

Hpsq “
C AdjpsI ´AqG

detpsI ´Aq
”
ppsq

qpsq
(7.111)

has the property that p and q are co-prime. The state space model given by pA,G,Cq is
in turn a minimal realization of Hpsq.

7.4 State and measurement models for a

stochastic system

The intention of this section is to summarize the results obtained for the linear stochastic
noise model and point out how we have arrived at a stochastic state model in the sense
heralded in section 2.3. We also discuss how to model the uncertainty involved when
performing measurements on the system.
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7.4.1 State model

Consider an irreducible and strictly proper rational transfer function Hpsq representing
the external behaviour of a causal LTI system L. The preceding chapters have explained
how a minimal realization pA,G,Cq of L may be found such that the scenario of CTWN
input to L is described by a linear SDE coupled with a response function:

xptq “ ξ `

ż t

0

Axpsq ds`

ż t

0

GdBspωq (7.112a)

zptq “ Cxptq (7.112b)

The irreducibility of Hpsqmeans that the triple pA,G,Cq is unique up to the isomorphism
described in Theorem 3.5.10. Moreover, the minimality of the realization ensures that it
is both controllable and observable.

The equations (7.112) are often cast in the alternative differential form

dxptq “ Axpsq ds`GdBtpωq xp0q “ ξ

zptq “ Cxptq
(7.113)

which is really shorthand for the initial-value problem (7.112). Recall that

• Theorem 7.2.2 established the existence of a unique t-continuous solution to equa-
tion (7.112)

• Theorem 7.2.3 proved the Markov Property of this solution.

The question of existence and uniqueness of t-continuous solutions to (7.112a) was
handled already in 1942 along with the Markov Property. These appear in Itô’s first
contribution [53] to the theory of SDE. Indeed, Itô proved these properties in a setting
more general than we consider here. He did not assume linearity and he allowed for state
dependence of the noise term.

7.4.2 Measurement model and LQG

Measurements performed on systems are invariably subject to noise. A popular model
of measurement noise is that of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). In continuous
time, as we have seen, this phenomenon is best described in terms of its integral over
time. Brownian Motion is here the relevant candidate for integrated white noise.

7.4.2.1 SDE measurement model

In their treatments of the continuous-time Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) problem

Åström [5] and Jazwinski [57] introduce the measurement (stochastic differential) equa-
tion (7.114b). Continuous feedback from measurements to plant is assumed and the
complete model is comprised of the system of equations

dxptq “ Axptq dt` Fuptq dt`GdBtpωq xp0q „ Npx̂0, R0q (7.114a)

dyptq “ Cxptq dt` σ dB̃tpωq (7.114b)

The tilde indicates that B and B̃ are two independent Brownian Motion processes.
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7.4.2.2 Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) problem

Assume given square penalty matrices Qf , Q,R of appropriate dimensions such that
(7.115) is defined. Assume moreover that Qf and Q are positive semidefinite and R is
positive definite. Let tf ą t0 be given. The LQG problem over the finite horizon from
t0 to tf consists in minimizing the cost function

J “ E

„

xT ptf qQfxptf q `

ż tf

t0

xptqTQxptq ` uT ptqRuptq dt



(7.115)

subject to dynamics given by (7.114) over the family of causal feedback controllers.
That is, over maps which calculate current plant input uptq from past measured outputs
typsq | s ď tu up to and including the current time instant t.

As shown in Chapter 8 of [5], the optimal LQG controller is given by the equations

9̂xptq “ Ax̂ptq ` Fuptq `Kptqpyptq ´ Cx̂ptqq x̂p0q “ E rxp0qs (7.116a)

uptq “ ´Lptqx̂ptq (7.116b)

the ingredients of which are given as follows

1. The conditional state estimate

x̂ptq “ E rxptq | typsq | 0 ď s ď tus (7.117)

is multiplied by the (time-dependent) gain factor

Lptq “ R´1FTSptq (7.118)

2. Here Sp¨q is a function taking values in the set of positive semidefinite symmetric
matrices. It is found as the unique such solution over r0;T s to the following Riccati
differential equation subject to a terminal condition

dS

dt
“ ATS ` SA`Q´ SFR´1FTS

Sptf q “ Qf

(7.119)

3. The (time-dependent) Kalman gain Kptq is given by

Kptq “ P ptqCTσ´2 (7.120)

where is P p¨q is the positive definite and symmetric solution to the Riccati differ-
ential equation

dP

dt
“ AP ` PAT `GGT ´ PCTσ´2CP

P pt0q “ R0

(7.121)

with R0 denoting the covariance of the random variable xpt0q.

The solution formulae (7.116) embody the so-called Certainty Equivalence Principle 4.
This principle asserts that the optimal control strategy for the LQG problem, be it in

4For a derivation of the Certainty Equivalence Principle see e.g. Chapter 8 of [5]
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continuous or discrete time, may be split into two separate operations. The first being
an optimal (model-based) state estimator and the second the calculation of the optimal
control input based on the state estimate obtained.

The reason for recalling the Certainty Equivalence Principle here is that we shall
meet another example of it in Section 10.4 in the study of model predictive control of
stochastic systems.

7.4.2.3 Continuous-Discrete models

In addition to the measurement equation (7.114b) of SDE type there is another type
of measurement equation which is probably more commonly used in applications. The
latter approach assumes instantaneous sampling at discrete time instants and models the
measurement uncertainty by an additive Gaussian random variable

yptkq “ Cxptkq ` vk vk „ Np0, Rvq (7.122)

for k “ 0, 1, . . . .
Let us now investigate the relation of this kind of measurement model to one in SDE

form (7.114b)

ζptq “ ζpt´∆q `

ż t

t´∆

Cxpsq ds`

ż t

t´∆

σ dB̃spωq (7.123)

The quantity ζ is obviously a ’noisy’ version of the integrated output
ż t

t´∆

Cxpsq ds (7.124)

which suggests considering

ζptq ´ ζpt´∆q

∆
“

1

∆

ż t

t´∆

Cxpsq ds`
1

∆

ż t

t´∆

σ dB̃spωq (7.125)

This quantity is the sum of the average of Cx over rt ´ ∆; ts and a Gaussian random
variable

1

∆

ż t

t´∆

σ dB̃spωq „ Np0, Rvq (7.126)

where

Rv “
σ2

∆
(7.127)

Since xp¨q is a continuous function it is clear that

1

∆

ż t

t´∆

Cxpsq dsÑ Cxptq as ∆ Ñ 0 (7.128)

but at the same time Rv diverges as ∆ Ñ 0.
To the extent that the instantaneous value Cxptq is well represented by the average

(7.128) we therefore have the following approximation

yptkq « Cxptkq ` vk vk „ Np0, Rvq (7.129)

at the sampling times tk for k “ 0, 1, . . . .
This establishes the link between the measurement model based on SDE and the so-

called Continuous-Discrete model (7.122). Applying an integrator to Cx has a lowpass-
filtering effect. The bandwidth of the lowpass filter decreases to 0 as ∆ Ñ 8 and vice
versa.





CHAPTER 8
Stationary conditions

Stationary conditions and the transient phenomena observed when approaching station-
arity are the subject of this chapter. To get a flavour of what is to come we first recall
the following scenario from the elementary theory of linear systems. Consider a stable
causal LTI system with impulse response h and transfer function H. Suppose that upon
the system at rest we impress a harmonically varying input of the form

uptq “ eiω0tΞptq (8.1)

where Ξ here denotes the Heaviside step function

Ξptq ”

#

1 for t ě 0

0 for t ă 0
(8.2)

It is well-known that the solution z for t ě 0 may be found using Laplace Transform
techniques

Zpsq “ HpsqUpsq (8.3)

and that there exists a function rptq tending to 0 when tÑ `8 such that

zptq “ Hpiω0qe
iω0tΞptq ` rptq (8.4)

The stationary solution Hpiω0qe
iω0tΞptq is thus expressed in terms of Hpiω0q, that is, H

evaluated at the pertinent point of the imaginary axis. Also in the case of CTWN input
have we seen that Laplace Transform techniques apply and allow us to calculate the
response using (8.3). For the individual CTWN realization the corresponding output
does not approach any kind of stationary solution but on an ensemble level a well-
defined pattern starts to emerge as t Ñ `8. It turns out that the power spectrum of
the emerging stationary process is given by |Hpiωq|2, that is, in terms of values of H
along the imaginary axis.

In applications of linear noise models one invariably assumes that stationary con-
ditions prevail. One is therefore faced with a stationary process with power spectral
density |Hpiωq|2. It is natural to require that the process be continuous and in subsec-
tion 8.4 we establish a sufficient condition on h ensuring this. For a causal LTI system
it suffices that h P L2 and be of bounded variation on r0;8r. This condition allows e.g.
for approximation of smooth h by suitably chosen step functions.

8.1 CTWN input to causal LTI system at

rest

In Section 5.3 we studied the response obtained when feeding CTWN to the input of a
causal LTI SISO system characterized by the impulse response h. For h of locally finite
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variation, the response for t ě 0 is given by the Wiener Integral

ztpωq “

ż t

0

hrpt´ sq dBspωq (8.5)

In the following we assume that h is right-continuous so that it coincides with its right-
continuous modification hr. We have seen that the formula (8.5) allows for an extension
of what we understand by the response when feeding CTWN to arbritrary causal LTI
SISO systems with h P L2.

Consider a fixed version tBtutě0 of Brownian Motion on r0;`8r defined on the
probability space pΩ,F , P q and equipped with the natural filtration tFtutě0 of tBtutě0.
Since we may express the Wiener Integral (8.5) as a limit in L2 of sums of the form
(6.34), it follows that for t1, t2, . . . , tn the random variables zptiq are not just zero-mean
Gaussian. In fact the components of the random vector

Zt “
“

zt zt`τ1 . . . zt`τn´1

‰T
(8.6)

are jointly Gaussian for arbitrary t and τ1, τ2, . . . , τn´1.

8.2 Covariance matrix

As for the covariance matrix of (8.6) we note that for fixed τ P R and t ě |τ |

E rztzt`τ s

“ E

„ˆ
ż t

0

hpt´ s1q dBs1pωq

˙ˆ
ż t`τ

0

hpt` τ ´ s2q dBs2pωq

˙

“

ż t^pt`τq

0

hpt´ sqhpt` τ ´ sq ds

(8.7)

since tBtutě0 has independent increments. We have employed the notation

a^ b “ minta, bu (8.8)

Moreover, by performing the substitution σ “ rt^ pt` τqs ´ s we obtain

E rztzt`τ s “

ż t^pt`τq

0

hpσqhpσ ` |τ |q dσ (8.9)

For h P L2pRq and fixed τ ě 0 we infer from Lebesgue’s Theorem on Dominated Con-
vergence that the latter integral tends to

ż 8

0

hpsqhps` |τ |q ds (8.10)

when tÑ `8.
By introducing the notation ȟpsq “ hp´sq and using that hpsq “ 0 for s ă 0 we

recognize (8.10) as the convolution of h and ȟ evaluated at ´|τ |. But

ph ˚ ȟqp´|τ |q “

ż 8

´8

hpsqhps` |τ |q ds “ ph ˚ ȟqp|τ |q (8.11)

so this convolution is obviously an even function. Hence
ż 8

0

hpsqhps` |τ |q ds “ ph ˚ ȟqpτq (8.12)
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8.3 Tightness

Consider for fixed τ1, τ2, . . . , τn´1 P R and any t for which

t ě maxt|τ1|, |τ2|, . . . , |τn´1|u (8.13)

the random vector (8.6). We know that it is jointly Gaussian and zero-mean. Moreover,
for the elements of the covariance matrix we have from (8.9) the following upper bound

|E rztzt`τ s| ď

ż 8

0

|hpsq|2 ds (8.14)

for any τ P R and t ě |τ |.
Consider any increasing sequence ptiq

8
i“1 Ď R tending to 8 and for which (8.13)

holds with t1 in place of t. Define now for each i P N the composition

Pi “ P ˝ Z´1
ti (8.15)

of the probability measure P with the set-valued inverse image map Z´1
ti . The resulting

measure Pi is the probability law of the random variable Zti . From (8.14) it now follows
that the sequence Pi of probability measures on pRn,Bnq is tight whereby we mean that
for each ε ą 0 there exists a compact subset K Ă Rn such that

PipKq ě 1´ ε for all i P N (8.16)

In fact, setting τ0 “ 0 and letting for ρ ą 0 and n P N

Kn
ρ “ tx P Rn | |xi| ď ρ for i “ 1 . . . , nu (8.17)

we have for the set complement pKn
ρ q
c that

PippK
n
ρ q
cq “ P

` 

ω P Ω | pztipωq, zti`τ1pωq, . . . , zti`τn´1pωqq P pK
n
ρ q
c
(˘

“ P
` 

ω P Ω | pzti`τ0pωq, zti`τ1pωq, . . . , zti`τn´1
pωqq P pKn

ρ q
c
(˘

“ P

˜

n´1
ď

j“0

 

ω P Ω | zti`τj pωq P pK
1
ρq
c
(

¸

ď

n´1
ÿ

j“0

P
` 

ω P Ω | zti`τj pωq P pK
1
ρq
c
(˘

(8.18)

The random variables zti`τj being zero-mean, we obtain by Chebyshev’s inequality that

P
` 

ω P Ω | zti`τj pωq P pK
1
ρq
c
(˘

ď

E
”

z2
ti`τj

ı

ρ2
(8.19)

for each i P N and j “ 1, . . . , n. Hence, from (8.14)

PippK
n
ρ q
cq ď

n
ş8

0
|hpsq|2 ds

ρ2
(8.20)

for each i P N, thus proving the claim that the sequence pPiq of probability measures is
tight.
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The tightness of pPiq permits the extraction 1 of a subsequence pPikq converging
weakly to some probability measure P8 on pRn,Bnq. The measures Pik being Gaussian
we conclude that also P8 is Gaussian.

From the Lévy Continuity Theorem we have that the subsequence pPikq converges
weakly to P8 if and only if the corresponding characteristic functions

φkpηq “

ż

Rn

exppiη ¨ xq dPikpxq (8.21)

converge pointwise to

φpηq “

ż

Rn

exppiη ¨ xq dP8pxq (8.22)

as k Ñ8. The measures Pik being zero-mean Gaussian we infer that

φkpηq “ exp

ˆ

´
1

2
ηTCkη

˙

(8.23)

where the components pCkqmp of the covariance matrix Ck are given by

pCkqmp “

ż ukmp

0

hpσqhpσ ` |τm ´ τp|q dσ (8.24)

The upper limit ukmp of the integral is given by

ukmp “ ptk ` τmq ^ ptk ` τpq (8.25)

and clearly tends to 8 for k Ñ8. So

pCkqmp Ñ

ż 8

0

hpσqhpσ ` |τm ´ τp|q dσ (8.26)

and hence

φpηq “ exp

ˆ

´
1

2
ηTC8η

˙

(8.27)

with the components of C8 given by

pC8qmp “

ż 8

0

hpσqhpσ ` |τm ´ τp|q dσ (8.28)

This shows that Zptikq converges in distribution to an n-variate jointly Gaussian zero-
mean random variable with covariance matrix equal to C8. And the covariance matrix
C8 is independent of the sequence ptiq chosen as long as it increases to 8.

8.4 Stationarity

By the Kolmogorov Extension Theorem there exists a separable stationary Gaussian
process tz8t | t P Ru such that the random vectors (8.6) (with z replaced by z8) are

1See e.g. Section 2.4 of [68]
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jointly Gaussian distributed with zero mean and covariance matrix whose elements are
given by (8.28). The process having zero mean implies that the autocorrelation and au-
tocovariance functions coincide. The power spectral density therefore results by Fourier
Transform of (8.12)

Z8pωq “ HpiωqHp´iωq “ |Hpiωq|2 (8.29)

where the last equality results from h being real-valued. Also we make explicit use of the
fact that h P L2 so that its Fourier Transform may be expressed in terms of the transfer
function (its Laplace Transform)

Fhpωq “ Hpiωq (8.30)

Further details will be given in subsection 8.5.2 where the spectral distribution function
of z8 is discussed.

8.4.1 Existence of a measurable version

As for the nature of the sample paths, it is not too difficult to prove that for any h P L2

there exists a measurable version of the corresponding stationary process. To establish
this fact it is sufficient to prove that

tz8t | t P Ru (8.31)

is continuous in probability. From the stationarity of z8 follows that

E
“

|z8t`τ ´ z
8
t |

2
‰

“ 2
`

E
“

|z8t |
2
‰

´ E
“

z8t z
8
t`τ

‰˘

“ 2

ż 8

0

phptq ´ hpt` |τ |qqhptq dt

(8.32)

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

ˆ
ż 8

0

phptq ´ hpt` |τ |qqhptq dt

˙2

ď

ˆ
ż 8

0

hptq2 dt

˙ˆ
ż 8

0

|phptq ´ hpt` |τ |qq|
2
dt

˙

(8.33)
Moreover, setting for any h P L2pRq

hsptq “ hpt` sq t P R (8.34)

the mapping
sÑ hs (8.35)

becomes a uniformly continuous mapping from R into L2pRq. For a proof of this fact the
reader is referred to e.g. Theorem 9.5 of [100].

Hence
E
“

|z8t`τ ´ z
8
t |

2
‰

Ñ 0 for τ Ñ 0 (8.36)

so in particular z8t`τ tends to z8t in probability as τ Ñ 0. This proves the existence of a
measurable version of (8.31) for any h P L2.

From (8.32) we infer that the autocorrelation function Rz8pτq is continuous at τ “ 0
and hence continuous for all τ thanks to the stationarity of z8. See e.g. Theorem 3.1 of
[5].
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8.4.2 Existence of a continuous version

If one makes further restrictions on the impulse response h, it is possible to prove the ex-
istence of a continuous version of the corresponding stationary stochastic process (8.31).
Guided by the analysis carried out in Section 5.3 we require in addition to h P L2 that
h be of bounded variation. That is, h should be of finite variation on r0; ts for any t ą 0
and

sup
tą0

Vtrhs ă 8 (8.37)

These assumptions, in fact, turn out to be sufficient to ensure the existence of the desired
continuous version of (8.31). The proof of this statement proceeds via a lemma appearing
in Pinsky’s book [89]. We recall the contents of this lemma in subsection 8.4.2.1 before
establishing the main result in subsection 8.4.2.2.

8.4.2.1 A useful lemma

The result that we shall need is the following

Lemma 8.4.1 (Proposition 6.5.14 of [89]). Suppose that f P L2pRq and that for
some α ą 0, C ą 0, we have the system of inequalities

ż

2j´1ď|ξ|ď2j
|f̂pξq| dξ ď C 2´αj , j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . (8.38)

with f̂ denoting the Fourier Transform of f .
Then

(i) If 0 ă α ă 1, then f satisfies a Hölder condition with exponent α

(ii) If K ă α ă K ` 1 for some non-negative integer K, then f has K continuous
derivatives and f pKq satisfies a Hölder condition with exponent α´K.

For a proof of this result the reader is referred to [89].

8.4.2.2 The main result

The following theorem guarantees the existence of a continuous version of the stationary
stochastic process under consideration.

Theorem 8.4.2. Consider the impulse response h of a causal LTI SISO system. As-
sume that h P L2 and is of bounded variation. Then the stationary stochastic process
(8.31) defined at the beginning of subsection 8.4 admits a version which is separable and
continuous.

Proof. The bounded variation of h is used to obtain an estimate for the Fourier Transform
of h. It should be remembered that since h P L2 we think of its Fourier Transform as
that assigned to it by the Plancherel construction, see e.g. Theorem 9.13 of [100]. We
further note that since h is of bounded variation it is in particular Riemann integrable.
Moreover, its Riemann integral coincides with its Lebesgue integral. Now

pFhqT pωq ”
ż T

0

hptqe´iωt dt “
i

ω

ż T

0

hptq d
`

e´iωt
˘

(8.39)
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and hence, integrating by parts in the sense of Riemann-Stieltjes integrals,

pFhqT pωq “
i

ω

“

hptqe´iωt
‰T

0
´
i

ω

ż T

0

e´iωt dhptq (8.40)

This yields the simple estimate

|pFhqT pωq| ď
4VT rhs

|ω|
ď
Ch
|ω|

(8.41)

where
Ch “ 4 sup

Tą0
VT rhs (8.42)

is independent of T .
From the Plancherel construction also follows that

}pFhqT ´ Fh}L2 Ñ 0 as T Ñ `8 (8.43)

so there exists a sequence ptiq increasing to 8 such that

pFhqtipωq Ñ Fhpωq as iÑ8 (8.44)

for a.e. ω P R. In particular this implies the estimate

|Fhpωq| ď Ch
|ω|

for a.e. ω P R (8.45)

Writing Rp¨q for the autocorrelation function of z8 we obtain as a direct consequence of
(8.45) for its Fourier Transform the estimate

|FRpωq| ď pChq
2

|ω|2
for a.e. ω P R (8.46)

Using a dyadic decomposition of the real axis, this in turn implies that

ż

2j´1ď|ω|ď2j

|FRpωq| dω ď 2
pChq

2

22pj´1q
2j´1 “ 4pChq

22´j j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . (8.47)

Applying Lemma 8.4.1 to (8.47) we infer that Rp¨q satisfies a Hölder condition of order
α for any α Ps0, 1r. By virtue of (8.32) this means that there exists Kh ą 0 such that

E
“

|z8t`τ ´ z
8
t |

2
‰

ď Khτ
α (8.48)

for all t P R.
Since z8t`τ ´ z8t is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable we have for its fourth

moment that
E
“

|z8t`τ ´ z
8
t |

4
‰

“ 3E
“

|z8t`τ ´ z
8
t |

2
‰2

(8.49)

and hence
E
“

|z8t`τ ´ z
8
t |

4
‰

ď 3pKhq
2τ2α (8.50)

Considering a value of α ą 1
2 it is clear that the condition of Theorem 4.2.4 is satisfied.

The Kolmogorov Continuity Theorem thus implies the existence of a t-continuous version
of the stationary stochastic process under consideration.
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Remark 17. The class H of functions h occurring in Theorem 8.4.2 includes in par-
ticular the class H1 of impulse responses of causal asymptotically stable LTI systems
described by ordinary differential equations. But it is significantly larger than that. Let
h P H1. Then the function that results by sampling h equidistantly and subsequently
applying a ZOH filter will belong to H.

8.4.3 A note on general stationary zero-mean
Gaussian processes

The result proved in the previous subsection is a special case of a more general result
which is also much more complicated to prove. In fact, the following theorem holds:

Theorem 8.4.3 (Theorem 8.1.1. [30]). Let pXtqtPR denote a separable, stationary,
zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process with continuous covariance function. Then for
the process the be a.s. sample continuous, it is necessary and sufficient that

ż γ

0

d

log
1

Mpηq
dη ă 8 (8.51)

where γ is any positive real number and

Mpηq “ L1ptt P r0; γs | }Xt ´X0}L2 ă ηuq (8.52)

with L1 denoting Lebesgue measure in R.

The sufficiency of the condition was established in 1967 by Dudley [27] and the
necessity by Fernique in 1974 [30]. Although this more general result exists, I still think
it is of value to have also a simpler proof available for the special case we consider here.

8.5 On the ergodicity of the noise model

In order to be useful for applications, an important question to settle for the linear noise
model is that of its identifiability. What is typically given is one or more time series of
observed data of the process, and the task is to deliver a model for the process which
is in sufficiently good accordance with the data recorded. Often this task will consist
in identifying among a certain class of models the one which results in the optimum
value of some criterion. Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation is one such example of
an identification method.

This begs the question of how much observed data it takes to identify uniquely -
if possible - a given process. At least to the point of determining its family of finite-
dimensional distributions. Would it be possible under certain circumstances to obtain
this from complete knowledge of just a single realization ? Lennart Ljung deals in
Theorem 2.3 of his book [78] with properties of a process that may be inferred from
just a single of its realizations. That is, he describes the so-called ergodic properties of
the process. He considers only models in discrete time but the corresponding results in
continuous time are sufficiently interesting to be covered in this thesis. A treatment is
essentially contained in Chapter XI of [26] and as such there is no claim to originality on
my behalf. The point is to place the result in the context of continuous-time modelling
which pervades this thesis.
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8.5.1 Ergodicity of the autocorrelation

We consider a noise process tzt | t P Ru which we assume to be

1. stationary

2. continuous in probability

3. Finite-dimensional distributions are zero-mean Gaussian

The Gaussianity implies that the process is weakly stationary as well, i.e. that

E
“

|zt|
2
‰

ă 8 for t P R (8.53)

To characterize the finite-dimensional distributions of such a process it is enough to know
its covariance function. This function, Rz, involves by its very definition an integral with
respect to the probability measure on sample function space. Thus, to calculate Rzpτq
corresponding to a lag τ would seemingly require observing for some t P R the values zt
and zt`τ for infinitely many independent realizations of the process.

It is natural to ask the following

Question. Under what circumstances does, for a single realization tztpω0q | t P Ru , the
integral average

1

T

ż T

0

ztpω0qzt`τ pω0q dtÑ Rzpτq for T Ñ8 (8.54)

where Rzpτq “ E rztzt`τ s ?

In relation to the question posed it is pertinent to make the following

Remark 18. The time integrals occurring exist for a.e. realization. Since the process is
assumed to be continuous in probability there exists a measurable version of it. . Hence
the integrand (8.54) is measurable w.r.t. the product measure L1 ˆ P , where L1 denotes
Lebesgue measure on R. Moreover, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have that

ż T

0

E r|ztzt`τ |s dt ď T ¨ E
“

|zt|
2
‰

ă 8 (8.55)

since z is a zero-mean process. It now follows from Fubini’s Theorem that for a.e.
realization tztpωq | t P Ru the time integral

ż T

0

ztpωqzt`τ pωq dt

exists and is finite.

Answer. From Section 7 of Chapter XI of Doob’s treatise [26] it now follows that (8.54)
holds for a.e. realization as long the process in addition to the properties listed at the
beginning of this subsection has a continuous spectral distribution function.
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The notion of spectral distribution function will be defined in subsection 8.5.2 and
its continuity proved. Let us consider again the special class of stationary, zero-mean
Gaussian processes with autocovariance function

Rzpτq “

ż 8

0

hptqhpt` |τ |q dt (8.56)

for some h P L2pRq for which hptq “ 0 for t ă 0. We recall from subsection 8.4.1 that
such a process is continuous in probability. In the following subsection we prove that
this process has a continuous spectral distribution function. Hence we have ergodicity
of the autocorrelation for this class of processes.

This implies that the autocorrelation function would, in principle, be uniquely de-
termined from the knowledge of a single realization. And hence the family of finite-
dimensional distributions.

If the system under test is known to have a rational transfer function, then it follows
directly from the technique of spectral factorization, that there is a unique minimum
phase system which is compatible with the observed output trajectory. In practice it
would of course for more reasons than one be impossible to decide from the computed
autocorrelation function whether the transfer function is rational. First of all because we
would never in practice have access to Rzpτq for all τ ě 0. And even if we had, then it
would not be possible to calculate the Fourier transform and decide whether it is indeed
rational. For more on spectral factorization the reader is invited to consult Åström’s
book [5].

8.5.2 Continuity of the spectral distribution function

This section defines the notion of spectral distribution function. We prove that this
function is continuous in the case of the stationary process discussed at the end of the
previous subsection.

Since hptq “ 0 for t ă 0 we have for σ ě 0 that

Rpσq “

ż 8

0

hptqhpt` σq dt “

ż 8

´8

hptqτ´σhptq dt (8.57)

Since h P L2, we obtain by the Parseval-Plancherel equation (3.28)

Rpσq “
1

2π

ż 8

´8

FhpωqFτ´σhpωq dω (8.58)

Now

Fτ´σhpωq “
ż 8

´8

hpt` σqe´iωt dt “ eiσωFhpωq (8.59)

so it follows that

Rpσq “
1

2π

ż 8

´8

|Fhpωq|2 e´iσω dω (8.60)

for σ ě 0.
We shall now show that (8.60) in fact holds for any σ P R. Since h P L2pRq it follows

that Fh P L2pRq and hence by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that ω Ñ |Fhpωq|2 is an
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absolutely integrable function on R. It is also a real and even function of ω so the same
holds for the Fourier integral on the right hand side of (8.60) as a function of σ. Since
we also know σ Ñ Rpσq to be a real and even function of σ we infer that (8.60) holds
for any σ P R. We may thus express (8.60) in the form

Rpσq “
1

2π

ż 8

´8

|Fhpωq|2 eiσω dω (8.61)

From Bochner’s Theorem we know that for any covariance function R of a wide-sense
stationary process which is continuous in quadratic mean there exists a bounded, non-
decreasing and right-continuous function S such that

Rpσq “

ż 8

´8

eiσω dSpωq (8.62)

where the right-hand side is to be understood as a Stieltjes integral. The function S is
referred to as the spectral distribution function of the process. If suitably normalized, S
is uniquely determined 2 by the equation

Spω`2 q ` Spω
´
2 q

2
´
Spω`1 q ` Spω

´
1 q

2
“ lim
TÑ8

ż T

´T

e´2πiω2t ´ e´2πiω1

´2πit
Rptq dt (8.63)

where Spω´q and Spω`q denote the left- and right-hand limits respectively of S at the
argument ω.

It is clear that (8.61) is of the form (8.62) if we select

Spωq “

ż ω

´8

|Fhpξq|2 dξ (8.64)

This function S is clearly (absolutely) continuous, so the process considered has a con-
tinuous spectral distribution function. The spectral density function, i.e. the Radon-
Nikodym derivative of S, is given by

|Fhpωq|2 “ FhpωqFhpωq “ HpiωqHp´iωq (8.65)

with H denoting the Laplace Transform of h. We have used that h is real-valued.

2See Theorem 3.2 of Chapter XI of [26]





CHAPTER 9
Optimal Filtering

This chapter covers the subjects of Optimal Filtering and Prediction to the extent re-
quired for our subsequent treatment of Model Predictive Control. Central to MPC is
the ability to estimate the current state of the system to be controlled and its evolution
over some future time horizon. A mathematical model of the plant is therefore assumed
and the state estimates and predictions computed are optimal with respect to some cho-
sen performance criterion. The models considered are specified in continuous time and
subsequently sampled at a fiexed rate specified by the sampling time Ts.

The first section of this chapter provides a short overview of the history of the field of
Optimal Filtering and Prediction while section 9.2 describes the (linear) model structure
considered and the performance criterion. This is followed in section 9.3 by developing
the equations used for Optimal Filtering and Prediction in this thesis.

Section 9.4 dwells on the very notion of a model of a plant. A model of a plant is
essentially a device that allows us to make predictions of the plant’s future behaviour.
Whether a model is deemed to describe a plant adequately or not depends in large
measure on the context or application. The requirements may be different for a model
of a system subject to closed-loop control than for one used for (open-loop) forecasting.
We discuss how a model may be contructed and the significance of its deterministic and
stochastic parts.

In general no attempt will be made to present all details of derivations which may
already be found elsewhere. The subject of this chapter has a substantial literature and
several excellent monographs exist. To those we refer the reader who wants to pursue
some derivation in further detail. As for the theory of Optimal Filtering and Prediction
classical references are the works [3] and [2] by Anderson and Moore. The more recent
monograph [62] by Kailath, Sayed and Hassibi is likewise recommended for the reader
who wishes a comprehensive and wide-ranging introduction to the subject. The topics
of filtering and prediction are also treated in Åström’s classic text [5] which in addition
gives a good introduction to the modelling of stochastic systems in both continuous and
discrete time. The areas of system modelling and identification are almost always treated
together and for good reasons. In Section 9.4 we return to why this is the case. The
monographs by Ljung [78], Johansson [58] and Davis and Vinter [21] all provide a good
coverage of those aspects including extensive bibliographies.

9.1 The origins of the statistical theory of

filtering and prediction

The origins of the notion of a filter as a signal processing device may be hard to pinpoint,
but it may be traced back at least as far as the first decades of the 20th Century. With the

111
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emergence of wireless technology came a need for frequency selective circuits. Circuits
which would let through one signal, dominant in some frequency range, at the expense
of another, which had the bulk of its power concentrated in a non-overlapping frequency
range. Such frequency domain methods made no distinction between whether the signal
to be filtered out was deterministic or stochastic in nature.

The statistical approach to filtering of signals originates with Wiener and Kolmogorov
and dates back to the years around 1940. Instead of relying on the signals to be separated
to occupy distinct frequency bands, the signals were instead characterized by correlation
properties in the time domain. This allowed for the suppression of noise residing in the
same frequency band as the desired signal. The approach of Wiener and Kolmogorov
assumed, however, that the signals involved were realizations of stationary stochastic
processes.

The 1950s brought breakthroughs on two fronts. The advent of computers meant
growing interest in discrete-time filtering and ultimately the availability of cheap high
performance solutions. Secondly, the use of state space techniques in the time domain
enabled Kalman to devise a recursive MMSE 1 state estimator, the so-called Kalman
Filter. Sixty years on the Kalman Filter is viewed as so fundamental that it features
in the curriculum of practically any course on Time Series Analysis or Statistical Signal
Processing.

The emergence of the Kalman Filter coincided with the start of the space age 2. When
implementing Kalman’s algorithm on the computers of the day aerospace enginieers soon
discovered the obstacles posed by low resolution fixed-point arithmetic. This stimulated
research into more efficient implementations of the algorithm, most notably the so-called
Square Root Filters (SRF). Using matrix factorizations the SRF effectively doubles the
number of available digits and constitutes a line of research which persists to this day 3.

9.2 Model structure and optimality

criterion

The objective of this section is to treat state estimation for uncertain linear systems.
This is done by introducing a model structure and an optimality criterion. The model
structure considered here consists of a deterministic as well as a stochastic part. More
precisely, we consider two separate linear systems to the input ports of which are fed a
deterministic signal and white noise respectively. The intention behind this is to allow
oneself more latitude in the modelling of the process than would be afforded by a single
linear model only. That is, one accepts that the dynamics of the phenomenon in question
may not be described by a deterministic model described in terms of a single linear
system. By including a stochastic term as well, one may quantify the extent to which
the dynamics are captured by the linear deterministic model. This is done by estimating
the parameters of the deterministic as well as the stochastic part by applying Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to observed input and output data. It should be noticed
that the noise contribution considered here is so-called process noise. It represents our
lack of complete knowledge of the process and does not intend to model the noise due

1MMSE = Minimum Mean Square Error
2The Sputnik was launched in 1957 and Kalman’s article [65] was published in 1960
3See e.g. [62] and papers [10] and [74]
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Upsq

W psq

Gpsq

Hpsq

` Zpsq

Figure 9.1: Linear process model in the Laplace domain

zptkq `

vk

yptkq

Figure 9.2: Measurement process

to the sensors. That contribution is specified separately as measurement noise. The
statistics of the measurement noise are assumed to be known and we assume equidistant
sampling of the output.

9.2.1 Process model

Mathematically the model of the process and measurements may be summed up as
follows. We consider a linear system described in continuous time in terms of transfer
functions Gpsq and Hpsq and with discrete measurements yptkq at times t “ tk :

Zpsq “ GpsqUpsq `HpsqW psq

yptkq “ zptkq ` vk, k “ 0, 1, 2, ...
(9.1)

The process equation is specified in the Laplace domain. Here, U denotes the input to
the deterministic part of the model and W the white noise input to the stochastic part
of the model. We shall assume that G and H are strictly proper rational functions.
Moreover, we assume that in the case of both G and H, the numerator and denominator
polynomials are coprime. Finally,

tvku „ Niidp0, r
2q (9.2)

is a sequence of independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables rep-
resenting the measurement noise. Graphically the process model may be summed up as
shown in Fig. 9.1 and the measurement process as in Fig. 9.2.

9.2.2 Realization of the deterministic model part

With a view to using (9.1) as a model of a system to be subjected to Model Predictive
Control we now turn to realizing it as a discrete-time state-space model. In doing so
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we consider the deterministic and stochastic parts separately and assume that the Zero-
Order-Hold (ZOH) condition applies to the deterministic part. The stochastic part on
the other hand involves sampling a certain Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE). We
deal with this in subsection 9.2.4. We rely on the following simple proposition:

Proposition 9.2.1. Let a continuous-time system S be described by Zpsq “ GpsqUpsq
where Gpsq is assumed to be a strictly proper transfer function whose numerator and
denominator are coprime. When S is subjetcted to ZOH-input then there exists a triplet
of matrices pAd, Bd, Cdq such that the state space model

xk`1 “ Adxk `Bduk

zk “ Cdxk
(9.3)

provides a realization of S in discrete-time, when sampled equidistantly at rate say 1
Ts

.
The subscript indicates that we are dealing with the deterministic model part.

Proof. We realize the deterministic part of the system description

Zdpsq “ GpsqUpsq (9.4)

as a state space model in continuous time. Since Gpsq is assumed to be strictly proper
the realization may be written in the form

9xptq “ Acdxptq `B
c
duptq

zptq “ Ccdxptq
(9.5)

The superscript c serves to indicate that the system matrices pertain to a continuous-time
description.

We now apply equidistantly sampled ZOH-input to the input of (9.5). The values of
x and z at the sampling instants obey a discrete-time model of the form (9.3) as shown
in subsection 2.2.3.

For a transfer function Gpsq satisfying the assumptions of the proposition we know
that pAcd, B

c
dq is controllable. This in itself does not imply that also pAd, Bdq of the state

space model pAd, Bd, Cdq in discrete time is controllable. However, Kalman, Ho and
Narendra have proved the following

Theorem 9.2.2 ([67]). Let pAcd, B
c
d, C

c
dq denote a continuous-time state space realization

subject to uniform sampling at rate 1
Ts

and ZOH-input. Assume that for no pair pλ1, λ2q

of different eigenvalues of the matrix Acd is the difference pλ1 ´ λ2q equal to an integer
multiple of

2πi

Ts
(9.6)

Then the discrete-time system pAd, Bd, Cdq is controllable.

What the theorem states is that only when a system has oscillatory eigenmodes
may we experience loss of controllability. For a system with real-valued coefficients
complex eigenvalues occur in conjugate pairs, if at all. It follows immediately that loss
of controllability is avoided if Ts is chosen so small that the imaginary parts satisfy

| Imλ| ă
π

Ts
(9.7)
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for any eigenvalue λ of Acd. This is equivalent to requiring that

Ts ă
1

2f
(9.8)

for any eigenfrequency f of Acd. This is clear since an eigenvalue λ and its corresponding
eigenfrequency f are related by the equation | Imλ| “ 2πf .

Potential loss of controllability is by no means the only concern when choosing what
sampling period to use in a closed-loop sampled-data control system. For much more on
this important topic the reader is referred to the monograph [6] of Åström and Witten-
mark.

We shall indicate by the notation

Zdpsq „

#

xdk`1 “ Adx
d
k `Bduk

zdk “ Cdx
d
k

(9.9)

that a state space model pAd, Bd, Cdq in discrete time has been selected which de-
scribes the system represented by Zdpsq “ GpsqUpsq after sampling. If pAcd, B

c
d, C

c
dq

and pÃcd, B̃
c
d, C̃

c
dq are equivalent representations of Zdpsq in continuous time, then their

respective discretizations pAd, Bd, Cdq and pÃd, B̃d, C̃dq are equivalent discrete-time rep-
resentations of the system resulting by sampling.

9.2.3 Combining deterministic and stochastic model
parts

For the stochastic model part

Zspsq “ HpsqW psq (9.10)

we have shown in Chapters 5 through 7 that there exists a continuous-time stochastic
state model S of the form (7.112) whose external behaviour is given by (9.10).

Subsection 9.2.4 will show that there exists a state space model pAs, Bs, Csq in dis-
crete time that describes the discrete-time system resulting by sampling S equidistantly.
That is, with the transfer function Hpsq we shall for a given (uniform) sampling time
associate a discrete-time model as follows

Zspsq „

#

xsk`1 “ Asx
s
k `Bswk

zsk “ Csx
s
k

(9.11)

Here Bs “ I and pwkq „ Niidp0, Qq for some symmetric positive semi-definite matrix Q.
Using that

Zpsq “ Zdpsq ` Zspsq (9.12)

we find that there exist matrices A,B,C,G expressible in terms of the system matrices
of (9.9) and (9.11) such that

xk`1 “ Axk `Buk `Gwk

zk “ Cxk

yk “ zk ` vk

(9.13)
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provides a state space realization of (9.1) with an added equation accounting for mea-
surement noise vk. In fact (9.13) results by taking

xk “

„

xdk
xsk



A “

„

Ad 0
0 As



B “

„

Bd
0



G “

„

0
Bs



C “
“

Cd Cs
‰

The process noise, twku , and the measurement noise, tvku are assumed to be sequences
of Gaussian random variables with the joint distribution of pwk, vkq given by

„

wk
vk



„ Niid

ˆ„

0
0



,

„

Q 0
0 R

˙

(9.14)

9.2.4 Realization of stochastic model part

We now consider a continuous-time LTI system with transfer function Hpsq subjected to
continuous-time white noise input given in the Laplace domain by W psq:

Zpsq “ HpsqW psq (9.15)

Assuming equidistant sampling with sampling time Ts the transfer function and the
associated measurement equation may be realized in the form of an SDE in the sense of
Itô

dxptq “ Acsxptq dt`B
c
s dBt (9.16a)

yptkq “ Ccsxptkq ` vptkq (9.16b)

where dBt signifies stochastic integration w.r.t. standard Brownian Motion and

xpt0q „ Npx̄0, P0q (9.17a)

vptkq „ Niidp0, Rq (9.17b)

with R “ r2.
We now discretize, assuming equidistant sampling at integer multiples of Ts. What

results is a discrete-time state space model of the form (9.11) by taking

As “ eA
c
sTs Bs “ I Cs “ Ccs (9.18)

and
wk „ Niidp0, Qq (9.19)

with

Q “

ż Ts

0

eA
c
sσBcspB

c
sq
T epA

c
sq
Tσdσ (9.20)

It is easy to show why this is so. Since the SDE (9.16a) on the interval rtk; tk`1s has the
explicit solution formula

xptq “ eA
c
spt´tkqxptkq `

ż t

tk

eA
c
spt´σqBcs dBσ (9.21)
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it follows in particular that

xptk`1q “ eA
c
sptk`1´tkqxptkq `

ż tk`1

tk

eA
c
sptk`1´σqBcs dBσ (9.22)

and by a simple substitution that

xptk`1q “ eA
c
sTsxptkq `

ż Ts

0

eA
c
spTs´σqBcs dBσ (9.23)

This gives the coefficient As “ eA
c
sTs and by setting Bs “ I we infer the value of the

covariance matrix Q from the Itô isometry.
From the expression (9.20) it is evident that Q is positive semi-definite. However,

since pAcs, B
c
sq is controllable it follows from Theorem 3.5.1 that Q is in fact positive

definite.
From the now classical paper [119] by C. Van Loan it follows that the covariance

matrix Q may be calculated as the product

Q “ ΦT22Φ12 (9.24)

where

exp

ˆ„

´Acs Bcs pB
c
sq
T

0 pAcsq
T



Ts

˙

“

„

Φ11 Φ12

0 Φ22



(9.25)

The formula (9.25) may be employed to calculate As and Q numerically. The state-of-
the-art techniques for numerical computation of the matrix exponential are summed up
by Higham in the SIAM Review article [48] from 2009. Higham himself had improved
the existing scaling-and-squaring algorithm in his work [47] which appeared in 2005.

While there is no questioning the importance of the numerical algorithms of [119] and
[48], it is nevertheless possible to calculate exact analytical expressions for the matrices
As and Q in the case of the simple transfer functions considered in subsection 9.2.5.
The expressions, however, quickly become rather unwieldy with increasing order. We
introduce the notation

β “
Ts
τ

(9.26)

and list values of As and Q in Table 9.3 for examples of the kind of transfer functions
considered in this thesis.

9.2.5 A special family of transfer functions

Consider the family of transfer functions of the form

Hpsq “
k

pτs` 1qn
(9.27)

where k P R, τ ą 0 and n is a positive integer.
Assume that white noise derived from standard Brownian Motion is fed to the input

of an LTI system with transfer function of this form. The continuous-time output power
becomes

1

2π

ż `8

´8

k2

p1` pτωq2qn
dω “

1

2π

k2

τ
In (9.28)
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Here

In “

ż `8

´8

1

p1` t2qn
dt (9.29)

satisfies the recursion

I1 “ π and In`1 “
2n´ 1

2n
In for n ě 1 (9.30)

For fixed filter order n the continuous-time noise output power depends only on the ratio
k2

τ but the distribution of this power over the spectrum depends on τ , spreading out
more as τ decreases.

Considering in particular the case n “ 1, it is clear from the expression

Q “
k2

2τ
p1´ expp´2Ts{τqq (9.31)

that even when keeping k2

τ fixed, the value of Q depends on the relative size of Ts w.r.t.
τ . In fact τ becomes a measure of the coherence time of the state x in the sense that for
Ts ! τ we have Q « 0 and for Ts " τ we have Q « k2

2τ .
The table below is the same as that included in [43] but for one correction. The

matrix As pertaining to the last transfer function has been corrected so that its p2, 1q-
element has been changed from originally β

τ e
´β to its correct value ´β

τ e
´β .

Hpsq As
Q
k2

k
s

1 Ts

k
τs`1

e´β 1
2τ

“

1´ e´2β
‰

k
spτs`1q

»

—

—

—

—

–

e´β τ
`

1´ e´β
˘

0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

—

–

τ
`

β ´ 3
2
` 2e´β ´ 1

2
e´2β

˘

β ´ 1` e´β

β ´ 1` e´β β
τ

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

k
pτs`1q2

»

—

—

—

—

–

e´βp1´ βq τβe´β

´
β
τ
e´β e´βp1` βq

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

—

–

1
4τ

`

1´ p1` 2β ` 2β2q e´2β
˘

1
2τ2

`

1´ p1` 2β ` β2q e´2β
˘

1
2τ2

`

1´ p1` 2β ` β2q e´2β
˘

1
4τ3

`

5´ p5` 6β ` 5β2q e´2β
˘

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

Table 9.3: Realizations of stochastic transfer functions based on the form
(3.103). The parameter β is defined as in (9.26).

9.2.6 Optimality criterion for estimation

We now turn to the question of developing predictors for the process model (9.1). Real-
izing the original transfer function model as a couple of linear state space models (9.9)
and (9.11), reduces the problem to one of developing predictors for those.

The situation is the following. We work within the framework of sampled-data sys-
tems. A model is given and so are observations of output data up to and including
the present time instant. In order to devise an estimator/predictor it remains to settle
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on a suitable statistical optimality criterion for the estimations/predictions to satisfy.
What is at play is thus model-based prediction subject to some criterion. Ultimately the
predictions serve to ensure good closed-loop control of the plant. But what theoreti-
cally constitutes the most appropriate criterion from a closed-loop control performance
standpoint is just one thing to consider. The practicalities of calculating predictions in
an online environment is a no less significant issue. The fact that the minimum mean
square error criterion permits the derivation of a simple recursive state estimator is what
really tips the balance in its favour.

What sets apart the minimum mean square criterion is really the following funda-
mental property which holds even within the setting of nonlinear estimation. Assume
that we are given observations Y “ py0, y1, . . . , ynq

T and wish to devise a function g of
Y that estimates the value of some random variable X. If we seek an estimator with the
property that the mean square error

E “ E
!

pX ´ gpY qq
2
)

(9.32)

is minimized, it turns out that the solution is unique and given by the conditional ex-
pectation

E rX |Y s “

ż `8

´8

x dFX|Y px|Y q (9.33)

where FX|Y denotes the distribution function for the conditional distribution of X given
Y . A thorough, yet concise, treatment of these matters is given in Chapters 1 and 3 of
[21]. It is the optimality of the estimator E rX |Y s w.r.t. the minimum mean square
criterion which permits the development of the Kalman Filter for linear state space
models. Very readable developments of the Kalman Filter and Predictor equations may
be found in e.g. [3],[5],[21].

9.3 Filtering and Prediction

One could implement MPC for the model (9.1) based on the realization (9.13) with noise
specification (9.14). This would give rise to the prediction formulae

x̂k`j`1|k “ Ax̂k`j|k `Buk`j , j “ 0, ..., N ´ 1

ŷk`j|k “ Cx̂k`j|k, j “ 1, ..., N
(9.34)

The a posteriori state estimate x̂k|k results by updating x̂k|k´1 based on new observation
yk according to

x̂k|k “ x̂k|k´1 `Kfxpyk ´ Cx̂k|k´1q (9.35)

where the Kalman gain is calculated from

Kfx “ P8C
TR´1

e

Re “ CP8C
T `R

(9.36)

Here P8 denotes the one-step ahead state prediction error covariance in stationary con-
ditions. By using P8 we assume that stationary conditions have been reached. The
matrix P8 is determined from the Discrete-time Algebraic Riccati Equation (DARE)

P8 “ AP8A
T ´AP8C

T pCP8C
T `Rq´1CP8A

T `GΓGT (9.37)

where Γ “ diagp0nˆn, Qq since xT “
“

pxdqT pxsqT
‰

.
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9.3.1 A simplification

However, it will be advantageous to exploit the splitting of the system into a deterministic
and a stochastic part. The reason is that then one only needs to run a Kalman Filter
for the stochastic part. The idea is to consider the modified output

ysk “ yk ´ z
d
k (9.38)

where the deterministic part zd is obtained from (9.9) with initial condition zd0 “ 0.
Assuming that stationary conditions have been reached and that at time t “ tk we

have just received the measurement yk “ yptkq we may perform the online filtering

ŷsk|k´1 “ Csx̂
s
k|k´1 (9.39a)

ek “ ysk ´ ŷ
s
k|k´1 (9.39b)

x̂sk|k “ x̂sk|k´1 `Kfx ek (9.39c)

using the coefficients

Re “ CsP8C
T
s `R (9.40a)

Kfx “ P8C
T
s R

´1
e (9.40b)

calculated offline. Again P8 denotes the stationary one-step-ahead state error covariance
matrix. It is obtained from a different Discrete-time Algebraic Riccati Equation (DARE),
namely:

P “ AsPA
T
s ´AsPC

T
s pCsPC

T
s `Rq

´1CsPA
T
s `Q (9.41)

The predictor for the stochastic model part is now simply given by

x̂sk`j|k “ Ajsx̂
s
k|k

ẑsk`j|k “ Csx̂
s
k`j|k

(9.42)

for j “ 1, ..., N .

9.3.2 When is the Kalman gain stabilizing ?

A natural question to pose is whether (9.41) has a stabilizing solution and whether or
not such a solution is unique. By the term stabilizing is meant that the resulting matrix

AspI ´KfxCsq (9.43)

is stable, i.e. that all of its eigenvalues lie in the open unit disc. According to section
14.2 of [62] this is indeed the case as long as pCs, Asq is detectable and pAs, BsQ

1{2q

is controllable on the unit circle. Detectability of pCs, Asq is ensured since the real-
ization pAs, Bs, Csq arises as an observer canonical form. Unit circle controllability of
pAs, BsQ

1{2q will trvially be satisfied if we can prove that pAs, BsQ
1{2q is stabilizable.

If we consider an irreducible continuous-time transfer function (and in the case of com-
plex poles chosen the sampling interval Ts sufficiently small) it is clear that pAs, Bsq is
controllable and hence stabilizable. This means that there exists a matrix K˚ such that
As´BsK˚ is stable. Since the transfer function of the continuous-time stochastic model
is assumed irreducible it also follows that the observer canonical realization in continuous
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time is controllable. This implies that the matrix Q is guaranteed to be positive definite
and hence invertible. From this we infer that there also exists a matrix K such that
As ´BsQ

1{2K is stable. See e.g. page 502-3 of [62] for further discussion of the concept
of unit-circle controllability etc.

The relevance of ensuring stability of (9.43) may be illustrated as follows. The
equation

xsk ´ x̂
s
k|k´1 “ AspI ´KfxCsqpx

s
k´1 ´ x̂

s
k´1|k´2q `Bswk´1 ´AsKfxvk´1 (9.44)

implies the recursion

Pk “ AspI ´KfxCsqPk´1pI ´KfxCsq
TATs `Q`AsKfxRK

T
fxA

T
s (9.45)

for the covariance matrices Pk. From the stability of (9.43) follows 4 that Pk tends to a
matrix P that solves

P “ AspI ´KfxCsqP pI ´KfxCsq
TATs `Q`AsKfxRK

T
fxA

T
s (9.46)

which after a bit of algebra is seen to be equivalent to (9.41).

9.4 Tuning the noise model

The previous subsections have focused on optimal filtering and prediction for linear state
space models in discrete time. These linear state space models come about by realizing
a transfer function specified in the Laplace domain and subsequently discretizing the
resulting realization.

The purpose of the stochastic model part is to quantify aspects of system behaviour
that the deterministic part does not succeed in capturing. This point of view illustrates
that for realistic scenarios there is no such thing as a perfect noise model. What is
important is whether or not the model is adequate for the purpose it is intended to
serve. This thesis focuses on closed-loop Model Predictive Control, so the question is
really whether or not the model gives rise to a Kalman filter and predictor that ensure a
sufficiently good closed-loop control performance. In that sense the precise form of the
Kalman filter and predictor is actually of secondary importance as long as the resulting
control performance is deemed sufficiently good.

This view on modelling is taken in section 3.3 of Ljung’s treatise [78] and also dealt
with at length in Gevers’ paper [35]. In the words of Gevers the approach may be
characterized as identification for control. Alternatively one could talk of tuning the
noise model or Kalman filter to behave more or less aggressively in order to obtain
satisfactory control performance.

The approach adopted in [43] and in this thesis fall into the same category but
the concrete implementation is to some extent conditioned by the particular application
considered. In Artificial Pancreas technology one needs to model the glucose-insulin
dynamics. If this is done using linear models [9], a good choice of model structure for
the deterministic part turns out to be a simple 2nd order model parametrized by a gain
kI and a time constant τI :

Gpsq “
´kI

p1` τisq2
(9.47)

4See page 66 of [3]
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The parameters kI and τI would then be determined from blood samples taken in a
diabetes clinic.

As for the stochastic model part, the idea is to consider initially a number of simple
model structures. In the author’s publication [43] - enclosed in appendix to this thesis -
models of the form

Gpsq “
ks

p1` τssqn
(9.48)

are considered for different integer values of the exponent n. The parameters ks and
τs are determined from recorded input-output data in open loop by applying Maximum
Likelihood Estimation to a state space realization of the system model given by the
transfer functions (9.47) and (9.48).

The control methodology applied in [43] is model predictive control (MPC). A central
role in MPC is played by the cost functional, a minimizer of which is determined at
each sampling instant. Once the parameters of the deterministic model part have been
identified, a couple of tuning parameters pertaining to the cost functional need to be set
in order to determine the controller. These parameters and their significance will be the
subject of the following chapter which gives an introduction to MPC. One such parameter
is the prediction horizon. This will be chosen sufficiently long for it to capture practically
all of the dynamics of the deterministic model part and ensure at least nominal stability
. This leaves the relative weight λ attached to the two terms which make up the cost
function as the sole tuning parameter. The two terms of the cost function being the mean
square deviation of the plant output from a specified trajectory and the mean square
value of the input rate of change. The latter is multiplied by the weighting factor λ.

Each identified stochastic model gives rise to a parametrization of the Kalman filter.
Using this, one may now record the control performance in closed loop for fixed set-
point zero for the output and for a wide range of values of the tuning parameter λ. The
simulated input and output are recorded and the variance of the output is mapped as
a function of the input variance for each value of λ. Each identified stochastic model
part therefore gives rise to a Pareto plot of corresponding input and output variances for
output set-point equal to zero. For small values of λ the input rate of change is penalized
more leniently than for higher values of λ. The parameter λ therefore determines how
aggressively the controller reacts. The guiding principle when tuning the controller is to
ensure a reasonable balance between tracking the reference and control effort spent. It
is argued in [43] that a sensible setting of λ would be one corresponding to a point near
the ’knee’ of the Pareto plot. Comparing the behaviour in the vicinity of the ’knee’ of
each Pareto curve makes it possible to compare the effect of the various stochastic model
parts and select the one with the most desirable performance.



CHAPTER 10
Model Predictive Control

This chapter introduces the concept of Model Predictive Control (MPC). After a short
recap of the historical development of MPC we proceed to discuss the Receding Horizon
Principle (RHP), a notion central to MPC. Due consideration is given to the handling
of constraints.

In the spirit of Kalman’s first contributions [64] to the Optimal Control Theory we
focus on the role played by the optimal control problem (OCP) in ensuring stabilizing
feedback for the linear time-invariant system under consideration. First we study the
effect of the control problem horizon by taking a closer look at an example due to
Rawlings and Mayne [92]. We proceed to recall the result of Kalman’s first analyis [64]
of the unconstrained LQ problem in continuous time and what later improvements were
obtained during the 1960s. Next we consider the LQ problem subject to constraints on
input as well as the state vector. By carrying over to continuous time some techniques
originally due to Sznaier and Damborg [115],[116] in discrete time we analyse when the
(unique) solution to constrained LQ problem provides stabilizing feedback to the system
under consideration. The reader is invited to consult also [14] which contains related
work but studied by different methods.

Next we consider a variant of the constrained LQ problem in continuous time. Instead
of including in the cost function a quadratic term penalizing the system input, we include
a quadratic term penalizing the input rate of change. We consider the OCP of minimizing
this cost function subject to the system dynamics and affine constraints on input, input
rate of change and the system state vector. Again we derive sufficient conditions on the
OCP parameters for the solution the OCP to provide stabilizing feedback to the system.
The reason for studying this variant of the constrained LQ problem is that a similar
problem in discrete time occurs in many applications [79] of MPC which involve tracking
some reference trajectory. There the cost function features a term which is quadratic in
the input rate of change in discrete time.

The first research into MPC was concerned with discrete-time implementations. Of-
ten plant models were obtained by system identification based on time series and cost
functions adjusted to this framework. Section and 10.4 adopts the view that for systems
operating inherently in continuous time it may be useful to retain a continuous-time
description. Section 10.4 considers a plant whose dynamics is described by a linear
stochastic state space model. Given is a reference trajectory specified in continuous
time which the system output is required to follow. We provide a transcription of the
OCP of minimizing subject to dynamics and constraints the minimum mean square error
between reference and system output. For the derivation we assume ZOH input. The
transcription results in a discrete-time OCP in the so-called extended LQ form, a form
which lends itself particulaly well to efficient numerical implementation. The latter is
the subject of Chapter 12.
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10.1 Introduction to Model Predictive

Control

Since its inception in the 1970s Model Predictive Control (MPC) has advanced to a stage
where it is widely considered the state of the art control methodology for sampled-data
systems subject to constraints. Originating in the process industries with practitioners
such as Richalet et al [95] and Cutler and Ramaker [17], its success soon attracted the
interest of researchers from academia. Gradually a solid conceptual framework emerged
within which to address and solve fundamental questions related to nominal stability of
the schemes arising from this new approach to feedback control. Richalet et al employed
impulse response models in the seminal work [95] but by 1990 there was consensus that
state space models provided the appropriate setting for theoretical studies of MPC.

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to give credit to all those who have contributed
to the development. However, excellent survey papers and monographs exist which give
a comprehensive account of the literature. In particular, the monograph [92] covers the
development of the field up to its publication in 2009 and the survey [80] focuses on the
most recent trends. Other notable introductions to the field are the books [13] of Cama-
cho and Bordons and [79] by Maciejowski. Both works include numerous applications.
There are a number of relevant works focusing primarily on the theoretical aspects of
MPC. The book [37] by Goodwin, Seron and de Doná gives close attention to the aspect
of optimization while that of Grüne and Pannek [40] contains a rigorous treatment of
nonlinear MPC. The most recent monograph we mention is that of Cannon and Kou-
varitakis [73] which gives a broad introduction to Robust and Stochastic MPC. All the
texts mentioned contain comprehensive bibliographies.

10.1.1 Receding Horizon Principle

Fundamental to MPC is the so-called Receding Horizon Principle to which we turn first.
We shall refer to the system to be controlled as the plant. The plant is subject to
sampled-data control.

In MPC a model of the plant is used to predict its output over a future horizon. At
each time instance a control sequence is calculated online as the solution to an open-
loop OCP based on the model, the current state of the plant, and a specified reference
trajectory. Only the first element of the control sequence is applied to the plant. Feedback
is obtained by repeating this procedure, when the next measurement becomes available.
In other words, the loop is closed through an updated estimate of the system state. The
horizon used at each time instance is of the same length. The horizon thus appears to
recede, hence the term Receding Horizon Principle.

MPC is thus not a specific control strategy. The name refers to a family of methods
based on the Receding Horizon Principle employing at every time instance state re-
estimation and online computation of a control profile. Very different control strategies
may result from varying the OCP. This comprises cost function as well as control horizon.
In particular one may choose the relative penalties on states and input or input rate of
change in various ways to obtain different control strategies.

Although [95] and [17] are often cited as seminal works in the field of MPC, the seed
was sown at least a decade earlier in the monograph [76] by Lee and Markus. From
the viewpoint of Optimal Control Theory they suggest on page 423 of their book an
approach to designing feedback controllers which is essentially that of MPC described
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above 1. Only it would take some years before microprocessor technology had advanced
sufficiently to render online optimization feasible. And to begin with only for processes
which were slow enough to allow this e.g. certain chemical processes.

10.1.2 Constraint handling

A significant advantage of MPC is its ability to take into account directly possible con-
straints on the plant. Examples of such could be constraints on the input, output or
input rate of change. The calculation of the control sequence to be applied over the hori-
zon proceeds by minimizing some objective or cost function over the space of all input
sequences subject to the constraints given. Formulating it as a constrained optimization
problem does away with the need for anti-windup strategies.

To combat steady-state control errors it is common to employ a controller with
integral action. But any controller with integral action faces the problem of integral
wind-up. Integral wind-up may manifest itself in at least a couple of different situations.
In the face of a significant change of set-point the saturation of an actuator will have
the effect of accumulating an integral error which also influences the calculated control
signal after the set-point error has been reduced. The controller will thus have a tendency
to overshoot. Similarly, integral wind-up would result if the system was subject to an
external disturbance over a sufficiently long time interval. MPC would handle this latter
scenario by estimating the disturbance and correcting for it as discussed e.g. in Section
1.5 of [92]. For more on anti-windup schemes see e.g. [6].

A potential problem facing MPC is that of infeasibility of the OCP to be solved at
some time instance. That is, it might be that no input sequence exists such that the
constraints on input and controlled variables are satisfied over the horizon in question.
Maciejowski [79] mentions a couple of ways in which this problem can arise. One example
is the presence of an unexpectedly large disturbance making it impossible to satisfy
the constraints. Another being that of significant plant-model mismatch leading the
controller to believe that the constraints can not be satisfied.

Although the optimization software would report if infeasibilty should occur, this
situation is clearly undesirable in an online implementation. In his section 10.2 on con-
straint management Maciejowski [79] discusses various strategies for dealing with the
issue of infeasibility. The one we shall follow in this thesis is that of constraint softening.
Typically the input variables are subject to hard constraints but it may be that some
violation of the controlled variables is permitted. However, the extent to which one is
prepared to tolerate violation may differ greatly from variable to variable. If some viola-
tion of a certain constraint is tolerated we may remove it and instead augment the cost
function of the OCP with a term depending on the extent to which the constraint is vio-
lated. The less desirable the violation, the more heavily it is penalized by the augmented
cost function. This is the essence of a soft constraint. A straightforward example of this
is seen in the application of MPC to the treatment of Type-1 Diabetes. It is desirable
that the concentration of glucose in the blood stay within a certain zone. Possible long
term effects of elevated blood glucose levels include problems with the cardiovascular
system but there as such no direct short term effects. So while the accumulated effects
of hyperglycemia are serious they are tolerable in the short term. The same can not be
said of the effects of hypoglycemia. Hypoglycemia may drive a patient into coma and
ultimately be fatal. In the case of blood glucose levels, violating the lower bound should

1See the discussions in Section 2.11 of [92] and in Chapter 1 of [40]
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therefore be penalized much more heavily than violating the upper bound. Augmenting
the cost function this way introduces additional tuning parameters in the form of weights
assigned to each soft constraint. For examples of the application of soft constraints the
reader is referred to Chapter 12 and the author’s two publications which are enclosed in
appendix.

10.2 The role of the OCP

Optimal Control Problems are certainly interesting in their own right, but in relation
to MPC they are very much a means to an end. The main goal is one of achieving
stabilization or tracking of a reference, and the task at hand is that of selecting an
appropriate OCP that will do the job satisfactorily in a receding horizon control (RHC)
setting.

10.2.1 The role played by the control horizon

Rawlings and Mayne give in section 1.3.4 of their treatise [92] an example of how the
length of horizon plays a role even for the nominal stability of an RHC scheme. That is,
for the case where plant and model behave identically.

10.2.1.1 An example due to Rawlings and Mayne

Their example considers an LTI system in discrete time with dynamics

xk`1 “ Axk `Buk (10.1)

and with no constraints on input or states. They seek to stabilize it by applying a
receding horizon strategy with length of horizon N . The next input is selected as the
first element u0 in the vector pu0, . . . , uN´1q

T that minimizes a cost function of the form

1

2
xTNΠxN `

1

2

N´1
ÿ

k“0

xTkQxk ` u
T
kRuk (10.2)

subject to (10.1). The first term penalizes the final state xN . While Π and Q are assumed
symmetric and positive semi-definite (Π, Q ě 0), we require of R that it be symmetric
and positive definite (R ą 0).

The initial condition x0 is assumed known. By the method of dynamic programming
(DP) one determines recursively the optimal input and state sequences, pu0

kq
N´1
k“0 and

px0
kq
N
k“0 respectively. Application of DP results in a sequence of laws that tells how the

next input must be chosen given the current state x.

One sets

PN “ Π (10.3)
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and performs a backward Riccati recursion to compute

u0
kpxq “ Kkx (10.4a)

x0
k`1pxq “ pA`BKkqx (10.4b)

V 0
k pxq “ p1{2qx

TPk x (10.4c)

Kk “ ´pB
TPk`1B `Rq

´1BTPk`1A (10.4d)

Pk “ Q`ATPk`1A´A
TPk`1BpB

TPk`1B `Rq
´1BTPk`1A (10.4e)

for k “ N ´ 1, . . . , 1, 0.
In a receding horizon set-up only the first element u0 of the input sequence is used.

Hence, the corresponding closed-loop system is stable if and only if the eigenvalues λi
of A ` BK0 all satisfy |λi| ă 1. Rawlings and Mayne show that even a stable system
may be destabilized by an inexpedient choice of control horizon N . In addition to being
stable, the system considered has even pA,Bq controllable as well as pQ1{2, Aq observable
and the weights Q,R both positive definite. Set Π “ Q and let K0,N denote the value
K0 corresponding to horizon N . It is shown how, for the specific example considered in
Section 1.3.4 of [92], one choice of horizon N1 gives rise to an unstable matrix A`BK0,N1

while A`BK0,N2 is stable for some horizon N2 ą N1.

10.2.1.2 Analysis of the example

The example given indicates that, all other things being equal, choosing a sufficiently
long horizon N may be what determines whether closed-loop stability is achieved or
not. This, in fact, reflects the behaviour to be expected as long as certain reasonable
assumptions are made on system dynamics and cost function. The crux of the matter
is, that these assumptions will ensure that a useful convergence property holds for the
Riccati iteration. For results on Riccati recursions and the DARE we shall refer to the
monograph [62] by Kailath et al.

On the parameters of the model and cost function we impose

Assumption.

• Q ě 0 and R ą 0

• pA,Bq be stabilizable

• pQ1{2, Aq be detectable

Referring to Theorem 8.3.1 of [62] it follows that the DARE

P “ Q`ATPA´ATPBpBTPB `Rq´1BTPA (10.5)

has a unique positive semi-definite solution P such that A`BK is stable where

K “ ´pBTPB `Rq´1BTPA (10.6)

Under the given assumptions this stabilizing solution P is in fact the only positive semi-
definite solution of (10.5).

Moreover, under the same assumptions Theorem 14.5.3 of [62] delivers the following
statement on the convergence of the Riccati iteration as the horizon increases beyond all
bounds. Let P0,N denote the value of P0 for horizon of length N . Then for initial value
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Π equal to any symmetric positive semi-definite matrix the resulting matrix P0,N will
converge to the unique stabilizing solution P of the DARE (10.5). Hence, by choosing
N sufficiently large it follows that A`BK0,N becomes a stable matrix.

The above considerations illustrate clearly that a controller must not be too ’myopic’.
It must plan sufficiently far ahead in order to ensure closed-loop stability. The ultimate
consequence of this is to use an infinite horizon. For system dynamics (10.1) and known
initial condition x0 that means selecting the feedback controller that minimizes the cost
function

1

2

8
ÿ

k“0

xTkQxk ` u
T
kRuk (10.7)

The solution to this infinite horizon problem in discrete time is given by a control law of
the form u “ Kx. The value of K is given by (10.6) where P denotes the unique positive
semi-definite solution to (10.5).

10.2.2 The unconstrained LQ Problem in continuous
time

Kalman’s landmark paper [64] from 1960 provided a breakthrough in the problem of
stabilizing an unconstrained linear system by means of state feedback control. Kalman
actually treated time-varying linear systems in state space form, but we shall focus here
on the results of his findings in the LTI case.

10.2.2.1 Kalman’s original solution

To an LTI system in the form

9xptq “ Axptq `Buptq

xpt0q “ x0

(10.8)

we associate a cost functional of the form

J8puq “
ż `8

t0

xptqTQxptq ` uptqTRuptq dt (10.9)

with Q,R ą 0 and xptq governed by (10.8). The question is whether a minimizer u of
(10.9) subject to dynamics (10.8) may, under suitable conditions, be utilized to generate
stabilizing feedback for (10.8) in the nominal case.

Kalman realized that if one required pA,Bq to be (completely) controllable and
Q,R ą 0, then it was possible to obtain a satisfactory solution to the problem. He found
that the minimizer could be written in the form

uptq “ ´Kxptq with K “ R´1BTP (10.10)

where P denotes the unique symmetric positive semi-definite solution to the Algebraic
Riccati Equation (ARE)

ATP ` PA´ PBR´1BTP `Q “ 0 (10.11)
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The solution (10.10) is clearly of state feedback type and it turns out that this choice of K
results in stable matrix pA´BKq. Moreover, the minimum value of J8puq corresponding
to the optimal choice of u is equal to

xT0 Px0 (10.12)

10.2.2.2 Further developments

Kalman’s work sparked much further research into linear systems theory and Riccati
Equations. He established himself in 1962 [66] what is now referred to as either the
Canonical Structure Theorem or the Kalman Decomposition. In view of this structure
theorem it was natural to introduce the notion of stabilizability, a system property which
is more general than that of (complete) controllability. In an LTI context, a system is
said to be stabilizable if all of its uncontrollable modes are exponentially decaying. The
concept of detectability then follows as the dual of stabilizability.

By 1970 it was clear that the original conditions imposed by Kalman in subsection
10.2.2.1 could be relaxed somewhat while still be shown to ensure stabilizing state feed-
back. What appears to be essentially the minimal requirements are summed up in the
following list. The requirements match exactly those encountered in discrete time in
subsection 10.2.1.1

Assumption.

• Q ě 0 and R ą 0

• pA,Bq be stabilizable

• pQ1{2, Aq be detectable

Here Q1{2 denotes any matrix D such that DDT “ Q. As shown on page 46 of [2]
the question of whether or not pD,Aq is detectable depends only on Q and not on the
particular choice of ’square root’ D.

For more on the development of the infinite horizon LQ problem, the reader is referred
to the monographs [2] and [62]. The listed requirements imply that the ARE (10.11)
has a unique positive definite solution P and that A´BK becomes a stable matrix for
K “ R´1BTP . These results may be found in section 16.7 of [62].

10.2.3 The constrained LQ problem in continuous
time

Again we consider an objective of the form (10.9) where the state x is governed by the
dynamics (10.8). Inputs and states are subject to constraints given by

Luu ďMu and Lxx ďMx (10.13)

where Lu, Lx and Mu, Mx denote matrices and column vectors respectively such that
u “ 0 and x “ 0 belong to the interiors of the polytopes defined by (10.13). That is
there exist rx, ru ą 0 such that all px, uq P Brx ˆ Bru satisfy the constraints where Br
denotes the open ball of radius r centered at the origin of the relevant space. This is
ensured by requiring all entries of Mu and Mx to be strictly positive.
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10.2.3.1 On the existence of minimizers subject to constraints

We will estabilish the existence of solutions to the constrained LQ-problem using the
so-called Direct Method of the Calculus of Variations [18]. This will be done under the
condition that there exists a feasible input for which the functional (10.9) assumes a
finite value. The methods of the proof are well-known but I have not been able to find
a reference I can point to for a complete treatment of the contents of Theorem 10.2.1 .
A rigorous proof is therefore included here.

Theorem 10.2.1. Set I8 “ rt0;8r. Denote by C the class of u P L2pI8q satisfying
(10.13) for dynamics (10.8). Assume that there exists an element u P C such that the
value of the functional (10.9) is finite. Then (10.9) assumes a finite minimum value on
C.

Proof. From our assumptions it is clear that

0 ď inf tJ8puq |u P Cu ă 8 (10.14)

Hence, there exists a sequence punq Ď C such that J8punq ă 8 for each n P N and

J8punq Ó inf tJ8puq |u P Cu (10.15)

In particular there exists a constant K ą 0 such that

sup
nPN

}un}L2pI8q ă K (10.16)

since R is positive definite. This guarantees the existence of an element ū P L2pI8q and
a subsequence punkq converging weakly to ū in L2pI8q. We now show that ū P C and

J8pūq “ inf tJ8puq |u P Cu (10.17)

Denote by xn the unique function satisfying (10.8) with un in place of u. By thinning
the subsequence successively and finally applying Cantor’s diagonal argument we may
assume that pxnkq converges to some function x̄, uniformly on each compact subset of
I8. By passing to the limit in the equation

xnkptq “ eAtx0 `

ż t

t0

eApt´sqBunkpsq ds (10.18)

it results that

x̄ptq “ eAtx0 `

ż t

t0

eApt´sqBūpsq ds (10.19)

In other words, the pair px̄, ūq satisfies the differential constraints (10.8).
Moreover, since Lxxnkptq ďMx for t P I8 it follows that also Lxx̄ptq ďMx for each

t P I8. As for ū we are forced to proceed slightly differently to establish that Luūptq for
a.e. t P I8. We only have that unk converges weakly to ū in L2pI8q. But by the Banach-
Saks Theorem there exists a subsequence of punkq whose Cesàro means converge to ū in
the norm topology of L2pI8q. Since each of the functions unk satisfy Luunkptq ď Mu

for a.e. t P I8 it is clear that also Luūptq ď Mu for a.e. t P I8. Altogether we have
established that ū P C.
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To establish (10.17) recall that

ż 8

t0

ūptqTR ūptq dt ď lim inf
kÑ8

ż 8

t0

unkptq
TRunkptq dt (10.20)

Since we have established that the corresponding sequence pxnkq of solutions to (10.8)
converges to x̄ uniformly on compact subsets of I8 we may invoke Fatou’s Lemma to
conclude that

ż 8

t0

x̄ptqTQ x̄ptq dt ď lim inf
kÑ8

ż 8

t0

xnkptq
TQxnkptq dt (10.21)

For arbitrary real-valued sequences panq and pbnq it holds that

lim inf
nÑ8

an ` lim inf
nÑ8

bn ď lim inf
nÑ8

pan ` bnq (10.22)

so

J8pūq ď lim inf
kÑ8

ż 8

t0

xnkptq
TQxnkptq ` unkptq

TRunkptq dt (10.23)

Hence
J8pūq ď inf tJ8puq |u P Cu (10.24)

which in turn proves (10.17).

Remark 19. The proof has established the existence of a minimizer ū which satisfies
the constraints (10.13) almost everywhere w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. We may therefore
pick a representative of the L2 equivalence class in question which satisfies the constraints
pointwise everywhere. Such a modification will produce no change to the resulting solution
for the state vector x̄. Hence, this change will respect the bounds imposed on the state
and the value of the cost function J8 will not be changed either.

10.2.3.2 On uniqueness of minimizers subject to constraints

The goal of this subsection is to show the essential uniqueness of the minimizer whose
existence was proved in subsection 10.2.3.1. We shall prove that the minimizer is uniquely
determined as an equivalence class of square integrable functions, i.e. as an element of
L2pI8q. To that end we need the following

Lemma 10.2.2. C is a convex subset of L2pI8q.

Proof. Assume that u0 and u1 both belong to C and that x0 and x1 are the corresponding
solutions of (10.8). Then for any λ P r0; 1s, we form the pair of convex combinations

uλ “ p1´ λqu0 ` λu1 (10.25)

and
xλ “ p1´ λqx0 ` λx1 (10.26)

It is clear that for each λ P r0; 1s the pair puλ, xλq satisfies (10.8) with uλ in place of u
and xλ in place of x. It is likewise clear that puλ, xλq must satisfy the constraints (10.13)
for λ P r0; 1s if pu0, x0q and pu1, x1q do. This proves the convexity of C.

Now we can prove
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Theorem 10.2.3. Assume that u0, u1 P C satisfy

J8pu0q “ inf tJ8puq |u P Cu “ J8pu1q (10.27)

Then u0 and u1 must coincide as elements of L2pI8q.

Proof. Assume that u0, u1 P C and that u0 ‰ u1 as elements of L2pI8q. Since C is
convex, also uλ as defined in the previous proof belongs to C for every λ P r0; 1s. Let ū
denote uλ for λ “ 1

2 and similarly for x̄. Since Q ě 0 we clearly have

ż 8

t0

x̄ptqTQ x̄ptq dt ď
1

2

ż 8

t0

x0ptqTQx0ptq `
1

2

ż 8

t0

x1ptqTQx1ptq (10.28)

Using that R is positive definite we may write

ż 8

t0

ūptqTR ūptq dt “

ż 8

t0

}R1{2ūptq}22 dt (10.29)

However, since

}R1{2ūptq}22 “
1

2

´

}R1{2u0ptq}22 ` }R
1{2u1ptq}22

¯

´
1

4
}R1{2u0ptq ´R1{2u1ptq}22

the assumption that u0 ‰ u1 in L2pI8q would lead to the contradiction

J8pūq ă inf tJ8puq |u P Cu (10.30)

10.2.3.3 The stabilizing property of the constrained minimizer

Let x and u be a pair of functions on rt0;8r which are absolutely continuous and Lebesgue
measurable respectively and satisfy the linear ODE

9xptq “ Axptq `Buptq

xpt0q “ x0

(10.31)

We assume that up¨q and xp¨q respect the constraints (10.13), i.e. that

Luuptq ďMu and Lxxptq ďMx (10.32)

for any t ě t0, with the elements of Mu and Mx strictly positive. Moreover, we assume
that the integral

J8puq “
ż `8

t0

xptqTQxptq ` uptqTRuptq dt ă 8 (10.33)

is finite.
We now proceed to show how some results of Sznaier and Damborg [116] and Scokaert

and Rawlings [107] carry over from discrete time to the continuous-time setting.
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From the finiteness of the integral we conclude that there exists an increasing se-
quence ptnq tending to infinity such that

Q1{2xptnq Ñ 0 as nÑ `8 (10.34)

If the pair pQ1{2, Aq is assumed to be detectable, it follows that also

xptnq Ñ 0 as nÑ8 (10.35)

We make now the additional assumption that pA,Bq is stabilizable. That coupled
with the detectability of pQ1{2, Aq and the assumptions Q ě 0, R ą 0 implies that the
ARE (10.11) has a unique positive semi-definite solution P . Moreover, A ´ BK is a
stable matrix for K defined as in (10.10).

From this we infer the existence of a δ ą 0 such that a solution ξ of

9ξpsq “ pA´BKqξpsq ξptq “ ξt (10.36)

will satisfy for all s ě t
ξpsq P Brx Kξpsq P Bru (10.37)

as long as ξptq P Bδ.
As we know from (10.35), we obtain that xptnq P Bδ by picking n sufficiently large.

From a certain point onward in time, the optimal constrained LQ controller, uco, must
therefore coincide with the optimal unconstrained LQ controller. This follows from the
uniqueness of the constrained controller established in Theorem 10.2.3. It is therefore
clear that the set M of real numbers t for which

L1ts ě t |ucopsq ‰ ´Kucopsqu “ 0 (10.38)

is non-empty, where L1 denotes Lebesgue measure on R. In fact, the set M is clearly
an interval either of the form rt0 ` τ ;8r or st0 ` τ ;8r for some τ . Since the union of a
countable family of Lebesgue null-sets is itself a Lebesgue null-set we conclude that M
is in fact of the form rt0 ` τ ;8r for some τ . This τ “ τpx0q is a function of the inital
state x0.

This allows us to conclude that there exists a τpx0q ě 0 such that the problem of
minimizing (10.9) subject to (10.8) and (10.13) for all t ě t0 is equivalent to the problem
of minimizing the functional

xpt0 ` τq
TP xpt0 ` τq `

ż t0`τ

t0

xptqTQxptq ` uptqTRuptq dt (10.39)

subject to (10.8) and (10.13) for all t0 ď t ď t0 ` τ . Here P denotes the unique
positive semi-definite solution to (10.11). The uniqueness is guaranteed by pA,Bq being
stabilizable and pQ1{2, Aq detectable.

The solution we have found is of state feedback type, but in a more subtle sense
than the simple controller derived in subsection 10.2.2. At the given time t0, the optimal
input function u0 over the infinite horizon I8 “ rt0;8r depends only on the initial state
x0. And u0 is unique as an element of L2prt0;8rq. Suppose that at some later point in
time t1 we were to calculate the optimal input u1 at the state

x1 “ eAt1x0 `

ż t1

t0

eApt1´sqBu0psq ds (10.40)
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That is, at the state arrived at after starting at xpt0q “ x0 and feeding to the input the
restriction u0

rt0;t1r
of u0 to rt0; t1r. Then we would find that u1 “ u0

rt1;8r as elements of

L2prt1;8rq thanks to uniqueness guaranteed by Theorem 10.2.3. However, due to the
presence of state and/or input constraints there would be no guarantee that we would
obtain a linear state feedback controller as in the unconstrained case.

The ODE (10.31) is understood in the sense of Carathéodory. The state x thus
follows an (absolutely) continuous trajectory converging to 0 when as input u is fed the
optimal control, i.e. the unique element of L2 resulting by solving the OCP.

In order to summarize the results obtained above in a theorem it is convenient to
introduce the notion of Value function.

Definition 10.2.1 (Value function). Consider a plant with dynamics (10.31) subject
to input and state constraints (10.32). For given symmetric matrices Q ě 0, R ą 0
introduce (10.33) the cost functional J8 for px, uq subject to (10.31).

Recall the definition of C given in Theorem 10.2.1. If there exists some u P C such
that J8puq ă 8 then we define the so-called (optimal) Value function of the initial
condition x0.

Jopx0q “ mintJ8puq |u P Cu (10.41)

Theorem 10.2.1 ensures that the minimum indeed exists.

If no such feasible u P C exists, we shall set Jopx0q “ 8.

The intuition behind the so-called (optimal) Value function is that it should represent
the remaining cost-to-go until equilibrium has been reached. We may now state

Theorem 10.2.4 (Stabilizing feedback). Consider a plant with dynamics (10.31)
subject to input and state constraints (10.32) whose right hand sides are strictly positve.
Assume that pA,Bq is stabilizable and pQ1{2, Aq is detectable. Assume moreover that
for Jopx0q ă 8. Then the unique element u P C for which Jopx0q “ J8puq provides
stabilizing feedback to the plant (10.31).

Remark 20. A couple of comments on the contents of Theorem 10.2.4 are required.
First, the optimal control law in question is the solution of an infinite-dimensional opti-
mization problem and hence not computable in practice. Moreover, the stability applies
only to the nominal case. That is, when we assume no model mismatch or measurement
noise.

10.2.3.4 A historical note

Control of systems subject to input and/or state constraints was studied early in the
development of Optimal Control Theory. The monograph [76] of Lee and Markus sums
up the state of the art following the initial burst of activity in the 1950s and 60s.

In the 1980s the field received further impetus from the Control Engineering commu-
nity. The focus was now more on the feasibility of actual implementations of constrained
controllers. Of notable contributions we mention among others [42], [41], [116]. The
1990s saw a flurry of activity not least aimed at the CLQ problem in discrete-time. The
reader is referred to [93], [15] and [107] and the references therein.
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10.3 Penalizing input rate of change

In applications of Model Predictive Control, it is not uncommon that the slew rate of
some manipulated variable is confined to stay within certain bounds. One such example
could be a finite slew rate of valves at a chemical plant. This phenomenon manifests
itself in constraints on the rate of change for the model input in question. And these will
be hard constraints. Frequently, the input rate of change also plays a role in ensuring
that the trajectory of a controlled variable evolves sufficiently smoothly. This is achieved
by including in the OCP objective some term penalizing progressively the rate of change.
For computational convenience such a term is typically chosen to be quadratic.

10.3.1 On the form of an OCP penalizing input rate
of change

For control of a system in discrete time, such a penalty term would therefore take the
form

N´1
ÿ

n“0

}un ´ un´1}
2
R̄ (10.42)

where R̄ denotes some positive definite symmetric matrix of appropriate type. The
term u´1 refers to the input applied at the previous time instance and }u}R̄ denotes the
weighted norm uT R̄u. The penalty form (10.42) is used in standard works on MPC such
as [92] by Rawlings and Mayne and Maciejowski’s book [79].

One might reasonably inquire what - if anything - would be the natural analogue of
this penalty term in continuous time. The fact that the input up¨q in that case would be
a function defined on an interval I Ď R raises a few questions. To the extent that the
derivative is defined, a good penalty candidate would be an expression of the form

ż tf

t0

9uptq1R 9uptq dt (10.43)

for some suitable symmetric positive definite matrix R. However, although (10.43) pro-
vides a candidate for the functional expression of the penalty term, it remains to clarify
what constitutes its natural domain of definition in a control engineering context. That
is, which input functions u should be considered feasible. This issue will be dealt with in
subsection 10.3.3 once the necessary notation has been introduced in subsection 10.3.2.

Hard constraints on input rate of change would translate to requirements of the form

L 9u 9uptq ďM 9u for t P rt0; tf s (10.44)

except perhaps on some set of Lebesgue measure 0.
We therefore propose to study minimization of the functional

J8puq “
ż `8

t0

xptqTQxptq ` 9uptqTR 9uptq dt (10.45)

subject to the dynamics

9xptq “ Axptq `Buptq

xpt0q “ x0

(10.46)
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and constraints

Luuptq ďMu (10.47a)

Lxxptq ďMx (10.47b)

L 9u 9uptq ďM 9u (10.47c)

suitably interpreted. Again Q and R are assumed to be symmetric PSD and PD respec-
tively. We assume that all entries of Mu, M 9u and Mx are strictly positive.

10.3.2 Notation

This subsection briefly recaps notational conventions pertaining to some useful function
spaces.

Let I denote an open interval of R and L1 Lebesgue measure on I. For p ą 0 and
the interval I Ď R we understand by LppIq the space of Lebesgue measurable functions
u : I Ñ R for which

ş

I
|upsq|p ds ă `8. We employ the usual notation H1pIq for the

Sobolev Space of functions u P L2pIq whose distributional derivative is representable by
an element 9u P L2pIq.

The concept of function of bounded variation that we have used so far in this thesis
is one rooted in classical analysis. As it is defined it does not fit well into the paradigm of
equivalence classes of functions which are equal almost everywhere w.r.t. L1. In fact, one
could easily modify a function of bounded variation at the points of a set of L1-measure
0 in such a way that the resulting function would no longer be of bounded variation. A
satisfactory substitute for the classical concept is obtained by considering the equivalence
class of functions u P L1psa; brq for which the essential supremum is finite. That is, for
which

essV ba puq “ sup

#

m
ÿ

i“1

|upti`1q ´ uptiq|

+

ă 8 (10.48)

where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions a ă t1 ă t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tm`1 ă b such
that each ti is a point of approximate continuity 2 of u. For an element u P L1psa; brq
to have essV ba puq ă 8 it turns out to be necessary and sufficient that its distributional
derivative Du be representable by a measure of finite total variation, }Du}psa; brq ă 8.
And in fact

}Du}psa; brq “ essV ba puq (10.49)

where in general for a signed (or complex) Borel measure µ on sa; br its total variation
}µ} is defined as the quantity

}µ} “ sup

#

ż b

a

φdµ |φ P Ccpsa; brq and }φ}8 ď 1

+

(10.50)

with
}φ}8 “ sup t|φpsq| | s Psa; bru (10.51)

It is no coincidence that we use the notation }µ} associated with norms on vector spaces.
The link between the two fields is provided by the Riesz Represenation Theorem [? ].

2See e.g. Section 1.7 of [29]. For a Lebesgue measurable function u it holds that a.e.
point w.r.t. L1 will be a point of approximate continuity.
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Let I denote an open interval of R. We denote by BV pIq the space of elements of
L1pIq whose distributional derivative is representable by a measure of finite variation on
I. The books [29] and [1] are good references on Sobolev and BV-spaces. The latter in
particular on the more advanced aspects of the theory of BV-spaces. We shall also have
occasion to use localized versions of the spaces mentioned. By H1

locpIq we shall denote
the denote the functions whose restriction to any compact subinterval of J Ă I belongs
to H1pJq and likewise for BVlocpIq.

Finally we reserve for 0 ă α ď 1 the notation C0,αpIq for the space of continuous
functions that satisfy the Hölder property |upsq ´ uptq| ď C|s ´ t|α for some constant
C ą 0.

10.3.3 Choice of setting for the study of the control
problem

The purpose of this subsection is to argue from a control perspective what constitutes the
most appropriate setting for the minimization of (10.45) subject to (10.46) and (10.47).

A broad class of functions for which a derivative is defined pointwise a.e. is that
which we have agreed to denote BVloc. It turns out [1] that the derivative measure Du
may (locally) be decomposed into a sum of the form

Du “ pDuqac ` pDuqs “ 9u dL1 ` Ju` Cu (10.52)

By pDuqac we denote the part of Du which is absolutely continuous w.r.t. L1 and 9u
denotes the corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative. It follows that u is differentiable
pointwise a.e. with derivative given by 9u.

The part of Du which is singular w.r.t. L1 may be decomposed into a sum

pDuqs “ Ju` Cu (10.53)

of two measures. The jump part, Ju, is concentrated on the set Su of approximate
discontinuities of u. The remaining so-called Cantor part Cu is a measure supported on
a set of fractal (Hausdorff) dimension between 0 and 1.

While ensuring existence of a pointwise derivative the class BVloc turns out to be
too wide. For the penalty under consideration

ż tf

t0

9uptq
1
R 9uptq dt (10.54)

the inclusion of pure jump functions and functions of Cantor type gives rise to undesirable
behaviour. We shall give two examples of this.

10.3.3.1 Why Cantor-type input must be discarded

One type of pathological behaviour that we wish to exclude is exemplified by the situation
which would arise if say the Cantor Function were chosen as input u to the system. The
Cantor Function uCa is a non-decreasing continuous function defined on r0; 1s which
is differentiable a.e. in the sense of Lebesgue with 9uCa ” 0 while uCap0q “ 0 and
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uCap1q “ 1. In violation of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus one would therefore
have that

0 “

ż 1

0

9uCapsq ds ă uCap1q ´ uCap0q “ 1 (10.55)

while the penalty on 9u contributes 0 to the cost function (10.54). By piecing together
suitably scaled versions of the classical Cantor function it is clear that we may approxi-
mate any continuous function on a compact interval ra; bs arbitrarily well in the uniform
norm by functions whose derivatives exist but vanish a.e. w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. Any
u P H1 is continuous. By including functions of Cantor-type we would therefore be able
to get ’something for nothing’, a scenario which we would like to rule out.

10.3.3.2 Why pure jump input must be discarded

Similarly, the pure jump functions have to be ruled out. Consider a function u P H1 Ă

BV . This may be approximated in L2 by a sequence of pure jump functions puj,nqnPN
each satisfying 9uj,n “ 0 a.e. in the sense of Lebesgue. Each u P H1 could thus be approx-
imated arbitrarily well in L2 by a sequence of functions each of which goes unpenalized
by (10.54).

10.3.3.3 The implications of using locally Sobolev input

Having been forced to dispense with functions of both Cantor and pure jump type we
are left with functions which are absolutely continuous w.r.t. L1. Moreover, since R is
positive definite, the domain must be contained in the set

tu P H1
loc pI8q | 9u P L2 pI8qu (10.56)

of locally Sobolev functions over the interval I8 “ rt0;`8r. The elements of (10.56)
are functions in L2

locpI8q with distributional derivatives that are themselves functions in
L2pI8q. Such functions satisfy the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.

We are now in a position to describe in which sense we require the constraints (10.47)
to be satisfied.

For an arbitrary element u P H1
locpI8q it only makes sense to require L 9u 9uptq ď M 9u

for L1 a.e. t P I8. Sobolev’s Lemma, however, ensures that H1
locpI8q Ă C0,αpI8q

for α “ 1
2 so it makes sense to require a pointwise satisfaction of Luuptq ď Mu for

any t P I8. For u P H1
locpI8q it follows that a solution x to the differential equation

9xptq “ Axptq ` Buptq will belong to H2
locpI8q and therefore also have a continuous

representative. We reformulate the conditions as

Luuptq ďMu for any t P I8 (10.57a)

L 9u 9uptq ďM 9u for a.e. t P I8 (10.57b)

Lxxptq ďMx for any t P I8 (10.57c)

Due to the inherent absolute continuity of the candidate functions in (10.56) we shall
assume the value upt0q “ u0 to be given. We therefore introduce the notation

U8 “ tu P H
1
loc pI8q | 9u P L2 pI8q and upt0q “ u0u (10.58)
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The governing dynamics may be summarized as

9xptq “ Axptq `Buptq

xpt0q “ x0

(10.59)

10.3.4 Analysis of the optimization problem

Having narrowed down the class of input functions we are prepared to allow, it is now
possible to state precisely the optimization problem we are faced with. The problem,
P8, is that of minimizing the functional J8 over the subset of U8 for which (10.57) are
satisfied subject to the dynamics (10.59). In other words, setting

C8 “ tu P U8 | (10.57) hold s.t. (10.59) u (10.60)

one may formulate the problem as

P8 : min
uPC8

J8puq (10.61)

10.3.4.1 A convenient reformulation

The treatment of problem P8 in (10.61) proceeds by way of a reformulation to which
we first turn. What we perform is in fact state augmentation.

By restricting attention to the space U8 we have ensured that our candidate functions
satisfy the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

uptq “ upt0q `

ż t

t0

9upsq ds (10.62)

Since upt0q “ u0 for every element u P U8 it means that each u is determined entirely
by its (Radon-Nikodym) derivative 9u P L2.

Introduce now the augmented state variable x̃ by setting

x̃ptq “

„

xptq
uptq



and x̃0 “

„

x0

u0



(10.63)

By incorporating the requirement upt0q “ u0 the dynamics (10.59) for v P L2pI8q may
therefore be cast in the form

9̃xptq “ Ãx̃ptq ` B̃vptq

x̃pt0q “ x̃0

(10.64)

where

Ã “

„

A B
0 0



B̃ “

„

0
I



(10.65)

and I denotes the identity matrix of the required dimension.
It is convenient to introduce the bijective affine operator

Λ : L2pI8q Ñ U8 (10.66)
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given by

uptq “ pΛvqptq “ u0 `

ż t

t0

vpsq ds (10.67)

We form the composition J̃8 “ J8 ˝ Λ, which amounts to parametrizing the inputs u
to J8 in terms of their derivatives v “ 9u. We obtain for J̃8 the following expression

J̃8pvq “
ż `8

t0

x̃ptq1Q̃ x̃ptq dt`

ż `8

t0

vptq1R̃ vptq dt (10.68)

with

Q̃ “

„

Q 0
0 0



and R̃ “ R (10.69)

It is clear that Q̃ and R̃ are symmetric and that Q̃ ě 0 while R̃ ą 0.

We assume that C8 is non-empty. That is, there exists some u P U8 such that the
pair px, uq satisfying (10.59) respects the constraints (10.57). Then also the original set

C̃8 “ Λ´1pC8q Ď L2pU8q (10.70)

is non-empty. More specifically it is clear that C̃8 consists of those v P L2pI8q for which

Lvvptq ďMv for a.e. t P I8

Lx̃x̃ptq ďMx̃ for t P I8
(10.71)

where

Lx̃ “

„

Lx 0
0 Lu



Mx̃ “

„

Mx

Mu



Lv “ L 9u Mv “M 9u

(10.72)

and the evolution of x̃ is governed by (10.64),(10.65).

It is clear that C̃8 Ď L2pI8q is a convex set. This follows directly from Lemma
10.2.2. Convexity is therefore also a property enjoyed by C8, the image of C̃8 under the
affine map Λ.

The optimization problem (10.61) is equivalent to the problem

P̃8 : min
vPC̃8

J̃8pvq (10.73)

since C̃8 “ Λ´1pC8q and J̃8 “ J8 ˝ Λ´1 for the bijective map Λ.

Consider now a pair pu, vq where u P U8 and v “ Λ´1u P L2pI8q. Obvious conse-
quences of the reformulation are that

• u is feasible for P8 ðñ v is feasible for P̃8.

• J8puq ă 8 ðñ J̃8pvq ă 8.

• u is a minimizer of J8 on C8 ðñ v is a minimizer of J̃8 on C̃8.
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10.3.4.2 Existence and uniqueness of solutions

Having spent some effort establishing the equivalence of P8 and P̃8 we now reap the
rewards in the form of theorems on existence and uniqueness of solutions to P8. This
is so since P̃8 is actually a problem of the form already treated in subsections 10.2.3.1
and 10.2.3.2. We may thus record the following

Theorem 10.3.1 (Existence and Uniqueness).
Assume that C8 as given in (10.60) is non-empty. Assume moreover that there exists an
element u P C8 such that J8puq ă 8 with J8 as given in (10.45). Then there exists a
solution ū to the problem

P8 : min
uPC8

J8puq (10.74)

Moreover, the solution ū P C is unique as an element of H1
locpI8q and we may consider

its continuous representative.

10.3.5 On the stabilizing properties of the OCP
solution

This subsection treats the stabilizing properties of the OCP solution when used in a
feedback set-up. For the treatment we require certain stabilizability and detectability
properties of the augmented model and its associated OCP. Once these properties have
been established in subsecton 10.3.5.1 the analysis can proceed in subsection 10.3.5.2.

10.3.5.1 Two lemmas on stabilizability and detectability

This subsection presents two useful lemmas pertaining to the stabilizability and de-
tectability of the augmented model and OCP. Both will be proved by means of a rank
test. For more on this the reader is referred to [62, Appendix C].

Lemma 10.3.2. Assume that pA,Bq is stabilizable. Let Ã and B̃ be defined as in (10.65).
Then it follows that pÃ, B̃q is stabilizable.

Proof. To prove that pÃ, B̃q is stabilizable it suffices to show that

“

Ã´ λI B̃
‰

“

„

A´ λI B 0
0 ´λI I



(10.75)

has full row rank for any eigenvalue λ of Ã with Reλ ě 0. It is clear that we need
only consider those λ for which pA ´ λIq is singular. But in this case the assumed
stabilizability of pA,Bq implies that (10.75) has full row rank.

While stabilizability of pÃ, B̃q follows directly from that of pA,Bq, the corresponding
result does not hold for detectability of pQ̃1{2, Ãq. The following lemma shows how
detectability of pQ̃1{2, Ãq results from the additional assumption that a certain matrix
have full column rank.
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Lemma 10.3.3. Assume that pQ1{2, Aq is detectable. Let the system matrices Ã, B̃ of
the augmented system and Q̃ of the associated OCP be defined as in (10.65) and (10.69)
respectively. Then it follows that pQ̃1{2, Ãq is detectable if and only if the following
condition is satisfied

The matrix

„

Q1{2 0
A B



has full column rank (10.76)

Proof. Consider the matrix

„

Q̃1{2

Ã´ λI



“

»

—

—

–

Q1{2 0
0 0

A´ λI B
0 ´λI

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(10.77)

for some eigenvalue λ of Ã satisfying Reλ ě 0.
If λ ‰ 0 is an eigenvalue of Ã it is clear that λ must also be an eigenvalue of A. But

then it is clear that (10.77) has full column rank thanks to the assumed detectability of
pQ1{2, Aq.

Now consider the case λ “ 0. The detectability of pQ1{2, Aq ensures that
„

Q1{2

A



(10.78)

has full column rank whether λ “ 0 is an eigenvalue of A or not. So it is now clear that
pQ̃1{2, Ãq is detectable if and only if

„

Q1{2 0
A B



has full column rank. (10.79)

Remark 21. In the case of a SISO system, the matrix B consists of a single column. To
avoid trivialities we assume B ‰ 0. In that case, since pQ1{2, Aq is detectable, the rank
condition (10.79) holds if and only if there exists no v such that Av “ B and Q1{2v “ 0.
Or equivalently that for every solution v of Av “ B one must have Q1{2v ‰ 0.

One might reasonably ask whether satisfaction of the rank condition (10.76) would
be ensured by imposing some other assumption in addition to detectability of pQ1{2, Aq.
One might inquire, for instance, whether it would be enough to require that pA,Bq be
stabilizable. The following example shows that stabilizability of pA,Bq is not in itself
enough to eliminate the need for the rank condition (10.76).

Example 10.3.1. Consider matrices

A “

„

2 1
0 2



B “

„

1
2



Q “

„

1 0
0 0



(10.80)

Then it is clear that pA,Bq is stabilizable and that pQ1{2, Aq is detectable. Nevertheless,
the matrix

„

Q1{2 0
A B



“

»

—

—

–

1 0 0
0 0 0
2 1 1
0 2 2

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(10.81)

does not have full column rank.
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On the back of the lemmas just proved we obtain the following result on existence
and uniqueness of positive definite solutions to the ARE resulting from the problem P̃8
associated with the augmented system (10.64),(10.65)

Corollary 10.3.4. Assume that pA,Bq is stabilizable and pQ1{2, Aq is detectable. As-
sume moreover that the column rank condition (10.79) holds. Consider the augmented
system (10.64) with system matrices given by (10.65) and the associated OCP functional
(10.68) where Q̃, R̃ are given by (10.69).

Then it follows that pÃ, B̃q is stabilizable and pQ̃1{2, Ãq detectable. Consequently,
under these conditions the continuous-time ARE

ÃT P̃ ` P̃ Ã´ P̃ B̃R̃´1B̃T P̃ ` Q̃ “ 0 (10.82)

has a unique symmetric positive semi-definite solution P̃ .

10.3.5.2 A result on stabilization

We consider again the set C8 introduced in (10.60) and assume that there exists an
element u P C8 such that J8puq ă 8. Then v “ Λ´1u P C̃8 satisfies J̃8pvq ă 8.
If in addition to pA,Bq being stabilizable and pQ1{2, Aq detectable we assume that the
rank condition (10.76) is satisfied, then also pÃ, B̃q becomes stabilizable and pQ̃1{2, Ãq
detectable. From the analysis of subsection 10.2.3.3 we conclude that the unique solu-
tion to the constrained optimization problem P̃8 provides stabilizing feedback to the
augmented system (10.64),(10.65). This in turn implies that the unique solution to P8
provides stabilizing feedback to the system (10.59). We record these findings in the
following

Theorem 10.3.5 (Stabilizing feedback). Assume that pA,Bq is stabilizable, pQ1{2, Aq
detectable and that the rank condition (10.76) holds. Assume moreover that there exists
an element u P C8 such that J8puq ă 8. Then the unique solution to the constrained
optimization problem

P8 : min
uPC8

J8puq (10.83)

provides stabilizing feedback to the system which has dynamics (10.59) and which is
subject to the constraints (10.57).

Remark 22. The same remarks apply to Theorem 10.3.5 as those listed in Remark 20
pertaining to Theorem 10.2.4.

10.3.5.3 The problem P8 in finite horizon form

We maintain the assumptions of Theorem 10.3.5 and show how, under those conditions,
we may find the minimizer of P8 by solving a finite-horizon OCP involving a certain cost-
to-go term. It is convenient to proceed via the problem P8. Under the stated assumption
the continuous-time ARE (10.82) has a unique symmetric and positive definite solution
matrix P̃ .

By referring to the analysis of subsection 10.2.3.3 we see that there exists some time

τ “ τpx̃0q “ τpx0, u0q ě 0 (10.84)
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such that the minimizer of P̃8 automatically satisfies the bounds (10.71) for t ě t0 ` τ .
The unique solution of the problem P̃8 may therefore be found by solving, for τ suitably
big, the problem of minimizing

J̃τ pvq “ x̃pt0 ` τq
T P̃ x̃pt0 ` τq `

ż t0`τ

t0

x̃ptqT Q̃ x̃ptq ` vptqT R̃ vptq dt (10.85)

on C̃τ subject to (10.64),(10.65). Here C̃τ denotes the set of elements of L2pIτ q that satisfy
the inequalities (10.71) with Iτ “ rt0; t0 ` τ s replacing I8. This is in turn equivalent to
the problem PT of minimizing

Jτ puq “
„

xpt0 ` τq
upt0 ` τq

T

P̃

„

xpt0 ` τq
upt0 ` τq



`

ż t0`τ

t0

xptqTQxptq ` 9uptqTR 9uptq dt (10.86)

over Cτ subject to (10.59). We let Cτ denote the functions in H1pIτ q satisfying (10.57)
with Iτ replacing I8.

10.4 Minimizing expected value of a

stochastic cost function

Up to now this chapter has dealt exclusively with deterministic system models and MPC
schemes for such models. The present section is dedicated to the study of stochastic
system models of the particular type introduced in Section 7.4. We shall study how one
can have the system track a given reference trajectory in an optimal way. This begs the
question in what sense we consider the tracking to be optimal. The answer depends on
the application at hand. The purpose of this section is not to provide a discussion of the
various possibilities when it comes to selecting an objective function. Nor does it aim
to provide a complete discussion of a control scheme which ensures absolute stability in
closed-loop. Following e.g. Åström we focus on the cost function arising by considering
the expected value of the LQ cost function and we limit ourselves to considering a finite
horizon. We show how the coefficients of a zero-order-hold (ZOH) discretization of the
continuous-time OCP may be calculated using well-known formulas due to Van Loan
[119]. The computational aspect will thus be the primary concern here.

10.4.1 SDE model

We consider a system with initial state xpt0q “ x0 which we model by a random variable.
The system is governed by the stochastic linear state space model in continuous time

dxptq “ Acxptq dt`Bcuptq dt`Gc dBtpωq (10.87a)

zptq “ Ccxptq (10.87b)

yptkq “ Ccxptkq ` vk (10.87c)

The superscript c emphasizes that the (constant) system matrices pertain to a continuous-
time description. The system is subject to ZOH-input employing equidistant sampling
with sampling time Ts. The measurements we shall model by means of the Continuous-
Discrete regime introduced in subsection 7.4.2.3. The measurement noise v is assumed to
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be Gaussian with zero mean. We shall not introduce separate notation for the covariance
of the noise term vk but merely assume that it is positive. All we shall need later is to
refer to the conditional expectation x̂k “ E rxk |Y0s with Y0 denoting recorded measure-
ments. The system matrices appearing in (10.87) may result from transfer functions as
desribed in Chapter 7.

10.4.2 Control objective

For positive definite Qy and a reference trajectory rptq we want to consider the Optimal
Control Problem (OCP) of minimizing the expected value of the cost function

Jpuq “
1

2

ż tN

t0

pzptq ´ rptqqTQypzptq ´ rptqq dt (10.88)

subject to the system dynamics described and information available about the initial
state. In addition to the assumption of ZOH at uniform sampling rate, we assume that
the reference trajectory r is constant within each sample period. That is

rptq “ rk for tk ă t ď tk`1 (10.89)

for k “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1.
Since the cost function J is a random variable there is no unique or canonical sense

in which a minimization of J should be understood. However, following [5] we choose
to minimize the mathematical expectation of (10.88). Due to the stochastic nature of
the problem assuming exact knowledge of the state vector x at any given time would
make no sense. It is therefore important to state explicitly the information available for
estimating the state vector and finding the resulting optimal input u. We assume that
all measurements typt´M q..., ypt´1q, ypt0qu available up to and including that made at
t “ t0 are used. We denote this data by the column vector Y0. The criterion to be
optimized is thus the conditional expectation ErJpuq|Y0s.

10.4.3 Expanding the cost functional

Since (10.87) is a linear vector SDE we have an explicit formula available for its solution.
In the interval tk ă t ď tk`1 we obtain using the ZOH-condition

uptq “ uk for tk ă t ď tk`1 (10.90)

xptq “ eA
c
pt´tkq

ˆ

xptkq `

„
ż t

tk

eA
c
ptk´sqBc ds



uk `

ż t

tk

eA
c
ptk´sqGc dBspωq

˙

(10.91)

Reparametrizing, setting τ “ t´ tk in stk; tk`1s it follows that

xptq “ eA
cτxptkq `

„
ż τ

0

eA
c
pτ´sqBc ds



uk `

ż τ

0

eA
c
pτ´sqGc dBspωq (10.92)

and upon substitution

xptq “ eA
cτxptkq `

„
ż τ

0

eA
cσBc dσ



uk `

ż τ

0

eA
c
pτ´σqGc dBσpωq (10.93)
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We now rely on knowledge of the structure of the exponential of a block matrix to
introduce the following notation

„

Āpτq B̄pτq
0 I



” exp

ˆ„

Ac Bc

0 0



τ

˙

(10.94)

As for the dimension of the identity matrix I it is equal to that of the input vector. Since
we consider SISO systems it is therefore equal to 1.

Using this notation we may write for tk ă t ď tk`1

„

xptq
uptq



“

„

xptk ` τq
uptk ` τq



“

„

Āpτq B̄pτq
0 I

 „

xk
uk



`

„

wpτq
0



(10.95)

where twpτq | 0 ď τ ď Tsu is a zero-mean Gaussian random process with covariance
matrix

Qτ ” ErwpτqwpτqT s “

ż τ

0

eA
cσGcpGcq1epA

c
q
1σ dσ (10.96)

The integral expression for the covariance matrix results from applying the Itô isometry
to the Wiener integral

ż τ

0

eA
c
pτ´σqGc dBσpωq (10.97)

followed by a simple substitution.
For the functional Jpuq we write

Jpuq “
1

2

ż tN

t0

pzptq ´ rptqqTQypzptq ´ rptqq dt ” φ0 ` φ1 ` φ2 (10.98)

where

φ0 “
1

2

ż tN

t0

rptqTQyrptq dt (10.99a)

φ1 “

ż tN

t0

r´Qyrptqs
T zptq dt (10.99b)

φ2 “
1

2

ż tN

t0

zptqTQyzptq dt (10.99c)

In the following subsections we treat the three terms φ0, φ1 and φ2 one at a time
starting with φ2.

10.4.3.1 Calculation of Etφ2|Y0u

We expand φ2 as a sum over the N sample intervals

φ2 “
1

2

N´1
ÿ

k“0

ż tk`1

tk

zptqTQyzptq dt

“
1

2

N´1
ÿ

k“0

ż tk`1

tk

„

xptq
uptq

T „

pCcqTQyC
c 0

0 0

 „

xptq
uptq



dt

“
1

2

N´1
ÿ

k“0

ż Ts

0

„

xptk ` τq
uptk ` τq

T „

pCcqTQyC
c 0

0 0

 „

xptk ` τq
uptk ` τq



dτ

(10.100)
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The integrand of the last of the integrals in (10.100) we shall have occasion to refer to
again, so for τ P s0;Tss we set

I2,kpτq “

„

xptk ` τq
uptk ` τq

T „

pCcqTQyC
c 0

0 0

 „

xptk ` τq
uptk ` τq



(10.101)

From (10.95) it is clear that it will also be convenient to introduce separate notation for
the following matrix product

Spτq “

„

Āpτq B̄pτq
0 I

T „

pCcq1QyC
c 0

0 0

 „

Āpτq B̄pτq
0 I



(10.102)

Since wpτq is independent of xk and in addition E rwpτq|Y0s “ 0 it is clear that

E rI2,kpτq |Y0s “ E

«

„

xk
uk

T

Spτq

„

xk
uk



` wpτqT pCcqTQyC
cwpτq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Y0

ff

(10.103)

for τ Ps0;Tss.
We note that wpτqT pCcqTQyC

cwpτq is a scalar and that the trace operator Tr sat-
isfies TrpABCq “ TrpBCAq for arbitrary matrices A,B,C for which the products are
defined. Hence, we may rewrite (10.103) as

E rI2,kpτq |Y0s “ E

«

„

xk
uk

T

Spτq

„

xk
uk


ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Y0

ff

` TrppCcqTQyC
cQτ q (10.104)

with Qτ given by (10.96). This in turn implies that

E rφ2|Y0s “
1

2

˜

N TrppCcqTQyC
c ¯̄Qq `

N´1
ÿ

k“0

E

«

„

xk
uk

T „

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄

 „

xk
uk


ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Y0

ff¸

(10.105)
where

¯̄Q “

ż Ts

0

Qτ dτ (10.106a)

„

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄



“

ż Ts

0

Spτq dτ (10.106b)

The matrix-valued function Spτq is given by (10.102) and the matrix blocks appearing
in (10.106b) are of the same size as those of Spτq. This means that Q̄ is of the same type
as Ā and Ac while R̄ is a square matrix whose number of rows equals the dimension of
the input vector. Since we consider SISO systems the matrix R̄ will be a scalar.

10.4.3.2 Calculation of Etφ1|Y0u

We now turn to φ1

φ1 “

ż tN

t0

r´Qyrs
T zptq dt “

ż tN

t0

r´Qyrs
T
“

Cc 0
‰

„

xptq
uptq



dt (10.107)
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Using (10.95) and the fact that Etwptqu “ 0 it follows that

Etφ1|Y0u “

N´1
ÿ

k“0

r´Qyrks
T
“

Cc 0
‰

˜

ż Ts

0

„

Āpτq B̄pτq
0 I



dτ

¸

„

x̂k
uk



(10.108)

By employing the notation

Φ1 “

ż Ts

0

„

Āpτq B̄pτq
0 I



dτ (10.109a)

Γ “ ´
`“

Cc 0
‰

Φ1

˘T
Qy (10.109b)

and a suitable partitioning of Γrk

Etφ1|Y0u “

N´1
ÿ

k“0

pΓrkq
T

„

x̂k
uk



”

N´1
ÿ

k“0

„

q̄k
s̄k

T „

x̂k
uk



(10.110)

10.4.3.3 Calculation of Etφ0|Y0u

The term φ0 depends only on the reference trajectory r and the weighting matrix Qy, so
Etφ0|Y0u “ φ0. Recalling the definition (10.89) of r we obtain

φ0 “
1

2

ż tN

t0

rptqTQyrptq dt “
Ts
2

N´1
ÿ

k“0

prkq
TQyrk (10.111)

10.4.4 Calculating expectations

In the further derivations the following lemma proves useful. It is essentially a variant of
Lemma 3.3 in section 8.3. of [5] and the proof given below is patterned on the one given
there. To that end we first recall some conventions and notation.

10.4.4.1 Notation

In the lemma we let S P Rnˆn denote a symmetric pn ˆ nq-matrix and set xk “ xptkq.
The signal model implies that

„

xk
Y0



(10.112)

is a vector of jointly Gaussian random variables. The conditional distribution of xk given
Y0 is therefore also Gaussian. We let

x̂k “ Erxk|Y0s (10.113a)

Pk “ Erpxk ´ x̂kqpxk ´ x̂kq
T s (10.113b)

denote the conditional expectation and covariance matrix respectively. The notation
(10.113b) reflects that the covariance matrix does not depend on the observations. They
may be computed just based on the model as shown in Chapter 9.
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10.4.4.2 A lemma

Lemma 10.4.1. The conditional expectation of xTk Sxk given Y0 is given by the expres-
sion

E
 

xTk Sxk |Y0

(

“ x̂Tk Sx̂k ` TrSPk (10.114)

where Tr denotes the trace operator defined on square matrices.

Proof. By a simple expansion it follows that

xTk Sxk “ pxk ´ x̂kq
TSpxk ´ x̂kq ` x̂

T
k Sxk ` x

T
k Sx̂k ´ x̂

T
k Sx̂k (10.115)

Since pxk ´ x̂kq is independent of Y0 and x̂k “ Erxk|Y0s it follows that

E
 

xTk Sxk|Y0

(

“ x̂Tk Sx̂k ` Erpxk ´ x̂kq
TSpxk ´ x̂kqs (10.116)

Since the quantity pxk ´ x̂kq
TSpxk ´ x̂kq is scalar, obviously

Erpxk ´ x̂kq
TSpxk ´ x̂kq|Y0s “ ErTrpxk ´ x̂kq

TSpxk ´ x̂kq|Y0s (10.117)

It now follows from a simple trick involving the trace operator that

Erpxk ´ x̂kq
TSpxk ´ x̂kq|Y0s “ TrSErpxk ´ x̂kqpxk ´ x̂kq

T |Y0s “ TrSPk (10.118)

10.4.4.3 An application of the lemma

As a direct consequence of Lemma 10.4.1 it now follows that the expression

E

«

„

xk
uk

T „

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄

 „

xk
uk


ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Y0

ff

(10.119)

is equal to
„

x̂k
uk

T „

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄

 „

x̂k
uk



` Tr

ˆ„

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄

 „

Pk 0
0 0

˙

(10.120)

This in turn is seen to equal

„

x̂k
uk

T „

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄

 „

x̂k
uk



` TrpQ̄Pkq (10.121)

10.4.5 Summary of results

This subsection will collect the results derived above for the OCP of minimizing the
quantity E rJ |Y0s by choosing optimal ZOH input. Subsequently we extend the results
to cover also the (more interesting) case where one also penalizes the input rate of
change. We shall present the transcription of the problem in a form that lends itself to
efficient numerical implementation. Chapter 12 develops the details of one such efficient
numerical implementation of the problem considered.
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10.4.5.1 No explicit input penalty

Summing up we thus conclude that the task of minimizing EtJ |Y0u subject to the ZOH-
condition and the dynamics given by (10.87) is equivalent to minimizing the functional

Φ “
N´1
ÿ

k“0

#

1

2

„

x̂k
uk

T „

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄

 „

x̂k
uk



`

„

q̄k
s̄k

T „

x̂k
uk



+

` Φ0 (10.122)

subject to the state estimate evolution given by the difference equation

x̂k`1 “ Āx̂k ` B̄uk, k “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1 (10.123)

with initial condition
x̂0 “ Etx0|Y0u (10.124)

The term Φ0 is independent of xk and u and comprises the contributions from φ0 and
Etφ2|Y0u:

Φ0 “ φ0 `
1

2

N´1
ÿ

k“0

!

Tr
`

Q̄Pk
˘

` Tr
´

pCcqTQyC
c ¯̄Q

¯)

(10.125)

The matrices occurring in this discrete-time LQ problem are related to the mean
value formulation of the continuous-time stochastic LQ problem by

Ā “ exp pAcTsq (10.126a)

B̄ “

ż Ts

0

exp pAcτq dτBc (10.126b)

„

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄



“

ż Ts

0

„

Āpτq B̄pτq
0 I

T „

pCcqTQyC
c 0

0 0

 „

Āpτq B̄pτq
0 I



dτ (10.126c)

Φ1 “

ż Ts

0

exp

ˆ„

Ac Bc

0 0

˙

dτ (10.126d)

Γ “ ´
`“

Cc 0
‰

Φ1

˘T
Qy (10.126e)

„

q̄k
s̄k



“ Γrk, k “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1 (10.126f)

Exploiting the results of Van Loan [119] the matrix parameters of (10.126a), (10.126b)
and (10.126c) may now be calculated using

„

Φ11 Φ12

0 Φ22



“ exp

¨

˚

˚

˝

»

—

—

–

´pAcqT 0 pCcqTQyC
c 0

´pBcqT 0 0 0
0 0 Ac Bc

0 0 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

˛

‹

‹

‚

(10.127a)

„

Ā B̄
0 I



“ Φ22 (10.127b)

„

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄



“ ΦT22Φ12 (10.127c)

As for (10.126d) this may be calculated once and for all to the specified degree of accuracy
by means of a suitable numerical integration routine. With that and (10.126e) in hand
it is now computationally feasible at each time instance to calculate q̄k and s̄k if they
need updating.
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10.4.5.2 Penalty on input rate of change

An OCP different from that of minimizing Φ subject to dynamics (10.123) and initial
state estimate x̂0 “ E rxpt0q |Y0s is that of minimizing

Φ`
N´1
ÿ

k“0

}uk ´ uk´1}
2
R (10.128)

subject to the same constraints as well as knowledge of the last applied input u´1.
Again we let R denote a positive definite symmetric matrix. In fact, R will really denote
a positive real number, since we consider SISO systems.

In order to bring this OCP into a form similar to that of subsection 10.4.5.1 it is
expedient to introduce the following augmented state variables

ξk “

„

xk
uk´1



k “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1 (10.129)

and the incremental quantities

vk “ uk ´ uk´1 k “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1 (10.130)

In terms of this set of variables the dynamics of the state estimates (10.123) attain the
following form

ξ̂k`1 “ Ãξ̂k ` B̃vk, k “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1 (10.131)

with initial condition

ξ̂0 “

„

x̂0

u´1



(10.132)

and system matrices (marked with tilde)

Ã “

„

Ā B̄
0 I



and B̃ “

„

B̄
I



(10.133)

As for the objective function it is clear that

„

x̂k
uk

T „

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄

 „

x̂k
uk



“

„

x̂k
uk´1 ` vk

T „

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄

 „

x̂k
uk´1 ` vk



(10.134)

If we introduce the following matrices (distinguished by tilde)

Q̃ “

„

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄



(10.135a)

M̃ “

„

M̄
R̄



(10.135b)

R̃ “ R̄`R (10.135c)

we obtain that

„

x̂k
uk

T „

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄

 „

x̂k
uk



` }uk ´ uk´1}
2
R “

„

ξ̂k
vk

T „

Q̃ M̃

M̃T R̃

 „

ξ̂k
vk



(10.136)
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This rewrites the quadratic terms of the original problem in terms of a quadratic form
in the new variables ξk and vk. The coefficients of the new quadratic form are given by
(10.135).

As for the linear term of (10.122) it follows directly that

„

q̄k
s̄k

T „

x̂k
uk



“

„

q̄k
s̄k

T „

x̂k
uk´1



`

„

q̄k
s̄k

T „

0
vk



“

„

q̃k
s̃k

T „

ξ̂k
vk



(10.137)

with the new (tilde) coefficients given by

q̃k “

„

q̄k
s̄k



(10.138a)

s̃k “ s̄k (10.138b)

The OCP of minimizing (10.128) subject to dynamics (10.123) is therefore equivalent
to that of minimizing

N´1
ÿ

k“0

˜

1

2

„

ξ̂k
vk

T „

Q̃ M̃

M̃T R̃

 „

ξ̂k
vk



`

„

q̃k
s̃k

T „

ξ̂k
vk



¸

` Φ0 (10.139)

subject to the dynamics (10.131) with initial condition (10.132). The parameters of
the objective function and the ξ-dynamics are given by (10.135), (10.138) and (10.133).
These parameters are themselves functions of the parameters of the transcription pro-
vided in Subsection 10.4.5.1.

If the minimization of (10.128) is also subject to affine equality and/or inequality
constraints on the xk, uk and uk ´ uk´1 then these constraints will be transformed into
similar constraints on ξk and vk. Each constraint on puk ´ uk´1q will be transformed
into a constraint on vk and each set of constraints on xk and uk will be merged into a
constraint on the augmented variable ξk.

10.4.5.3 The case where the SDE arises from a pair of transfer
functions

A computational simplification is possible in the case where the SDE arises from a couple
of transfer functions in continuous time. Let the triples pAcd, B

c
d, C

c
dq and pAcs, B

c
s, C

c
sq

of matrices correspond to minimal realizations in continuous time of the strictly proper
transfer functionsGpsq andHpsq respectively. HereGpsq corresponds to the deterministic
part and Hpsq to the stochastic part of a linear stochastic plant model

Zpsq “ GpsqUpsq `HpsqW psq (10.140)

The state variables in continuous time corresponding to the triples pAcd, B
c
d, C

c
dq and

pAcs, B
c
s, C

c
sq we denote xd and xs respectively. It follows that the system matrices of the

stochastic state model (10.87) are of the form

Ac “

„

Acd 0
0 Acs



Bc “

„

Bcd
0



Gc “

„

0
Bcs



Cc “
“

Ccd Ccs
‰
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where

x “

„

xd

xs



(10.141)

denotes the state variable of (10.87). In the absence of feedback this means that the
state equations decouple into two sets of state equations. One for xd which depends on
the input u and one for xs which does not. This observation is relevant for the open-loop
OCP encountered in MPC based on such models. In particular, for the discrete-time
dynamics of the sampled system, this means that the equations (10.123) governing the
evolution of the state estimate

x̂k “

„

x̂dk
x̂sk



(10.142)

decouple into two sets of equations. One for x̂dk which depends on the input and one
for x̂sk which does not. The problem P of minimizing the cost function (10.122) subject
to dynamics (10.123) may therefore be recast as a problem of the same form but with
different coefficients and the variable x̂k replaced by the lower dimensional variable x̂dk.
This is an interesting observation for the following reason. In [91] Rao et al developed
an efficient numerical algorithm for the solution of P. This algorithm has the complexity
OpNpm ` nq3q where N denotes the horizon, m the dimension of the input and n the
dimension of the state vector. It is clear that it may result in a significant reduction of
the complexity if one can reduce the dimension of the state vector involved. Chapter 12
gives a treatment of this algorithm.

The reduction of the state dimension comes about by separating the terms that
depend on the stochastic part x̂sk of the state estimate x̂k. This means that the quadratic
function to be minimized changes from one time instant to the next. The quadratic term
of the function (10.122) may be written

1

2

„

x̂k
uk

T „

Q̄ M̄
M̄T R̄

 „

x̂k
uk



“
1

2

»

–

x̂dk
x̂sk
uk

fi

fl

T »

–

Q̄dd Q̄ds M̄d

Q̄Tds Q̄ss M̄s

M̄T
d M̄T

s R̄

fi

fl

»

–

x̂dk
x̂sk
uk

fi

fl (10.143)

by partitioning the coefficient matrix. The expression on the right hand side may be
further expanded as the sum of the term

1

2

„

x̂dk
uk

T „

Q̄dd M̄d

M̄T
d R̄

 „

x̂dk
uk



(10.144)

and the terms

px̂skq
T M̄suk ` px̂

s
kq
T Q̄Tdsx̂

d
k “

„

Q̄dsx̂
s
k

M̄T
s x̂

s
k

T „

x̂dk
uk



(10.145)

and
1

2
px̂skq

T Q̄ssx̂
s
k (10.146)

Similarly, the linear term of (10.122) may be written in the form

„

q̄k
s̄k

T „

x̂k
uk



“

»

–

q̄dk
q̄sk
s̄k

fi

fl

T »

–

x̂dk
x̂sk
uk

fi

fl “

„

q̄dk
s̄k

T „

x̂dk
uk



` pq̄skq
T x̂sk (10.147)

This is obtained by partitioning the vector q̄k into the two parts q̄dk and q̄sk pertaining to
the deterministic and stochastic model parts respectively.
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Since the state vector of the stochastic model part does not depend on the input we
may calculate the filtered and predicted estimates x̂sk over the horizon k “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1
using the Kalman filter and predictor. This can be done once the current measurement
has been received. The values of x̂sk may then be used to deliver an updated version
of the cost functional, the minimization of which subject to dynamics and constraints
determines the optimal input sequence pukq

N´1
k“0 . The cost function to be minimized is

of the form

Φ “
N´1
ÿ

k“0

#

1

2

„

x̂dk
uk

T „

Q̄dd M̄d

M̄T
d R̄

 „

x̂dk
uk



`

„

Q̄dsx̂
s
k ` q̄

d
k

M̄T
s x̂

s
k ` s̄k

T „

x̂dk
uk



+

` Φ̃0 (10.148)

Here Φ̃0 denotes the constant term

Φ̃0 “ Φ0 `
1

2
px̂skq

T Q̄ssx̂
s
k ` pq̄

s
kq
T x̂sk (10.149)

which may of course be disregarded when finding the actual minimizer.
The minimization is to be performed subject to the evolution given by the difference

equation
x̂dk`1 “ Ādx̂

d
k ` B̄duk, k “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1 (10.150)

of the state estimate corresponding to the deterministic model part.
Once the Kalman filter and predictor has been run one may therefore update the

OCP used to determine the optimal input sequence and it is clear that this OCP, in
addition to the input, only comprises the state vector pertaining to the deterministic
model part.



CHAPTER 11
Convergence results for

discretizations

The treatment of Optimal Control Problems given in Chapter 10 focused mainly on
properties such as existence and uniqueness of solutions and the possibility of achieving
stabilization by closed-loop feedback. While providing valuable insight into the quali-
tative behaviour of solutions, the theorems of Chapter 10 say nothing as to how one
actually determines a solution quantitatively. This, by contrast, is the subject of the
present chapter.

The presentation proceeds along the following lines. Section 11.1 introduces what we
understand by a discretization of an OCP. First in quite general terms before proceeding
to define the notions of zero- and first-order-hold input, ZOH and FOH respectively.
Section 11.2 recalls the formulae resulting from a ZOH-discretization of the dynamics
and cost function.

There are two main objectives of this chapter. One is to prove the convergence results
of Section 11.4 which concern the behaviour when the sampling time tends to zero. The
OCP considered is one where the cost functional penalizes the input rate-of-change. The
results state that the minimizers of the ZOH and FOH discretizations of the OCP of
Section 10.3.1 converge to the unique minimizer of the OCP in the norms of L2 and H1

respectively.

There has been substantial prior work in this area. Also recently, as evidenced by
[87], [86] and the references therein. What sets the presentation of this chapter apart
from the references cited is not only the strong focus on convergence. We also consider
a cost function different from that of the standard LQ-problem with input constraints.
This allows to quantify the smoothing effect of the term penalizing the input rate-of-
change. In the limit where the fineness of the discretization tends to 0 the solution will
converge to a function in the Sobolev space H1.

A second objective of the chapter is to discuss the convergence result claimed in the
article [125] by Yuz, Goodwin, Feuer and De Doná. This will be the subject of Section
11.3. The author of this thesis is not convinced that their claim necessarily holds true.
We show that Lemma 6 of [125] is false by providing a counterexample. Subsequently
we show how one may modify the statement of the lemma to obtain a true statement.
However the main result recorded in Theorem 9 of [125] still hinges on an approximation
property which is claimed but in my opinion not actually proved. We go through their
argumentation and point to certain weaknesses.
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11.1 Discretization of an OCP

Only in rare cases do closed-form analytical solutions of Optimal Control Problems exist.
It is therefore of interest to devise numerical schemes for their solution. The problems
we have encountered in Chapter 10 have involved optimization over convex subsets of
Lebesgue or Sobolev Spaces. These are function spaces of infinite dimension. In order
for a numerical scheme to be tractable, it must necessarily reduce the set over which we
optimize to some subset which can be parametrized using only finitely many parameters.

A well-known approach to approximating continuous-time optimization problems is
to apply a so-called zero-order-hold (ZOH) discretization to the input signal u. By this
is meant that we require the input function to be constant between sampling instants.
Assuming uniform sampling with rate ∆´1 this means that for a given sampling interval:

u∆ptq “ uk, for t0 ` k∆ ď t ă t0 ` pk ` 1q∆ (11.1)

for some integer k. We assume that the length of the interval rt0; tf s is an integer multiple
of the sampling interval ∆, i.e. that there exists a positive integer N such that

∆ “
tf ´ t0
N

(11.2)

Similarly we understand by FOH input that the input signal is a continuous and piecewise
affine function.

We have seen in subsections 10.2.3.3 and 10.3.5.3 how the infinite horizon OCPs
occurring in control of constrained linear systems give rise to equivalent finite horizon
ones including a cost-to-go term. Examples are (10.39) and (10.86) penalizing the input
and input rate of change respectively.

11.2 LQ-problem subject to constraints

We consider the finite horizon LQ objective function

Ipuq “ xptf q
TP xptf q `

ż tf

t0

xptqTQxptq ` uptqTRuptq dt (11.3)

with the dynamics of x given by

9xptq “ Axptq `Buptq

xpt0q “ x0

(11.4)

The matrix P is the unique symmetric positive semi-definite solution of the Algebraic
Riccati Equation (10.11). The existence and uniqueness of P is assured by assuming
stabilizability of pA,Bq and detectability of pQ1{2, Aq.

We impose the input constraints

Luuptq ďMu (11.5)

which must fulfilled for t P rt0; tf sWe introduce the notation PLQ for the control problem

PLQ : min
uPL2

prt0;tf sq

s.t. (11.4)
(11.5)

Ipuq (11.6)
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11.2.1 ZOH-discretization of plant dynamics

Subjecting a continuous-time state space model (11.4) to input of the form (11.1) results
in a discrete-time model

xk`1 “ Aqxk `Bquk; x0 as in (11.4) (11.7)

with

Aq “ eA∆ Bq “

ż ∆

0

eAηB dη (11.8)

which satisfies xk “ xpt0 ` k∆q for all k.
Moreover, for the discrete-time model we impose the following constraints

Luuk ďMu (11.9)

for k “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1.

11.2.2 ZOH-discretization of objective function

The piecewise constant functions of the form (11.1) we refer to as puNk q
N´1
k“0 or merely

puNk q. We now introduce what we shall refer to as an exact ZOH-discretization of the
objective function (11.3). By this we mean the cost (11.3) when the input is supplied
via a ZOH-filter (asuming a constant sampling interval ∆). The ZOH-discretization of
the objective function takes as input sequences representing the piecewise constant input
signals and is of the form

I∆ppukqq “
N´1
ÿ

k“0

“

xTk u
T
k

‰

„

Qq Mq

MT
q Rq

 „

xk
uk



` xTNP∆xN (11.10)

where

Qq “

ż ∆

0

eA
T tQeAt dt

Mq “

ż ∆

0

eA
T tQhptq dt

Rq “

ż ∆

0

hptqTQhptq dt`R∆

hptq “

ż t

0

eApt´τqB dτ

(11.11)

and P∆ is the unique symmetric positive semi-definite solution of the discrete-time Al-
gebraic Riccati Equation (DARE)

P∆ “Qq `A
T
q P∆Aq ´ pA

T
q P∆Bq `MqqpRq `B

T
q P∆Bqq

´1pBTq P∆Aq `M
T
q q (11.12)

The term xTNP∆xN represents the optimum cost-to-go to infinity from xN for the corre-
sponding unconstrained problem in discrete time subject to dynamics (11.7).

The issue of existence and uniqueness of P∆ requires a bit of explanation. These
properties of P∆ may be established in the following way. We assume that the (uniform)
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sampling is proper in the sense defined by Malo Hautus in his paper [45]. By this is
meant that if λ and µ are eigenvalues of A and k is any positive integer, then

λ´ µ ‰
2πik

∆
(11.13)

Assuming proper sampling, and that pA,Bq is stabilizable and pQ1{2, Aq detectable
it follows from a result in the paper [45] by Hautus that pAq, Bqq is stabilizable and

pQ
1{2
q , Aqq is detectable. From this we infer that existence and uniqueness of P∆ may be

assured by selecting ∆ sufficiently small as long as pA,Bq is stabilizable and pQ1{2, Aq
detectable.

Remark 23. An efficient means of calculating the quantities appearing in (11.8) and
(11.11) is provided by the classic paper [119] by C. Van Loan.

11.2.3 Convergence of the discretization scheme

We now address the issue of convergence of the ZOH-discretization scheme presented in
the two previous subsections. Let us to begin with note that discretizing as in (11.7)
through (11.12) ensures that the resulting discrete-time problem is scaled such that

I∆N
ppuNk qq “ Ipu∆N

q (11.14)

where ∆N is given by the right hand side of (11.2). Moreover the superscript N in the
notation puNk q P RN emphasizes that we are considering a ZOH-signal corresponding to
a partitioning of rt0; tf s into N subintervals of equal size.

For each positive integer N we may consider the discretized optimization problem

PLQ∆N
: min

puNk qPR
N

s.t. (11.7)-
(11.12)

I∆N
ppuNk qq (11.15)

and associate with the (unique) minimizer of PLQ∆N
the corresponding piecewise constant

function u˚∆N
defined on rt0; tf s. One may prove the following Theorem 11.2.1 concerning

the convergence of the minimizers arising when using an ever finer discretization.

Theorem 11.2.1. Let u˚∆N
denote the piecewise constant function on rt0; tf s associated

with the unique minimizer of PLQ∆N
. If u˚ denotes the unique minimizer of PLQ then we

have convergence in L2-norm

}u˚∆N
´ u˚}L2 Ñ 0 as N Ñ8 (11.16)

We shall not prove the theorem here although it is not diffucult to do so. The proof
can be achieved using the techniques displayed in Section 11.4 where we consider the
slightly more involved problem featuring a penalty on the input rate-of-change and with
constraints on both input and rate-of-input. The coverage given of PLQ in this section
is meant as a warm-up to the discussion in the following section of a result claimed by
Yuz et al. in [125].
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11.3 Discussion of a paper by Yuz et al.

In the paper [125] Yuz et al. consider a continuous-time system (11.4) subject to both
input and state constraints for t P rt0; tf s

Luuptq ďMu (11.17a)

Lxxptq ďMx (11.17b)

They allow square integrable input to (11.4) and define the set

S “ tu P L2prt0; tf sq | (11.17) holds @t P rt0; tf su (11.18)

where the dynamics of x are given by

9xptq “ Axptq `Buptq

xpt0q “ x0

(11.19)

They seek to approximate the minimizer of the functional (11.3) over S by means
of solutions to discretized problems of the kind above by choosing ever smaller values of
∆. Solving the ZOH-discretized problem involves calculating the values of x and u at a
discrete set of points belonging to rt0; tf s. More precisely, starting from x0 “ xpt0q one
calculates xk “ xpt0`k∆q and uk “ upt0`k∆q for k “ 0, . . . , N´1 where tf´t0 “ N∆.

However, the intersample behaviour of the continuous-time system needs to be con-
trolled so that constraints (11.17b) are not violated in between samples. This they seek
to ensure by tightening the requirements on the variables xk and uk. Instead of (11.17)
they require

Luuptq ď αp∆qMu for t P rt0; tf s (11.20a)

Lxxk ď αp∆qMx for k “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1 (11.20b)

where αp∆q P s0; 1r is a suitably chosen number depending on the fineness ∆. It should
be noted that this approach in itself requires x0 not to be on the boundary of the feasible
set. Actually one must require that Lxx0 ă Mx. Otherwise there will be no chance of
satisfying (11.20b).

11.3.1 An approximation property claimed by Yuz
et al.

In [125] Yuz et al. attempt to approximate the set S from within by an increasing
sequence of sets of the form

S∆ “ tu P L
2prt0; tf sq | (11.20) hold u (11.21)

for suitably chosen values of ∆. This is done by devising a strictly decreasing sequence
p∆iq

8
i“1 and a function α such that

lim
iÑ8

∆i “ 0 lim
iÑ8

αp∆iq “ 1

S∆1
Ĺ . . .S∆i

Ĺ S∆i`1
Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ S

(11.22)

To this end the following subsection first recalls some notation for certain vector and
matrix norms in Euclidean spaces.
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11.3.1.1 Specification of the sequence p∆iq

By the norm of a vector v P Rnˆ1 we shall in the lemma below understand the Euclidean
norm

}v} “

˜

n
ÿ

i“1

|vi|
2

¸
1
2

(11.23)

For a matrix A P Rnˆn we define }A} to be the corresponding operator norm

}A} “ sup
vPRn
}v}“1

}Av} (11.24)

which ensures the validity of the estimate

}Av} ď }A}}v} (11.25)

Yuz et al. assume that the sets U and X of all possible values of uptq and xptq determined
by (11.19) and (11.17) are bounded. They let U and X denote upper bounds on the
norms of uptq and xptq in the bounded sets U and X respectively. The following statement
appears as Lemma 5 of [125]

Lemma 11.3.1 (Lemma 5 of [125]). Consider the exponentially decreasing sequence
of sampling intervals p∆iq defined by

∆i “
22´i

}A}
log

˜

a

1` 4γ2

2γ

¸

i P N (11.26)

Then one particular choice of scaling factor αp∆q which satisfies the requirements (11.22)
is given by

αp∆q “
1

1` p2γ ` 1qpe}A}∆ ´ 1q
(11.27)

where γ is a constant given by

γ “

ˆ

max
r

}Lrx}

}Mr
x}

˙ˆ

X `
}B}

}A}
U

˙

(11.28)

and where Lrx and Mr
x are the rth row and rth entry of Lx and Mx respectively.

11.3.1.2 The claimed approximation property

Formula (30) of [125] states that

lim
iÑ8
S∆i

“ lim
∆iÑ0

S∆i
“ S (11.29)

The authors do not state very clearly exactly how this formula is to be understood. But
it can not refer to the usual limit of an increasing sequence of subsets of some common
set

8
ď

i“1

S∆i “ S (11.30)
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Instead it seems from the paper that it is intended to mean that for each element of S
there exists a sequence puiq of functions ui P S∆i such that }u ´ ui}L2 Ñ 0 as i Ñ 8.
And indeed, this kind of approximation property is also of the type that we shall rely on
in Section 11.4 to establish the convergence theorems there. But there we do not impose
any constraints on the state vector.

The proof given in [125] shows that for all t P rti´1; tis

Lxxptq ď αp∆i`1qMx for u P S∆i (11.31)

when one assumes that xi´1 “ xpti´1q satisfies Lxxi´1 ď αp∆iqMx. But surely this does
not in itself imply that for any u P S it is possible to select a sequence puiq of functions
ui P S∆i

such that }u´ ui}L2 Ñ 0 as iÑ8.
This is the most serious objection which can be raised to the main theorem in [125].

This theorem states that the sequence of piecewise constant functions resulting from
the minimizers of the discretized optimization problems converge in L2-norm to the
unique minimizer of the problem of minimizing (11.3) subject to dynamics (11.19) and
constraints (11.17). As the following subsection will show there is in fact also an error
in a lemma which the authors rely on.

11.3.2 Discussion of a lemma by Yuz et al.

This subsection focuses on Lemma 6 of the paper [125] by Yuz et al. We dedicate special
attention to this lemma, since the contents of it are false. Counterexamples are readily
available and we provide one such.

The statement of the lemma is as follows

Lemma 11.3.2 (Lemma 6, [125]). Let uptq P S. Then for any δ ą 0 there exists a
∆δ ą 0 such that for all ∆ ď ∆δ and u∆ptq such that

u∆ptq “ upk∆q, k∆ ď t ă pk ` 1q∆ (11.32)

we have
}u´ u∆}L2 ă δ (11.33)

Example 11.3.1 (Counterexample to Lemma 6, [125]). Consider the interval
r0; 1s Ď R and the subset M “ QX r0; 1s of all rational numbers in this interval. Define
now u : r0; 1s Ñ R to be the characteristic function of M . That is, the function u defined
so that

uptq “

#

1 if t PM

0 otherwise
(11.34)

If we now define for any positive integer n P N the quantity

∆n “
1

n
(11.35)

then it follows that the resulting function u∆n
is identically equal to 1 on the interval

r0; 1s while the function u is equal a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure L1 to the function
which is identically 0 on r0; 1s.

It is therefore clear that }u´u∆n}L2 “ 1 for every n P N. Hence, it is not so that for
every δ there exists a value ∆δ such that }u´ u∆}L2 ă δ as claimed in Lemma 11.3.2.
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While the statement of Lemma 11.3.2 is therefore wrong, it is nevertheless possible
to modify it slightly and obtain a true statement. A statement to which Example 11.3.1
will no longer be a counterexample. This is contained in the following

Proposition 11.3.3. Consider a function u P L2pra; bsq where a, b P R. Then for each
ε ą 0 there exists a δ ą 0 such that if the partition

a “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn´1 ă tn “ b (11.36)

satisfies
supt|tk ´ tk´1| | 1 ď k ď nu ă δ (11.37)

then there exists a linear combination

sptq “
n
ÿ

k“1

akχIkptq (11.38)

of the characteristic functions χIk of the intervals Ik “ rtk´1; tkr for k “ 1, . . . , n such
that

}u´ s}L2 ă ε (11.39)

Proof. Let ε ą 0 be given. Since u P L2pra; bsq there exists a continuous function
φ P Cpra; bsq such that

}u´ φ}L2 ă
ε

2
(11.40)

Any continuous function defined on a compact set is uniformly continuous. Hence there
exists a δ ą 0 such that for s, t P ra; bs

|t´ s| ă δ ùñ |φptq ´ φpsq| ă

c

ε

2pb´ aq
(11.41)

By considering a partitioning satisfying (11.37) with δ chosen such that (11.41) we may
assign to each Ik a value

ak P tφpsq | s P Iku (11.42)

Any such choice will ensure that the resulting simple function (11.38) satisfies

}s´ φ}L2 ă
ε

2
(11.43)

By the triangle inequality we now have that (11.39) holds.

Let some partition of the form (11.36) be given. Then the best approximation of u
in L2-norm by means of simple functions of the form (11.38) is that obtained by setting

ak “
1

ptk ´ tk´1q

ż tk

tk´1

upsq ds (11.44)

Consider now the equi-sized partition of ra; bs into n intervals of equal length by setting
t0 “ a as in (11.36) and

tnk “ t0 ` k
pb´ aq

n
for k “ 1, . . . , n (11.45)
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Using this partition we attach to u P L2pra; bsq the following sequence of simple functions

snptq “
n
ÿ

k“1

ankχIkpsq (11.46)

where

ank “
1

tnk ´ t
n
k´1

ż tnk

tnk´1

upsq ds (11.47)

and obtain from Proposition 11.3.3 the following

Corollary 11.3.4. The sequence of approximants psnq satisfies

}sn ´ u}L2 Ñ 0 as nÑ8 (11.48)

It is clear that Example 11.3.1 does not contradict the content of Proposition 11.3.3
and its consequence Corollary 11.3.4. The sequence of approximants assigned through
the averaging operation is a sequence of functions which are identically 0.

11.4 Penalizing the input derivative

In Section 10.3 we considered a variant of the constrained LQ-problem: Instead of penal-
izing the size of the input variable we penalized that of the input derivative. We saw that
this control problem could be cast in the form of an ordinary constrained LQ-problem
by taking the input derivative as the optimization variable.

Recalling the functional considered in (10.86) we define

J puq “
„

xptf q
uptf q

T

P̃

„

xptf q
uptf q



`

ż tf

t0

xptqTQxptq ` 9uptqTR 9uptq dt (11.49)

which we seek to minimize over H1prt0; tf sq subject to dynamics

9xptq “ Axptq `Buptq

xpt0q “ x0

upt0q “ u0

(11.50)

and the constraints

Luuptq ďMu (11.51a)

L 9u 9uptq ďM 9u (11.51b)

The matrix P̃ denotes the unique positive semi-definite solution of the ARE (10.82).
The solution is unique since we uphold the requirement that pA,Bq be stabilizable and
pQ1{2, Aq detectable.

In other words, we consider the optimization problem

P : min
uPH1

prt0;tf sq

s.t. (11.50)
(11.51)

J puq (11.52)
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We first devise a discretization scheme using piecewise affine functions. This we show to
be convergent in H1 to the underlying continuous-time problem in a variational sense.
By this is meant that the minimizers of the discretized problems converge in H1 towards
the minimizer of the original problem. Then we turn our attention to ZOH discretiza-
tions and derive a scheme which we prove to be convergent in L2 rather than H1 towards
the minimizer of the continuous-time problem. In fact, we could not possibly have con-
vergence in H1 since the ZOH-output is not even continuous. The finite-dimensional
constrained optimization problem of the resulting scheme is of a familiar form. It is the
same as that encountered in MPC schemes where the input rate-of-change is penalized
using a quadratic penalty. This results describes in a quantitative manner the regular-
ization or smoothing that follows from issuing a penalty on the rate-of-input rather than
on the input itself. In the limit where the fineness of the discretization tends to 0 the
minimizers are forced to converge to a function in H1 which is the minimizer of P.

11.4.1 Discretization using piecewise affine functions
(FOH)

We first note that since the input upt0q at the initial time is assumed to be known the
resulting candidate functions in continuous time become piecewise affine functions over
rt0; tf s. Partition rt0; tf s into N subintervals of equal size and denote by AN the set of
continuous functions on rt0; tf s which are piecewise affine w.r.t. this partitioning. Any
v P AN may be written in the form

vpt0q “ v0

vptq “ vi´1 `
vi ´ vi´1

∆
t for t Psti´1; tis

(11.53)

where vi “ vptiq and ti “ t0 ` i∆ for i “ 1, . . . , N and tN “ tf . Since we consider v0 to
be known one may parametrize each v P AN by an element pv1, . . . , vN q P RN . For fixed
N we shall therefore write

vp¨q „ pv1, . . . , vN q (11.54)

where by using the dot we emphasize that v is a function defined on rt0; tf s.
Using the correspondence (11.54) we may define the functional

EN : RN Ñ R (11.55)

by setting

EN ppviqNi“1q ” J pvq “ Gpvq `
„

xptN q
vN

T

P̃

„

xptN q
vN



`
1

∆

N
ÿ

i“1

|vi ´ vi´1|
2
R (11.56)

where

Gpvq “
ż tf

t0

xptqTQxptq dt (11.57)

subject to

9xptq “ Axptq `Bvptq

xpt0q “ x0

(11.58)
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for v of the form (11.53).
For the piecewise affine functions under consideration here it is possible to express

the bounds (11.51) directly in terms of the values vi “ vptiq. For the v-tuples (11.54)
this means that for i “ 1, . . . , N :

Luvi ďMu

L 9u

ˆ

vi ´ vi´1

∆N

˙

ďM 9u

(11.59)

Conversely, if a function v which is piecewise affine w.r.t. to the given partitioning ptiq
satisfies (11.59) for vi “ vptiq it is clear that v also satisfies (11.51).

For each integer N we define PA,N to be the problem of minimizing EN over RN
subject to (11.58) and (11.59)

PA,N : min
pvNi qPR

N

s.t. (11.58)
(11.59)

EN ppvNi qq (11.60)

We denote the minimum value of PA,N by µA,N . Since for each N the piecewise
affine function v resulting from a tuple pv1, . . . , vN q satisfies (11.51) with v in place of u
it is obvious that

J pūq ď µA,N (11.61)

for every integer N . It is interesting to note that the following lemma holds

Lemma 11.4.1. For each integer N we denote by µA,N the minimum value of PA,N .
Let further ū denote the minimizer of the continuous-time problem P. Then it holds that

inf
N
µA,N “ J pūq (11.62)

Proof. Consider the function ū which minimizes J in (11.49) subject to the constraints
(11.51). For each integer N we approximate the derivative 9̄u by a piecewise constant
function. We do so by setting

vN ptq “ vNi for t Psti´1; tis (11.63)

for i “ 1, . . . , N , where

vNi “
1

∆N

ż ti

ti´1

9̄uptq dt (11.64)

This assignment of values ensures that

}vN ´ 9̄u}L2 Ñ 0 for N Ñ8 (11.65)

Moreover, the bound (11.51b) implies that

L 9uv
N
i “

1

∆N

ż ti

ti´1

L 9u 9̄uptq dt ďM 9u (11.66)

for i “ 1, . . . , N .
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Define now for each integer N the function uN : rt0; tf s Ñ R by setting

uN pt0q “ ūpt0q “ u0 (11.67a)

uN ptq “ uN pti´1q ` pt´ ti´1q v
N
i for t P sti´1; tis (11.67b)

for i “ 1, . . . , N .
If uN pti´1q “ ūpti´1q then also

uN ptiq “ ūpti´1q ` pti ´ ti´1q v
N
i “ ūpti´1q `

ż ti

ti´1

9̄uptq dt “ ūptiq (11.68)

so we conclude that uN ptiq “ ūptiq for each i “ 0, 1, . . . , N . This in turn yields that

Luu
N ptq ďMu (11.69)

for all t P rt0; tf s.
Moreover, from (11.68) it follows that

L 9u

ˆ

uN ptiq ´ u
N pti´1q

∆N

˙

ďM 9u (11.70)

Since

ūptq ´ uN ptq “

ż t

t0

9̄upsq ´ 9uN psq ds for t P rt0; tf s (11.71)

and
} 9uN ´ 9̄u}L2 Ñ 0 as N Ñ8 (11.72)

it is clear that
uN Ñ ū in H1prt0; tf sq (11.73)

This in turn implies that

J puN q Ñ J pūq as N Ñ8 (11.74)

and ultimately proves (11.62).

Let now for each integer N the function vN denote the unique solution to the (finite-
dimensional) optimization problem PA,N . The solution is unique thanks to the assump-
tion that the matrix R is positive definite.

Theorem 11.4.2. Consider the sequence pvN q of minimizers of PA,N . This sequence
converges in the norm of the Sobolev space H1prt0; tf sq to the unique solution ū of P, the
optimization problem introduced in (11.52).

Proof. We first note that pvN q is a minimizing sequence for the optimization problem P.
This follows directly from Lemma 11.4.1. We let pxN q denote the sequence of responses
corresponding to pvN q for dynamics (11.50). Since pvN q is a minimizing sequence for P
it follows that the sequence of derivatives p 9vN q is bounded in L2prt0; tf sq. That is, there
exists a constant C ą 0 such that

} 9vN }L2 ď C (11.75)

for each integer N .
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Hence there exists some g P L2prt0; tf sq and some subsequence pvNkq such that the
corresponding derivatives p 9vNkq tend to g weakly in L2prt0; tf sq. In particular one has
that

}R1{2g}L2 ď lim inf
kÑ8

}R1{2 9vNk}L2 (11.76)

Moreover

vN ptq “ v0 `

ż t

t0

9vN psq ds (11.77)

since all functions pvN q have their value at t0 in common. From (11.75) it follows that
the functions pvN q are uniformly bounded on rt0; tf s

|vN ptq| ď |vpt0q| ` Cptf ´ t0q
1{2 for t P rt0; tf s (11.78)

By letting k tend to infinity we obtain using the weak convergence of p 9vNkq to g that

vNkptq “ v0 `

ż t

t0

9vNkpsq dsÑ v0 `

ż t

t0

gpsq ds ” v̄ptq (11.79)

for t P rt0; tf s. Clearly v̄ belongs to H1prt0; tf sq and 9̄v “ g. From the uniform bound-
edness of pvN q over rt0; tf s follows uniform boundedness of the responses pxN q. For the
subsequence pvNkq it is clear that the responses pxNkq converge at least pointwise to the
response x̄ corresponding to v̄. From Lebesgue’s Theorem on Dominated Convergence
we now infer that

Gpv̄q `
„

x̄ptf q
v̄ptf q

T

P̃

„

x̄ptf q
v̄ptf q



“ lim
kÑ8

«

GpvNkq `
„

xNkptf q
vNkptf q

T

P̃

„

xNkptf q
vNkptf q



ff

(11.80)

From (11.76) and (11.80) we infer that v̄ is the unique minimizer of J subject to the
dynamics and constraints. This follows since v̄ satisfies the constraints Luv̄ ďMu since
it is the pointwise limit of a sequence of functions satisfying these constraints. As for 9̄v
it follows from the Banach-Saks Theorem that it satisfies L 9u 9̄v ďM 9u pointwise.

Combining (11.80) with the fact that pvNkq is a minimizing sequence for P implies
that

}R1{2 9vNk}L2 Ñ }R1{2 9̄v}L2 as k Ñ8 (11.81)

In view of the weak convergence in L2 of p 9vNkq to 9̄v, the continuity of norms (11.81)
allows us to infer that

} 9vNk ´ 9̄v}L2 Ñ 0 as k Ñ8 (11.82)

Since

vNkptq “ v0 `

ż t

t0

9vNkpsq ds for t P rt0; tf s (11.83)

it is clear that also }vNk ´ v̄}L2 Ñ 0 and hence that }vNk ´ v̄}H1 Ñ 0 as k Ñ8.
So far we have only proved the existence of a subsequence which converges to the

minimizer of P. But we could have considered any subsequence of the sequence pvN q
and we would still have been able to extract a further subsequence converging in H1 to
the minimizer ū of P. This shows that the sequence of minimizers pvN q of the finite-
dimensional optimization problems PA,N tend in H1 to the unique minimizer of P.
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11.4.2 Discretization using piecewise constant
functions (ZOH)

Consider for a fixed positive integer N the class KN of piecewise constant functions
subject to the partitioning of rt0; tf s into N parts of equal size. It consists of functions
which may be written in the form

wptq “ wi for t Psti; ti`1s (11.84)

for i “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1. We set up the correspondence

wp¨q „ pw0, . . . , vN´1q (11.85)

analogously to what was done above for AN .
Based on this parametrization we define a function

FN : RN Ñ R (11.86)

This assigns to an N -tuple pw0, . . . , wN´1q the value

FN ppwiqN´1
i“0 q “ Gpwq `

„

xptN q
wN´1

T

P̃

„

xptN q
wN´1



`
1

∆

N´1
ÿ

i“0

|wi ´ wi´1|
2
R (11.87)

where x is governed by

9xptq “ Axptq `Bwptq

xpt0q “ x0

(11.88)

and w parametrized as in (11.84). The value w´1 is fixed by setting

w´1 “ upt0q (11.89)

with upt0q known from (11.88).
We subject the auxiliary problem of minimizing FN to constraints of the same form

as in (11.59) just with wi replacing vi and the index i “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1.

Luwi ďMu

L 9u

ˆ

wi ´ wi´1

∆N

˙

ďM 9u

(11.90)

Similarly define PK,N to be the problem of minimizing FN overKN subject to (11.88),
(11.89) and (11.90). We have assumed that we consider values of N large enough for the
discretized problems to be feasible, that is N ě N0 for a sufficiently large integer N0.

Lemma 11.4.3. Let µA,N and µK,N denote the minima of PA,N and PK,N respectively.
Let further ū denote the minimizer of the continuous-time problem PT of minimizing JT
over CT subject to (10.59). Then it holds that

inf
N
µA,N “ JT pūq “ inf

N
µK,N (11.91)
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Proof. The first equality is that of Lemma 11.4.1. As for the second let ε ą 0 be given.
Now choose N0 so large that

N ě N0 ùñ µA,N ă J pūq ` ε (11.92)

Let pvN1 , . . . , v
N
N q denote the unique minimizer of PA,N . This corresponds to a continuous

piecewise affine function vN by the construction (11.53)
Define now the N -tuple pwN0 , . . . , w

N
N´1q P RN by setting

wNi “ vNi`1 for i “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1 (11.93)

The correspondence (11.85) results in a function wN „ pwN0 , . . . , w
N
N´1q belonging to KN

and satisfying the required constraints (11.90).
Since both xptf q and the term

ż tf

t0

xptqTQxptq dt (11.94)

subject to the dynamics (11.50) are continuous functions of the input in L2 we infer that
FN pwN q ă J pūq ` 2ε for N sufficiently large, since we may calculate the square of the
L2-norm of the difference wN ´ vN on rt0; tf s by

N
ÿ

i“1

ż ∆N

0

t2|vNi ´ v
N
i´1|

2

∆2
N

dt “
1

3
∆2
N

N
ÿ

i“1

|vNi ´ v
N
i´1|

2

∆N
(11.95)

The latter sum may be bounded independently of N since this holds for

N
ÿ

i“1

|vNi ´ v
N
i´1|

2
R

∆N
(11.96)

and R is positive definite. Since ∆N Ñ 0 we conclude that the L2-norm of vN ´ wN

tends to 0 as desired when N Ñ `8. Thus we have proved that

inf
N
µK,N ď inf

N
µA,N (11.97)

To prove the opposite inequality we first note that there exists an increasing sequence
pNkqkPN of integers tending to 8 such that

inf
N
µK,N “ lim

kÑ8
µK,Nk (11.98)

This is clear since for any N, k P N we have that µK,N ¨2k ď µK,N . In fact, any element
of KN corresponds to an element in KN ¨2k .

Let ε ą 0 be given. From (11.98) we infer that there exists an integer k1 such that

k ě k1 ùñ µK,Nk ď inf
N
µK,N ` ε (11.99)

We denote by wNk P KNk the piecewise constant function corresponding through (11.84)
to the unique solution pwN0 , . . . , w

N
Nk´1q of the finite-dimensional optimization problem

PK,Nk . Then we form the corresponding piecewise affine function vNk P ANk correspond-

ing by (11.53) to the Nk-tuple pvNk1 , . . . , vNkNk q where

vNki “ wNki´1 for i “ 1, . . . , Nk (11.100)
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By selecting k2 sufficiently large (corresponding to a sufficiently fine partitioning) it is
clear that

k ě k2 ùñ J pvNkq ď inf
N
µK,N ` 2ε (11.101)

and hence
inf
N
µA,N ď inf

N
µK,N ` 2ε (11.102)

Since ε ą 0 may be chosen arbitrarily it is clear that

inf
N
µA,N ď inf

N
µK,N (11.103)

Lemma 11.4.3 suggests that one might approximate the solution of P by a sequence
of piecewise constant functions, namely the unique solutions of the finite-dimensional
optimization problems PK,N . The following theorem shows that this is indeed the case
and makes precise in which sense the convergence of solutions takes place. While The-
orem 11.4.2 asserts the convergence in H1 of the solutions of PA,N it is clear that one
will have to settle for less in the case of approximation by solutions of PK,N . In fact,
the piecewise constant function that corresponds to the solution of PK,N does not even
belong to H1. However, Theorem 11.4.4 shows that we have convergence in L2-norm.

Theorem 11.4.4. Consider the sequence of functions pwN q P KN resulting from the
minimizers pwN0 , . . . , w

N
N´1q P RN of the finite-dimensional optimization problems PK,N

by the correspondence (11.85). The sequence pwN q of piecewise constant functions con-
verges in L2prt0; tf sq to the unique solution of the optimal control problem P.

Proof. Let pwN q be the sequence of piecewise constant functions defined in the theorem.
The strategy of the proof is the following. We shall show that there exists a subsequence
wNk which converges in L2 to the minimizer ū of P. Then we shall realize that any
subsequence of pwN q also has the property that it contains a further subsequence which
converges in L2 to ū. This shows that pwN q converges in L2 to ū.

The sequence pwN q will now be shown to be bounded in L1prt0; tf sq and of uniformly
bounded variation on rt0; tf s. As for the variation we have from the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality that

N´1
ÿ

j“0

|wNj ´ w
N
j´1| ď ptf ´ t0q

1
2

˜

1

∆N

N´1
ÿ

j“0

|wNj ´ w
N
j´1|

2

¸

1
2

(11.104)

Since each function wN is the solution of the optimization problem PK,N it is a con-
sequence of the analysis carried out in the proof of Lemma 11.4.3 that the quantities
appearing on the right hand side of the inequality (11.104) are upper bounded uniformly
in N . We shall denote the least upper bound by C.

As for the L1-norm of wN we have for i “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1 that

|wNi | ď |w
N
´1| `

i
ÿ

j“0

|wNj ´ w
N
j´1| ď |w

N
´1| ` C (11.105)

and consequently

∆N

N´1
ÿ

j“0

|wNj | ď N∆N p|w
N
´1| ` Cq ď ptf ´ t0qp|u0| ` Cq (11.106)
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uniformly in N , since wN´1 “ u0 for any integer N .
By Helly’s Selection Theorem we infer the existence of an element u˚ P L1prt0; tf sq

and a subsequence pwNkq that tends to u˚ in L1-norm. Since the sequence pwNkq is point-
wise bounded as a consequence of (11.104) and (11.105) we infer that u˚ P L2prt0; tf sq.
Moreover, it is not difficult to show that pwNkq also converges to u˚ in L2-norm.

Now attach as in the proof of Lemma 11.4.3 to each function wN the corresponding
pieceweise affine function vN . Every such function satisfies vN pt0q “ u0. The L2-norms
of the derivatives are furthermore seen to be bounded and we conclude that in fact the
H1-norms of pvN q are bounded. This ensures the existence of a function v˚ P H1prt0; tf sq
and a subsequence pvNkp q of pvNkq such that pvNkp q tends to v˚ weakly in H1 as pÑ8.
From weak lower semicontinuity of J on H1 we infer that

J pv˚q ď lim inf
pÑ`8

J pvnkp q (11.107)

where

J pvNkp q “ ENkp pv
Nkp
1 , . . . , v

Nkp
Nkp

q ď Fnkp pw
nkp
0 , . . . , w

nkp
nkp´1q ` ηp (11.108)

for some sequence pηpq with the property that lim
pÑ8

ηp “ 0. From Lemma 11.4.3 we thus

have that J pv˚q “ J pūq. Since matrix R is positive definite, the minimizer ū of J is
unique in H1 so we infer that v˚ “ ū.

Since the sequence pvNkp q tends to ū weakly in H1 it follows that it also tends
to ū in L2-norm. By construction we also have that lim

pÑ8
||vNkp ´ wNkp ||L2 “ 0 and

hence that wNkp Ñ ū in L2-norm as p Ñ 8. Moreover, it is clear that we could
have considered any subsequence pwNpq of the original sequence pwN q and shown the
existence of a subsequence of pwNpq tending in L2-norm to ū. This completes the proof
of the theorem.





CHAPTER 12
Numerical solution of a class of

Optimal Control Problems

This chapter develops numerical methods that allow for efficient solution of the optimal
control problems of Chapter 10. Unless extra structure of the OCP can be exploited,
the complexity of the optimization involved will typically scale with N3 where N is the
control horizon. This is in obvious conflict with the desire in MPC to use a (sufficiently)
long horizon to ensure at least nominal stability of the RHC feedback scheme. However,
there do exist important problems with sufficient structure to ensure a significant reduc-
tion of the computational load. In particular, Rao et al. [91] showed that a complexity
bound per iteration which scales approximately linearly with N is achievable for the
LQ-problem subject to affine input and state constraints.

In this chapter we develop in detail such an algorithm whose complexity scales ap-
proximately linearly with the length of the horizon. The presentation given follows closely
the contribution [44] which in turn leans heavily on the seminal work [91]. However, un-
like [91] we focus on the SISO case and develop in full detail the case with both upper
and lower soft constraints on the output. Any treatment of such matters requires an
understanding of optimization of functions subject to constraints. This is therefore dealt
with first.

The presentation is structured as follows. Section 12.1 gives a short, but largely
self-contained, introduction to the subject of Constrained Optimization. The aim is
not to cover the subject in full generality but rather to establish the results needed
for the treatment of certain Optimal Control Problems. The derivations emphasize the
essentially geometric nature of the results and lead to the so-called KKT-conditions.
These form, under suitable regularity assumptions, a set of necessary conditions for
some point x to be a minimizer of a function f subject to certain constraints.

The treatment of the OCP starts in Section 12.3 with an outline of the signal model
used. Section 12.4 formulates the OCP and transcribes it to a strictly convex quadratic
program (QP). The unique solution of the QP is found by solving the equations defined
by the KKT-conditions derived in Section 12.5 . When solving these equations by way of
a primal-dual interior point method, a certain structure emerges which may be exploited.
In fact, Section 12.6 shows how a certain matrix equation may be solved by way of a
Riccati recursion, thus resulting in a complexity linear in N . Simulation examples and
CPU times are provided in Section 12.7 while Section 12.8 rounds off the chapter with a
few concluding remarks.
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12.1 Constrained optimization

This section derives those results from the theory of Constrained Optimization required
for the treatment of the OCP. The problem in question involves only affine constraints,
but we establish first the KKT-conditions for the case of general nonlinear constraints.
This will be done assuming that a certain regularity condition LICQ holds. In the case
of an arbitrary number of affine constraints we show how it is possible to reformulate
locally the optimization problem in terms of one which satisfies LICQ.

12.1.1 Optimization subject to constraints

Consider an objective function f : Rn Ñ R and families of functions

gipxq : Rn Ñ R i P E
hipxq : Rn Ñ R i P I (12.1)

defining constraints. Here E and I denote the index sets of the equality and inequality
constraints respectively. The set of all points satisfying the constraints

gipxq “ 0 for i P E
hipxq ě 0 for i P I (12.2)

we shall refer to as the feasible set. We consider the problem of finding a minimizer
x̄ P Rn of f subject to the requirement that x̄ belong to the feasible set. Both objective
and constraint functions are assumed continuously differentiable.

A fundamental question in Optimization Theory is that of providing a necessary
condition for a point x̄ to be a local minimum of f subject to the constraints given. We
shall denote by Brpξq the open ball with centre ξ P Rn and radius r ě 0

Brpξq “ tζ P Rn | }ζ ´ ξ}2 ă εu (12.3)

where } ¨ }2 denotes the Euclidean norm in Rn.
We commence with two basic definitions.

Definition 12.1.1 (Constrained local minimum). For x̄ to be a local minimum of
f subject to the constraints imposed, we require that there exists an ε ą 0 such that
fpxq ě fpx̄q for all x P Bεpx̄q satisfying each of the constraints (12.2).

Definition 12.1.2 (Active constraint). When for some i0 P I we have hi0px̄q “ 0,
the inequality constraint hi0 is said to be active at x̄.

The local behaviour of the feasible set around a point x̄ is determined by the set
of equality constraints and those inequality constraints which are active at x̄. This set
of constraints form the so-called active set. To see why this is so, one just needs to
remember that the functions defining the constraints are assumed to be continuously
differentiable. Hence, by choosing ε ą 0 sufficiently small it follows that all constraints
not in the active set are trivially satisfied in the ball Bεpx̄q.

When studying the local behaviour of the feasible set around x̄, it is useful to make
certain additional assumptions about the functions specifying the constraints. We have
already made the assumption that they be continuously differentiable. Subsection 12.1.2
illustrates the effect of imposing the following constraint qualification
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Definition 12.1.3 (LICQ). If linear independence is assumed of the gradients at x̄ of
those constraint functions that belong to the active set, we say that LICQ holds. This is
short for Linear Independence Constraint Qualification.

Remark 24. The requirement that the gradients of the functions in the active set be
linearly independent implies that the active set consists of at most n elements. This is
evident since each gradient belongs to Rn.

The LICQ will here merely serve as a stepping stone on our way towards establishing
the KKT-conditions for optimization subject to an arbitrary finite set of linear equality
and inequality constraints. It is considered here since it makes for a relatively straightfor-
ward and transparent derivation of the KKT-conditions in case the condition is fulfilled.
In particular no appeal to Farkas’ Lemma 1 is necessary. Once the KKT-conditions have
been obtained for the case where LICQ applies we demonstrate how to obtain the case
of arbitrary linear constraints by applying the so-called Conic Representation Theorem.
This theorem is discussed in subsection 12.1.3 where references are given to where one
may find at treatment of it in the existing literature.

12.1.2 Linear Independence Constraint Qualification

This subsection illustrates how the LICQ allows us to transform the original constrained
optimization problem into one which is handled more easily. The setting is still that of
local analysis in a neighbourhood of a point x̄ which is assumed to be a constrained local
minimizer of f .

In view of Remark 24 the number of active constraints does not exceed the space
dimension n if LICQ is assumed. We may thus index the constraint functions so that
with m` p ď n

gipxq : Rn Ñ R i “ 1, . . . ,m

hipxq : Rn Ñ R i “ m` 1, . . . ,m` p
(12.4)

form the active set. In case m ` p ă n we may add to the constraint functions in the
active set a number of functions ki such that

gipxq : Rn Ñ R i “ 1, . . . ,m

hipxq : Rn Ñ R i “ m` 1, . . . ,m` p

kipxq : Rn Ñ R i “ m` p` 1, . . . , n

(12.5)

form a set of functions whose gradients at x̄ are linearly independent. We may without
loss of generality assume that kipx̄q “ 0 for i “ m` p` 1, . . . , n. This we use to define
a continuously differentiable map Φ : Bεpx̄q Ñ Rn for a suitable choice of ε by setting

Φpxq “
“

g1pxq . . . gmpxq hm`1pxq . . . hm`ppxq km`p`1pxq . . . knpxq
‰T

This continuously differentiable map Φ has by construction a bijective differential at x̄.
The Inverse Function Theorem 2 asserts the existence of a δ Ps0; εr and a continuously

1See e.g. Lemma 12.4 of [83]
2See e.g. Theorem 9.24 of [99]
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differentiable map Ψ : Ωδ Ñ Bδpx̄q defined on a neighbourhood Ωδ of Φpx̄q “ 0 P Rn
such that

Ψ ˝ Φ “ IdBδpx̄q and Φ ˝Ψ “ IdΩδ (12.6)

The bijectivity of Φ implies that ȳ “ Φpx̄q “ 0 becomes a constrained local minimizer of
the function y Ñ f ˝ Φ´1pyq on Ωδ subject to the constraints

yi “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . ,m

yi ě 0 for i “ m` 1, . . . ,m` p
(12.7)

For the function f̃ “ f ˝ Φ´1 on Ωδ this clearly implies for y “ ȳ “ 0 that

Bf̃

Byi

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

y“ȳ
ě 0 for i “ m` 1, . . . ,m` p

Bf̃

Byi

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

y“ȳ
“ 0 for i “ m` p` 1, . . . , n

(12.8)

while ȳ “ 0 being a local constrained minimizer of f̃ does not place any constraints on
Bf̃
Byi

for i “ 1, . . . ,m. The Jacobian matrix of f̃ at y “ ȳ therefore has the form

rJf̃ sy“ȳ “
“

λ1 . . . λm µ1 . . . µp 0 . . . 0
‰

(12.9)

where λi P R for i “ 1, . . . ,m and µi ě 0 for i “ 1, . . . , p.
By the chain rule of Differential Calculus

rJf sx“x̄ “ rJf̃ sy“ȳ rJΦsx“x̄ (12.10)

and it is clear that JΦ is of the form

rJΦsT “
“

rJg1s
T . . . rJgms

T rJhm`1s
T . . . rJhm`ps

T 0nˆ1 . . . 0nˆ1

‰

Hence there exist λ1, . . . , λm P R and µ1, . . . , µp ě 0 such that

rJf sx“x̄ “
m
ÿ

i“1

λi rJgisx“x̄ `
p
ÿ

j“1

µj rJhm`jsx“x̄ (12.11)

In the second sum of (12.11) only active inequality constraints figure. One may clearly
sum over all such constraints by assigning the coefficient 0 to those that are not active.

Assuming that the active constraints satisfy the LICQ at x̄, we obtain the following
necessary conditions for x̄ to be a constrained local minimizer of f subject to (12.2).
There must exist two sets of real numbers (so-called Lagrange multipliers) tλi | i P Eu
and tµi | i P Iu such that

gipx̄q “ 0 i P E (12.12a)

hipx̄q ě 0 i P I (12.12b)

µi ě 0 i P I (12.12c)

µihipx̄q “ 0 i P I (12.12d)

∇fpx̄q “
ÿ

iPE
λi∇gipx̄q `

ÿ

iPI
µi∇hipx̄q (12.12e)
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Here we have adopted the more frequently used nabla notation for the condition on the
gradient of f . The notation J signifying the Jacobian was used in order not to have two
different notations appearing in (12.10) where the notation J for the Jacobian would
actually cover also gradients as a special case. Since the nabla notation is prevalent in
the literature we shall from this point on employ it in this thesis.

The first two conditions are trivial requirements already contained in the problem
formulation. As for the remaining three, we have just shown that the ∇fpx̄q may be
written in the form (12.12e) with coefficients µi satisfying (12.12c). In (12.12e) we only
need to sum over the active inequality constraints so we may set µi “ 0 for the remaining
constraints. This ensures that (12.12d) holds.

12.1.3 The case of affine constraints

The previous subsection considered local behaviour in a (sufficiently small) neighbour-
hood around a point x̄ assumed to satisfy certain conditions. The neighbourhood, Bδpx̄q,
was chosen sufficiently small for all inequality constraints not active at x̄ to be redundant
in Bδpx̄q. Moreover, we assumed that the set of constraints active at the candidate point
x̄ satisfied the LICQ. This enabled the analysis which culminated in the representation
(12.11) of the gradient of the objective as a linear combination of the gradients of the
active constraints at a local constrained minimizer x̄.

In the special case where the constraints are specified exclusively in terms an ar-
bitrary number of linear equations and linear inequalities it is possible to reformulate
locally the given optimization problem in terms of an equivalent one satisfying LICQ.

12.1.3.1 The geometry of affine constraints

To see why this is so consider the feasible subset of Rn defined by the following constraints

Cix “ di for i “ 1, . . . , NE
Cix ě di for i “ NE ` 1, . . . , NE `NI

(12.13)

Let x̄ be a point at which a certain number of the inequality constraints are active
and that a neighbourhood Bδpx̄q is chosen small enough for the remaining non-active
constraints to be redundant. It is convenient to parametrize the points of Bδpx̄q as
x “ x̄` y where y P Bδp0q. Then the points in Bδpx̄q satisfying (12.13) are the points of
the form x “ x̄` y for which y P Bδp0q satisfy

Ciy “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , NE
Ciy ě 0 for i “ NE ` 1, . . . , NE `NI

(12.14)

Consider the set of equality constraints of (12.14). Of the vectors tC1, . . . , CNE u Ď R1ˆn

at most n can be linearly independent. If we have in fact n such linearly independent
sets of coefficients only y “ 0 satisfies the equality constraints. Disregarding that case as
well as the trivial case of null coefficients where the equations are satisfied by any y P Rn,
let tCi1 , . . . , Cipu denote the linearly independent sets of coefficients where 0 ă p ă n.
Let U denote the subspace of R1ˆn spanned by tCi1 , . . . , Cipu. Then it is clear that the
set of y satisfying (12.14) is equal to the set of y satisfying

Ciy “ 0 for i “ i1, . . . , ip

Ĉiy ě 0 for i “ NE ` 1, . . . , NE `NI
(12.15)
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where Ĉi denotes the orthogonal projection of Ci on UK, i.e. on the orthogonal comple-
ment of U in R1ˆn.

There exists a matrix S P Rnˆpn´pq with linearly independent columns such that
the subspace of elements y P Rn satisfying the equality constraints of (12.15) may be
parametrized as ty P Rn | y “ Sz for some z P Rpn´pqˆ1u. The linear independence of
the columns of S ensures that each such y corresponds to a unique set of coefficients z.

The set of y satisfying (12.15) is therefore the set of elements of the form y “ Sz for
which

ĈiSz ě 0 for i “ NE ` 1, . . . , NE `NI (12.16)

where z P Rpn´pqˆ1. The set of z satisfying (12.16) coincides with the set of z for which
γz ě 0 for any conic combination3 γ of the set

tĈNE`1S, . . . , ĈNE`NISu Ď R1ˆpn´pq (12.17)

The set of z satisfying (12.16) therefore coincides with the dual cone of the convex cone

coneptĈNE`1S, . . . , ĈNE`NISuq Ď R1ˆpn´pq (12.18)

By the Conic Representation Theorem4 there exist q linearly independent elements of
(12.17) where q ď n´ p having the same conic hull (12.18). By labelling those elements
tĈNE`j1S, . . . , ĈNE`jqSu it is clear that the set of z satisfying (12.16) is identical to the
set of z satisfying

ĈiSz ě 0 for i “ NE`j1 , . . . , NE`jq (12.19)

Thus, the set of y P Rn satisfying (12.14) is identical to the set of y satisfying the
conditions

Ciy “ 0 for i “ i1, . . . , ip

Ĉiy ě 0 for i “ NE ` j1, . . . , NE ` jq
(12.20)

The vectors tCi1 , . . . , Cipu were chosen to be linearly independent and so were the set

tĈNE`j1S, . . . , ĈNE`jqSu. The same holds for the set tĈNE`j1 , . . . , ĈNE`jqu since the
columns of S are linearly independent. Since the two sets of vectors tCi1 , . . . , Cipu and

tĈNE`j1 , . . . , ĈNE`jqu are contained in orthogonal subspaces of R1ˆn the union of the
two sets of vectors will be linearly independent as well.

Summing up we have seen that in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the point x̄
the feasible set is described by the following set of constraints

Cix “ di for i “ i1, . . . , ip

Ĉix ě di for i “ NE ` j1, . . . , NE ` jq
(12.21)

This set of constraints clearly satisfies the LICQ at x̄.

12.1.3.2 Applying the LICQ result

The previous subsection showed that if x̄ is a local minimizer of f subject to (12.13) then
it is also a local minimizer of f subject to (12.21). This implies that there exist sets of

3That is, for any linear combination γ of (12.17) with strictly positive coefficients.
4See either Theorem 6.23 of [8] or Theorem 17.2 of [97]
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multipliers tλi | i “ i1, . . . , ipu and tµi | i “ j1, . . . , jqu such that

µjr ě 0, r “ 1, . . . , q (12.22a)

∇fpx̄q “
p
ÿ

r“1

λirCir`
q
ÿ

r“1

µjr ĈNE`jr (12.22b)

Now it should remebered that for i “ NE ` 1, . . . , NE `NI each vector Ĉi results from
the corresponding Ci by subtraction of some linear combination of tCi1 , . . . , Cipu. That
is, of the gradients pertaining to the equality constraints. It is therefore clear that there
exist sets of multipliers tλi | i “ i1, . . . , ipu and tµi | i “ j1, . . . , jqu such that

µjr ě 0, r “ 1, . . . , q (12.23a)

∇fpx̄q “
p
ÿ

r“1

λirCir`
q
ÿ

r“1

µjrCNE`jr (12.23b)

In order to formulate a necessary condition for x̄ to be a local minimizer of f subject
to (12.13) we define the constraint functions

gipxq “ Cix´ di for i P E
hipxq “ Cix´ di for i P I (12.24)

From the analysis above we see that satisfying the requirements (12.12) is one such
necessary condition. This holds for an arbitrary number of affine constraints.

12.1.4 KKT-conditions

A key concept in the field of Constrained Optimization is that of the Lagrangian. This
construct combines objective function and constraints into a single functional expression.
Not only does it provide an elegant formulation of the necessary conditions obtained
above, it is also central to the field of Convex Optimization. In that setting convexity is
required of objective function and the feasible set while differentiability plays no role as
such. However, if differentiablity is assumed of objective and constraint functions one is
led to the same conditions as stated in (12.12). For a treatment of Constrained Opti-
mization within the framework of convex analysis the reader is referred to Rockafellar’s
treatise [97] or [11] by Boyd and Vandenberghe.

Definition 12.1.4 (The Lagrangian). Consider an objective function f : Rn Ñ R,
constraint functions as defined in (12.1) and feasible set of x P Rn satisfying (12.2).
Setting NE “ card E and NI “ card I we define the Lagrangian

L : Rn ˆ RNE ˆ RNI Ñ R (12.25)

by

Lpx, λ, µq “ fpxq ´
nE
ÿ

i“1

λigipxq ´
nI
ÿ

j“1

µjhj`NE pxq (12.26)

This assumes the same numbering convention for the constraints as in (12.4). Moreover,
we let λi denote the i’th component of λ and similarly for µ.
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In terms of the Lagrangian we may be formulate the following

Theorem 12.1.1 (KKT-conditions). Given an objective function f : Rn Ñ R and
constraint functions (12.1), all assumed to be continuously differentiable. Moreover,
assume that either all constraints are all affine or the LICQ is satisfied at x̄. If x̄ is
a local minimizer of f subject to the constraints (12.2), then there exist λ P RnE and
µ P RnI such that

gipx̄q “ 0 i P E (12.27a)

hipx̄q ě 0 i P I (12.27b)

µi ě 0 i P I (12.27c)

µihipx̄q “ 0 i P I (12.27d)

∇Lpx̄q “ 0 (12.27e)

with the Lagrangian L defined as in (12.26).

The proof of Theorem 12.1.1 was developed over the course of subsections 12.1.2 and
12.1.3. It holds true under less restrictive constraint qualifications as well, but we shall
not need those more general results in this thesis. For further information on the topic
of constraint qualifications the reader is referred to [11] or [83].

12.2 The need for efficient implementations

MPC has its origins in the process industries but the last decade has seen a widening
of the scope of application to encompass also biomedical systems [126]. A case in point
being the application to Artificial Pancreas (AP) technology for Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus
[7], [103]. Common for the applications to AP is the requirement for the algorithms to be
able to run on small portable platforms. This drives a search for efficient implementation
of optimization algorithms tailored to the control problem under consideration.

This chapter addresses those needs by proposing a linear MPC which

• keeps deterministic and stochastic model parts separate so that optimization is
performed only for the deterministic part.

• is based on a Riccati recursion technique that takes advantage of the long horizon
relative to system dimension.

• handles soft constraints (both upper and lower) very efficiently.

While the contributions [120] and [23] report related work on computationally efficient
implementations of MPC, our implementation stays closer to the seminal work of [91].
We provide a transcription of the control problem including soft constraints reducing it
to a form where the Riccati recursion is applicable. Wherever possible use is made of
the fact that the system considered is a SISO system. [110], [32] and [60] provide further
examples of applications of the Riccati iteration technique to problems in MPC.

In the context of AP technology it is convenient to have an implementation involving
a Riccati recursion since one tends to employ a very long horizon. Having a computa-
tional complexity which is approximately linear in the horizon length therefore reduces
significantly the time spent solving the optimization problem between sampling instants.
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The implementation is therefore likely to remain feasible even in future when one might
envisage shorter time intervals between measurements.

In the comprehensive review [126] of existing embedded control technology for AP
no mention is made of Riccati-based implementations. The implementation described in
the present contribution therefore seems novel in the context of AP despite the passing
of close to 20 years since the publication of [91]. The implementation described here
differs from that of [91] by not including the cost-to-go term. Reasons for this choice are
given in Section 12.8. In addition we allow for the specification of a reference trajectory
r for the output to track.

The work presented here should be seen as a continuation of that of Chapter 9.
While the latter chapter dealt with filtering, prediction and tuning of the MPC-based
control system for AP, here we delve into the detailed implementation of the controller.
The reader may find it helpful to refer to Chapter 9 for further elaboration of the signal
model used. The description given here will be relatively brief.

12.3 Signal Model

We consider a linear system described in continuous time in terms of transfer functions
Gpsq and Hpsq and with discrete measurements yk “ yptkq at times t “ tk “ kTs :

Zpsq “ GpsqUpsq `HpsqW psq

yptkq “ zptkq ` vk, k “ 0, 1, 2, ...
(12.28)

Here, U denotes the input to the deterministic part of the model and W the white noise
input to the stochastic part of the model. G and H are assumed strictly proper. Finally,
tvku „ Niidp0, r

2q is a sequence of independent and identically distributed Gaussian
random variables representing the measurement noise. The deterministic input u is
subject to the Zero-Order-Hold condition (ZOH) while the discretization of stochastic
part involves sampling a Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE) as described in Chapter
9 or [43].

The system output zptkq without measurement noise we shall write as the sum

zptkq “ zdk ` z
s
k (12.29)

of the outputs of two separate linear systems in discrete-time. The superscripts d and s
refer to deterministic and stochastic respectively.

The deterministic part of the system description may be realized as a state space
model of the form

Zdpsq “ GpsqUpsq „

#

xdk`1 “ Adx
d
k `Bduk

zdk “ Cdx
d
k

(12.30)

since G is assumed strictly proper. The stochastic part may likewise be realized as a
state-space model

Zspsq “ HpsqW psq „

#

xsk`1 “ Asx
s
k `Bswk

zsk “ Csx
s
k

(12.31)

The conditional expectation x̂sk|k :“ Erxsk|Yks of the state vector xsk given the observa-

tions Yk “ ty0, y1, . . . , yku, is obtained from the Kalman Filter. The Kalman Filter and
Predictor result from the transfer function Hpsq as described in Chapter 9 or [43].
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12.4 Optimal Control Problem

We now turn to the issue of optimal control of systems with dynamics as described in
Eq. (12.30). We define the output penalty function πz by

πzpz, r, χ, θq “ |z ´ r|
2 ` κ |χ|2 ` η|θ|2 (12.32)

and the objective function by

φ “
1

2

N´1
ÿ

j“1

πzpẑk`j|k, r̂k`j|k, χ̂k`j|k, θ̂k`j|kq ` ρ|∆uk`j|k|
2

` ρ|∆uk|k|
2 ` |ẑk`N |k ´ r̂k`N |k|

2

(12.33)

In (12.32) and (12.33) the first term of πz penalizes deviations of the predicted outputs,
tẑk`j|ku

N
j“1, from the anticipated set-points, tr̂k`j|ku

N
j“1. The second and third terms of

πz represent the penalties associated with the soft lower and upper bounds zk`j|k and
zk`j|k on the output variable:

ẑk`j|k ě zk`j|k ´ χ̂k`j|k (12.34a)

ẑk`j|k ď zk`j|k ` θ̂k`j|k (12.34b)

for j “ 1, ..., N ´ 1. The final term of φ penalizes rate-of-change, ∆uk “ uk ´ uk´1, in
the manipulated variable. Furthermore the system is subject to (hard) input constraints

u ď uk`j ď u. (12.35)

As elaborated in [43] the finite horizon optimal control problem (OCP) with objective
function (12.33), subject to Kalman predictions for (12.28), input constraints (12.35) and
soft output constraints (12.34) has an equivalent formulation in terms of the modified
objective φ˚

φ˚ “
1

2

N´1
ÿ

j“1

πzpẑ
d
k`j|k, r̂

˚
k`j|k, χ̂k`j|k, θ̂k`j|kq ` ρ|∆uk`j|k|

2

` ρ|∆uk|k|
2 ` |ẑdk`N |k ´ r̂

˚
k`N |k|

2

(12.36)

and modified reference trajectory (1 ď j ď N)

r˚k`j|k “ rk`j|k ´ ẑ
s
k`j|k. (12.37)

In fact by introducing the notation

z˚k`j|k “ zk`j|k ´ ẑ
s
k`j|k (12.38a)

z˚k`j|k “ zk`j|k ´ ẑ
s
k`j|k (12.38b)

and adjusting the soft constraints to

ẑdk`j|k ě z˚k`j|k ´ χ̂k`j|k (12.39a)

ẑdk`j|k ď z˚k`j|k ` θ̂k`j|k (12.39b)

the original OCP is equivalent to solving the constrained optimization problem

min
tẑdj`k,uj`k´1,χ̂j`k,θ̂j`kuNj“1

φ˚

s.t. (9.9), (12.35), (12.39) .
(12.40)
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12.4.1 Formulation of OCP (12.40) as a QP

For the formulation of (12.40) as a QP it is convenient to introduce the augmented state
variables

x̃j “

„

xj
uj´1



(12.41)

as well as the augmented weight matrices

Q “

„

C 1C 0
0 ρ



Q̄ “

„

C 1C 0
0 0



M “ ´

„

0
ρ



(12.42)

and system matrices

A “

„

Ad 0
0 0



B “

„

Bd
I



C “
“

Cd 0
‰

(12.43)

To keep the notation simple, in the following we shall omit the asterisks for the modified
reference trajectory and limits on z. Furthermore we assume that k “ 0 and write
conditional expectations as xj “ x̂0`j|0. Using these conventions, routine calculations
show that the governing dynamics may be expressed as

x̃j`1 “ Ax̃j `Buj (12.44)

and that up to a constant term, the objective function φ˚ equals the function

Ψ “
1

2

N´1
ÿ

j“1

„

x̃j
uj

1 „

Q M
M 1 ρ

 „

x̃j
uj



` κ|χj |
2 ` η|θj |

2

`
1

2
x̃1N Q̄x̃N `

1

2
ρu2

0 ´

N
ÿ

j“1

r1jCx̃j ´ ρu´1u0

(12.45)

Since κ, η ě 0, ρ ą 0 and Q̄ is positive semidefinite, convexity of Ψ results from the easily
verifiable positive semidefiniteness of the Schur complement of element ρ of the matrix

„

Q M
M 1 ρ



(12.46)

For the highly structured quadratic function (12.45) it is useful to view the Hessian as a
block diagonal matrix

H “ diagpH0,H1, . . . ,HN´1,HN q (12.47)

where for 1 ď j ď N ´ 1

Hj “

»

—

—

–

Q M 0 0
M 1 ρ 0 0
0 0 κ 0
0 0 0 η

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(12.48)

while H0 “ ρ and HN “ Q̄. By similarly introducing

ξ “
“

ξ10 ξ11 . . . ξ1N
‰1

(12.49)

where for 1 ď j ď N ´ 1

ξj “
“

x̃1j u1j χ1j θ1j
‰1

(12.50)
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while ξ0 “ u0 and ξN “ x̃N we see that the sum of the 2nd order terms in (12.45) may be

written compactly as 1
2ξ
1Hξ. Now define g “

“

g10 g11 . . . g1N
‰1

where for 1 ď j ď N´1

gj “
“

´rjC 0 0 0
‰1

(12.51)

while g0 “ ´ρu´1 and gN “ ´prNCq
1. By doing so the sum of the 1st order terms in

(12.45) becomes g1ξ. Altogether this brings the objective Ψ into the standard form

Ψpξq “
1

2
ξ1Hξ ` g1ξ. (12.52)

As for the constraints the equalities (12.44) may be expressed in the form A1ξ “ b for
suitably chosen A and b. For N “ 2

A1 “
u0 x̃1 u1 χ1 θ1 x̃2

„ 

´B I 0 0 0 0
0 ´A ´B 0 0 I

,

b “

„

Ax̃0

0



.

(12.53)

will be our choice of sign convention and which we stick to also for higher N . The
structure of A1 is hinted at by indicating which variable each coefficient corresponds to.
This partitioning into stages will be crucial to exploiting the inherent structure of the
optimization problem. Turning to the inequality constraints, we note that for each stage
1 ď j ď N ´ 1 the constraints (12.35) and (12.39) may be cast in the form C1jξj ě dj
where

“

C1j dj
‰

“

x̃j uj χj θj
»

—

–

fi

ffi

fl

C 0 I 0 zj zj
´C 0 0 I ´zj zj
0 I 0 0 u uj

0 ´I 0 0 ´u uj

(12.54)

The rightmost column contains the index which we shall use to refer to that particular
inequality. It provides a convenient way of addressing the slack variables s, and associated
dual variables t. For example λzj denotes the Lagrange multiplier pertaining to the

inequality constraint expressed by the first row of (12.54). This notation will be used
consistently in Section 12.6. For j “ 0 the matrices C10 and d0 comprise only the data
pertaining to u0, that is rows 3 and 4. Stage N is subject to no inequality constraints
so C1N “ 0 and dN “ 0. By introducing the block diagonal matrix C and the stacked
column vector d

C “ diagpC0, C1, . . . , CN q
d “

“

d0 d1 . . . dN
‰1 (12.55)

we may now express our OCP (12.40) as a convex QP in the standard form

min
ξ

1

2
ξ1Hξ ` g1ξ

s.t. A1ξ “ b

C1ξ ě d

(12.56)
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12.5 Optimality Conditions

The convexity of (12.56) means that a value ξ of the decision variable is a minimizer of
(12.56) if and only if ξ and its pair of associated dual variables satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions developed in Subsection 12.1.4. To formulate these optimality
conditions for (12.56) we introduce non-negative slack variables s allowing us to recast
the inequality constraints as

´ C1ξ ` s` d “ 0 (12.57)

It now follows that ξ is a minimizer if and only if there exist vectors p and s, t ě 0
(component-wise) such that

F pξ, p, t, sq “

»

—

—

–

rL
rA
rC
rST

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

–

Hξ ` g ´Ap´ Ct
´A1ξ ` b

´C1ξ ` s` d
ST e

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

–

0
0
0
0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(12.58)

Here S denotes the diagonal matrix formed by the elements s1, s2, . . . , s4N´2 of s. Matrix
T is defined analogously and e denotes the column vector whose entries all equal 1.

12.5.1 Interior Point Method

This subsection describes an Interior Point Method [124] for iterative solution of (12.58).
The algorithm tracks the so-called central path connecting an initial point pξ0, p0, s0, t0q
to a solution pξ, p, s, tq of (12.58). Given a current iterate pξ, p, s, tq we define a comple-
mentarity measure

µ “
s1t

cardpsq
“

s1t

4N ´ 2
(12.59)

and consider the perturbed KKT conditions [83]:

F pξ, p, t, sq “

»

—

—

–

Hξ ` g ´Ap´ Ct
´A1ξ ` b

´C1ξ ` s` d
ST e

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

–

0
0
0
µσe

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(12.60)

The solutions of (12.60) for all positive values of σ and µ define the so-called central path,
which is a trajectory that leads to the solution of (12.58) as the product µσ tends to zero.
To track the central path we employ a variant of Mehrotra’s predictor-corrector method
[81], [83]. The method consists in repeating a two-step procedure until convergence. The
first so-called affine step updates the centering paramter σ and computes second-order
correction terms. Next a corrector step is determined and a new iterate is produced.
The direction of the affine step equals that of the pure Newton step for (12.60) with
parameter σ “ 0

JF pζ
kq∆ζkaff “ ´F pζ

kq (12.61)

where JF pζ
kq denotes the current value of the Jacobian of F , ∆ζkaff is the affine direction,

and ζk is the current iterate

ζk “
“

pξkq1 ppkq1 pskq1 ptkq1
‰1

(12.62)
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With ∆ζkaff in hand the affine variables skaff and tkaff are computed

skaff :“ sk ` αkaff∆skaff tkaff :“ tk ` αkaff∆tkaff (12.63)

The scaling factor αkaff is introduced to ensure that the constraints ps, tq ě 0 remain
satisfied:

αkaff :“ max

"

aaff P r0; 1s|

„

sk

tk



` aaff

„

∆sk

∆tk



ě 0

*

(12.64)

We emphasize that we apply the same scaling factor to the primal and the dual variables.
This differs from what is usually done for linear programming where two separate damp-
ing factors are specified [83]. Following [81], [83] we update the centering parameter σ
by

σk :“

ˆ

pskaffq
1tkaff

pskq1tk

˙3

. (12.65)

In the second step, we obtain ∆ζk by solving (12.61) for a modified right hand side,
namely

´

»

—

—

–

rL
rA
rC
r̄ST

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

“ ´

»

—

—

–

rL
rA
rC

rST `∆Skaff∆T kaffe´ σ
kµke.

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(12.66)

Matrix ∆Skaff is the diagonal matrix formed by the elements of vector ∆skaff . As in (12.64)
for the affine step, we select the largest scaling parameter α such that sk ` α∆sk and
tk ` α∆tk remain non-negative. We update the iterates after damping α with a factor
τ P r0.95; 0.999s to ensure that iterates stay in the interior of the feasible set:

ξk :“ ξk ` ταk∆ξk pk :“ pk ` ταk∆pk

sk :“ sk ` ταk∆sk tk :“ tk ` ταk∆tk
(12.67)

Iteration continues until

µk ď tolµ

||prkL, r
k
A, r

k
Cq||8 ď tolr||H,A, C, b, d, g||8

(12.68)

where tolr and tolµ are user-defined small tolerances whose default values are 10´8

[34].

12.6 Riccati Iteration Procedure

In interior point methods such as the one presented in this chapter, the main com-
putational effort is spent solving the linear system (12.61) and its counterpart with a
modified right hand side (12.66). We therefore seek to exploit the inherent structure of
the problem. The explicit formulation of (12.61) becomes

»

—

—

–

H ´A ´C 0
´A1 0 0 0
´C1 0 0 I

0 0 S T

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

–

∆ξ
∆p
∆t
∆s

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

“ ´

»

—

—

–

rL
rA
rC
rST

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

. (12.69)
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By eliminating ∆s and ∆t one obtains

∆t “ ´pS´1T qC1∆ξ ` pS´1T qprC ´ T ´1rST q

∆s “ ´T ´1rST ´ T ´1S∆t
(12.70)

and the resulting so-called augmented system [83] to solve

„

H` CpS´1T qC1 ´A
´A1 0

 „

∆ξ
∆p



“

„

rξ
rp



(12.71)

where
„

rξ
rp



“

„

´rL ` CpS´1T qprC ´ T ´1rST q
´rA



(12.72)

We note that rξ “
“

r1ξ,0 r1ξ,1 . . . r1ξ,N
‰1

where

rξ,j “
“

r1x̃j ruj rχj rθj
‰1

(12.73)

for 1 ď j ď N ´ 1 while rξ,0 “ ru0 and rξ,N “ rx̃N .
Computing ∆t and the term pS´1T qprC ´ T ´1rST q only involves cheap element-

wise operations on vectors. The latter’s multiplication with C is handled by a stage-
wise approach utilizing the structure C “ diagpC0, C1, . . . , CN´1q. The block-diagonal
structure of C ensures that H`CpS´1T qC1 has exactly the same block-diagonal structure
as H. By introducing the diagonal matrix Λ “ S´1T one may write H ` CΛC1 “
diagpH0 ` C0Λ0C10, . . . ,HN´1 ` CN´1ΛN´1C1N´1,HN q where

Hj ` CjΛjC1j “

x̃j uj χj θj
»

—

–

fi

ffi

fl

Qj M E1j F 1j x̃j

M 1 Rj 0 0 uj

Ej 0 Gj 0 χj

Fj 0 0 Kj θj

(12.74)

for 1 ď j ď N´1 while H0`C0Λ0C0 “ R0 and HN “ QN “ Q̄. The quantities appearing
in (12.74) are given by

Ej “ λzjC Gj “ κ` λzj

Fj “ ´λzjC Kj “ η ` λzj
(12.75)

for 1 ď j ď N ´ 1 while

Rj “ ρ` λuj ` λuj j “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1

Qj “ Q` C 1pλzj ` λzj qC j “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1.
(12.76)

Using the indexing convention p “
“

p10 p11 . . . p1N´1

‰1
we now group all the equations

appearing in (12.71) stage-wise and eliminate the quantities ∆χj and ∆θj . We end up
with the following equations to solve:

´∆pj´1 ` Q̃j∆x̃j `M∆uj `A∆pj “ r̃x̃j

M 1∆x̃j `Rj∆uj `B
1∆pj “ ruj

A∆x̃j `B∆ũj ´∆x̃j`1 “ rpj

(12.77)
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for j “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1 in addition to the equations

R0∆u0 `B
1∆p0 “ ru0

B∆u0 ´∆x̃1 “ rp0

´∆pN´1 ` Q̃N∆x̃N “ r̃x̃N

(12.78)

In (12.77) and (12.78) matrices Rj are as specified in (12.76) while

Q̃j “ Q`

˜

λzjκ

κ` λzj
`

λzjη

η ` λzj

¸

C 1C (12.79)

for 1 ď j ď N ´ 1 and Q̃N “ Q̄. Using rx̃j from (12.73) the quantities r̃x̃j are calculated

by r̃x̃N “ rx̃N and

r̃x̃j “ rx̃j `

˜

λzj
η ` λzj

rθj ´
λzj

κ` λzj
rχj

¸

C 1 (12.80)

for 1 ď j ď N ´ 1. Having solved for ∆x̃j ,∆uj and ∆pj one computes ∆χj and ∆θj for
1 ď j ď N ´ 1 straightforwardly from

∆χj “
1

κ` λzj
prχj ´ λzjC∆x̃jq

∆θj “
1

η ` λzj
prθj ` λzjC∆x̃jq

(12.81)

We note that (12.77) and (12.78) are in a form that permit their efficient solution by the
Riccati recursion technique [91]. In fact for the special case N “ 3, the equations may
be arranged in the well-known form:
»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

R0 B1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 ´I 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 ´I Q̃1 M A1 0 0 0 0
0 0 M 1 R1 B1 0 0 0 0
0 0 A B 0 ´I 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ´I Q̃2 M A1 0
0 0 0 0 0 M 1 R2 B1 0
0 0 0 0 0 A B 0 ´I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ´I Q̃3

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

∆u0

∆p0

∆x̃1

∆u1

∆p1

∆x̃2

∆u2

∆p2

∆x̃3

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

ru0
rp0
r̃x1
ru1
rp1
r̃x2
ru2
rp2
r̃x3

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(12.82)

12.7 Numerical examples

This section presents a case study relevant for an Artificial Pancreas [7]. We apply the
MPC algorithm developed above to a family of transfer functions often used to describe
linearized glucose-insulin dynamics. The (deterministic) model is given in terms of a
transfer function of the form

Gpsq “
kd

p1` τdsqnd
(12.83)
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where nd is a small integer, typically equal to 2 or 3 [9]. We consider a stochastic model
of similar form

Hpsq “
ks

p1` τssqns
(12.84)

For the Artificial Pancreas it is not uncommon to consider prediction horizons of up to
24 hours and for a sampling rate of Ts “ 5 min this amounts to 288 samples. In this
example we consider Ts “ 1 min and a horizon of N “ 300. We consider system and
model both to be of the form (12.28) with G and H of the form (12.83) and (12.84)
respectively. The relevant simulation parameters are listed in the tables below. The
value for the weight ρ on the rate-of-input is arrived at by considering a Pareto-plot as
in [43]. This is obtained by mapping integrated squared output error against integrated
squared rate-of-input for values of ρ ranging through a wide interval. We pick the value
of ρ ensuring the best compromise for keeping both the mapped quantities low.

Table 12.1: System and Model parameters plus measurement noise variance

Parameter System Model
nd 2 2
τd 5 5
kd -1 -1
ns 2 1
τs 3 2.5
ks 0.3 1.2
σ2
v 10´4 10´4

Table 12.2: Cost function weights, tolerances, prediction horizon, sampling
interval and number of samples simulated

Parameter Value
ρ 10´4.75

κ 100
η 10

tolr 10´8

tolµ 10´8

N 300
Ts 1
Nsim 600
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Figure 12.4: Top: process output y (blue) and reference r (red). Bottom:
control signal u (blue) with hard input limits shown by dashed red lines.

Table 12.3: Limits on u (hard) and z (soft)

Parameter Value
umin -50
umax 50
zmin -3
zmax 3

We perform closed-loop simulations for a tracking scenario where the system output
is required to track a reference trajectory which is identically zero except for the intervals
between samples 50 and 100 and 450 and 500 respectively. On those two intervals the
reference value is 3, coinciding thus with the upper soft bound on the output. Figure
12.4 shows the result of the simulations. One notes that the input constraints are active
around the changes in reference value. We plot in Fig. 12.5 the number of iterations
required in the interior point algorithm when at each time instance of the closed-loop
simulation the (open-loop) input profile is calculated. The iteration number is seen to
vary and remembering that the prediction horizon is N “ 300 we see that the times for
which most iterations (10 or 11) are needed seem to coincide with the times where an
input constraint is active somewhere in the prediction window. The lowest number of
iterations, namely 4, occurs when we just require to track the constant value 0 over the
entire prediction horizon. Of course we do not imply that the iteration numbers here
are necessarily typical. They merely serve to illustrate the variation in iteration number
which may occur. It should also be noted that the number of iterations required to reach
a specified tolerance may depend upon how well-conditioned the resulting matrices are
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Figure 12.5: Number of iterations spent in the interior-point algorithm calcu-
lating the input profile at a given time instance. Horizon N “ 300 and system
order ns “ 2.

which appear in the systems to be solved. The entire MPC simulation chain including the
Riccati based IP solver was implemented in Matlab R2014a. For algorithm performance
evaluation we note that the calculations were performed on a DELL laptop equipped with
an Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-4310U CPU@2.00 GHz processor and 16.0 GB of memory. Due
to the computer’s internal scheduling the time spent processing a single interior point
iteration will of course fluctuate. This is also clear from the histogram in Fig. 12.6.
Generally speaking though each iteration seems to take approximately 50 ms. This is for
a prediction horizon of length 300 and a linear model whose deterministic part is of order
nd “ 2. For the implemented Riccati iteration based optimization scheme one observes
indeed by varying the horizon N an approximately linear growth in CPU time with N .
For the scenario described above we now allow the horizon to vary while retaining the
value of the tuning parameter ρ at its value corresponding to N “ 300. For each value
of N we map in Fig. 12.7 the average CPU time spent calculating the open-loop input
sequence at each step. The CPU time is seen to grow approximately linearly with N .

12.8 Concluding remarks

In applications of MPC it is desirable to use long prediction horizons for stability reasons.
Hence one would rather err on the side of caution than pick a horizon N that turns out
to be too short. It is therefore useful to have an implementation whose computational
complexity only grows linearly with N . One might argue that similar benefits could be
achieved by using a dual-mode approach including a suitable end-of-horizon cost-to-go
term. This approach, however, presents an additional challenge in the form of selection of
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Figure 12.6: Histogram of average times spent per interior point iteration
calculating the input profile. Horizon N “ 300 and system order nd “ 2.

a proper weighting matrix for the cost-to-go term. The presence of constraints makes this
selection a non-trivial task. The weighting matrix would thus become an extra tuning
parameter, something we may avoid by choosing the prediction horizon sufficiently large.
This is a viable option thanks to the fast Riccati-based implementation.

A computationally efficient controller obviously has a beneficial effect on battery
lifetime, an issue of potential concern when implemented on a small portable platform.
While it also makes it easier to meet real-time constraints, there is even a third benefit to
having a Riccati-based controller. Most development and testing of AP technology takes
place in silico and the ability to increase the number of realizations when performing
stochastic simulation is clearly welcome.

The implementation also implies a significant reduction in memory consumption. By
condensing and using dense storage, for a scenario with horizon N , the Hessian would still
be of size p3N ˆ 3Nq. Our approach uses significantly less than that. It has been noted
that the algorithm presented in this paper does not include any warm-start strategy. The
inclusion of warm-starting might well further reduce computation times for the controller
but remains an item for future study.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a control methodology
that uses a model of the system to be controlled to predict
its output over a future horizon. At each time instance a
control sequence is calculated online as the solution to an
open-loop control problem based on the model, the current
state and specified reference trajectory. Only the first
element of the control sequence is applied to the system
and feedback is obtained by repeating this procedure when
the next measurements are received. A notable advantage
of MPC is the way constraints are handled directly when
solving the optimization problem resulting in the control
sequence. The performance of the controller thus hinges on
the quality of the system model, but not only on that. Also
noise and possible disturbances must be catered for, see
Pannocchia and Rawlings (2003), Gopaluni et al. (2004),
Gevers (2005), Shah and Engell (2010), Huusom et al.
(2012) and references therein. One should therefore con-
sider a system model comprising a deterministic as well as
a stochastic or noise part. Selecting a noise model involves
a trade-off between conflicting requirements namely those
of low variance set-point tracking, disturbance rejection
and fast response to unmeasured disturbances.

Boiroux et al. (2015) provided a comparative study of
the effects of choosing different deterministic model parts
in MPC-based Artificial Pancreas technology keeping the
stochastic part fixed. The goal of the present paper is to
study the role played by the stochastic part of the model.
This term is intended to absorb not only the presence of
unmeasured disturbances but also more generally unmod-
elled system dynamics. The ultimate test of the suitability
of a given noise model is therefore whether the system

� This work has been funded by the Danish Diabetes Academy
supported by the Novo Nordisk Foundation.

performs adequately in closed-loop (CL). The message of
this paper is that closed-loop performance may benefit
from selecting a suitable low-order noise model.

CL performance is evaluated for model structures corre-
sponding to different filter orders. For each model struc-
ture the noise term is identified using the Maximum Like-
lihood (ML) criterion from measurements collected before
closing the loop, see Jørgensen and Jørgensen (2007b).
An efficient MPC implementation is developed based on
continuous-time transfer functions keeping the determin-
istic and stochastic model parts separate. The stochastic
part will determine the Kalman Filter and Predictor while
the deterministic model part, set-point and filtered state
estimates will determine the optimal control problem to
be solved.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls the
basic theory of realization and discretization of linear
time-invariant (LTI) systems given in terms of transfer
functions. The following section continues by focusing on
the case of LTI systems with continuous-time white noise
input. Section 4 develops the Kalman Filter and Predictor
for the resulting discrete-time state space model and is
followed by a section developing the Model Predictive
Controller. We round off with a section discussing the
outcome of a concrete closed-loop control simulation for
noise models of different orders.

2. REALIZATION OF LINEAR SYSTEMS

We consider a linear system described in continuous time
in terms of transfer functions G(s) and H(s) and with
discrete measurements y(tk) at times t = tk :

Z(s) = G(s)U(s) + H(s)W (s)

y(tk) = z(tk) + vk, k = 0, 1, 2, ...
(1)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a control methodology
that uses a model of the system to be controlled to predict
its output over a future horizon. At each time instance a
control sequence is calculated online as the solution to an
open-loop control problem based on the model, the current
state and specified reference trajectory. Only the first
element of the control sequence is applied to the system
and feedback is obtained by repeating this procedure when
the next measurements are received. A notable advantage
of MPC is the way constraints are handled directly when
solving the optimization problem resulting in the control
sequence. The performance of the controller thus hinges on
the quality of the system model, but not only on that. Also
noise and possible disturbances must be catered for, see
Pannocchia and Rawlings (2003), Gopaluni et al. (2004),
Gevers (2005), Shah and Engell (2010), Huusom et al.
(2012) and references therein. One should therefore con-
sider a system model comprising a deterministic as well as
a stochastic or noise part. Selecting a noise model involves
a trade-off between conflicting requirements namely those
of low variance set-point tracking, disturbance rejection
and fast response to unmeasured disturbances.

Boiroux et al. (2015) provided a comparative study of
the effects of choosing different deterministic model parts
in MPC-based Artificial Pancreas technology keeping the
stochastic part fixed. The goal of the present paper is to
study the role played by the stochastic part of the model.
This term is intended to absorb not only the presence of
unmeasured disturbances but also more generally unmod-
elled system dynamics. The ultimate test of the suitability
of a given noise model is therefore whether the system

� This work has been funded by the Danish Diabetes Academy
supported by the Novo Nordisk Foundation.

performs adequately in closed-loop (CL). The message of
this paper is that closed-loop performance may benefit
from selecting a suitable low-order noise model.

CL performance is evaluated for model structures corre-
sponding to different filter orders. For each model struc-
ture the noise term is identified using the Maximum Like-
lihood (ML) criterion from measurements collected before
closing the loop, see Jørgensen and Jørgensen (2007b).
An efficient MPC implementation is developed based on
continuous-time transfer functions keeping the determin-
istic and stochastic model parts separate. The stochastic
part will determine the Kalman Filter and Predictor while
the deterministic model part, set-point and filtered state
estimates will determine the optimal control problem to
be solved.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls the
basic theory of realization and discretization of linear
time-invariant (LTI) systems given in terms of transfer
functions. The following section continues by focusing on
the case of LTI systems with continuous-time white noise
input. Section 4 develops the Kalman Filter and Predictor
for the resulting discrete-time state space model and is
followed by a section developing the Model Predictive
Controller. We round off with a section discussing the
outcome of a concrete closed-loop control simulation for
noise models of different orders.

2. REALIZATION OF LINEAR SYSTEMS

We consider a linear system described in continuous time
in terms of transfer functions G(s) and H(s) and with
discrete measurements y(tk) at times t = tk :

Z(s) = G(s)U(s) + H(s)W (s)

y(tk) = z(tk) + vk, k = 0, 1, 2, ...
(1)
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estimates will determine the optimal control problem to
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The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls the
basic theory of realization and discretization of linear
time-invariant (LTI) systems given in terms of transfer
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the case of LTI systems with continuous-time white noise
input. Section 4 develops the Kalman Filter and Predictor
for the resulting discrete-time state space model and is
followed by a section developing the Model Predictive
Controller. We round off with a section discussing the
outcome of a concrete closed-loop control simulation for
noise models of different orders.
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in terms of transfer functions G(s) and H(s) and with
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Here, U denotes the input to the deterministic part of
the model and W the white noise input to the stochastic
part of the model. We shall assume that G and H are
strictly proper. Finally, {vk} ∼ Niid(0, r

2) is a sequence of
independent and identically distributed Gaussian random
variables representing the measurement noise. With a view
to using (1) as a model of a system to be subjected
to Model Predictive Control we now turn to realizing
it as a discrete-time state-space model. In doing so we
consider the deterministic and stochastic parts separately
and assume that the Zero-Order-Hold (ZOH) condition
applies to the deterministic part. The stochastic part on
the other hand involves sampling a certain Stochastic
Differential Equation (SDE). We deal with this in section
3. We rely on the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Let a continuous-time system S be described
by Z(s) = G(s)U(s) where G(s) is assumed to be a proper
transfer function. When S is subjetcted to ZOH-input then
there exist matrices A, B, C and D such that the state
space model

xk+1 = Axk + Buk

zk = Cxk + Duk
(2)

provides a realization of S in discrete-time, when equidis-
tantly sampled. If G(s) is strictly proper we have that
D = 0.

The deterministic part of the system description

Zd(s) = G(s)U(s) (3)

may be realized as a state space model by

Zd(s) ∼
{
xd
k+1 = Adx

d
k + Bduk

zdk = Cdx
d
k

(4)

and the stochastic part

Zs(s) = H(s)W (s) (5)

as

Zs(s) ∼
{
xs
k+1 = Asx

s
k + Bswk

zsk = Csx
s
k

(6)

Using that

Z(s) = Zd(s) + Zs(s) (7)

we find that there exist matrices A,B,C,G expressible in
terms of the system matrices of (4) and (6) such that

xk+1 = Axk + Buk + Gwk

zk = Cxk

yk = zk + vk

(8)

provides a state space realization of (1) with an added
equation accounting for measurement noise vk. In fact (8)
results by taking

xk =

[
xd
k

xs
k

]
A =

[
Ad 0
0 As

]
B =

[
Bd

0

]

G =

[
0
Bs

]
C = [Cd Cs]

The process noise, {wk} , and the measurement noise, {vk}
are assumed to be sequences of Gaussian random variables
with the joint distribution of (wk, vk) given by

[
wk

vk

]
∼ Niid

([
0
0

]
,

[
Q 0
0 R

])
(9)

3. REALIZATION OF STOCHASTIC TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS

We now consider a continuous-time LTI system with
transfer function H(s) subjected to continuous-time white
noise input given in the Laplace domain by W (s):

Z(s) = H(s)W (s) (10)

Assuming equidistant sampling with sampling time Ts

the transfer function and the associated measurement
equation may be realized in the form of an SDE in the
sense of Ito

dx(t) = Ac
sx(t)dt + Bc

sdω(t) (11a)

y(tk) = Cc
sx(tk) + v(tk) (11b)

where ω denotes standard Brownian Motion and

x(t0) ∼ N(x̄0, P0) (12a)

dω(t) ∼ Niid(0, Idt) (12b)

v(tk) ∼ Niid(0, R) (12c)

with R = r2.

We now discretize assuming equidistant sampling at inte-
ger multiples of Ts and obtain a discrete-time state space
model (6) by taking

As = eA
c
sTs Bs = I Cs = Cc

s (13)

and
wk ∼ Niid(0, Q) (14)

with

Q =

∫ Ts

0

eA
c
sσBc

s(B
c
s)

′
e(A

c
s)

′
σdσ (15)

The reader is referred to Åström (1970) for a proof of
these discretization results. Since (Ac

s, B
c
s) is controllable

it follows from Zhou et al. (1995) that Q is positive definite.
According to Van Loan (1978)

Q = Φ
′
22Φ12 (16)

where

exp

([
−Ac

s Bc
s (Bc

s)
′

0 (Ac
s)

′

]
Ts

)
=

[
Φ11 Φ12

0 Φ22

]
(17)

The formula (17) may be employed to calculate As and
Q numerically by means of Padé approximation, but it is
in fact possible to calculate exact analytical expressions
for those matrices in the case of the simple transfer
functions we consider here. The expressions, however,
quickly become rather unwieldy with increasing order. We
introduce the notation

β =
Ts

τ
(18)

and list values of As and Q in Table 1 for examples of
the kind of transfer functions considered in this paper. We
note that with H(s) = k

(τs+1)n the continuous-time noise

output power for white noise input derived from standard
Brownian Motion becomes

1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞

k2

(1 + (τω)2)n
dω =

1

2π

k2

τ
In (19)

where In =
∫ +∞
−∞

1
(1+t2)n dt satisfies I1 = π and the

recursion In+1 = 2n−1
2n In holds for n ≥ 1. For fixed filter

order n the continuous-time noise output power depends

only on the ratio k2

τ but the distribution of this power
over the spectrum is depends on τ , spreading out more as
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Table 1. Observer canonical realization of stochastic transfer functions.

H(s) As
Q
k2

k
s

1 Ts

k
τs+1

e−β 1
2τ

[
1− e−2β

]

k
s(τs+1)


e−β τ

(
1− e−β

)

0 1






τ

(
β − 3

2
+ 2e−β − 1

2
e−2β

)
β − 1 + e−β

β − 1 + e−β β

τ




k
(τs+1)2


e−β(1− β) τβe−β

β

τ
e−β e−β(1 + β)







1

4τ

(
1−

(
1 + 2β + 2β2

)
e−2β

) 1

2τ2

(
1−

(
1 + 2β + β2

)
e−2β

)

1

2τ2

(
1−

(
1 + 2β + β2

)
e−2β

) 1

4τ3

(
5−

(
5 + 6β + 5β2

)
e−2β

)




τ decreases. Considering in particular the case n = 1 it is

clear from the expression Q = k2

2τ (1 − exp(−2Ts/τ)) that

even when keeping k2

τ fixed, the value of Q depends on the
relative size of Ts w.r.t. τ . In fact τ becomes a measure of
the coherence time of the state x in the sense that for
Ts � τ we have Q ≈ 0 and for Ts � τ we have Q ≈ k2

2τ .

4. FILTERING AND PREDICTION

One could implement MPC for the model (1) based on the
prediction formulae

x̂k+j+1|k = Ax̂k+j|k + Buk+j , j = 0, ..., N − 1

ŷk+j|k = Cx̂k+j|k, j = 1, ..., N
(20)

for the realization (8) with noise specification (9). How-
ever, it will be advantageous to exploit the splitting of the
system into a deterministic and a stochastic part as one
only needs to run a Kalman Filter for the stochastic part.
The idea is to consider the modified output ysk = yk −
zdk where the deterministic part zd is obtained from (4)
with initial condition zd0 = 0. Assuming that stationary
conditions have been reached and that at time t = tk we
have just received the measurement yk = y(tk) we may
perform the online filtering

ŷsk|k−1 = Csx̂
s
k|k−1 (21a)

ek = ysk − ŷsk|k−1 (21b)

x̂s
k|k = x̂s

k|k−1 + Kfx ek (21c)

using the coefficients

Re = CsPC ′
s + R (22a)

Kfx = PC ′
sR

−1
e (22b)

calculated offline. Here P denotes the stationary one-step-
ahead state error covariance matrix obtained from the
Discrete-time Algebraic Riccati Equation (DARE):

P = AsPA
′
s −AsPC

′
s(CsPC

′
s + R)−1CsPA

′
s + Q (23)

From equations (22) and (23) we observe that the Kfx

obtained for given values of (Q,R) also results by replacing
the pair of matrices by (αQ,αR) for any positive scalar α.
Hence we deduce that for fixed Ts and τ the Kalman Gain
Kfx depends on k and r solely through the ratio r

k . In
Jørgensen and Jørgensen (2007a) the example

H(s) =
k

τs + 1
(24)

is considered and it is observed from numerical simulations
that it is impossible to estimate the quantities k and τ by

the non-linear LS method. This we may now explain as
follows. Since Kfx depends on k and r only through the
ratio r

k and As,Cs do not depend on these quantities it is
clear that the non-linear LS cost function to be minimized
for a given set of observations depends only on k and r
through the ratio r

k . Hence one can not identify k and r
by the non-linear LS method.

5. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL

In this section we shall use the predictions presented in
the previous sections to develop receding horizon optimal
regulators. We define the output penalty function ρ by

ρ(z, z̄, ξ, η) = ‖z − z̄‖2 + κ ‖ξ‖2 + γ‖η‖2 (25)

and the objective function by

φ =
1

2

N∑

j=1

ρ(ẑk+j|k, z̄k+j|k, ξk+j|k, ηk+j|k) + λ‖∆uk+j|k‖2

(26)
In (26) the first term of ρ penalizes deviations of the
predicted outputs, {ẑk+j|k}Nj=1, from the anticipated set-

points, {z̄k+j|k}Nj=1. The second and third terms of ρ
represent the penalty associated with the soft constraints
on the output variable:

ẑk+j|k ≥ zmin,k+j|k − ξ̂k+j|k (27a)

ẑk+j|k ≤ zmax,k+j|k + η̂k+j|k (27b)

ξ̂k+j|k ≥ 0 (27c)

η̂k+j|k ≥ 0 (27d)

for j = 1, ..., N . The final term of φ is a regularization
term that penalizes change, ∆uk = uk − uk−1, in the
manipulated variable in order to ensure smoothness of the
solution

Introducing the (hard) input constraints

umin ≤ u ≤ umax (28)

we may now state the finite horizon optimal control
problem with the objective function (26), predictions (20),
input constraints (28) and soft output constraints (27) as

min
{uj+k−1,ξ̂j+k,η̂j+k}N

j=1

φ

s.t. (20), (27), (28)
(29)

We substitute into the expression to be minimized the
equations

ẑk+j|k = ẑdk+j|k + ẑsk+j|k (30)
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resulting from the splitting into deterministic and stochas-
tic parts and obtain the modified objective φ̄

φ̄ =
1

2

N∑

j=1

ρ(ẑdk+j|k, z̄
∗
k+j|k, ξ̂k+j|k, η̂k+j|k) + λ‖∆uk+j|k‖2

(31)
with the modified reference trajectory

z̄∗k+j|k = z̄k+j|k − ẑsk+j|k (32)

Adjusting the expressions for the soft constraints (27) to

ẑdk+j|k ≥ z∗min,k+j|k − ξ̂k+j|k (33a)

ẑdk+j|k ≤ z∗max,k+j|k + η̂k+j|k (33b)

ξ̂k+j|k ≥ 0 (33c)

η̂k+j|k ≥ 0 (33d)

by introducing

z∗min,k+j|k = zmin,k+j|k − ẑsk+j|k (34a)

z∗max,k+j|k = zmax,k+j|k − ẑsk+j|k (34b)

we see that solving the problem (29) is equivalent to
solving the constrained optimization problem

min
{uj+k−1,ξ̂j+k,η̂j+k}N

j=1

φ̄ (35a)

s.t. (4), (28), (33) (35b)

Thus effectively we have to solve an MPC problem for
the deterministic part where at each step we modify the
reference trajectory and the soft constraints based on the
latest estimates of the state of the stochastic part of
the model. Algorithm 1 sums up in compact form the
calculations and instructions performed by the MPC each
time a new measurement yk has been received.

Algorithm 1 MPC implementation, step k

Require: yk, {z̄k+j|k}Nj=1, x̂
s
k|k−1, x

d
k, uk−1

Filter:
zdk = Cdx

d
k

ysk = yk − zdk
ẑsk|k−1 = Csx̂

s
k|k−1

ek = ysk − ẑsk|k−1

x̂s
k|k = x̂s

k|k−1 + Kfx ek
Stochastic Prediciton:
For j = 1, 2, . . . , N :
x̂s
k+j|k = Asx̂

s
k+j−1|k

ẑsk+j|k = Csx
s
k+j|k

z∗min,k+j|k = zmin,k+j|k − ẑsk+j|k
z∗max,k+j|k = zmax,k+j|k − ẑsk+j|k
z∗bounds,k+j|k = (z∗min,k+j|k, z

∗
max,k+j|k)

z̄∗k+j|k = z̄k+j|k − ẑsk+j|k
Regulator:
uk = µ(xd

k, {z̄∗k+j|k}Nj=1, {z∗bounds,k+j|k}Nj=1

One-step predictor:
xd
k+1 = Adx

d
k + Bduk

Return: uk, x
d
k+1, x̂

s
k+1|k

6. CLOSED-LOOP SIMULATION STUDY

This section presents closed-loop simulation studies based
on the MPC scheme developed above. We consider a plant
given by (1) with G = Gp and H = Hp where

Gp(s) =
−1

(1 + τIs)2
Hp(s) =

kS
(1 + τSs)5

(36)

with τI = 5, τS = 3, kS = 1 and {vk} ∼ Niid(0, r
2) for

two different values of r. We investigate how the choice of
noise-model impacts on the performance of the resulting
controller in closed-loop. Sampling time Ts = 1 and we
choose a prediction horizon N = 120 which is large relative
to the dynamics of the deterministic part of the system so
as to approximate an infinite horizon controller. Also note
that we sample fast enough to capture virtually all of the
deterministic dynamics. We assume that the deterministic
dynamics are known but the stochastic part is unknown
and hence must be estimated. We try out candidate noise
models of the form

H(s) =
k

(1 + τs)n
(37)

for n = 1, 2, 3, 5 leaving τ and k to be estimated in each
case. We compare with the performance achieved for the
nominal case where we assume full knowledge of the 5th

order noise model. Since the parameters of the process
noise model are to be estimated the ratio of process noise
to measurement noise will play a role for the quality of the
parameter estimates and for the ensuing controller. The
noise model parameters are estimated using the Maximum
Likelihood (ML) method on a batch of 1000 samples before
the loop is closed. Different seeds are used for closed-
loop simulations and for generating the data for parameter
estimation.

An important step in the tuning of a Model Predictive
Controller is that of settling on a suitable value in (26) for
the parameter λ which implicitly determines the band-
width of the controller. A good starting point for the
tuning of λ is to assume that possible constraints, hard
as well as soft, are inactive. We let λ sweep through a
wide range of values and plot the resulting variances of
control input u and process output y in a Pareto plot for
the case of the set-point identically equal to 0. The number
of samples based on which each variance is calculated is
equal to 900. We step through the range of λ’s such that
log10 λ is changed by 0.25 at each step going from -9 and
up to +6. For further details on tuning of Model Predictive
Controllers the reader is referred to Huusom et al. (2012),
Huusom et al. (2010), Olesen et al. (2013) and Shah and
Engell (2010). For an example of MPC tuning in the field
of Artificial Pancreas technology the reader may consult
Hovorka et al. (2010).

Figures 1 and 2 show the Pareto plots obtained for
r = 0.001 and r = 0.01 respectively. The parts of the
curves of interest to us are those in the vicinity of the ’knee’
of each curve, since there we have a good balance between
low output variance and control effort spent. For both sets
of plots we observe that the closest set-point tracking is
obtained for the nominal case, that is when one in addition
to the deterministic part also has full knowledge of the
process noise model. However, if only the model structure
is known but not the correct parameters then for both
plots the results for the 5th order models are the worst of
those for which estimated parameters are used. In both
cases it seems that the 2nd order model is a good choice.
In particular in the case with higher levels of measurement
noise does the 2nd order model seem to be the most robust
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Fig. 1. Variance plot of 5 Pareto fronts, r = 0.001
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Fig. 2. Variance plot of 5 Pareto fronts, r = 0.01

of the candidates. In the region of interest the 1st order
model is not far behind in performance though. It is also
worth noting that in our case the worse performance of
the higher order noise models may not be attributed to
having to estimate a larger number of parameters. It is
the increased sensitivity of the higher order models which
is to blame.

Now we fix r = 0.01 and impose the hard input constraints
−4 ≤ u ≤ 4. We pick the λ-values deemed optimal from
the Pareto plots for each filter order, that is λ = 10−3.5

for 1st and 2nd order filters and λ = 10−1.5 for the
nominal 5th order case. We test the resulting controllers
on the following scenario. First parameters are estimated
based on 1000 data samples and then the performance
is observed over a simulation horizon of 250 samples.
Between samples 50 and 100 a step of 1 unit is introduced
in the reference and between samples 150 and 200 an
unmeasured step disturbance of -1 unit acts on the system
output. Although no integral action is built into the
controller we observe from all 4 plots that the controllers
do well at suppressing the disturbance although it is not
rejected completely. The performance of the 2nd order
noise model is clearly better than even the nominal case for
the tuning value λ = 10−1.5 found from the Pareto plot.

The reason is that for the nominal case a lower variance
is achievable in the constant reference scenario forcing us
to increase λ in order to balance the control effort spent
against the requirement to track the reference. This leaves
us short of control power in a scenario where changes are
encountered in the shape of unmeasured disturbances or
jumps in reference. By relaxing the penalty parameter to
λ = 10−3.5 Figure 3(d) shows better performance for
the nominal case in this scenario. However even with the
adjusted λ-parameter the controller based on the 2nd order
model fares better than the nominal one.

Our study of closed-loop performance for MPC for linear
systems has shown that performance benefits from choos-
ing a low-order noise model. In the study we have con-
sidered disturbance rejection performance but not aimed
for offset-free control as such. There are fields such as
zone-MPC where this aspect is less important. A case in
point is Artificial Pancreas technology for Type 1 Diabetes
cf. Boiroux et al. (2010) and Gondhalekar et al. (2013).
Should offset-free control be a priority then integral action
may be ensured by including a factor s in the denominator
of H(s). Of course integral action comes at a price. The
resulting variance in a set-point tracking scenario would
increase. The appropriate tuning for such an MPC is a
subject for future study.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced a framework for MPC for linear
systems specified in terms of continuous-time models with
deterministic and stochastic parts. It has been used to
investigate the influence of the noise model on the resulting
controller performace in closed-loop. The result is that CL-
performance benefits from a low-order noise model even for
higher-order process noise descriptions. A possible direc-
tion of further research would be to investigate whether the
conclusions of this paper would hold also for control of non-
linear systems, e.g. the non-linear differential equations
governing the insulin-glucose dynamics.
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Abstract: This paper presents an algorithm for Model Predictive Control of SISO systems.
Based on a quadratic objective in addition to (hard) input constraints it features soft upper
as well as lower constraints on the output and an input rate-of-change penalty term. It keeps
the deterministic and stochastic model parts separate. The controller is designed based on the
deterministic model, while the Kalman filter results from the stochastic part. The controller
is implemented as a primal-dual interior point (IP) method using Riccati recursion and the
computational savings possible for SISO systems. In particular the computational complexity
scales linearly with the control horizon. No warm-start strategies are considered. Numerical
examples are included illustrating applications to Artificial Pancreas technology. We provide
typical execution times for a single iteration of the IP algorithm and the number of iterations
required for convergence in different situations.

Keywords: Predictive control, constrained optimization, quadratic programming, interior point
methods, Riccati iteration, closed-loop control, linear systems, Artificial Pancreas.

1. INTRODUCTION

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a control methodology
that uses a model of the system to be controlled to predict
its output over some future horizon. At each time instance
a control sequence is computed online by solving an open-
loop optimal control problem (OCP) based on the model,
the estimated current state, and a reference trajectory.
Only the first element of the control sequence is applied
to the system and feedback is obtained by repeating this
procedure when the next measurement is received. For a
comprehensive introduction to MPC the reader is referred
to (Rawlings and Mayne, 2009).

MPC has its origins in the process industries but the last
decade has seen a widening of the scope of application
to encompass also biomedical systems (Zavitsanou et al.,
2016). A case in point being the application to Artificial
Pancreas (AP) technology for Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus
(Bátora et al., 2015) and (Schmidt et al., 2015). Common
for the applications to AP is the requirement for the
algorithms to be able to run on small portable platforms.
This drives a search for efficient implementation of opti-
mization algorithms tailored to the control problem under
consideration.

This paper addresses those needs by proposing a linear
MPC which

• keeps deterministic and stochastic model parts sep-
arate so that optimization is performed only for the
deterministic part.

• is based on a Riccati recursion technique that takes
advantage of the long horizon relative to system
dimension.

• handles soft constraints (both upper and lower) very
efficiently.

Wang and Boyd (2010) and Domahidi et al. (2012) report
related work on computationally efficient implementations
of MPC. Our implementation however stays closer in spirit
to the seminal work of Rao et al. (1998). We provide a
transcription of the control problem including soft con-
straints reducing it to a form where the Riccati recursion
is applicable. Wherever possible use is made of the fact
that the system considered is a SISO system. Sokoler
et al. (2015), Frison and Jørgensen (2013) and Jørgensen
et al. (2012) provide further examples of applications of
the Riccati iteration technique to problems in MPC.

In the comprehensive review (Zavitsanou et al., 2016) of
existing embedded control technology for AP no mention is
made of Riccati-based implementations. The implementa-
tion described in the present contribution therefore seems
novel in the context of AP despite the passing of close
to 20 years since the publication of (Rao et al., 1998).
The implementation described here differs from that of
(Rao et al., 1998) by not including the cost-to-go term.
Reasons for this choice are given in Section 7. In addition
we allow for the specification of a reference trajectory r
for the output to track.

The work presented in this paper should be seen as a
continuation of that of the contribution (Hagdrup et al.,
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we allow for the specification of a reference trajectory r
for the output to track.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a control methodology
that uses a model of the system to be controlled to predict
its output over some future horizon. At each time instance
a control sequence is computed online by solving an open-
loop optimal control problem (OCP) based on the model,
the estimated current state, and a reference trajectory.
Only the first element of the control sequence is applied
to the system and feedback is obtained by repeating this
procedure when the next measurement is received. For a
comprehensive introduction to MPC the reader is referred
to (Rawlings and Mayne, 2009).

MPC has its origins in the process industries but the last
decade has seen a widening of the scope of application
to encompass also biomedical systems (Zavitsanou et al.,
2016). A case in point being the application to Artificial
Pancreas (AP) technology for Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus
(Bátora et al., 2015) and (Schmidt et al., 2015). Common
for the applications to AP is the requirement for the
algorithms to be able to run on small portable platforms.
This drives a search for efficient implementation of opti-
mization algorithms tailored to the control problem under
consideration.

This paper addresses those needs by proposing a linear
MPC which

• keeps deterministic and stochastic model parts sep-
arate so that optimization is performed only for the
deterministic part.

• is based on a Riccati recursion technique that takes
advantage of the long horizon relative to system
dimension.

• handles soft constraints (both upper and lower) very
efficiently.

Wang and Boyd (2010) and Domahidi et al. (2012) report
related work on computationally efficient implementations
of MPC. Our implementation however stays closer in spirit
to the seminal work of Rao et al. (1998). We provide a
transcription of the control problem including soft con-
straints reducing it to a form where the Riccati recursion
is applicable. Wherever possible use is made of the fact
that the system considered is a SISO system. Sokoler
et al. (2015), Frison and Jørgensen (2013) and Jørgensen
et al. (2012) provide further examples of applications of
the Riccati iteration technique to problems in MPC.

In the comprehensive review (Zavitsanou et al., 2016) of
existing embedded control technology for AP no mention is
made of Riccati-based implementations. The implementa-
tion described in the present contribution therefore seems
novel in the context of AP despite the passing of close
to 20 years since the publication of (Rao et al., 1998).
The implementation described here differs from that of
(Rao et al., 1998) by not including the cost-to-go term.
Reasons for this choice are given in Section 7. In addition
we allow for the specification of a reference trajectory r
for the output to track.
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MPC which
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existing embedded control technology for AP no mention is
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tion described in the present contribution therefore seems
novel in the context of AP despite the passing of close
to 20 years since the publication of (Rao et al., 1998).
The implementation described here differs from that of
(Rao et al., 1998) by not including the cost-to-go term.
Reasons for this choice are given in Section 7. In addition
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for the output to track.
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2016). While the latter paper dealt with filtering, pre-
diction and tuning of the MPC-based control system for
AP, here we delve into the detailed implementation of
the controller. The reader may find it helpful to consult
(Hagdrup et al., 2016) for further elaboration of the signal
model used, the description of which will here by necessity
be relatively brief.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
signal model used. Building on this, Section 3 formulates
the OCP and transcribes it to a convex quadratic program
(QP). The optimality conditions of the QP are formulated
in Section 4 and we show how to solve for the minimizer
using an IP algorithm. The efficient implementation of the
IP algorithm by means of Riccati recursion is the subject
of Section 5. Section 6 provides simulation examples and
CPU times and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. SIGNAL MODEL

We consider a linear system described in continuous time
in terms of transfer functions G(s) and H(s) and with
discrete measurements yk = y(tk) at times t = tk = kTs :

Z(s) = G(s)U(s) + H(s)W (s)

y(tk) = z(tk) + vk, k = 0, 1, 2, ...
(1)

Here, U denotes the input to the deterministic part of
the model and W the white noise input to the stochastic
part of the model. G and H are assumed strictly proper.
Finally, {vk} ∼ Niid(0, r

2) is a sequence of independent
and identically distributed Gaussian random variables rep-
resenting the measurement noise. The deterministic input
u is subject to the Zero-Order-Hold condition (ZOH) while
the discretization of stochastic part involves sampling a
Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE) as described in
(Hagdrup et al., 2016).

The deterministic part of the system description may be
realized as a state space model of the form

Zd(s) = G(s)U(s) ∼
{
xd
k+1 = Adx

d
k + Bduk

zdk = Cdx
d
k

(2)

since G is assumed strictly proper. The stochastic part
may likewise be realized as a state-space model

Zs(s) = H(s)W (s) ∼
{
xs
k+1 = Asx

s
k + Bswk

zsk = Csx
s
k

(3)

The conditional expectation x̂s
k|k := E[xs

k|Yk] of the state

vector xs
k given the observations Yk = {y0, y1, . . . , yk},

is obtained from the Kalman Filter. The Kalman Filter
and Predictor result from the transfer functon H(s) as
described in (Hagdrup et al., 2016).

3. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

We now turn to the issue of optimal control of systems with
dynamics as described in Eq. (2). We define the output
penalty function πz by

πz(z, r, χ, θ) = |z − r|2 + κ |χ|2 + η|θ|2 (4)

and the objective function by

φ =
1

2

N−1∑

j=1

πz(ẑk+j|k, r̂k+j|k, χ̂k+j|k, θ̂k+j|k) + ρ|∆uk+j|k|2

+ ρ|∆uk|k|2 + |ẑk+N |k − r̂k+N |k|2
(5)

In (4) and (5) the first term of πz penalizes deviations of
the predicted outputs, {ẑk+j|k}Nj=1, from the anticipated

set-points, {r̂k+j|k}Nj=1. The second and third terms of πz

represent the penalties associated with the soft lower and
upper bounds zk+j|k and zk+j|k on the output variable:

ẑk+j|k ≥ zk+j|k − χ̂k+j|k (6a)

ẑk+j|k ≤ zk+j|k + θ̂k+j|k (6b)

for j = 1, ..., N − 1. The final term of φ penalizes
rate-of-change, ∆uk = uk − uk−1, in the manipulated
variable. Furthermore the system is subject to (hard) input
constraints

u ≤ uk+j ≤ u. (7)

As elaborated in (Hagdrup et al., 2016) the finite horizon
optimal control problem (OCP) with objective function
(5), subject to Kalman predictions for (1), input con-
straints (7) and soft output constraints (6) has an equiva-
lent formulation in terms of the modified objective φ∗

φ∗ =
1

2

N−1∑

j=1

πz(ẑ
d
k+j|k, r̂

∗
k+j|k, χ̂k+j|k, θ̂k+j|k) + ρ|∆uk+j|k|2

+ ρ|∆uk|k|2 + |ẑdk+N |k − r̂∗k+N |k|2
(8)

and modified reference trajectory (1 ≤ j ≤ N)

r∗k+j|k = rk+j|k − ẑsk+j|k. (9)

In fact by introducing the notation

z∗k+j|k = zk+j|k − ẑsk+j|k (10a)

z∗k+j|k = zk+j|k − ẑsk+j|k (10b)

and adjusting the soft constraints to

ẑdk+j|k ≥ z∗k+j|k − χ̂k+j|k (11a)

ẑdk+j|k ≤ z∗k+j|k + θ̂k+j|k (11b)

the original OCP is equivalent to solving the constrained
optimization problem

min
{ẑd

j+k
,uj+k−1,χ̂j+k,θ̂j+k}N

j=1

φ∗

s.t. (2), (7), (11) .
(12)

3.1 Formulation of OCP (12) as a QP

For the formulation of (12) as a QP it is convenient to
introduce the augmented state variables

x̃j =

[
xj

uj−1

]
(13)

as well as the augmented weight matrices

Q =

[
C ′C 0

0 ρ

]
Q̄ =

[
C ′C 0

0 0

]
M = −

[
0
ρ

]
(14)

and system matrices

A =

[
Ad 0
0 0

]
B =

[
Bd

I

]
C = [Cd 0] (15)

To keep the notation simple, in the following we shall
omit the asterisks for the modified reference trajectory
and limits on z. Furthermore we assume that k = 0 and
write conditional expectations as xj = x̂0+j|0. Using these
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1. INTRODUCTION

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a control methodology
that uses a model of the system to be controlled to predict
its output over some future horizon. At each time instance
a control sequence is computed online by solving an open-
loop optimal control problem (OCP) based on the model,
the estimated current state, and a reference trajectory.
Only the first element of the control sequence is applied
to the system and feedback is obtained by repeating this
procedure when the next measurement is received. For a
comprehensive introduction to MPC the reader is referred
to (Rawlings and Mayne, 2009).

MPC has its origins in the process industries but the last
decade has seen a widening of the scope of application
to encompass also biomedical systems (Zavitsanou et al.,
2016). A case in point being the application to Artificial
Pancreas (AP) technology for Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus
(Bátora et al., 2015) and (Schmidt et al., 2015). Common
for the applications to AP is the requirement for the
algorithms to be able to run on small portable platforms.
This drives a search for efficient implementation of opti-
mization algorithms tailored to the control problem under
consideration.

This paper addresses those needs by proposing a linear
MPC which

• keeps deterministic and stochastic model parts sep-
arate so that optimization is performed only for the
deterministic part.

• is based on a Riccati recursion technique that takes
advantage of the long horizon relative to system
dimension.

• handles soft constraints (both upper and lower) very
efficiently.

Wang and Boyd (2010) and Domahidi et al. (2012) report
related work on computationally efficient implementations
of MPC. Our implementation however stays closer in spirit
to the seminal work of Rao et al. (1998). We provide a
transcription of the control problem including soft con-
straints reducing it to a form where the Riccati recursion
is applicable. Wherever possible use is made of the fact
that the system considered is a SISO system. Sokoler
et al. (2015), Frison and Jørgensen (2013) and Jørgensen
et al. (2012) provide further examples of applications of
the Riccati iteration technique to problems in MPC.

In the comprehensive review (Zavitsanou et al., 2016) of
existing embedded control technology for AP no mention is
made of Riccati-based implementations. The implementa-
tion described in the present contribution therefore seems
novel in the context of AP despite the passing of close
to 20 years since the publication of (Rao et al., 1998).
The implementation described here differs from that of
(Rao et al., 1998) by not including the cost-to-go term.
Reasons for this choice are given in Section 7. In addition
we allow for the specification of a reference trajectory r
for the output to track.

The work presented in this paper should be seen as a
continuation of that of the contribution (Hagdrup et al.,
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its output over some future horizon. At each time instance
a control sequence is computed online by solving an open-
loop optimal control problem (OCP) based on the model,
the estimated current state, and a reference trajectory.
Only the first element of the control sequence is applied
to the system and feedback is obtained by repeating this
procedure when the next measurement is received. For a
comprehensive introduction to MPC the reader is referred
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MPC has its origins in the process industries but the last
decade has seen a widening of the scope of application
to encompass also biomedical systems (Zavitsanou et al.,
2016). A case in point being the application to Artificial
Pancreas (AP) technology for Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus
(Bátora et al., 2015) and (Schmidt et al., 2015). Common
for the applications to AP is the requirement for the
algorithms to be able to run on small portable platforms.
This drives a search for efficient implementation of opti-
mization algorithms tailored to the control problem under
consideration.

This paper addresses those needs by proposing a linear
MPC which

• keeps deterministic and stochastic model parts sep-
arate so that optimization is performed only for the
deterministic part.

• is based on a Riccati recursion technique that takes
advantage of the long horizon relative to system
dimension.

• handles soft constraints (both upper and lower) very
efficiently.

Wang and Boyd (2010) and Domahidi et al. (2012) report
related work on computationally efficient implementations
of MPC. Our implementation however stays closer in spirit
to the seminal work of Rao et al. (1998). We provide a
transcription of the control problem including soft con-
straints reducing it to a form where the Riccati recursion
is applicable. Wherever possible use is made of the fact
that the system considered is a SISO system. Sokoler
et al. (2015), Frison and Jørgensen (2013) and Jørgensen
et al. (2012) provide further examples of applications of
the Riccati iteration technique to problems in MPC.

In the comprehensive review (Zavitsanou et al., 2016) of
existing embedded control technology for AP no mention is
made of Riccati-based implementations. The implementa-
tion described in the present contribution therefore seems
novel in the context of AP despite the passing of close
to 20 years since the publication of (Rao et al., 1998).
The implementation described here differs from that of
(Rao et al., 1998) by not including the cost-to-go term.
Reasons for this choice are given in Section 7. In addition
we allow for the specification of a reference trajectory r
for the output to track.

The work presented in this paper should be seen as a
continuation of that of the contribution (Hagdrup et al.,
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2016). While the latter paper dealt with filtering, pre-
diction and tuning of the MPC-based control system for
AP, here we delve into the detailed implementation of
the controller. The reader may find it helpful to consult
(Hagdrup et al., 2016) for further elaboration of the signal
model used, the description of which will here by necessity
be relatively brief.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
signal model used. Building on this, Section 3 formulates
the OCP and transcribes it to a convex quadratic program
(QP). The optimality conditions of the QP are formulated
in Section 4 and we show how to solve for the minimizer
using an IP algorithm. The efficient implementation of the
IP algorithm by means of Riccati recursion is the subject
of Section 5. Section 6 provides simulation examples and
CPU times and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. SIGNAL MODEL

We consider a linear system described in continuous time
in terms of transfer functions G(s) and H(s) and with
discrete measurements yk = y(tk) at times t = tk = kTs :

Z(s) = G(s)U(s) + H(s)W (s)

y(tk) = z(tk) + vk, k = 0, 1, 2, ...
(1)

Here, U denotes the input to the deterministic part of
the model and W the white noise input to the stochastic
part of the model. G and H are assumed strictly proper.
Finally, {vk} ∼ Niid(0, r

2) is a sequence of independent
and identically distributed Gaussian random variables rep-
resenting the measurement noise. The deterministic input
u is subject to the Zero-Order-Hold condition (ZOH) while
the discretization of stochastic part involves sampling a
Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE) as described in
(Hagdrup et al., 2016).

The deterministic part of the system description may be
realized as a state space model of the form

Zd(s) = G(s)U(s) ∼
{
xd
k+1 = Adx

d
k + Bduk

zdk = Cdx
d
k

(2)

since G is assumed strictly proper. The stochastic part
may likewise be realized as a state-space model

Zs(s) = H(s)W (s) ∼
{
xs
k+1 = Asx

s
k + Bswk

zsk = Csx
s
k

(3)

The conditional expectation x̂s
k|k := E[xs

k|Yk] of the state

vector xs
k given the observations Yk = {y0, y1, . . . , yk},

is obtained from the Kalman Filter. The Kalman Filter
and Predictor result from the transfer functon H(s) as
described in (Hagdrup et al., 2016).

3. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

We now turn to the issue of optimal control of systems with
dynamics as described in Eq. (2). We define the output
penalty function πz by

πz(z, r, χ, θ) = |z − r|2 + κ |χ|2 + η|θ|2 (4)

and the objective function by

φ =
1

2

N−1∑

j=1

πz(ẑk+j|k, r̂k+j|k, χ̂k+j|k, θ̂k+j|k) + ρ|∆uk+j|k|2

+ ρ|∆uk|k|2 + |ẑk+N |k − r̂k+N |k|2
(5)

In (4) and (5) the first term of πz penalizes deviations of
the predicted outputs, {ẑk+j|k}Nj=1, from the anticipated

set-points, {r̂k+j|k}Nj=1. The second and third terms of πz

represent the penalties associated with the soft lower and
upper bounds zk+j|k and zk+j|k on the output variable:

ẑk+j|k ≥ zk+j|k − χ̂k+j|k (6a)

ẑk+j|k ≤ zk+j|k + θ̂k+j|k (6b)

for j = 1, ..., N − 1. The final term of φ penalizes
rate-of-change, ∆uk = uk − uk−1, in the manipulated
variable. Furthermore the system is subject to (hard) input
constraints

u ≤ uk+j ≤ u. (7)

As elaborated in (Hagdrup et al., 2016) the finite horizon
optimal control problem (OCP) with objective function
(5), subject to Kalman predictions for (1), input con-
straints (7) and soft output constraints (6) has an equiva-
lent formulation in terms of the modified objective φ∗

φ∗ =
1

2

N−1∑

j=1

πz(ẑ
d
k+j|k, r̂

∗
k+j|k, χ̂k+j|k, θ̂k+j|k) + ρ|∆uk+j|k|2

+ ρ|∆uk|k|2 + |ẑdk+N |k − r̂∗k+N |k|2
(8)

and modified reference trajectory (1 ≤ j ≤ N)

r∗k+j|k = rk+j|k − ẑsk+j|k. (9)

In fact by introducing the notation

z∗k+j|k = zk+j|k − ẑsk+j|k (10a)

z∗k+j|k = zk+j|k − ẑsk+j|k (10b)

and adjusting the soft constraints to

ẑdk+j|k ≥ z∗k+j|k − χ̂k+j|k (11a)

ẑdk+j|k ≤ z∗k+j|k + θ̂k+j|k (11b)

the original OCP is equivalent to solving the constrained
optimization problem

min
{ẑd

j+k
,uj+k−1,χ̂j+k,θ̂j+k}N

j=1

φ∗

s.t. (2), (7), (11) .
(12)

3.1 Formulation of OCP (12) as a QP

For the formulation of (12) as a QP it is convenient to
introduce the augmented state variables

x̃j =

[
xj

uj−1

]
(13)

as well as the augmented weight matrices

Q =

[
C ′C 0

0 ρ

]
Q̄ =

[
C ′C 0

0 0

]
M = −

[
0
ρ

]
(14)

and system matrices

A =

[
Ad 0
0 0

]
B =

[
Bd

I

]
C = [Cd 0] (15)

To keep the notation simple, in the following we shall
omit the asterisks for the modified reference trajectory
and limits on z. Furthermore we assume that k = 0 and
write conditional expectations as xj = x̂0+j|0. Using these
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conventions, routine calculations show that the governing
dynamics may be expressed as

x̃j+1 = Ax̃j + Buj (16)

and that up to a constant term, the objective function φ∗

equals the function

Ψ =
1

2

N−1∑

j=1

[
x̃j

uj

]′ [
Q M
M ′ ρ

] [
x̃j

uj

]
+ κ|χj |2 + η|θj |2

+
1

2
x̃′
N Q̄x̃N +

1

2
ρu2

0 −
N∑

j=1

r′jCx̃j − ρu−1u0

(17)

Since κ, η ≥ 0, ρ > 0 and Q̄ is positive semidefinite,
convexity of Ψ results from the easily verifiable positive
semidefiniteness of the Schur complement of element ρ

of

[
Q M
M ′ ρ

]
. For the highly structured quadratic function

(17) it is useful to view the Hessian as a block diagonal
matrix

H = diag(H0,H1, . . . ,HN−1,HN ) (18)

where for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1

Hj =



Q M 0 0
M ′ ρ 0 0
0 0 κ 0
0 0 0 η


 (19)

while H0 = ρ and HN = Q̄. By similarly introducing

ξ =
[
ξ′0 ξ′1 . . . ξ′N

]′
(20)

where for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1

ξj =
[
x̃′
j u′

j χ′
j θ′j

]′
(21)

while ξ0 = u0 and ξN = x̃N we see that the sum of the 2nd

order terms in (17) may be written compactly as 1
2ξ

′Hξ.

Now define g =
[
g′0 g′1 . . . g′N

]′
where for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1

gj = [−rjC 0 0 0]
′

(22)

while g0 = −ρu−1 and gN = −(rNC)′. By doing so the
sum of the 1st order terms in (17) becomes g′ξ. Altogether
this brings the objective Ψ into the standard form

Ψ(ξ) =
1

2
ξ′Hξ + g′ξ. (23)

As for the constraints the equalities (16) may be expressed
in the form A′ξ = b for suitably chosen A and b. For N = 2

A′ =

u0 x̃1 u1 χ1 θ1 x̃2[ ]−B I 0 0 0 0
0 −A −B 0 0 I

,

b =

[
Ax̃0

0

]
.

(24)

will be our choice of sign convention and which we stick to
also for higher N . The structure of A′ is hinted at by indi-
cating which variable each coefficient corresponds to. This
partitioning into stages will be crucial to exploiting the
inherent structure of the optimization problem. Turning
to the inequality constraints, we note that for each stage
1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 the constraints (7) and (11) may be cast in
the form C′

jξj ≥ dj where

[ C′
j dj

]
=

x̃j uj χj θj





C 0 I 0 zj zj

−C 0 0 I −zj zj

0 I 0 0 u u
j

0 −I 0 0 −u uj

(25)

The rightmost column contains the index which we shall
use to refer to that particular inequality. It provides a
convenient way of addressing the slack variables s, and
associated dual variables t. For example λz

j
denotes the

Lagrange multiplier pertaining to the inequality constraint
expressed by the first row of (25). This notation will be
used consistently in Section 5. For j = 0 the matrices
C′
0 and d0 comprise only the data pertaining to u0, that

is rows 3 and 4. Stage N is subject to no inequality
constraints so C′

N = 0 and dN = 0. By introducing the
block diagonal matrix C and the stacked column vector d

C = diag(C0, C1, . . . , CN )

d = [d0 d1 . . . dN ]
′ (26)

we may now express our OCP (12) as a convex QP in the
standard form

min
ξ

1

2
ξ′Hξ + g′ξ

s.t. A′ξ = b

C′ξ ≥ d

(27)

4. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS

The convexity of (27) means that a value ξ of the decision
variable is a minimizer of (27) if and only if ξ and its
pair of associated dual variables satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions (Nocedal and Wright, 2006). To
formulate these optimality conditions for (27) we introduce
non-negative slack variables s allowing us to recast the
inequality constraints as

−C′ξ + s + d = 0 (28)

It now follows that ξ is a minimizer if and only if there
exist vectors p and s, t ≥ 0 (component-wise) such that

F (ξ, p, t, s) =



rL
rA
rC
rST


 =



Hξ + g −Ap− Ct

−A′ξ + b
−C′ξ + s + d

ST e


 =




0
0
0
0




(29)
Here S denotes the diagonal matrix formed by the ele-
ments s1, s2, . . . , s4N−2 of s. Matrix T is defined analo-
gously and e denotes the column vector whose entries all
equal 1.

4.1 Interior Point Method

This subsection describes an Interior Point Method
(Wright, 1997) for iterative solution of (29). The algorithm
tracks the so-called central path connecting an initial point
(ξ0, p0, s0, t0) to a solution (ξ, p, s, t) of (29). Given a cur-
rent iterate (ξ, p, s, t) we define a complementarity measure

µ =
s′t

card(s)
=

s′t
4N − 2

(30)

and consider the perturbed KKT conditions (Nocedal and
Wright, 2006):
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F (ξ, p, t, s) =



Hξ + g −Ap− Ct

−A′ξ + b
−C′ξ + s + d

ST e


 =




0
0
0

µσe


 (31)

The solutions of (31) for all positive values of σ and µ
define the so-called central path, which is a trajectory that
leads to the solution of (29) as the product µσ tends to
zero. To track the central path we employ a variant of
Mehrotra’s predictor-corrector method (Mehrotra, 1992),
(Nocedal and Wright, 2006). The method consists in
repeating a two-step procedure until convergence. The first
so-called affine step updates the centering paramter σ and
computes second-order correction terms. Next a corrector
step is determined and a new iterate is produced. The
direction of the affine step equals that of the pure Newton
step for (31) with parameter σ = 0

JF (ζk)∆ζkaff = −F (ζk) (32)

where JF (ζk) denotes the current value of the Jacobian
of F , ∆ζkaff is the affine direction, and ζk is the current
iterate

ζk =
[
(ξk)′ (pk)′ (sk)′ (tk)′

]′
(33)

With ∆ζkaff in hand the affine variables skaff and tkaff are
computed

skaff := sk + αk
aff∆skaff tkaff := tk + αk

aff∆tkaff (34)

The scaling factor αk
aff is introduced to ensure that the

constraints (s, t) ≥ 0 remain satisfied:

αk
aff := max

{
aaff ∈ [0; 1]|

[
sk

tk

]
+ aaff

[
∆sk

∆tk

]
≥ 0

}
(35)

We emphasize that we apply the same damping factor to
the primal and the dual variables. This differs from what
is usually done for linear programming where two separate
damping factors are specified Nocedal and Wright (2006).
Following Mehrotra (1992), Nocedal and Wright (2006) we
update the centering parameter σ by

σk :=

(
(skaff)′tkaff
(sk)′tk

)3

. (36)

In the second step, we obtain ∆ζk by solving (32) for a
modified right hand side, namely

−



rL
rA
rC
r̄ST


 = −




rL
rA
rC

rST + ∆Sk
aff∆T k

affe− σkµke.


 (37)

Matrix ∆Sk
aff is the diagonal matrix formed by the ele-

ments of vector ∆skaff . As in (35) for the affine step, we
select the largest scaling parameter α such that sk +α∆sk

and tk+α∆tk remain non-negative. We update the iterates
after damping α with a factor τ ∈ [0.95; 0.999] to ensure
that iterates stay in the interior of the feasible set:

ξk := ξk + ταk∆ξk pk := pk + ταk∆pk

sk := sk + ταk∆sk tk := tk + ταk∆tk
(38)

Iteration continues until

µk ≤ tolµ

||(rkL, rkA, rkC)||∞ ≤ tolr||H,A, C, b, d, g||∞
(39)

where tolr and tolµ are user-defined small tolerances
whose default values are 10−8 (Gertz and Wright, 2003).

5. RICCATI ITERATION PROCEDURE

In interior point methods such as the one presented in
this paper, the main computational effort is spent solving
the linear system (32) and its counterpart with a modified
right hand side (37). We therefore seek to exploit the
inherent structure of the problem. The explicit formulation
of (32) becomes




H −A −C 0
−A′ 0 0 0
−C′ 0 0 I
0 0 S T







∆ξ
∆p
∆t
∆s


 = −



rL
rA
rC
rST


 . (40)

By eliminating ∆s and ∆t one obtains

∆t = −(S−1T )C′∆ξ + (S−1T )(rC − T −1rST )

∆s = −T −1rST − T −1S∆t
(41)

and the resulting so-called augmented system (Nocedal
and Wright, 2006) to solve[

H + C(S−1T )C′ −A
−A′ 0

] [
∆ξ
∆p

]
=

[
rξ
rp

]
(42)

where [
rξ
rp

]
=

[
−rL + C(S−1T )(rC − T −1rST )

−rA

]
(43)

We note that rξ =
[
r′ξ,0 r′ξ,1 . . . r′ξ,N

]′
where

rξ,j =
[
r′x̃j

ruj rχj rθj
]′

(44)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 while rξ,0 = ru0 and rξ,N = rx̃N
.

Computing ∆t and the term (S−1T )(rC − T −1rST ) only
involves cheap element-wise operations on vectors. The
latter’s multiplication with C is handled by a stage-wise ap-
proach utilizing the structure C = diag(C0, C1, . . . , CN−1).
The block-diagonal structure of C ensures that H +
C(S−1T )C′ has exactly the same block-diagonal structure
as H. By introducing the diagonal matrix Λ = S−1T one
may write H + CΛC′ = diag(H0 + C0Λ0C′

0, . . . ,HN−1 +
CN−1ΛN−1C′

N−1,HN ) where

Hj + CjΛjC′
j =

x̃j uj χj θj





Qj M E′
j F ′

j x̃j

M ′ Rj 0 0 uj

Ej 0 Gj 0 χj

Fj 0 0 Kj θj

(45)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 while H0 + C0Λ0C0 = R0 and
HN = QN = Q̄. The quantities appearing in (45) are
given by

Ej = λz
j
C Gj = κ + λz

j

Fj = −λzj
C Kj = η + λzj

(46)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 while

Rj = ρ + λuj
+ λuj

j = 0, . . . , N − 1

Qj = Q + C ′(λz
j
+ λzj

)C j = 1, . . . , N − 1.
(47)

Using the indexing convention p =
[
p′0 p′1 . . . p′N−1

]′
we

now group all the equatons appearing in (42) stage-wise
and eliminate the quantities ∆χj and ∆θj . We end up with
the following equations to solve:

−∆pj−1 + Q̃j∆x̃j + M∆uj + A∆pj = r̃x̃j
M ′∆x̃j + Rj∆uj + B′∆pj = ruj
A∆x̃j + B∆ũj − ∆x̃j+1 = rpj

(48)
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for j = 1, . . . , N − 1 in addition to the equations

R0∆u0 + B′∆p0 = ru0
B∆u0 − ∆x̃1 = rp0

−∆pN−1 + Q̃N∆x̃N = r̃x̃N

(49)

In (48) and (49) matrices Rj are as specified in (47) while

Q̃j = Q +

(
λz

j
κ

κ + λzj

+
λzj

η

η + λzj

)
C ′C (50)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 and Q̃N = Q̄. Using rx̃j from (44) the
quantities r̃x̃j are calculated by r̃x̃N = rx̃N and

r̃x̃j = rx̃j +

(
λzj

η + λzj

rθj −
λz

j

κ + λz
j

rχj

)
C ′ (51)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1. Having solved for ∆x̃j ,∆uj and
∆pj one computes ∆χj and ∆θj for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
straightforwardly from

∆χj =
1

κ + λz
j

(rχj − λz
j
C∆x̃j)

∆θj =
1

η + λzj

(rθj + λzj
C∆x̃j)

(52)

We note that (48) and (49) are in a form that permit
their efficient solution by the Riccati recursion technique
(Rao et al., 1998). In fact for the special case N = 3, the
equations may be arranged in the well-known form:


R0 B′ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 −I 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −I Q̃1 M A′ 0 0 0 0
0 0 M ′ R1 B′ 0 0 0 0
0 0 A B 0 −I 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −I Q̃2 M A′ 0
0 0 0 0 0 M ′ R2 B′ 0
0 0 0 0 0 A B 0 −I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −I Q̃3







∆u0

∆p0
∆x̃1

∆u1

∆p1
∆x̃2

∆u2

∆p2
∆x̃3




=




ru0
rp0
r̃x1
ru1
rp1
r̃x2
ru2
rp2
r̃x3




(53)

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

This section presents a case study relevant for an Artificial
Pancreas (Bátora et al., 2015). We apply the MPC algo-
rithm developed above to a family of transfer functions
often used to describe linearized glucose-insulin dynamics.
The (deterministic) model is given in terms of a transfer
function of the form

G(s) =
kd

(1 + τds)nd
(54)

where nd is a small integer, typically equal to 2 or 3
(Boiroux et al., 2015). We consider a stochastic model of
similar form

H(s) =
ks

(1 + τss)ns
(55)

For the Artificial Pancreas it is not uncommon to consider
prediction horizons of up to 24 hours and for a sampling
rate of Ts = 5 min this amounts to 288 samples. In this
example we consider Ts = 1min and a horizon of N = 300.
We consider system and model both to be of the form
(1) with G and H of the form (54) and (55) respectively.
The relevant simulation parameters are listed in the tables
below. The value for the weight ρ on the rate-of-input is

arrived at by considering a Pareto-plot as in (Hagdrup
et al., 2016). This is obtained by mapping integrated
squared output error against integrated squared rate-of-
input for values of ρ ranging through a wide interval.
We pick the value of ρ ensuring the best compromise for
keeping both the mapped quanties low.

Table 1. System and Model parameters plus
measurement noise variance

Parameter System Model

nd 2 2

τd 5 5

kd -1 -1

ns 2 1

τs 3 2.5

ks 0.3 1.2

σ2
v 10−4 10−4

Table 2. Cost function weights, tolerances, pre-
diction horizon, sampling interval and number

of samples simulated

Parameter Value

ρ 10−4.75

κ 100

η 10

tolr 10−8

tolµ 10−8

N 300

Ts 1

Nsim 600

Table 3. Limits on u (hard) and z (soft)

Parameter Value

umin -50

umax 50

zmin -3

zmax 3

We perform closed-loop simulations for a tracking scenario
where the system output is required to track a reference
trajectory which is identically zero except for the intervals
between samples 50 and 100 and 450 and 500 respectively.
On those two intervals the reference value is 3, coinciding
thus with the upper soft bound on the output. Figure 1
shows the result of the simulations. One notes that the in-
put constraints are active around the changes in reference
value. We plot in Fig. 2 the number of iterations required
in the interior point algorithm when at each time instance
of the closed-loop simulation the (open-loop) input profile
is calculated. The iteration number is seen to vary and
remembering that the prediction horizon is N = 300 we
see that the times for which most iterations (10 or 11) are
needed seem to coincide with the times where an input
constraint is active somewhere in the prediction window.
The lowest number of iterations, namely 4, occurs when
we just require to track the constant value 0 over the
entire prediction horizon. Of course we do not imply that
the iteration numbers here are necessarily typical. They
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Fig. 2. Number of iterations spent in the interior-point
algorithm calculating the input profile at a given time
instance. Horizon N = 300 and system order ns = 2.

merely serve to illustrate the variation in iteration number
which may occur. It should also be noted that the number
of iterations required to reach a specified tolerance may
depend upon how well-conditioned the resulting matrices
are which appear in the systems to be solved. The entire
MPC simulation chain including the Riccati based IP
solver was implemented in Matlab R2014a. For algorithm
performance evaluation we note that the calculations were
performed on a DELL laptop equipped with an Intel(R)
Core (TM) i5-4310U CPU@2.00 GHz processor and 16.0
GB of memory. Due to the computer’s internal scheduling
the time spent processing a single interior point itera-
tion will of course fluctuate. This is also clear from the
histogram in Fig. 3. Generally speaking though each
iteration seems to take approximately 50 ms. This is for a
prediction horizon of length 300 and a linear model whose
deterministic part is of order nd = 2. For the implemented
Riccati iteration based optimization scheme one observes
indeed by varying the horizon N an approximately linear
growth in CPU time with N . For the scenario described
above we now allow the horizon to vary while retaining the
value of the tuning parameter ρ at its value corresponding
to N = 300. For each value of N we map in Fig. 4 the
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Fig. 3. Histogram of average times spent per interior
point iteration calculating the input profile. Horizon
N = 300 and system order nd = 2.
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Fig. 4. Average CPU time spent calculating the input
sequence at each step.

average CPU time spent calculating the open-loop input
sequence at each step. The CPU time is seen to grow
approximately linearly with N .

7. CONCLUSION

In applications of MPC it is desirable to use long prediction
horizons for stability reasons. Hence one would rather
err on the side of caution than pick a horizon N that
turns out to be too short. It is therefore useful to have
an implementation whose computational complexity only
grows linearly with N . One might argue that similar
benefits could be achieved by using a dual-mode approach
including a suitable end-of-horizon cost-to-go term. This
approach, however, presents an additional challenge in the
form of selection of a proper weighting matrix for the
cost-to-go term. The presence of constraints makes this
selection a non-trivial task. The weighting matrix would
thus become an extra tuning parameter, something we
may avoid by choosing the prediction horizon sufficiently
large. This is a viable option thanks to the fast Riccati-
based implementation.

A computationally efficient controller obviously has a
beneficial effect on battery lifetime, an issue of potential
concern when implemented on a small portable platform.
While it also makes it easier to meet real-time constraints,
there is even a third benefit to having a Riccati-based
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for j = 1, . . . , N − 1 in addition to the equations

R0∆u0 + B′∆p0 = ru0
B∆u0 − ∆x̃1 = rp0

−∆pN−1 + Q̃N∆x̃N = r̃x̃N

(49)

In (48) and (49) matrices Rj are as specified in (47) while

Q̃j = Q +

(
λz

j
κ

κ + λzj

+
λzj

η

η + λzj

)
C ′C (50)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 and Q̃N = Q̄. Using rx̃j from (44) the
quantities r̃x̃j are calculated by r̃x̃N = rx̃N and

r̃x̃j = rx̃j +

(
λzj

η + λzj

rθj −
λz

j

κ + λz
j

rχj

)
C ′ (51)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1. Having solved for ∆x̃j ,∆uj and
∆pj one computes ∆χj and ∆θj for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
straightforwardly from

∆χj =
1

κ + λz
j

(rχj − λz
j
C∆x̃j)

∆θj =
1

η + λzj

(rθj + λzj
C∆x̃j)

(52)

We note that (48) and (49) are in a form that permit
their efficient solution by the Riccati recursion technique
(Rao et al., 1998). In fact for the special case N = 3, the
equations may be arranged in the well-known form:


R0 B′ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 −I 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −I Q̃1 M A′ 0 0 0 0
0 0 M ′ R1 B′ 0 0 0 0
0 0 A B 0 −I 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −I Q̃2 M A′ 0
0 0 0 0 0 M ′ R2 B′ 0
0 0 0 0 0 A B 0 −I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −I Q̃3







∆u0

∆p0
∆x̃1

∆u1

∆p1
∆x̃2

∆u2

∆p2
∆x̃3




=




ru0
rp0
r̃x1
ru1
rp1
r̃x2
ru2
rp2
r̃x3




(53)

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

This section presents a case study relevant for an Artificial
Pancreas (Bátora et al., 2015). We apply the MPC algo-
rithm developed above to a family of transfer functions
often used to describe linearized glucose-insulin dynamics.
The (deterministic) model is given in terms of a transfer
function of the form

G(s) =
kd

(1 + τds)nd
(54)

where nd is a small integer, typically equal to 2 or 3
(Boiroux et al., 2015). We consider a stochastic model of
similar form

H(s) =
ks

(1 + τss)ns
(55)

For the Artificial Pancreas it is not uncommon to consider
prediction horizons of up to 24 hours and for a sampling
rate of Ts = 5 min this amounts to 288 samples. In this
example we consider Ts = 1min and a horizon of N = 300.
We consider system and model both to be of the form
(1) with G and H of the form (54) and (55) respectively.
The relevant simulation parameters are listed in the tables
below. The value for the weight ρ on the rate-of-input is

arrived at by considering a Pareto-plot as in (Hagdrup
et al., 2016). This is obtained by mapping integrated
squared output error against integrated squared rate-of-
input for values of ρ ranging through a wide interval.
We pick the value of ρ ensuring the best compromise for
keeping both the mapped quanties low.

Table 1. System and Model parameters plus
measurement noise variance

Parameter System Model

nd 2 2

τd 5 5

kd -1 -1

ns 2 1

τs 3 2.5

ks 0.3 1.2

σ2
v 10−4 10−4

Table 2. Cost function weights, tolerances, pre-
diction horizon, sampling interval and number

of samples simulated

Parameter Value

ρ 10−4.75

κ 100

η 10

tolr 10−8

tolµ 10−8

N 300

Ts 1

Nsim 600

Table 3. Limits on u (hard) and z (soft)

Parameter Value

umin -50

umax 50

zmin -3

zmax 3

We perform closed-loop simulations for a tracking scenario
where the system output is required to track a reference
trajectory which is identically zero except for the intervals
between samples 50 and 100 and 450 and 500 respectively.
On those two intervals the reference value is 3, coinciding
thus with the upper soft bound on the output. Figure 1
shows the result of the simulations. One notes that the in-
put constraints are active around the changes in reference
value. We plot in Fig. 2 the number of iterations required
in the interior point algorithm when at each time instance
of the closed-loop simulation the (open-loop) input profile
is calculated. The iteration number is seen to vary and
remembering that the prediction horizon is N = 300 we
see that the times for which most iterations (10 or 11) are
needed seem to coincide with the times where an input
constraint is active somewhere in the prediction window.
The lowest number of iterations, namely 4, occurs when
we just require to track the constant value 0 over the
entire prediction horizon. Of course we do not imply that
the iteration numbers here are necessarily typical. They
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Fig. 2. Number of iterations spent in the interior-point
algorithm calculating the input profile at a given time
instance. Horizon N = 300 and system order ns = 2.

merely serve to illustrate the variation in iteration number
which may occur. It should also be noted that the number
of iterations required to reach a specified tolerance may
depend upon how well-conditioned the resulting matrices
are which appear in the systems to be solved. The entire
MPC simulation chain including the Riccati based IP
solver was implemented in Matlab R2014a. For algorithm
performance evaluation we note that the calculations were
performed on a DELL laptop equipped with an Intel(R)
Core (TM) i5-4310U CPU@2.00 GHz processor and 16.0
GB of memory. Due to the computer’s internal scheduling
the time spent processing a single interior point itera-
tion will of course fluctuate. This is also clear from the
histogram in Fig. 3. Generally speaking though each
iteration seems to take approximately 50 ms. This is for a
prediction horizon of length 300 and a linear model whose
deterministic part is of order nd = 2. For the implemented
Riccati iteration based optimization scheme one observes
indeed by varying the horizon N an approximately linear
growth in CPU time with N . For the scenario described
above we now allow the horizon to vary while retaining the
value of the tuning parameter ρ at its value corresponding
to N = 300. For each value of N we map in Fig. 4 the
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average CPU time spent calculating the open-loop input
sequence at each step. The CPU time is seen to grow
approximately linearly with N .

7. CONCLUSION

In applications of MPC it is desirable to use long prediction
horizons for stability reasons. Hence one would rather
err on the side of caution than pick a horizon N that
turns out to be too short. It is therefore useful to have
an implementation whose computational complexity only
grows linearly with N . One might argue that similar
benefits could be achieved by using a dual-mode approach
including a suitable end-of-horizon cost-to-go term. This
approach, however, presents an additional challenge in the
form of selection of a proper weighting matrix for the
cost-to-go term. The presence of constraints makes this
selection a non-trivial task. The weighting matrix would
thus become an extra tuning parameter, something we
may avoid by choosing the prediction horizon sufficiently
large. This is a viable option thanks to the fast Riccati-
based implementation.

A computationally efficient controller obviously has a
beneficial effect on battery lifetime, an issue of potential
concern when implemented on a small portable platform.
While it also makes it easier to meet real-time constraints,
there is even a third benefit to having a Riccati-based
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controller. Most development and testing of AP technology
takes place in silico and the ability to increase the number
of realizations when performing stochastic simulation is
clearly welcome.

The implementation also implies a significant reduction
in memory consumption. By condensing and using dense
storage, for a scenario with horizon N , the Hessian would
still be of size (3N × 3N). Our approach uses significantly
less than that. It has been noted that the algorithm
presented in this paper does not include any warm-start
strategy. The inclusion of warm-starting might well further
reduce computation times for the controller but remains
an item for future study.
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